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PREFACE

"No natural boundaries seem to be set to the 
effort of man; and in his eyes vhat is not yet 
done is only vhat he has not yet attempted to do."

Alexis de Tocqueville, 1835.

The quote eloquently states the progress made over the past decade by the 
hydrogeological scientific community in the area of large-scale field 
experiments and mathematical modelling of transport and mass exchange 
processes. This progress vas the main topic of discussion at the 
International Conference and Vorkshop on Transport and Mass Exchange Processes 
in Sand and Gravel Aquifers.

The conference vas organized by the AECL Research Company. Financial support 
was provided by AECL Research (Chalk River Laboratories), Atomic Energy 
Control Board, Electric Power Research Institute (Land and Water Quality 
Studies Program), Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (Department of 
Environmental Safety Research), National Vater Research Institute (Groundwater 
Contamination Project), Ontario Hydro (Civil Engineering and Architecture 
Department), State of Baden-Vurttemberg, U.S. Department of Energy (Office of 
Health and Environmental Research), U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(Office of Environmental Processes and Effect Research), and the U.S. 
Geological Survey (Toxic Substances Hydrology Program). Support was also 
provided by the American Geophysical Union and International Association for 
Hydraulic Research.

The Conference va;; held in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada from October 1-4, 1990. 
The objectives of this conference were: (1) to exchange information on 
promising field measurement techniques used for the characterization of 
spatial variability of geologic formations and on new methods used for
quantifying the effect of spatial variability on groundwater flow and
transport of materials; (2) to discuss novel developments in the theory of 
transport processes and simulation methods, and; (3) to present views and
opinions on future initiatives and directions in the design of large-scale
field tracer experiments and the development of conceptual and mathematical 
models of transport and mass exchange processes.

The Conference brought together modellers, field hydrogeologists, and 
representatives of industry and various agencies and organizations. 
Approximately 110 scientists, engineers and professionals attended the 
conference. Oral and poster presentations were given during the four days of 
the meeting, which was followed by a one day trip to the field facilities and 
laboratories at Chalk River.

The complete success of this conference is due to those who attended, to those 
who supported the conference financially, and to those who contributed their 
time, skills and efforts. I  gratefully acknowledge their contribution.



Although papers of these proceedings are not peer-reviewed, every effort was 
made to select contributions vhich, in a clear and lucid manner, describe 
newly developed conceptual and mathematical models of transport, and field 
tracer experiments designed to test the models. I feel that the selected 
papers provide outstanding contributions to the theme of this Conference and 
should be of interest to groundwater scientists and engineers, to students and 
professionals in contaminant hydrogeology.

The proceedings are divided into six major chapters. Chapter 1 entitled 
"Field Studies of Transport Processes" includes large-scale field tracer 
experiments performed at Cape Cod Site, Massachusetts, U.S.A.; Horkheimer 
Insel Site, Baden-Vurttemberg, F.R.G.; Columbus Site, Mississippi, U.S.A.; and 
Twin Lakes Site, Ontario, Canada.

Chapter 2 describes novel field measurement techniques used in contaminant 
transport studies. Chapter 3 discusses promising methods for quantifying the 
effect of geological heterogeneity on groundwater flow and transport 
processes. Chapter 4 covers novel developments in the theory of transport 
processes based on methods of geostatistics.
Chapter 5 deals with the area of numerical modelling of transport processes 
that has undergone an unprecedented growth in the past few years. In Chapter
6 field and modelling studies of mass exchange processes are discussed. It 
includes the topic on kinetic of reactions on sediments which is currently of 
great research interest to geochemists. All these chapters are intended to 
provide a definitive discussion of novel developments in theory and practice 
of hydrogeochemical investigations that have not previously appeared in any 
book.

Greg Moltyaner, Chairman and Editor.
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CHAPTER 1 

FIELD STUDIES



TRANSPORT OF REACTIVE AND NONREACTIVE SOLUTES : RESULTS
OF A NATURAL - GRAD I ENT TRACER TEST IN A SAND AND GRAVEL 

AQUIFER, CAPE COD, MASSACHUSETTS

by
STEPHEN P. GARABEDIAN and DENIS R. LEBLANC 

U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
MARLBOROUGH, MASSACHUSETTS

ABSTRACT
A natural-gradient tracer test was conducted on Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts, to examine the transport and dispersion of 
solutes in a sand and gravel aquifer. A nonreactive tracer, 
bromide, and two reactive tracers, lithium and molybdate, 
were injected as a pulse in July 1985 and monitored in three 
dimensions for 3 years as they moved 280 meters downgradient 
through an array of multilevel samplers. The tracer 
transport was quantified using spatial moments. The 
calculated total mass of bromide for each sampling date 
varied from 86 to 105 percent of the injected mass, and the 
center of mass moved at a nearly constant horizontal velocity 
of 0.42 meters per day. The bromide cloud also moved 
downward about 4 meters, probably because of density-induced 
sinking and accretion of areal recharge from precipitation. 
After 200 meters of transport, the bromide cloud was more 
than 80 meters long but only 14 meters wide and 6 meters 
thick. The change in longitudinal variance of bromide with 
travel distance was nonlinear over the first 26 meters. 
Thereafter, the variance increased linearly with travel 
distance, indicating that the longitudinal dispersivity had 
reached a constant value (0.96 meters). The transverse 
horizontal and transverse vertical dispersivities were much 
smaller (1.8 centimeters and 1.5 millimeters, respectively) 
than the longitudinal value. The lithium and molybdate 
clouds followed the same path as the bromide cloud, but a 
significant amount of their mass was adsorbed onto the 
aquifer sediments, and their rates of movement were retarded 
about 50 percent relative to the bromide movement.

INTRODUCTION
There is a growing awareness that the transport and fate of 
contaminants in aquifers are greatly affected by the natural 
heterogeneity of the aquifers (Anderson, 1987) . Several 
theories account for the effects of these heterogeneities on 
flow and transport by treating them as a stochastic process. 
This work has been particularly useful in understanding 
field-scale dispersion of solutes in ground water (Dagan, 
1982, 1984; Gelhar and Axness, 1983; Neuman et al., 1987).



The stochastic theories relate macrodispersion observed in 
the field to variations in velocity caused largely by the 
spatial variability in hydraulic conductivity.

Although these theories have changed the way in which we 
conceptualize flow and transport in heterogeneous aquifers, 
the practical application to field problems is still the 
subject of debate (Molz et al., 1988). The pioneering work 
at the Borden site in Ontario (Sudicky. et al., 1983; MacKay 
et al., 1986; Freyberg, 1986; Sudicky, 1986) demonstrated the 
application of the stochastic approach in analyzing field- 
scale solute transport. But these field tests need to be 
extended to include other, more heterogeneous aquifers and 
different types of reactive species.

This paper briefly describes a natural-gradient tracer 
experiment that was conducted in a stratified, sand and 
gravel aquifer on Cape Cod, Massachusetts. The primary goal 
of the tracer test was to obtain a data set that was 
sufficiently detailed to test the application of stochastic 
solute-transport theories in a field setting. The components 
of the test included injection of a solution containing both 
nonreactive and reactive tracers into the unconfined aquifer 
and monitoring of the movement and dispersion of the tracer 
cloud under a natural hydraulic gradient for 3 years. From 
the spatial distribution of the nonreactive tracer, which was 
observed at discrete sampling times during the test, the 
macrodispersivity was calculated by the method of moments. 
This measured dispersivity was compared to values estimated 
by application of the stochastic theories to field 
measurement of the spatial variability of hydraulic 
conductivity (Wolf, 1988; Hess, 1989).

A second goal of the tracer test was to examine the transport 
of several reactive tracers that were expected to be sorbed 
onto the aquifer sediments and to be retarded relative to the 
nonreactive tracer. Laboratory tests of water and sediment 
collected at the site were used to measure the chemical 
characteristics expected to control the fate of the reactive 
solutes in the aquifer (Stollenwerk and Kipp, 1989; Wood et 
al., 1990) .

Site Description and Aquifer Characteristics
The tracer test was conducted in an abandoned gravel pit 
located on western Cape Cod (Figure 1) . The aquifer at the 
tracer-test site consists of about 100 m (meters) of 
unconsolidated sediments which overlie a relatively



impermeable, crystalline bedrock (LeBlanc, 1984). The upper 
30 m of the aquifer are a permeable, stratified, sand and 
gravel glacial outwash. Beneath the outwash, the sediments 
are finer grained and include some silt and clay. The 
estimated average hydraulic conductivity of the sand and 
gravel is 110 m/d (meters per day) , and the ratio of 
horizontal to vertical hydraulic conductivity is about 2:1 to 
5:1 (Garabedian et al., 1988). Hydraulic tests made with a 
flowmeter in long-screened wells at the tracer-test site 
(Hess, 1989) and with a permeameter on cores collected at the 
tracer-test site (Wolf, 1988) indicate that the hydraulic 
conductivity of the outwash varies about one order of 
magnitude. The effective porosity of the outwash is 
estimated from several small-scale tracer tests (Garabedian 
et al., 1988; Barlow, 1987) and spatial-moments analysis of 
this test to be about 0.39.

Hydrologie Characteristics
The water table at the tracer-test site is 3 to 7 m below 
land surface and slopes to the south at about 0.15 m per 100 
m (Figure 1) . During the tracer-test period, the magnitude 
and direction of the horizontal hydraulic gradient varied 
only slightly; the magnitude varied from 0.0014 to 0.0018, 
and the direction varied from 164 to 173 degrees east of 
magnetic north. The source of water to the aquifer is 
recharge from precipitation. On Cape Cod, about 45 percent 
of the total annual precipitation, or about 50 cm/yr 
(centimeters per year), recharges the ground-water system. 
The ground water ultimately discharges to the ocean about 10 
km south of the study site.

Vertical hydraulic gradients are too small to measure in 
clusters of monitoring wells at the tracer-test site; thus, 
ground-water flow is nearly horizontal in the aquifer. Based 
on the estimates of hydraulic conductivity, hydraulic 
gradient, and effective porosity given above, the average 
velocity of ground water in the sand and gravel is about 0.4 
m/d.

DESIGN AND OPERATION OF THE TRACER TEST
The tracer test began in July 1985 with the injection of 7.6 
m3 (cubic meters) of tracer solution into the aquifer. 
Movement of the tracer cloud was then monitored by collection 
of water samples from an array of 656 multilevel samplers. 
The test was designed and conducted so that movement of the 
tracer cloud could be monitored in three dimensions as it 
travelled about 280 m through the aquifer.



Tracers
The tracers used in this test were selected because they are 
nontoxic at low concentrations and have low natural 
concentrations, ensuring the tracers introduced for this test 
could be followed for a reasonable distance and still be 
detected. Bromide (Br-), a monovalent anion, was selected 
because it was expected to be nonreactive (Davis et al., 
1980). Background bromide concentrations in the aquifer were 
generally less than 0.1 mg/L (milligrams per liter) and 
averaged about 0.05 mg/L. An injection concentration of 640 
mg/L bromide was used so that the tracer could be detected 
after as much as a ten-thousand-fold dilution by mixing with 
the ambient ground water.

The reactive tracers were lithium (Li+), molybdate (Mo042~), 
and fluoride (F") . Fluoride was abandoned as a tracer early 
in the test because significant amounts of fluoride were 
present in the ground water at the site and the fluoride 
cloud became masked by the high background levels. The 
tracers were added as the salts LiBr, LiF, and Li2Mo04 to 7.6 
m3 of water which was obtained from a shallow well at the 
site. The final solution, which was stored in two insulated 
tanks to maintain the water temperature near the ambient 
ground-water temperature, contained about 890 mg/L dissolved 
solids.

Injection of the Tracers
The tracers were simultaneously injected into three 5.08-cm- 
diameter wells during a 17-hour period beginning on July 18, 
1985, and ending on July 19, 1985. Each injection well had a
1.2-m-long, slotted Polyvinylchloride (PVC) screen set at an 
altitude of 11.9 to 13.1 m above sea level, or about 1.2 to 
2.4 m below the water table. The three wells were located 
0.9 m apart along a line perpendicular to the flow of ground 
water.

The total rate of injection was 7.6 L/min (liters per 
minute), or about 2.5 L/min in each of the wells. The slow 
rate of injection was chosen to reduce spreading of the cloud 
during injection. The initial volume of aquifer occupied by 
the tracer solution, assuming a porosity of 0.39 and no 
mixing with the ambient ground water, was about 19.5 m3.



Sample Collection and Analysis
The distributions of the tracers in the aquifer were 
monitored by collection of water samples from the array of 
multilevel samplers (MLS). Each MLS consisted of 15 color- 
coded polyethylene tubes (0.47-cm inside diameter, 0.64-cm 
outside diameter), set at different depths. The sampling 
array consisted of 656 MLS arranged in 71 rows and covered an 
area 12 to 22 m wide and 282 m long. Samplers were installed 
in stages throughout the test to stay ahead of the tracer 
cloud and intercept its movement. Horizontal spacing between 
samplers increased gradually as the cloud spread. The 
vertical spacing between sampling ports was generally 
constant for a given MLS and varied with horizontal location 
in the array, from 25.4 cm near the injection wells to 7 6.2 
cm near Sandwich Road. The array, when completed, included 
9,840 sampling points.

Water samples were collected from subsets of the MLS array at 
about monthly intervals, beginning 13 days after injection, 
to obtain "snapshot" views of the three-dimensional 
distributions of tracer concentrations. A total of 19 rounds 
of sampling were completed between July 1985 and June 1988, 
but the bromide distribution was sampled only through 
December 1986 because, after that date, the leading edge of 
the bromide cloud had moved out of the array. Each sampling 
round generally took 2 to 3 days to complete; as many as 
13,000 water samples were collected from 40 to 290 MLS in a 
round. Although this is a large number of samples, only 
about 0.1 percent of the injected mass was removed from the 
aquifer during each sampling round.

The water samples were analyzed for bromide concentration 
using an ion-selective electrode, ion chromatography, and 
auto-fluorescence techniques. Lithium concentrations were 
measured by atomic adsorption spectrophotometry. Molybdate 
concentrations were measured by a modification of the 
colorimetric thiocyanate technique. The final data base for 
the period of July 1985 to June 1988 includes about 30,000 
bromide analyses, 33,000 lithium analyses, and 38,000 
molybdate analyses.

OBSERVED MOVEMENT AND SPREADING OF THE TRACER CLOUD
The observed movement of the tracer cloud is illustrated in 
this section with maps and cross sections for selected 
sampling rounds. In addition, the movement and spreading of 
the bromide cloud is quantified by means of spatial moments. 
The focus here is on the movement of bromide, the nonreactive



tracer; although the movement of lithium and molybdate is 
also discussed, the behavior of these reactive tracers is 
presented in more detail in other papers (Stollenwerk and 
Kipp, 1989; Wood et al., 1990)

Spatial Moments
Spatial moments of the bromide distributions for the 16 
sampling rounds were used to calculate the mass, velocity, 
and dispersivity for this nonreactive tracer. An estimate of 
the spatial moments was calculated for each sampling round 
using a numerical integration of the solute distribution. 
Because the solute concentration was sampled at many points 
in space, rather than continuously, it was necessary to 
interpolate the solute concentrations as part of the 
numerical integration procedure. In the first step of a two- 
step procedure, integration over the vertical was performed 
at each sampler. The concentration was assumed uo vary 
linearly between each pair of adjacent sampling points in the 
vertical.. T.he second step was an integration over the 
horizontal plane using a linear interpolation of the 
vertically integrated values. Calculation of the second 
moments for the solute distribution produced a symmetric 
tensor of solute variance terms. The eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors were calculated to find the principal components 
of the variance tensor and their angles of rotation from the 
original coordinate directions.

Mass in Solution
Figure 2a shows the calculated mass of bromide for the 
sixteen sampling rounds; these values vary between 86 and 105 
percent of the injected mass. The variations in the 
calculated mass are likely due to errors in the bromide 
analyses and errors introduced by the linear interpolation 
and limited extrapolation of the data horizontally and 
vertically. The constant porosity value used in the mass 
calculations (0.39) was estimated by fitting the average 
calculated mass to the known injected mass. This value is 
supported by evidence from both small-scale tracer tests 
conducted near the large-scale site and published porosity 
values for sand and gravel (Morris and Johnson, 1967; 
Perlmutter and Lieber, 1970).

A measure of the success of the three-dimensional network 
used to sample the bromide distributions is that the mass 
neither increases or decreases with time. This lack of a 
trend also indicates that bromide did not react with the 
aquifer material. Preliminary mass calculations for lithium



and molybdate have shown a loss of mass with time, which is 
consistent with the expected adsorptive behavior of these 
reactive species (Stollenwerk and Kipp, 1989; Wood et al., 
1990).

Horizontal Movement
The horizontal movement of the bromide cloud is illustrated 
by map views of maximum bromide concentration at 33, 237, and 
461 days after injection (Figure 3) . These maps were 
prepared from the maximum concentration observed at each MLS 
during a given sampling round, regardless of the depth at 
which the maximum occurred; thus, the maps show the maximum 
areal extent of the cloud. During the test, the bromide 
cloud moved in a southerly direction along a path which 
matched the path predicted from the water-table gradient. 
Although the direction of the water-table slope varied only 
slightly during the test, the trajectory of the center of 
mass of the bromide cloud followed these changes in gradient 
direction very closely.

The change in the cumulative travel distance of the center of 
mass with time is shown in figure 2b. The horizontal 
displacement of the center of mass of bromide followed a 
nearly constant velocity of 0.42 m/d. This rate of mean 
movement agrees very well with the estimated rate of 0.4 m/d, 
which was calculated using the hydraulic conductivity, 
porosity, and hydraulic gradient at the site.

The lithium cloud followed a trajectory that was similar to 
that of the bromide cloud (Figure 3) . However, its average 
rate of movement was greatly retarded. At 461 days, the 
lithium cloud (as delineated by concentrations greater than
0.1 mg/L) had spread to a length of almost 100 m, but its 
zone of maximum concentration had travelled only 90 m. In 
comparison, the bromide cloud had travelled 200 m, about 
twice as far, in the same time. The lithium distribution at 
4 61 days was asymmetric, with maximum concentrations located 
close to the leading edge of the cloud and a long tail of 
lower concentrations extending back toward the injection 
wells.

Like lithium, the molybdate cloud (as delineated by 
concentrations greater than 0.1 mg/L) had travelled only 
about half as far as the bromide cloud after 4 61 days, but it 
had spread to a length of about 150 m (Figure 3). The shape 
of the molybdate cloud was similar to that of lithium, the 
highest concentrations were located near the leading edge.



The observed retardation and attenuation of both lithium and 
molybdate is consistent with the expected behavior of these 
species based on geochemical considerations (Stollenwerk and 
Kipp, 1989; Wood et al., 1990). Garabedian et al. (1988) 
note that the rate of lithium movement, calculated from a 
spatial moments analysis, changed with time, initially being 
about the same as the rate of bromide movement, but gradually 
decreasing to about 0.05 m/d during the later part of the 
test. The changing rate of lithium transport may reflect a 
nonequilibrium sorption process (Wood et al., 1990). A 
similar process has been hypothesized to explain the observed 
behavior of molybdate (Stollenwerk and Kipp, 1989).

Vertical Movement
The vertical movement of bromide is illustrated by the 
longitudinal sections of the bromide distribution at 33, 237, 
and 461 days after injection (Figure 4). During the test, 
the cloud moved downward, and a zone of ground water that did 
not contain the tracer developed above the cloud. An 
analysis of the spatial moments of the bromide cloud shows 
that the center of mass moved downward about 3.3 m during the 
first 237 days of the test (about 100 m of horizontal 
transport). Between 237 and 384 days (about 100 and 160 m of 
transport), the bromide cloud moved mostly horizontally. 
After 384 days, the center of mass again began to move 
downward.

Two processes contributed to the downward movement observed 
during the test: (1) vertical components of flow associated
with areal recharge and (2) sinking of the denser tracer 
cloud into the native ground water. Both processes probably 
were important during the first 237 days after injection, 
when about 75 percent of the total vertical movement observed 
during the test occurred. During this period, 123 cm of 
precipitation were recorded at a weather station located 1.8 
km from the site. Based on water-balance calculations and 
estimates of typical seasonal losses to evaporation for Cape 
Cod (LeBlanc et al., 1986), this precipitation resulted in 
about 60 cm of recharge. Assuming a porosity of 0.39, this 
recharge is equivalent to 1.5 m of water in the aquifer. The 
downward flow induced by recharge would be at an oblique 
angle to the water table (Jacob, 1950), not vertically 
downward. Even assuming only vertical flow, however, the 
amount of recharge cannot account entirely for the drop of 
3.3 m observed during the first 237 days.



Additional sinking, caused by density differences, most 
likely occurred early during the test when the density 
contrast between the waters was greatest. During the first 
33 days of the test, for example, the center of mass moved 
downward 0.8 m, which is about 20 percent of the 4.4 m drop 
observed over 511 days. As concentrations in the tracer 
cloud decreased during the first 237 days because of 
dispersion, the effect of density on the vertical movement of 
the cloud probably diminished and gradually became 
insignificant. During the period from 237 to 384 days after 
injection, there was little recharge and the bromide cloud 
moved mostly horizontally. Significant recharge in late 1986 
may have caused the renewed downward movement of the bromide 
cloud after 384 days.

Variance and Dispersivity
The advective movement of the bromide cloud was accompanied 
by significant longitudinal spreading in the direction of 
flow. The cloud spread much less in the directions 
transverse to flow. At 461 days (about 200 m of travel), the 
bromide cloud (as delineated by concentrations greater than 1 
mg/L) was more than 80 m long but only 14 m wide (Figure 3) . 
The significant longitudinal spreading was accompanied by a 
decrease in maximum bromide concentrations from 640 mg/L in 
the injection solution to 39 mg/L at 4 61 days.

The change in longitudinal variance with travel distance 
of the center of mass is shown in figure 5a. There is a 
strong linear trend (correlation coefficient, 0.994) to the 
variances and, because the velocity is nearly constant, the 
longitudinal dispersivity can be calculated as one half the 
slope of the change in variance with respect to the travel 
distance of the center of mass. The resultant dispersivity 
is 0.96 m. The strong linear relation between the 
longitudinal variance and travel distance of the center of 
mass indicates that the longitudinal dispersivity is constant 
at the scale of this test.

A closer inspection shows that the longitudinal variance 
changed nonlinearly during the first 26 m of distance 
traveled by the center of mass. The sequential change in 
variance from date to date can be used to calculate the 
change in dispersivity over time. Because the initial 
longitudinal variance must be greater than zero, the 
dispersivity for the period from injection to the first 
sampling round can at most be 0.44 m. The calculated 
dispersivity from the first to second sampling dates is 0.71 
m, and the dispersivity from the second to third sampling



date is 0.81 m. After the third sampling date the variance 
increased at a constant rate, with fluctuations occurring 
around the linear trend because of errors in concentration 
values, errors from the interpolation method used in the 
estimation of moment values, and variation expected for 
transport in a heterogeneous aquifer.

The change in transverse horizontal variance with respect to 
the travel distance of the center of mass is shown in figure 
5b. As with the longitudinal variance, the transverse 
horizontal variance shows a clearly linear trend with center- 
of-mass travel distance (correlation coefficient of 0.974). 
The transverse horizontal dispersivity is 1.8 cm. This value 
is much smaller than the longitudinal variance; the ratio of 
longitudinal to transverse horizontal dispersivities is 50 to
1. There is more scatter about this linear trend than for 
the longitudinal case, which can be qualitatively explained 
by ratios of cloud size to sampler spacing. Using the 
October 1986 data, for example, the longitudinal ratio of 
cloud size to sampler spacing is about 4.2 and the transverse 
horizontal ratio is about 0.97. These ratios indicate that 
there was much less resolution of the lateral extent of the 
cloud than of the longitudinal extent. Therefore, it seems 
reasonable to expect more variation in the second-moment 
values for the transverse horizontal direction because of the 
larger relative spacing between samplers in that direction.

The change in transverse vertical variance with respect 
to the travel distance of the center of mass is shown in 
figure 5c. The transverse vertical dispersivity calculated 
using all of the vertical variance values is 1.5 millimeters. 
This value is very small compared to the longitudinal 
dispersivity; the ratio of the two is 640 to 1. However, a 
careful examination of these data indicate that the 
transverse vertical variances may not have followed a single 
linear trend. For example, the slope of the initial rise in 
vertical variance was larger than the overall trend. This 
more rapid increase in variance was likely due to the 
density-induced sinking of the cloud in the early part of the 
test, causing increased vertical "smearing" of the bromide 
cloud. After about 240 days (100 m of travel), the vertical 
movement of the cloud was likely dominated by the ambient 
flow field, with some downward movement during recharge 
events. This slower vertical movement is reflected in a 
slower change in vertical variance.

An eigenvector analysis of the second-moment matrix was 
used to obtain the directions of the principal components—  
longitudinal, transverse horizontal, and transverse vertical.



These orthogonal directions showed some variation in 
orientation over time, with the longitudinal direction 
changing about 10 degrees during of the test. The changes in 
longitudinal-variance orientation paralleled the changes in 
direction of the center of mass; the cloud's longitudinal 
axis rotated toward the direction of transport as it moved 
through the aquifer.

DISCUSSION 
Predictability of Transport
The pattern of bromide concentration in the tracer cloud was 
very complex (Figure 4), particularly early in the test. 
Although the complex spatial variations in concentration 
tended to become smoother as the cloud moved downgradient, 
the general trend of these variations persisted during the 
entire test. This complexity, which reflects the spatial 
variation in hydraulic properties of the aquifer, persisted 
at later times because mixing, particularly transverse to 
flow, is limited.

Prediction of this complex pattern of concentrations is 
presently impossible. Despite the inability to predict the 
detailed variations in concentrations in the cloud, the 
general behavior of the cloud was very predictable. The path 
of the cloud was accurately predicted from the observed 
water-table gradient, and the observed average rate of 
movement of the bromide cloud matched predictions made from 
measurements of the hydraulic gradient and estimates of 
hydraulic conductivity and effective porosity. The movement 
or the cloud also closely followed the changes in direction 
of the hydraulic gradient with time. These accurate 
predictions were possible because the ground-water flow 
system at the site is relatively simple and had been well 
defined during initial hydrogeologic studies.

The results from the bromide moments analysis are in good 
agreement with the theoretical stochastic results of Gelhar 
and Axness (1983) and Dagan (1982). Careful measurements of 
the bromide movement and spreading show that there is greater 
longitudinal dispersion of solutes in aquifers relative to 
values typically measured in laboratory porous-media column 
experiments. The order of magnitude of the longitudinal 
dispersivity is in agreement with estimates presented by 
Gelhar and Axness (1983, table 3, item I). As predicted by 
Gelhar et al. (1979) and Dagan (1984), there was an early 
period of transport during which observed longitudinal 
dispersivity values increased. This early period of 
increased dispersivity was expected because the scale of the



solute cloud was not significantly larger than the scale of 
hydraulic conductivity variability. After the solute cloud 
had traveled a distance of about 26 m (about 25 dispersivity 
lengths) and had significantly increased in size, the 
longitudinal dispersivity reached an asymptotic limit of 
about 1 m .

An independent prediction of the asymptotic longitudinal 
dispersivity can be made using values of natural-log
hydraulic conductivity variance (0.24) and correlation scales 
(lx=2.6m, l3=0.19m) estimated from borehole flowmeter
measurements at the Cape Cod site (K. M. Hess, U.S.
Geological Survey, written commun., 1990). For these 
calculations, it was assumed that hydraulic conductivity is 
isotropic in the plane of bedding (li=l2) and that mean flow 
is at a small angle to the bedding (q=0.5°) (see Gelhar and
Axness, 1983, eqs. 60, 65). The calculated result of 0.50 m
(K. M. Hess, U.S. Geological Survey, written commun., 1990) 
for the asymptotic longitudinal dispersivity is in reasonable 
agreement with the observed value of 0.96 m from the tracer 
test.

The magnitude of the transverse horizontal dispersivity 
observed during the tracer test is about two orders of 
magnitude greater than that predicted by Gelhar and Axness 
(1983, table 3, item I). The constant value of the 
transverse horizontal dispersivity also does not agree with 
the results presented by Dagan (1984), in which the 
transverse horizontal dispersivity decreases to zero at large 
time. This disagreement with the theoretical results 
indicates that there may be another mechanism, not included 
in these theories, which increased and maintained the 
transverse horizontal dispersivity value during this 
experiment.

Comparison to the Borden Test
The general movement of the tracer clouds at the Borden site 
(MacKay et al., 1986) and the Cape Cod site were very similar 
despite differences in aquifer properties. The average rate 
of ground-water movement at the Cape Cod site was five times 
faster than at the Borden site; although the hydraulic 
gradient was larger at the Borden site (0.0043 compared to
0.0015), the aquifer at the Borden site has a much lower 
average hydraulic conductivity (6 m/d compared to 110 m/d) . 
The Borden aquifer is a clean, well sorted, fine to medium 
sand, whereas the Cape Cod aquifer is a clean, medium to 
coarse sand and gravel. Despite these differences in 
hydrogeologic characteristics, the tracer clouds in both



experiments spread mostly in the longitudinal direction. 
Spreading transverse to flow was limited in the horizontal 
direction and very limited in the vertical direction.

In both experiments, the tracer clouds moved downward during 
the early parts of the tests. The rate of vertical movement 
decreased with time, which suggests that the sinking was 
initially caused by a density contrast which diminished as 
concentrations in the clouds were diluted by dispersion. 
Additional sinking also occurred at both sites because of 
recharge from precipitation, which gradually formed a zone of 
uncontaminated ground water above the tracer clouds.

SUMMARY
A large-scale natural-gradient tracer test was conducted in a 
sand and gravel aquifer on, Cape Cod, Massachusetts. This 
test was designed to obtain a detailed description of the 
movement of a nonreactive (bromide) and two reactive (lithium 
and molybdate) tracers as they moved through the 
heterogeneous, stratified glacial outwash.

The observed three-dimensional distributions of the tracers 
are being used to address several questions concerning the 
effects of heterogeneity on solute transport. The primary 
goal of the test was to examine macrodispersion of solutes 
and, in particular, to test the field applicability of 
stochastic theories that relate dispersion to spatial 
variability of hydraulic conductivity. A second goal was to 
examine the transport of several reactive tracers that were 
expected to be sorbed onto the sediments.

To achieve these goals, the tracer test included the 
controlled injection of a pulse of tracers into the aquifer 
and the subsequent monitoring of movement of the tracer cloud 
by periodic collection of water samples from an array of 
multilevel samplers. This monitoring scheme provided a 
series of three-dimensional views of the tracer cloud as it 
moved downgradient through the sampling array. The test 
began in July 1985 with the injection of 7.6 m3 of water 
containing bromide, lithium, and molybdate. Water samples 
were collected from the multilevel samplers during 19 
synoptic sampling rounds done between July 1985 and June 
1988. The analysis of these samples produced a data base 
containing about 30,000 bromide analyses, 33,000 lithium 
analyses, and 38,000 molybdate analyses.



The bromide cloud moved southward at a rate of 0.42 m/d, 
which corresponds closely to that predicted from the 
hydraulic gradient and from aquifer properties. Also, its 
path matched that predicted from the water-table gradient. 
The cloud moved downward about 3.3 m during the first 2 37 
days of the test. Part of this movement probably was caused 
by sinking of the denser tracer cloud in the native ground 
water. Accretion of recharge from precipitation also 
contributed to the downward movement. The bromide cloud 
spread mostly in the longitudinal direction; spreading in the 
transverse directions was limited. At 461 days after 
injection, the bromide cloud had moved about 200 m, and it 
was 14 m wide, 4 to 6 m thick, and more than 80 m long.

The lithium and molybdate clouds followed the same trajectory 
as that of the bromide cloud. However, the rates of movement 
of these reactive tracers were retarded, as had been 
predicted from the results of laboratory experiments. In 
addition, the distributions of lithium and molybdate were 
asymmetric; the highest concentrations were near the leading 
edges of the clouds and long tails of lower concentration 
extended back toward the injection wells.

A nonlinear trend in bromide longitudinal variance with 
travel distance of the center of mass was observed during the 
first 26 m of distance traveled, indicating a developing 
dispersion process during the early part of the test. 
However, the change in longitudinal variance with travel 
distance of the center of mass followed a linear trend after 
the solute cloud had traveled more than 26 m; the 
corresponding longitudinal dispersivity is 0.96 m. Changes 
in the transverse variances of the bromide cloud were used 
to calculate the transverse horizontal dispersivity (1.8 cm) 
and transverse vertical dispersivity (1.5 mm).

The general behavior of the tracer cloud was similar to that 
reported at the Borden site. The observed behaviors included 
the predominant spreading in the longitudinal direction; the 
lack of transverse mixing, particularly in the vertical 
direction; and sinking below the water table. Despite the 
inherent complexity of the concentration distributions in the 
tracer cloud, which is the result of aquifer heterogeneity, 
the general behavior of the cloud, seen in maps and in the 
spatial moments, is predictable from a careful analysis of 
the geohydrologic system.
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ABSTRACT

A large-scale natural-gradient tracer experiment has been conducted at a 
field site located at Columbus Air Force Base in northeastern 
Mississippi. The alluvial aquifer at the test site is composed of 
lenticular deposits of sand, gravel, silt and clay, and is quite 
heterogeneous with respect to its hydraulic properties. Ten cubic meters 
of a solution containing bromide and three organic tracers 
(pentafluorobenzoic acid, o-trifluoromethylbenzoic acid, and 
2,6-difluorobenzoic acid) were injected into the aquifer at a uniform 
rate over a period of two days. The tracer plume was subsequently 
monitored in three dimensions over a 20-month period using a network of 
258 multilevel sampling wells. The tracer concentration distribution of 
the plume at the conclusion of the experiment was highly asymmetric in 
the longitudinal direction. The peak tracer concentration was located 
only 7 m from the injection point, while the advancing side of the plume
extended downgradient a distance of more than 260 ml The extreme
skewness of the plume was caused by large-scale spatial variations in the
mean groundwater velocity along the plume travel path produced by the 
approximate two-order of magnitude increase in the mean hydraulic 
conductivity between the near-field and far-field regions of the 
experimental site. The tracer mass balance during the experiment showed 
a declining trend between sampling events with approximately 50 percent 
of the injected tracer mass unaccounted for at the end of the
experiment. Laboratory column experiments indicated that approximately 
20 percent of the tracer mass was adsorbed to the aquifer matrix. The 
remaining 30 percent of the missing tracer mass was attributed to 
incomplete sampling coverage of the plume, particularly on the advancing 
side, and to a sampling bias produced by the multilevel samplers.

INTRODUCTION

The current awareness and concern over the environmental impacts of 
groundwater contamination have motivated research aimed at improving 
methods for predicting groundwater solute transport. Much of the 
research in recent years has been directed towards development of a more



physically-based mathematical description of the physical transport 
processes in naturally heterogeneous aquifers, particularly with respect 
to the treatment of field-scale dispersion. Common to most of the new 
modeling approaches is the recognition that macroscopic dispersion is not 
a diffusion phenomenon as described by the classical convection- 
dispersion equation, but is produced by the spatial variability of the 
hydraulic characteristics of natural aquifers [e.g., Smith and Schwartz, 
1980; Dagan, 1982; Gelhar and Axness, 1983; and Nolz et al., 1983]. To 
evaluate the new modeling concepts requires controlled field experiments 
providing three-dimensional observations of large-scale transport of 
nonreactive tracers as well as extensive measurements of hydraulic 
conductivity from which the spatial statistics conductivity variability 
can be estimated. Recently completed field experiments at the Borden 
site [Freyberg, 1986 and Sudicky, 1986] and at the Cape Cod site 
[Garabedian, 1987] offer this type of data for relatively homogeneous 
glacio-fluvial aquifers. However, to fully evaluate the predictive value 
and robustness of the new transport theories, models must be applied to a 
wide range of aquifers including very heterogeneous systems exhibiting 
large variances of hydraulic conductivity.

This paper describes the results of a large-scale field study conducted 
for the Electric Power Research Institute in a substantially more 
heterogeneous aquifer than those of the Borden and the Cape Cod sites. 
An alluvial aquifer setting was selected for the study because of its 
relevance to the electric power industry. The overall approach involved 
a natural-gradient tracer experiment initiated with a pulse injection of
a known quantity of tracer solution. Because only physical processes of
groundwater transport were of interest, nonreactive chemical tracers were 
selected for the experiment. The tracer plume was monitored in 
three-dimensions periodically during the experiment with an extensive
network of multilevel sampling wells. The overall features of the plume,
including the total tracer mass, the centroid, the concentration variance 
about the centroid in longitudinal and traverse directions, were 
estimated from the spatial moments of the concentration measurements for 
each sampling event. In addition, a detailed characterization of the 
aquifer at the test site was carried out emphasizing measurements of the 
spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity. Investigations of 
hydraulic conductivity variability at the test site are the subject of a 
companion paper by Boggs and Rehfeldt [these proceedings].

In this paper, we present a description of the field test site, the 
overall experimental design and procedures, and a qualitative review of 
the tracer test results. Investigations into the anomalous tracer mass 
balance trend observed during the experiment and a summary of the 
findings associated with these investigations are also discussed.

SITE DESCRIPTION

The experimental site is located at Columbus Air Force Base in 
northeastern Mississippi (Figure 1). The shallow unconfined aquifer
which immediately underlies the site consists of a shallow alluvial



Figure 1. Site Location Map

terrace deposit averaging approximately 11 m in thickness. The aquifer 
is composed of poorly-sorted to well-sorted sandy gravel and gravelly 
sand with minor amounts of silt and clay. Sediments are generally 
unconsolidated and cohesionless below the water table, but occasional 
semi-consolidated zones have been encountered during drilling. Mapping 
of an aquifer exposure (approximately 20 m in length by 2 m in height) by 
Rehfeldt et al. [1989] indicated soil facies occur as irregular lenses 
and layers having horizontal dimensions ranging up to 8 m and vertical 
dimensions of less than 1 m. Marine sediments belonging to the Eutaw 
Formation and consisting of clays, silts, and fine-grained sands form an 
aquitard beneath the alluvial aquifer.

The sand and gravel components of the aquifer are composed of chert, 
feldspar, and mica. Fine-grained materials (i.e., those passing the 
0.074-mm sieve) consist of quartz, potassium feldspar, muscovite, and 
clay minerals. Clay minerals present are predominantly kaolinites and 
illites with minor amounts of montmorillonites and vermiculites. Soil 
particles are commonly coated with iron oxides. Measurements of free 
iron oxides ranged from 2.0 to 3.9 percent by weight for particles less 
than 2 mm in diameter, and from 0.5 to 0.8 percent for particles larger 
than 2 mm. Aquifer porosity, bulk density, and particle density



determinations were made for 84 minimally-disturbed soil cores collected 
from four coreholes at the tracer test site. The bulk density of the 
samples were estimated from the measured dimensions and dry mass of the 
core segments. The mean bulk density of the 84 samples was 1.77 g/cc, 
and the standard deviation of the measurements was 0.18 g/cc. The mean 
and standard deviation of the particle density measurements were 2.57 and 
0.07 g/cc, respectively. Sample porosity was estimated from the measured 
sample volume and the calculated bulk density and particle density for 
each sample. The mean and standard deviation of the porosity 
measurements were 0.31 and 0.08, respectively.

The groundwater has a low total dissolved solids content averaging
43 mg/L and consequently a low electrical conductance. The ionic
composition of the groundwater is dominated by sodium, silica and
chloride. Total acidity averages 71 mg/L (as CaC03). Alkalinity
averages 9.6 mg/L and is mainly in the form of carbon dioxide and
bicarbonate. Because of the low acid-neutralizing capacity of the 
groundwater, dissolved carbon dioxide strongly affects the pH which 
averages only 4.8.

The hydraulic-head field at the tracer test site exhibits complex 
temporal and spatial variability produced by the heterogeneity of the 
aquifer and large seasonal fluctuations of the water table. Figure 2 
shows a comparison of the potentiometrie surfaces constructed using head 
measurements from the deep and shallow piezometer networks at the test 
site. The general direction of groundwater movement inferred from both 
potentiometric surfaces is northward, although local differences in the 
magnitude and direction of the horizontal hydraulic gradient are evident 
particularly in the far-field region of the site. An important feature 
of both surfaces is the V-shaped pattern of contours indicated in the 
southern part of the site. This contour configuration indicates 
converging groundwater flow toward a narrow zone of relatively high mean
hydraulic conductivity approximately aligned with the vertex of the
V-contours, and an increasing groundwater velocity in the zone of 
convergence. The converging groundwater flow field in the vicinity of 
the tracer injection site played an important role in the overall 
evolution of the tracer plume. The overall configurations of the
potentiometric surfaces shown on Figure 2 are indicative of the relative 
hydraulic conductivity distribution at the test site. The widely spaced 
contours corresponding to small hydraulic gradients shown in the
far-field region of the test site indicate relatively high conductivity, 
whereas the closely-spaced contours (large hydraulic gradients) in the 
near-field indicate relatively low conductivity.

Seasonal fluctuations in the water table during the study period range 
from 2 to 3 m, resulting in a 20 to 30 percent variation in the saturated 
thickness of the aquifer (Figure 3). The magnitude of the horizontal 
hydraulic gradient (|Jhl)* estimated by fitting a plane to the 
piezometric head measurements, averaged approximately 0.003, and 
exhibited seasonal periodicity corresponding to water table 
fluctuations. Directional variations in the mean horizontal gradient
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(6^) were not correlated with the water table position, and no clear 
seasonal trend was indicated. The mean and standard deviation of the 
directional component of the horizontal gradient were N29°W and 11”, 
respectively. Unlike other experimental sites [e.g., MacKay et al., 1986 
and Garabedian, 1987], the vertical hydraulic gradients at the Columbus 
site were commonly of the same magnitude or larger than the horizontal 
gradients. Temporal variations of the vertical hydraulic gradients 
estimated from head measurements in two staged piezometers are shown in 
Figure 3. It is evident that the magnitude of the vertical gradient was 
also correlated with seasonal water level variations. Piezometers 
located upgradient of the tracer injection point (e.g., P22AB) exhibited 
downward (positive) vertical gradients ranging up to approximately 0.1, 
while upward to near-neutral vertical gradients ranging from -0.003 to 
0.000 were indicated for piezometers (e.g., P42AB) positioned 
downgradient of the injection point.

A summary of the results from two large-scale aquifer tests (ATI and AT2) 
and the tracer injection test (IW) conducted at the site is given in 
Table 1. The aquifer parameters for AT2 are the most relevant because 
the test was approximately centered on the tracer test site. The order 
of magnitude difference in the hydraulic conductivities for AT2 and the 
other two tests is an indication of large-scale variability in aquifer 
characteristics at the site. The specific yield estimates indicate the 
aquifer is unconfined to semi-confined.

TABLE 1

Global Aquifer Properties From Large-Scale Aquifer Tests 
[Boggs et al., 1990]

Transmissivity, Hor. K, Vert. K,
Test cm2/s cm/s x 10-3 cm/s x 10“3
ATI 1.8 2.2 0.13 0.04
AT2 20.1 20.0 2.8 0.10
IW 2.1 2.5 --------- —

The spatial distribution of hydraulic conductivity at the site was 
determined from 2187 measurements of conductivity obtained from borehole 
flowmeter tests in 49 wells [Boggs et al., 1990]. In general, these data 
indicated a distinct contrast between the mean hydraulic conductivities 
of the near-field and far-field regions of the tracer test site. The
mean hydraulic conductivity estimated for the near-field was
approximately 10“3 cm/s, whereas conductivities in the far-field were 
generally one to two orders of magnitude larger. Boggs et al. [1990] 
reported that the variance of log hydraulic conductivity estimated from a 
detrended set of borehole flowmeter measurements was 2.8. By contrast, 
the estimated log conductivity variances for the Borden [Sudicky, 1986] 
and Cape Cod [Hess, 1989] sites were 0.29 and 0.26, respectively. The
reader is referred to Rehfeldt and Boggs [these proceedings] for a more
comprehensive discussion of the spatial variability of hydraulic 
conductivity at the test site estimated from the borehole flowmeter and 
other techniques.



METHODS

Tracer Iniss-tion

Because the intent of the natural-gcadient tracer experiment was to 
investigate physical transport processes, a group of inorganic and 
organic anions shown to be conservative in previous laboratory and field 
groundwater studies were selected as tracers. These tracers included 
bromide in the form of CaBr2, pentafluorobenzoic acid (PFBA), 
trifluoromethylbenzoic acid (TFBA), and orthodifluorobenzoic acid 
(DFBA). Bromide was the primary tracer because it performed 
conservatively in numerous previous field and laboratory experiments 
[e.g., Jester and Uhler, 1974; Bassett et al., 1981]. The three 
fluorinated benzoic acids (FBA) were shown by Malcolm et al. [1980] and 
Bentley and Walter [1983] to perform conservatively in field studies, and 
were included in the tracer solution as backups and checks on bromide. 
There was the additional advantage that the three FBA tracers could be 
analyzed simultaneously with bromide by high pressure liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) coupled with ultraviolet adsorption detection.

The method of injecting the tracer solution into the aquifer was 
designed, to the extent possible, to produce a uniform pulse release of 
tracers into approximately the middle of the saturated zone of the 
alluvial aquifer with a minimal amount of disturbance to the natural flow 
field. Five 5.2-cm diameter injection wells spaced one meter apart in a 
linear array were used to introduce the tracer solution into the 
aquifer. Injection wells were screened between depths of 7.4 to 8.0 m 
below ground surface (or approximately 2.9 to 3.5 m below the water 
table). Beginning on October 28, 1986, 10.07 m 3 of groundwater
containing 2,500 mg/L of bromide and 400 mg/L of each of the FBA tracers 
were metered into the injection wells at a uniform rate over a period of
48.5 hours. The maximum pressure head increase in the injection wells 
during the period w aB 0.64 m.

Monitoring Approach

The primary goal in designing the tracer sampling network was to obtain 
detailed measurements of the tracer distribution in three dimensions 
during the experiment. This required the use of multilevel samplers 
(MLS) to provide representative water samples from discrete zones in the 
aquifer. Because the natural vertical hydraulic gradients were large in 
comparison to the horizontal gradients in some areas of the test site, 
special MLS designs were required to prevent or minimize artificial 
vertical groundwater movement in the disturbed annulus created by sampler 
installation.

Two basic MLS designs, referred to as the augered MLS and the driven MLS, 
were developed and tested for use in the field study. Both samplers 
generally consist of a rigid pipe through which 20 to 30 teflon sampling 
tubes were inserted to different sampling depths. A uniform spacing 
between sampling ports of 38 cm was used on the majority of the MLS,



although several of the initial driven MLS prototypes installed in the 
injection site vicinity had port spacings ranging from 25 to 46 cm. The
augered MLS was installed by augering to the base of the alluvial
aquifer, installing the sampler through an 8.6-cm ID by 18-cm OD 
hollow-stem auger, removing the auger, and allowing the aquifer to 
collapse around the sampler. External bentonite packers attached between 
sampling ports on the augered samplers were intended to prevent 
artificial groundwater movement in the well annulus. The driven MLS was 
constructed from 4.4-cm diameter flush-joint steel casing. These devices 
were installed by augering to the water table, lowering the sampler into 
the auger hole, then driving the sampler to final depth using a 63.6 kg 
standard penetration hammer. Unlike the augered MLS which tended to 
reduce the density of the aquifer at the point of installation, the
driven sampler tended to compact the aquifer locally. Both samplers
showed similar results in field tests designed to evaluate the ability of 
each well to provide discrete representative groundwater samples. The 
augered MLS was selected as the primary design for the tracer sampling 
network because of its lower construction costs.

A plan view of the array of the 258 MLS constructed for the field tracer 
experiment is shown in Figure 4. The network consisted of approximately 
6000 sampling points for monitoring the tracer plume in three 
dimensions. The initial sampling network installed prior to the tracer 
injection included 70 samplers located within approximately 20 m of the 
injection wells. Additional samplers were installed periodically during

Figure 4. Multilevel Sampling Well Network



the experiment as the overall direction and transverse dimensions of the 
plume became evident. Groundwater samples were collected from the 
multilevel samplers using a mobile sampling cart equipped with three, 
ten-channel peristaltic pumps. This device permitted simultaneous 
collection of groundwater samples from all sampling tubes for a single 
MLS.

Three basic monitoring schemes were employed during the natural-gradient 
tracer experiment. The emphasis of the monitoring program was on 
"snapshots" of the tracer plumes which consisted of periodic sampling of 
the complete three-dimensional concentration distribution of each 
tracer. A total of eight snapshot sampling events were conducted during 
the experiment at intervals ranging from 5 to 19 weeks. A summary of 
general information regarding the plume snapshots is given in Table 2. 
Note that for the eighth snapshot only samples collected from MLS located 
along the approximate centerline of the network and those located beyond 
a distance of 160 m from the injection site were analyzed. In addition 
to the snapshots, samples were routinely collected at 3 to 6 week 
intervals at selected MLS ports for purposes of tracer breakthrough curve 
analysis. In conjunction with each breakthrough sampling event, a 
reconnaissance survey of the leading edge of the tracer plume was carried 
out by sampling approximately 20 MLS located along the downgradient 
fringe of the sampling network.

TABLE 2

Plume Snapshot Sampling Summary

Elapsed No. MLS Samples
Snapshot Time, davs Sampled Analyzed

1 9 45 809
2 49 61 1034
3 126 102 1795
4 202 124 1812
5 279 128 1681
6 370 139 1557
7 503 162 2239
8 594 182 519

TRACER PLUME MONITORING RESULTS 

Plume Observations

Isoconcentration plots of the vertically-averaged bromide concentration at 
49, 279, and 503 days after injection are shown in Figure 5. The dominant 
feature of the plume was the asymmetry of the concentration distribution 
in the longitudinal dimension which evolved during the study. The more 
concentrated region of the plume remained within approximately 20 m of the
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injection point, while the advancing side of the plume extended 
downgradient a distance of more than 160 m after 503 days. By contrast, 
the horizontal transverse spreading of the plume was relatively small and 
symmetrical.

Figure 6 presents vertical cross sections through the bromide plume at 49, 
279, and 594 days after injection. As in the case of the horizontal views
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of the plume, the extreme longitudinal skewness of the concentration 
distribution of the plume is evident in the vertical plume sections. 
Considering the fact that the injection wells were screened over an 
approximate one-meter interval from elevation 57 to 58 m, the initial 
vertical spreading of the plume of approximately 6 m was surprisingly 
large. The large initial vertical mixing is primarily attributed to the 
artificial vertical gradients created by tracer injection as well as the 
natural upward vertical gradients present in the injection site vicinity. 
Density differences between the tracer solution and ambient groundwater 
may also have contributed to the downward spreading of the plume as 
evidenced by the zone of high bromide concentration between approximate 
elevations 55 and 58 m. The subsequent response of the plume to the 
natural upward vertical gradients in the near-field region is indicated in 
the two later bromide concentration profiles. Examination of the bromide 
profile at 594 days shows the maximum bromide concentrations were located 
in the upper part of the plume near the water table. An interesting 
feature of plume waB the reduction in plume thickness that occurred 
between distances of approximately 20 and 40 m downgradient from the 
injection point. Natural channeling of groundwater flow through a



relatively permeable zone coinciding with the vertical position of the 
plume in this region is inferred from this feature. Downgradient of this 
neck-like feature, the vertical extent of the plume increased once again. 
The progressive downward spreading of the plume in the far-field region 
was consistent with the downward vertical hydraulic gradients observed in 
this region.

It is clear from the comparison of the longitudinal bromide profile at 
594 days and the hydraulic conductivity profile along approximately the 
same transect shown on Figure 7, that the overall plume migration behavior 
can be explained by the spatial distribution of hydraulic conductivity 
along the travel path of the plume. The tracer injection site was located 
in a region of relatively low hydraulic conductivity, i.e., approximately 
10~3 cm/s. Consequently, movement of the main body of the plume in 
the near-field was relatively slow, i.e., on the order of 5 to 10 tn/yr. 
Approximately 20 m downgradient of the injection point, the front of the 
plume slowly discharged into sediments in the middle to upper part of the 
aquifer having hydraulic conductivities of 10-2 to 10-1 cm/s. 
Once in the higher conductivity materials which dominate the far-field 
region of the test site, the plume migrated rapidly downgradient at rates 
in excess of 100 m/yr. The high degree of longitudinal asymmetry of the 
plume was clearly the result of large-scale variations in the mean 
groundwater velocity field which, in turn, were a consequence of the 
large-scale variations in mean hydraulic conductivity along the plume 
travel path.
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Tracer Mass Balance

Relative mass estimates for each of the tracers derived from the spatial 
moments analysis of the tracer concentration measurements by Gelhar and 
Adams [1990] are presented in Figure 8. The mass estimates for all four 
tracers were greater than 100 percent for the plume snapshots at 9 and
49 days. The initial overestimation of tracer mass was partially due to 
inaccurate interpolation of the concentration measurements during the 
early stages of the experiment when the overall plume dimensions were 
relatively small and the horizontal sampling resolution relatively 
coarse. The extensive vertical spreading of the plume, evident in several 
of the multilevel samplers located closest to the injection wells, also 
suggested that the initial overestimates may have resulted in part from 
artificial vertical spreading of the tracer solution in the auger hole 
annuli associated with these samplers during injection. During the 
remainder of the experiment bromide and TFBA exhibited similar declining 
trends in their mass balances, while PFBA and DFBA showed generally higher 
mass estimates and greater fluctuations in their trends. The estimated 
relative masses of bromide, PFBA, TFBA, and DFBA 503 days after injection 
were 0.43, 0.92, 0.43, and 0.78, respectively. The higher relative mass 
estimates for PFBA were due to an analytical artifact. Laboratory tests 
confirmed that the PFBA measurements were affected by an analytical 
interférant in the form of a colloid found in some groundwater samples. 
This interférant produced false positive measurements for PFBA as high as
5 mg/L. The analytical measurements for TFBA were also affected, but to a 
lesser extent.

Figure 8. Estimated Relative Mass in Solution of Bromide and Three 
Fluoronated Benzoic Acid Tracers During Natural Gradient 
Experiment

Investigation of Tracer Mass Balance Trend

The bromide mass balance trend during the natural-gradient experiment 
raised questions about the reliability of the tracer concentration data,



and consequently the validity of the calculated spatial moments based upon 
these data. Several possible causes for the mass balance trend were 
investigated, including: the method of tracer mass estimation; analytical
error associated with tracer concentration measurements; tracer retention 
in the vadose zone resulting from water table fluctuations; variations in 
aquifer porosity; incomplete sampling of the plume; tracer adsorption to 
the aquifer matrix; and sampling bias associated with the multilevel 
samplers.

Sensitivity analyses related to the interpolation and integration of the 
tracer mass from the spatial concentration measurements indicated no 
systematic bias that would account for the observed tracer mass balance 
trends [Gelhar and Adams, 1990]. Similarly, an evaluation of laboratory 
quality control showed no evidence of an analytical bias in the tracer 
concentration measurements to account for the anomalous mass trend.

The potential for capillary retention of a fraction of the dissolved 
tracer mass in the vadose zone was clearly indicated from the close 
proximity of the plume to the water table (Figure 6) and the large 
seasonal fluctuations of the water table during the experiment 
(Figure 3). In an attempt to quantify the amount of tracer mass retained 
in the vadose zone following a decrease in the water table elevation, nine 
coreholes were completed in the vadose zone overlying the more 
concentrated part of the plume in October 1988 (approximately 360 days 
after injection). The bromide concentrations measured for the pore-water 
extracts from 117 soil cores indicated an average bromide concentration of 
0.9 g per cubic meter of soil was estimated for the 2-m interval above the 
water table within the region encompassed by the coring investigation. 
Extrapolating this result over the approximate areal extent of the tracer 
plume at the time of the investigation, yielded a conservative estimate of 
the total bromide within the vadose zone of 0.6 kg or less than two 
percent of the total injected bromide mass.

Estimation of the tracer mass in solution assumed a constant porosity. If 
the mean porosity of the aquifer actually varied substantially in the 
tracer test region, mass balance calculation errors could result. 
However, the mean porosities estimated from 84 minimally-disturbed soil 
samples collected from four coreholes located along the approximate 
centerline of the plume were quite similar, ranging from 0.30 to 0.32. 
These results eliminate large-scale porosity variation as an explanation 
for the observed mass balance trend.

The network of multilevel samplers installed prior to and during the 
experiment adequately encompassed the tracer plume in the horizontal 
transverse direction, however, as indicated by Figure 5, bounding of the 
leading edge of the plume was incomplete. Following the snapshot 503 days 
after injection, a serious effort was made to bound the front of the 
plume. Thirty-three samplers were installed to extend the downgradient 
limit of the sampling network from 160 m to 260 m. However, results of 
the subsequent partial snapshot conducted 594 days after injection showed



bromide concentrations of up to approximately 0.4 mg/L (i.e., 
approximately ten times the background bromide concentration) at several 
sampling points along the 260-m row of samplers. Integration of the 
bromide mass over the region represented by the 33 new samplers accounted 
for approximately 17 percent of the injected bromide mass. How much more 
of the missing tracer mass was present beyond the 260-m row of samplers at 
the time of this sampling cannot be reliably estimated due to the lack of 
accurate groundwater velocity estimates in the far-field region of the 
test site.

Minor truncation of the upper side of plume also occurred during the
experiment as a result of incomplete sampling of the plume between the 
phreatic surface and the first MLS sampling points below the phreatic
surface. Sensitivity analyses involving linear extrapolation of the 
measured tracer concentrations at the uppermost sampled point to a zero 
concentration one port-spacing above showed that vertical truncation could
only account for approximately ten percent of the injected tracer mass
[Gelhar and Adams, 1990].

The presence of iron oxides in the aquifer matrix in combination with the 
low groundwater pH produced a geochemical environment conducive to 
adsorption of the anionic tracers during the field experiment. To 
quantify the level of adsorption that may have occurred a laboratory 
column experiment was conducted. The experiment was carried out using a
5.2-cm diameter by 100-cm long column packed with minimally disturbed 
aquifer material. The pH of the column was maintained at approximately 
4.6, and tritium was included in the solution as the conservative 
reference tracer along with bromide and the FBA tracers. The flowrate 
through the column was maintained at approximately 4.8 cm/d or about 
18 m/yr to provide pore-water residence times comparable to actual field 
conditions.

The normalized breakthrough curves for bromide and tritium shown in 
Figure 9 indicate retardation of bromide relative to the bulk solution. A 
retardation factor of 1.2 was estimated for bromide based on the ratio of 
the centroids of the bromide and tritium breakthrough distributions. The 
FBA tracers exhibited slightly less retardation than bromide with 
estimated retardation factors of approximately 1.1. The calculated 
retardation factors, Rf, for bromide and the FBA tracers were used to 
obtain an approximate estimate of the total mass of each tracer adsorbed 
during the field experiment. Assuming a linear reversible adsorption 
isotherm describes the adsorption reaction in both the laboratory and 
field experiments, the distribution coefficient, K<|, for each tracer can 
be estimated from its measured Rf using Equation (1) [Freeze and Cherry, 
1978].

Kd = n(Rf - l)/p (1)

where n is the porosity and p is the dry bulk density of the aquifer. 
Recognizing that the distribution coefficient physically represents the 
ratio of the adsorbed tracer mass (Ma) per unit mass of soil to the



Figure 9. Soil Column Breakthrough Curves for Tritium and Bromide

tracer mass in solution (Ns) per unit volume of solution, and that the 
sum of Ma and Ms must equal the total injected tracer mass (M0), the 
fraction of the total injected tracer mass in the adsorbed phase can be 
estimated from Equation (2).

Ma/M0 = pKd/(n+pKd) (2)

Using these results it is estimated that approximately 17 percent of the 
injected bromide and 9 percent of the injected FBA tracers were adsorbed 
during the field experiment. The column results indicate that adsorption 
of the anionic tracers contributed to the under-recovery of tracer mass 
during the field experiment. However, it is unlikely that adsorption 
alone accounted for the total underestimation of the tracer mass.

The question of whether the samplers provided representative groundwater 
samples during the field study was investigated primarily through a 
comparison of the bromide measurements for samples collected from the 
multilevel samplers with measurements obtained from adjacent soil cores. 
Minimally disturbed soil cores were collected adjacent to five multilevel 
samplers, four of which were located in the near-field region and a fifth 
site located approximately 70 m downgradient of the injection point. 
Coreholes were positioned within approximately one meter from each 
designated sampler. At one site (sampler D18), two coreholes spaced 1.5 m 
apart were completed to provide reference measurements on the natural 
variability of tracer concentration over distances comparable to the 
spacing between the samplers and coreholes. Separate pore-water samples 
were serially extracted from the soil cores in the laboratory under 
vacuums of 0.5 bar and 5 bars. The bromide concentrations measured for 
the core extracts were then compared with concentrations measured for 
samples collected from vertically adjacent sampling points on the 
multilevel sampler.

Before examining the comparisons between the bromide measurements for soil 
core extracts and the multilevel samples, two general observations 
concerning the results are noteworthy. First, the bromide concentrations 
for the 5-bar soil pore-water extracts were an average of 3.1 times higher



than those for the 0.5-bar extracts. The 0.5-bar extracts probably 
represent more mobile, lower concentration groundwater associated with the 
more permeable zones in the aquifer matrix, while the 5-bar extracts 
represent less mobile, more concentrated fluids which diffused into less 
permeable regions of the matrix. This result suggests that matrix 
diffusion may be an important process in the heterogeneous aquifer at the 
test site. Second, the discrepancies between the bromide measurements at 
certain elevations (e.g., elevation 61 m) for the two closely-spaced 
coreholes shown on Figure 10 indicate that some allowance for natural 
variability must be made when comparing on a point-by-point basis the 
bromide profiles for adjacent multilevel samplers and coreholes. Such 
differences are the result of the aquifer heterogeneity, and will 
complicate any attempt to ground-truth the multilevel samplers using 
alternative groundwater sampling methods such as coring.
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Figure 10. Comparison of Soil Core Extract Bromide Concentration
Measurements for Two Corehole Sites Located Approximately
1.5 m Apart

Figure 11 shows bromide measurements for MLS-core comparison sites D21 and 
M151 located at distances of approximately 5 m and 70 m, respectively, 
from the injection point. These results indicate that the MLS data 
generally showed the same vertical bromide concentration distribution as 
the soil core extracts. Large discrepancies in the bromide measurements 
for the two sampling methods were observed in some cases (e.g., site 021, 
approximate elevation 58 m); however, it is unclear whether such
differences were attributable to natural spatial variability or to 
sampling bias.

A statistical comparison of the vertically-averaged bromide concentrations 
for the two sampling methods provide a means of examining the overall



Figure 11. Comparison of Bromide Concentration Measurements for MLS 
Samples and Pore-Water Extracts From Adjacent Soil Cores. 
Sites DZ1 and M151 are Located Approximately 5 m and 
7k m, Respectively, Northwest of the Injection Point

differences between the MLS and core sampling tracer concentration 
measurements. A weighted-average bromide concentration was calculated for 
each core sample based on the measured volumes and concentrations for the 
0.5-bar extract, 5-bar extract, and the residual pore-water remaining in 
the sample after extraction. The bromide concentration of the residual 
pore-water was assumed equal to the 5-bar extract concentration. The
vertically-averaged concentration for each corehole was then computed
using the individual sample weighted-average values. The average was 
calculated for a vertical interval common to both the corehole and the 
adjacent MLS. The resulting mean bromide concentrations for the six
coreholes and closest adjacent MLS are given in Table 3. A t-test of the
normalized paired differences indicated that the mean difference in the 
vertically-averaged concentrations for the two methods was significant at 
the 70 percent confidence level, but not at the 95 percent level. This 
result can be interpreted as a weak indication of a systematic difference 
between the two sampling methods. If sampling bias occurred during the 
field experiment, it was most likely the result of (1) preferential 
sampling of the more mobile fluids within the aquifer by the MLS in a 
system where the migration of the tracer was affected by matrix diffusion, 
(2) artificial groundwater movement within the disturbed well annuli 
associated with the multilevel samplers, or (3) a combination of these 
processes. Both processes can be shown to qualitatively account for the 
entire tracer mass balance trend including the initial overestimation of 
tracer mass.



TABLE 3

Comparison of Depth-Averaged Bromide Concentrations Estimated 
for Soil Core Samples and Adjacent Mulilevel Samplers

Corehole Adjacent Separation Aygi BjcQW>idaimg/L.) Normalized
No. MLS Di8-tan.ç.e.(fli) Core MLS Difference

CD21 D21 0.95 25.1 15.7 0.37
CD18N D18 1.00 15.7 16.5 -0.05
CD18W D18 0.90 12.7 16.8 -0.32
CM50 M50 0.95 13.7 8.1 0.41
CM66 M66 1.00 5.5 3.8 0.31
CM151 M151 1.10 0.73 0.58 0.21

In summary, the investigations indicated that the anomalous mass balance 
trend observed during the natural-gradient tracer experiment was produced 
by a combination of several factors. The initial overestimates of the 
bromide mass were attributable to poor sampling resolution and to 
artificial vertical spreading of the tracer solution in the disturbed 
auger hole annuli associated with several of the multilevel samplers 
located close to the injection site. With respect to the subsequent 
decline and under-recovery of tracer mass, laboratory column studies 
showed that approximately 15 to 20 percent of the initial injected bromide
mass was adsorbed during the field experiment. In addition, incomplete
sampling of the upper side of the plume accounted for an estimated 
10 percent of the bromide mass. The remaining 20 to 25 percent of the 
unrecovered bromide mass during the experiment was the result of 
truncation of the advancing side of the plume and sampling bias associated 
with the multilevel samplers. Although truncation of the front of the 
tracer plume was evident from the spatial concentration measurements, the 
actual longitudinal extent of the plume during the experiment remains
highly uncertain. Therefore no reliable estimates of the unsampled tracer
mass associated with the truncated region of the plume were possible.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A large-scale natural gradient tracer experiment was conducted in a 
heterogeneous alluvial aquifer with the intent of providing a quality data 
base for groundwater solute transport model validation. The experiment 
was carried out over a period of approximately 20 months during which 
seven comprehensive samplings of the tracer plume were performed using an 
extensive three-dimensional sampling well network. In conjunction with 
the tracer experiment, the hydrogeology of the experimental site was 
characterized in detail. The hydrogeological characterization studies 
focused on the three-dimensional spatial distribution of hydraulic 
conductivity of the aquifer in which the tracer test was conducted. 
Large-scale spatial variations in the mean hydraulic conductivity of the 
aquifer were consistently indicated by the aquifer test results, borehole 
flowmeter measurements, and the overall hydraulic head field. A 
relatively low mean hydraulic conductivity of approximately 10~3 cm/s



was observed in the vicinity of the tracer injection point, whereas the 
mean conductivities in the far-field region of the test site were from one 
to two orders of magnitude larger. The trend in the mean hydraulic 
conductivity along the plume travel path produced corresponding variations 
in the mean groundwater seepage velocity that strongly affected plume 
migration behavior. The estimated log hydraulic conductivity variance of 
Z.8 for the alluvial aquifer at the test site is approximately an order of 
magnitude larger than the variance estimates for the Borden [Sudicky, 
1986] and Cape Cod [Hess, 1989] research sites, and indicates that the 
Columbus site is one of the most heterogeneous sites studied to date.

The salient feature of the tracer plume that evolved during the 
natural-gradient experiment was the high degree of longitudinal asymmetry 
in the tracer concentration distribution. At the conclusion of the 
experiment, the main body of the plume remained within approximately 20 m 
of the injection site in the low conductivity zone, while the advancing 
side of the plume extended downgradient a distance of more than 260 m. 
The overall features of the plume were consistent with the spatial 
distribution of hydraulic conductivity and measured hydraulic gradients. 
The spatial moments analysis of the tracer concentration measurements 
indicated an anomalous mass balance trend during the study. The tracer 
mass initially was overestimated by a factor of approximately two followed 
by an approximately exponential decrease in mass recovery such that by the 
end of the experiment, approximately 50 percent of the bromide mass was 
unaccounted for in the field samples. Investigations revealed that from 
15 to 20 percent of the injected bromide mass was adsorbed. Incomplete 
sampling of the upper part of the plume accounted for another 10 percent 
of the missing mass. The remaining 20 to 25 percent of the bromide mass 
deficit was the result of truncation of the advancing side of the plume 
and sampling bias associated with the multilevel samplers.

The experience of the natural-gradient tracer experiment at the Columbus 
site indicates that conducting highly-controlled field studies to 
investigate solute transport processes in very heterogeneous aquifers is 
quite challenging. Large variations in the magnitude of hydraulic 
conductivity (e.g., more than five orders of magnitude at the Columbus 
site) may produce large variations in groundwater velocity making it 
difficult to maintain complete spatial coverage of the tracer plume 
throughout the field experiment. However, perhaps the most serious 
problem, and one which is likely to be more difficult to overcome, is the 
difficulty in obtaining representative groundwater samples from wells 
completed in heterogeneous aquifers. Comparisons of groundwater samples 
collected from the multilevel samplers and adjacent soil cores indicated 
that diffusion of tracer into (and out of) low permeability zones within 
the aquifer was an important transport process. Because wells, even 
discrete point sampling wells such as the MLS, inherently tend to sample 
from the more permeable zones within their radius of sampling influence, 
the pore water in the low conductivity materials may be under-represented 
in well water samples. This may lead to an overestimate or underestimate 
of the tracer concentration depending on the state of the diffusion 
process. Extraction of pore-water from soil samples may be the only means



of obtaining truly representative water samples in extremely heterogeneous 
media.
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ABSTRACT

Observations of the spatial variability of the hydraulic conductivity 
field at the site of a large-scale natural-gradient tracer experiment 
located at Columbus Air Force Base in Mississippi are presented. Direct 
measurements of hydraulic conductivity of the heterogeneous alluvial 
aquifer at the site were made using a variety of methods including aquifer 
tests, borehole flowmeter logging, double-packer tests, slug tests, and a 
newly developed laboratory permeameter to test undisturbed soil cores. 
Several methods of indirectly estimating the variability of hydraulic 
conductivity were also evaluated, including soil grain-size analyses, 
surface geophysical surveys, and mapping of sedimentary facies. The 
borehole flowmeter method was shown to be the most practical and effective 
method for measuring conductivity variability. The spatial covariance of 
the hydraulic conductivity field was examined using 2187 flowmeter 
measurements obtained from 49 fully-penetrating test wells. Estimates of 
the log hydraulic conductivity variance (^inK^ an<* the horizontal 
and vertical correlation scales (X^ and Xy) of 4.5, 12 m, and
1.5 m, respectively, were calculated assuming second-order stationarity of 
the conductivity field. Large-scale spatial variations in the mean 
groundwater velocity indicated by the natural-gradient tracer experiment, 
which were shown to be a direct result of contrasts in the mean hydraulic 
conductivity along the plume pathway, strongly suggested the presence of a 
conductivity trend. The measured hydraulic conductivity data were 
subsequently detrended using least-squares regression to remove 
three-dimensional polynomials. The third-order polynomial was judged the 
best representation of the conductivity drift based on its overall 
compatibility with the groundwater flow field inferred from the tracer 
plume observations. Significantly lower estimates for °inK’ 
Xfo, and Xv of 2.8, 5.3 m, and 0.7 m, respectively, were obtained
from the third-order log conductivity residuals. The experience with the 
borehole flowmeter technique shows the feasibility of observing the 
statistical parameters of the hydraulic conductivity variability required 
for stochastic models of macrodispersion. The availability of this 
technique for acquiring extensive hydraulic conductivity measurements in 
three dimensions also suggests the possibility of applying more 
deterministic advection-based transport models in the future.



INTRODUCTION

The first paper of this series [Boggs et al., these proceedings] describes 
the overall objectives, methods, and qualitative results of a 
natural-gradient tracer experiment conducted at a site near Columbus, 
Mississippi. The study represents one component of a research effort 
sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute to improve methods for 
predicting the transport and fate of contaminants in groundwater. In 
conjunction with the field tracer test, a detailed characterization of the 
alluvial aquifer at the Columbus site was conducted. These investigations 
centered on a detailed description of the spatial distribution of 
hydraulic conductivity at the tracer test site. Data obtained from the 
natural-gradient experiment and the aquifer investigations were intended 
to provide the basis for validation of groundwater solute transport 
models.

Â secondary goal of the Columbus study was to develop a practical 
methodology for measuring hydraulic conductivity variability. It is 
generally recognized that the degree of heterogeneity of the hydraulic 
conductivity field associated with an aquifer largely controls the 
movement and dispersion of groundwater solutes. Therefore, a means of
quantifying spatial variability at reasonable expense is essential to the 
application of current transport models to practical problems. For 
example, the stochastic theories of Gelhar and Axness [1983] and Dagan
[1984] treat the hydraulic conductivity as a random process, and solve
stochastic forms of the transport equations. The dispersivity terms 
associated with these models are functions of the covariance of the log 
hydraulic conductivity field, and application of these models requires a 
large number of hydraulic conductivity measurements in three dimensions 
for estimation of the log conductivity covariance. Likewise, if modeling 
is approached deterministically the relationship between hydraulic 
conductivity variability and dispersive transport indicates that large
numbers of hydraulic conductivity measurements over the modelled region 
will be needed for meaningful predictions. As part of the site 
characterization program, several methods of measuring hydraulic 
conductivity variability were evaluated to identify a method of obtaining 
the extensive conductivity data for practical modeling applications.

In this paper we present observations of the spatial variability of 
hydraulic conductivity for the alluvial aquifer at the Columbus research 
site. The methods of measuring or indirectly estimating the spatial 
distribution of hydraulic conductivity are briefly described and 
comparatively evaluated. Procedures used in estimation of the hydraulic 
conductivity covariance are presented along with interim results of the 
covariance analysis for each field or laboratory technique tested. The 
paper emphasizes the borehole flowmeter description and results because 
this technique provided the most comprehensive description of the spatial 
variability of hydraulic conductivity of all methods evaluated.



METHODS OF ESTIMATING HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY VARIABILITY

Both direct and indirect methods were evaluated for estimating the spatial 
variability of hydraulic conductivity at the test site. The direct 
techniques included borehole flowmeter measurements, packer tests, slug 
tests, and laboratory permeameter tests on minimally-disturbed core 
samples. Attempts were made to indirectly estimate hydraulic conductivity 
variability from soil grain-size analyses and from surface geophysical 
surveys using direct current resistivity and streaming potential data.

Borehole Flowmeter,Method

The borehole flowmeter method is similar to the conventional aquifer test 
except that measurements of flow entering the well at different elevations 
are made as the well is pumped at a constant rate (Figure la). The 
hydraulic conductivity of each interval or layer of the aquifer is 
proportional to the measured flow for that interval. The layer hydraulic 
conductivities are computed using a linearized form of the Cooper-Jacob 
well equation. The key assumptions of the method are (1) the aquifer is 
layered and each layer is homogeneous and of uniform thickness, (2) the 
storage coefficient of each layer is linearly related to the layer 
transmissivity, and (3) the well losses attributable to each layer can be 
estimated. Further information regarding the theoretical basis for the 
method and field procedures for its implementation can be found in 
Rehfeldt et al. [1989a] and Hufschmied [1983].

Measurements were made with an impeller flowmeter as shown in Figure lb. 
The device basically consists of a lightweight plastic impeller suspended 
between two needle bearings. Rotation of the impeller produced by flow 
through the meter is detected by optical sensors. The optical signal is 
converted to a voltage that is proportional to the rate of rotation. 
Laboratory calibration of the instrument is required before and after 
field testing to convert recorded voltage measurements to flowrates. In a 
5.1-cm diameter well, the lower threshold of flow measurement for the 
impeller meter is approximately 0.005 L/s. The sensitivity of the 
flowmeter varies as a function of the discharge, but is also on the order 
of 0.005 L/s. This corresponds to a detection limit for hydraulic 
conductivity measurement of about 10-4 cm/s [Rehfeldt et al., 1989a].

A map showing the locations of 58 wells tested by the flowmeter method is 
presented in Figure 2. All wells were constructed of 5.1-cm diameter 
flush-joint PVC slotted pipe, and were screened over the full saturated 
thickness of the aquifer. In designing the flowmeter test well network, 
the following requirements were considered. First, sufficient 
closely-spaced wells were needed for variogram analysis to adequately 
define the horizontal correlation scale. For this purpose three well 
clusters (K22-K28, K29-K35, and K51-K55) were installed. Second, proper 
estimation of the variance of InK required that some of the wells be 
spaced sufficiently far apart so as to be uncorrelated. Likewise, 
delineation of trends in the conductivity field required coverage of 
essentially the entire experimental site using widely-spaced wells. 
Third, to estimate horizontal anisotropy in the InK field required linear
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arrays of test wells along at least three directions. Wells located along 
three lines in the near-field region of the tracer test site were designed 
to satisfy this requirement. Flowmeter measurements within each well were 
made at 15-cm vertical intervals. To date, a total of 2483 estimates of 
hydraulic conductivity have been obtained at the tracer test site from 
flowmeter measurements.

Other Direct Methods

Piezometer slug tests and laboratory permeameter tests on 
minimally-disturbed soil cores were also evaluated as methods for directly 
measuring hydraulic conductivity variations. Slug tests were conducted in 
22 partially-penetrating piezometers. All piezometers used in these tests 
were 5.1 cm in diameter, and were constructed with a 60-cm slotted screen 
on the lower end. Tests were performed by introducing water into the 
piezometer to instantaneously increase the water level. Decay of the 
hydraulic head was monitored with a pressure transducer and data logging 
system. In addition, detailed hydraulic conductivity measurements were 
made on ten soil cores obtained from a single corehole using a specially 
designed laboratory permeameter. Cores were 8 cm in diameter and 76 cm in 
length. Conductivity measurements were made over 7.6-cm segments of each 
core, yielding a total of 88 measurements for the corehole [Boggs et al., 
1990].

Inii.i£ae.t_tietJbgd.6
Several methods of indirectly estimating the variability of hydraulic 
conductivity or some related physical property of the aquifer were 
evaluated. An empirical method developed by Seiler [1973] relating 
hydraulic conductivity to grain size was used to estimate conductivity 
values for 214 soil samples. Soil samples were obtained from 30 separate 
coreholes using a 5.1-cm diameter by 46-cm long split-barrel sampler. 
Samples were collected at vertical intervals of 0.75 to 1.5 m during 
drilling.

An attempt was made to estimate the horizontal correlation scale from 
direct current resistivity (DCR) and streaming potential (SP) surface 
geophysical survey data obtained during early site reconnaissance 
investigations. DCR horizontal profiling was performed at 30.5-m 
intervals along four parallel transects spaced 61 m apart encompassing the 
experimental site. Wenner electrode spacings of 1.5, 3.0 and 6.1 m were 
used. The SP survey was conducted over the same region using a horizontal 
measurement interval of 15.2 m. Rehfeldt et al. [1989b] obtained indirect 
estimates of the horizontal and vertical correlation scales by mapping 
soil facies in a gravel quarry located approximately 1.5 km east of the 
Columbus site. An exposure of the alluvial deposits approximately 20 m in 
length by 2 m in height was mapped. To estimate the correlation scales, 
hydraulic conductivities were assigned to the different facies 
identified. The resulting conductivity field was sampled over a fine grid 
and a variogram constructed from these data.



GENERAL FEATURES OF THE HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY FIELD

The borehole flowmeter measurements provided the most complete description 
of the spatial distribution of hydraulic conductivity at the test site of 
all methods evaluated. It is useful to qualitatively examine the general 
features of the hydraulic conductivity field indicated from the flowmeter 
measurements before proceeding to the covariance analysis. A north-south 
trending vertical profile of hydraulic conductivity that approximately 
follows a groundwater streamline passing through the tracer injection site 
is shown on Figure 3. Note that the base of the conductivity profile 
represents the approximate top of the Eutaw aquitard, whereas the top of 
the profile represents the uppermost flowmeter measurements. The 
uppermost measurement for any particular test well was dependent on the 
drawdown in the well during pumping and on the elevation of the phreatic 
surface at the time of testing. This accounts for the variable elevation 
of the top of the profile.
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The hydraulic conductivity profile illustrates the extreme variability of 
the aquifer with conductivities typically ranging over two to four orders 
of magnitude at each test well site. The profile also indicates that the 
highest conductivity zones are found below approximately elevation 58 m at 
wells (e.g., K7) located upgradient (south) of the injection site, whereas 
20 to 30 m downgradient of the injection point the most permeable zones 
are generally found above this elevation. It is evident from both the
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profile and the map of depth-averaged conductivity (Figure 4) that the 
injection site is located in a region of relatively low mean conductivity 
(i.e., on the order of 10~3 cm/s), while the mean conductivity in the 
far-field region of the test site is from one to two orders of magnitude 
larger. This trend had a pronounced effect on the evolution and ultimate 
configuration of the bromide tracer plume during the natural-gradient 
experiment [Boggs et al., these proceedings].

50 180 150 200 250

X ( m)

Figure 4. Depth-Averaged Hydraulic Conductivity Derived From 
Borehole Flowmeter Measurements

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY COVARIANCE ESTIMATION 

Method

The spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity was statistically 
characterized through a covariance analysis of the sample measurements. 
In general, the log transforms of the hydraulic conductivity measurements 
were used to estimate a sample variogram. The variance of the natural



logarithm of hydraulic conductivity (InK) was computed directly from the 
sample measurements. The correlation scales of log conductivity were then 
determined by fitting the stationary negative-exponential variogram given 
in Equation (1) to the sample variogram. The method of least-squares was 
used to fit the rising limb of the exponential variogram to the sample 
variogram while holding the sill value equal to the sample variance.

y(h) = a2 [l-exp(-hA)] (1)

where y(b) = stationary negative-exponential variogram
h = lag or separation distance between measurement couples
o2 = sill (assumed equal to sample variance)
X = correlation scale

Two separate variogram analyses were performed for the borehole flowmeter 
measurements. In the first case, variograms were estimated directly from 
the InK measurements assuming second-order stationarity of the 
conductivity field. The second case involved a nonstationary analysis in 
which three-dimensional trends in the hydraulic conductivity field, 
represented by polynomial expressions of various order, were numerically 
removed from the InK measurements using a weighted least-squares 
regression analysis. The variogram analysis was then applied to the InK 
measurement residuals. Results were examined to determine which trend 
best represented the hydraulic conductivity field, and the effect of trend 
removal on the covariance parameter estimates.

The log hydraulic conductivity variance was calculated directly from the 
InK measurements for the stationary analysis, and from the InK residuals 
for the nonstationary case. The uncertainty associated with the variance 
was estimated using the methodology of Rehfeldt et al. [1989b] where the 
approximate 95 percent confidence interval about the true variance, 
oJnK *s given by Equation (2).

SÎ„K - <2>

where

, A2 v 2(0? v )2 * X . W. var(a, „) « ___InK  * _v * _t (3)
lnK N dz W

u

âJnK s IhK sample variance
N = total number of measurements
Xv s vertical correlation scale
dz = vertical measurement interval
Wt = total number of test wells
Wu s number of wells separated by distance greater than X^



The upper and lower bounds of the confidence interval estimated for 
°inK were used, in turn, to provide bounding values for the
uncertainty in the correlation scale estimates. Each bounding value of
°inK was substituted for the sill value, and the rising limb of
exponential variogram refitted to the sample variogram. The resulting
refitted values of the correlation scales provide an indication of the 
uncertainty about Xy and X^» but do not represent true statistical
confidence intervals [Rehfeldt et al., 1989b].

Because a goal of the study was to provide a data base for establishing a 
relationship between the spatial statistics of the hydraulic conductivity 
field and the observed plume dispersion during the natural-gradient tracer 
experiment, only those hydraulic conductivity estimates from the 49 test 
wells within the region actually traversed by the plume were used in the 
covariance analyses. These wells included K9 and K12 through K59, 
representing a total of 2187 conductivity measurements.

Covariance Analysis for Stationary Field

The vertical and horizontal variograms for the borehole flowmeter InK 
measurements are shown in Figure 5. Each figure shows the best fit of the
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the true variance, ^inK» was estimated from Equations (2) and 
(3). Given the total number of InK measurements (N) of 2187, the total 
number of test wells (V?t ) of 49, the number of wells separated by 
distances greater than of 29, and the vertical measurement interval 
of 0.15 m, the bounding values of the variance were,

3*37 < ofnK < 5.59 (4)

Table 1 summarizes the best estimates and bounding values for the 
covariance parameters for the borehole flowmeter measurements. Previous
parameter estimates by Rehfeldt et al. [1989b] are given in parentheses 
for comparison.

TABLE 1

Estimates of InK Covariance Parameters from Borehole 
Flowmeter Measurements

Approximate 
Best Confidence Limits

Parameter Estimate Lower Upper

afnK 4.5 (4.6) 3.4 (2.9) 5.6 (6.3)
Xh 12.0 (12.7) 7.3 (6.9) 21.2 (22.5)
Xv 1.5 (1.6) 0.9 (0.75) 2.2 (2.5)

In general, the previous and current best estimates of the covariance 
parameters differ only slightly, despite the fact that the number of 
measurements in the new data set (2187) was nearly twice that of the 
previous data set (1242), and that the new measurements were obtained 
primarily in a previously untested region. This suggests the statistical 
properties of hydraulic conductivity in the newly tested region are not 
significantly different than those in the previously tested area. The 
additional measurements reduced the confidence region around ofnK 
by approximately 35 percent, i.e., from 3.4 to 2.2. However, this still 
represents a high degree of uncertainty in the variance estimate, and 
indicates that large uncertainty in afng will be unavoidable for 
practical problems involving heterogeneous aquifers. The reduction in the 
afnK confidence interval produced corresponding decreases of 
11 percent and 26 percent in the uncertainty about the horizontal and 
vertical correlation scales, respectively.

Covariance Analysis for Nonstationary Field

A nonstationary field may be considered a process composed of a stochastic 
component represented by relatively small-scale, high-frequency 
variations, and a deterministic component (trend or drift) representing 
relatively large-scale, low-frequency variations [Russo and Jury, 1987b]. 
Estimation of the covariance parameters for the case of a nonstationary 
field requires prior determination and removal of the trend before 
application of the variogram analysis.



The question of whether a trend exists in the hydraulic conductivity field 
at the Columbus site was investigated by Rehfeldt et al. [1989b] using 
1242 borehole flowmeter measurements from wells K7 through K36 
(Figure 2). They used ordinary least-squares regression to remove 
polynomial trends of orders 1, 2, and 3 from the measured data, and
performed variogram analyses on the InK residuals. They concluded that if 
a trend was present it was of order two or less, and found that the 
conductivity covariance parameter estimates from the detrended 
measurements fell within the 2s range of parameter values for the 
undetrended case. They argued that the covariance parameters following 
detrending were statistically indistinguishable from those obtained from 
the original measurements.

The question of a trending hydraulic conductivity field was reexamined in 
light of the additional 1114 flowmeter measurements for wells K38 through 
K59 located primarily in the previously untested far-field region of the
tracer test site. The method of weighted least-squares was used to fit
polynomial functions to the base-ten logarithm of the hydraulic 
conductivity measurements. No constraints were applied to the fit. The 
weight associated with each conductivity measurement was based on the
estimated measurement uncertainty. Rehfeldt et al. [1989a] showed that 
errors in the discharge profile measured by the flowmeter tended to be 
random and to have a much greater effect on the computed hydraulic
conductivities for layers of low conductivity than for layers of high 
conductivity. Consequently, the uncertainty associated with low 
conductivity measurements is greater than that for high conductivity 
measurements. This is indicated by Figure 6 which shows the variation InK 
deviation about the mean versus mean layer InK obtained from an analysis 
of replicate flowmeter measurements. An approximate envelope bounding the

y
Figure 6. Plot of InK Deviation Versus Mean Layer InK Value With

Envelope of Measurement Uncertainty (after Rehfeldt et al., 
1989a)



uncertainty in InK was obtained using these results« and was used as the 
weighting function in the least-squares analysis, i.e.,

W£ = Ki  ° - 25 ( 5 )

where Wj is the weighting function for the i*-*1 hydraulic conductivity 
measurement (K^).

Three horizontal sections through the first-, second-, and third-order 
polynomial trend surfaces are shown in Figure 7 along with sections 
through the bromide trccer plume at corresponding elevations for 
comparison. Before examining the conductivity trends, it is worth noting 
the general features of the tracer plume evident from these figures from 
which inferences regarding the groundwater flow field can be drawn. 
First, the plume followed a nearly-1inear, northerly trajectory during the 
experiment. A conductivity trend, if present, must be consistent with the 
general direction of flow indicated by the tracer movement. Second, the 
bromide tracer concentration distribution in the longitudinal direction 
was highly asymmetric at the end of the experiment. The more concentrated 
region of the plume was centered just downgradient of the injection point 
with the advancing side of the plume extending northward a distance of at 
least 260 m. Comparison of the longitudinal profiles of bromide 
concentration and measured hydraulic conductivity shown on Figure 8 
indicate that the concentrated region of the plume corresponds to the zone 
of relatively low conductivity in the injection site vicinity, and that 
the long, dilute advancing side of the plume corresponds to the more 
permeable sediments in the region downgradient of the injection site. It 
is clear from these data and the observed migration of the plume that an 
increase in the mean groundwater velocity occurs north of the injection 
point as a result of an increase in the magnitude of hydraulic 
conductivity in this region, and that this trend was responsible for the 
rapid movement and dilution of the advancing side of the plume. This 
important aspect of the hydraulic conductivity field must be represented 
in any polynomial trend in order to be considered physically compatible 
with the available information.

The primary criterion for judging the most appropriate trend was to 
identify the lowest order polynomial trend that was physically consistent 
with the observed tracer plume migration. We observe in Figure 7 that the 
general trend of increasing hydraulic conductivity from west to east 
indicated for the first-order polynomial drift is inconsistent with the 
plume behavior. This trend fails to explain the general increase in 
hydraulic conductivity and, hence, groundwater velocity, in the region 
north of the injection point, and is therefore rejected. The second-order 
polynomial accounts for the general increase in conductivity north of the 
injection point, but, like the first-order trend, shows increasing 
conductivity from west to east in the far field that is not entirely 
consistent with the plume migration. One would expect the plume to have 
migrated more toward the northeast if such a trend were actually present. 
The third-order trend appears to be the lowest order trend that is 
physically compatible with the major features of the plume. An elongated
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Figure 8. Comparison of Vertical Profiles of Bromide Plume Concentration 
and 593 Days After Injection (Top) and Hydraulic Conductivity 
(Bottom) Along a North-South Transect

region of relatively high hydraulic conductivity (i.e., > 10~2 cm/s)
is evident in the third-order trend that extends northward from a point 
approximately 20 to 30 m north of the injection site. This feature 
approximately conforms with the alignment and extent of the dilute 
advancing side of the plume. A relatively narrow zone of high mean 
conductivity of the approximate dimensions indicated for the third-order 
trend shown on Figure 7 is expected on the basis of the flowmeter 
measurements (Figure k).

The vertical and horizontal variograms for the second- and third-order InK 
residuals are shown in Figure 9, and the overall features of the 
variogram8 for both trends are similar. As expected, both variograms 
exhibit less scatter about the sill value than the variograms for the 
measured (undetrended) conductivity data (Figure 5), and therefore appear 
more stationary. Although the detrended vertical and horizontal 
variograms still show appreciable scatter about their respective sill 
values, this does not necessarily mean that "the true drift" h”s not been 
removed from the measured data. As observed by Russo and Jury (1987b) and 
Rehfeldt et al. [1989b], it is often difficult to discern a trend solely 
on the basis of the variogram.

A summary of the covariance parameter estimates for the detrended InK data 
sets is given in Table 2. In general, parameter estimates for the second- 
and third-order InK residuals were similar, differing by less than 15 
percent. In all cases the detrended covariance parameters fell below the 
lower confidence limits estimated for the measured (undetrended) data



indicating a significant difference between the detrended and undetrended 
parameter estimates.

TABLE 2

Summary of Detrended Covariance Parameter Estimates

£ £  i l  h£>
2 3.1 5.4 0.8
3 2.8 5.3 0.7
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The variance and correlation scales calculated from the third-order 
detrended data were significantly different than those estimated directly 
from the measured data. Whether the hydraulic conductivity field at the 
test site is best characterized by the variance and correlation scales 
estimated from the stationary or nonstationary covariance analysis cannot



be answered solely on the basis of examination of the variograms for the 
measured and detrended data sets. Several investigators [Russo and Jury, 
1987a and 1987b, and Rehfeldt et al., 1989b] have shown that, in many 
cases it is impossible to identify with certainty a trend from the 
variogram even when elaborate methods of variogram estimatirn [e.g., 
Kitanidis and Lane, 1985] and model validation [e.g., Gambolati and Volpi, 
1979; Kitanidis and Vomvoris, 1983] are applied. In v?aw of this 
difficulty, one must look beyond purely statistical arguments for 
selecting one covariance model over another.

The behavior of the bromide tracer during the natural-gradient experiment 
provided the most useful information for discerning the presence or 
absence of a trend in the hydraulic conductivity field. A trend in the 
mean groundwater velocity at the test site was evident from the highly 
skewed tracer distribution exhibited along the longitudinal dimension of 
the plume. The borehole flowmeter measurements indicate that the 
large-scale variation in velocity was a direct consequence of the contrast 
between the hydraulic conductivities of the near-field and far-field 
regions of the site. The low conductivity present in the near-field 
region was responsible for what was essentially a delayed release of the 
tracer into the more permeable sediments present in the far-field. In our 
judgment the change in the overall groundwater velocity regime of the site 
produced by spatial variations in hydraulic conductivity constituted a 
trend, and that the third-order polynomial trend and associated covariance 
parameters provided the best representation of the hydraulic conductivity 
covariance.

To appreciate the degree of heterogeneity of the Columbus site a 
comparison of the variance of log hydraulic conductivity estimate for the 
Columbus site and seven other extensively investigated fluvial sites are 
given in Table 3. Because, in general, the observational scales 
associated with a set of hydraulic conductivity measurements may affect 
the variance estimate, the measurement scale and overall study scale are 
presented along with each variance estimate for consideration. Even 
allowing for differences in observational scales, it is evident that the 
Columbus site is one of the most heterogeneous sites investigated to 
date. In particular, we note that the ofn£ for the Columbus site 
is approximately an order of magnitude larger than values estimated for 
the Borden and Cape Cod tracer test sites, both of which have measurement 
scales similar to Columbus.



TABLE 3

Comparison of Log Hydraulic Conductivity Variance Estimates for 
Columbus and Seven Other Sites [after Boggs et al., 1990]

Aq.uif.ejc °lnK
alluvial sand 4.5°,2.8^ 
and gravel (Columbus)

outwash sand 0.29
(Borden)

outwash sand 0.26
(Cape Cod)

silty clay loam, 0.4 
alluvium

Yolo loam, 
alluvium

0.9

glacio-fluvial 0.8

sediments 
fluvial sand 0.9

alluvial sand 1.5-3.7 
and gravel

Approx. K 
Meas.

...Scale
a

15ctn(v)

5cm(v)

15cm(v)

5cm(h)

46cm(h)

100m(h)

7cm(v)

lm(v)

Study.
Seals,,,.

250m

20m

22m

6m

160m

5000m

150m

K Meas. 
Mfithftd
flowmeter

SflMÆSfi

Boggs et al., 
[1990]

permeameter Sudicky [1986] 

flowmeter Hess [1989]

infiltro- 
meter

infiltro- 
meter

purop test

15m grain size

flowmeter

Sisson and
Wierenga
[1981]

Vieira et 
al., [1981]

Devary and 
Doctor [1982]

Byers and
Stephens
[1983]

Hufschmied
[1986]

Notes: a. The dimension of the measurement scale is given after each 
value; h ■ horizontal, v * vertical.

b. The horizontal dimension of study scale is given in each case.
c. Based on measured (undetrended) data.
d. Based on third-order polynomial detrended data.

ESTIMATES OF HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY VARIABILITY FROM OTHER METHODS

A comparison of the InK covariance parameters estimated from the borehole 
flowmeter measurements and those obtained from the other conductivity 
measurement methods is given in Figure 10. Note that the covariance 
parameter estimates for the flowmeter were based on the measured . 
(undetrended) data set. The relatively small samples associated with the 
secondary measurements precluded a meaningful nonstationary covariance 
analysis of these data, therefore, only stationary variogram analyses were 
performed.
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The <?fnK estimate of 2,9 for the grain-size conductivity 
estimates was outside of the confidence region about the <?fnK 
derived from the stationary covariance analysis of the borehole flowmeter 
data. The disparity between these estimates could be due to several 
causes. The fact that approximately 45 percent of the grain-size based 
conductivity estimates were for core samples collected outside of the 
general region of the flowmeter measurements may partially account for the 
difference. It is also conceivable that the empirical formula of Seiler 
[1973] relating grain size to conductivity may not be accurate for the 
range of soil grain-size characteristics encountered at the test site. 
The horizontal and vertical correlation scale estimates from grain size 
compared favorably with the flowmeter-derived estimates. While the 
covariance estimates from grain size were highly uncertain because of the 
small sample size, it is encouraging to find that they lie within or close 
to the confidence intervals for the flowmeter estimates.

The ofn£ of 1.8 estimated from slug tests was significantly lower 
than that estimated from the flowmeter data. This discrepancy was 
probably due to one or both of the following. First, the sample
measurement scales of the two methods were different. The slug test 
produced an integrated conductivity estimate for a vertical section of the 
aquifer of 0.7 to 1.4 m in thickness, whereas the flowmeter conductivities 
were estimated for 15-cm thick layers. Therefore, a somewhat lower



variance would be expected from the slug test data. Second« because of 
the relatively short duration of the slug test (i.e., less than five 
minutes in most cases), the hydraulic conductivity estimate was 
representative of conditions in the immediate vicinity of the well 
screen. Consequently, the disturbed annulus created by auger installation 
of the piezometer may have significantly affected the conductivity 
estimate. The homogenizing effect of borehole disturbance would be 
expected to produce less variability in the resulting conductivity 
measurements obtained from the slug tests. Estimates of the horizontal 
and vertical correlation scales were not possible using the slug test data 
set due to the small number and low spatial density of measurements.

The results for the detailed hydraulic conductivity measurements obtained 
from laboratory permeameter testing of soil cores produced an estimated 
afnK 5.5. Although this value fell within the confidence
interval for the flowmeter variance estimate, nothing conclusive can be 
said regarding the reliability of this method for estimating variability 
because all conductivity measurements were obtained from a single 
corehole. In addition, there were questions regarding the validity of a 
comparison of horizontal hydraulic conductivities measurements from the 
flowmeter test with vertical conductivity measurements from the 
permeameter test.

The correlation scales estimated from mapping of sedimentary facies in 
local gravel pits were only about 10 percent of those estimated from the 
flowmeter data. The reason for the discrepancy is not clear. One 
possible explanation is that the covariance structure of the aquifer 
exposed in the gravel pit is different from that at the tracer test site. 
Another explanation could be that the dimensions of the aquifer exposure 
in the gravel pit (approximately 20 m in length by 2 m in height) were too 
small to obtain representative facies measurements [Rehfeldt et al., 
1989b].

The measurement grid spacings of 30.5 m and 15.2 m used in the DCR and SP 
surface geophysical surveys, respectively, were larger than the horizontal 
correlation scale estimated from the flowmeter data. Consequently, there 
were insufficient data to adequately define the horizontal scale, and only 
upper bound estimates of the horizontal scale equal to the smallest sample 
spacings could be estimated. An additional survey of the site using a 
measurement interval approximately 7 m would be needed to determine 
whether the DCR or SP methods can provide reliable estimates of the 
horizontal correlation scale [Rehfeldt et al., 1989b].

The secondary methods of directly measuring conductivity variations were 
substantially more expensive than the borehole flowmeter method. The cost 
of obtaining a single hydraulic conductivity measurement by the packer, 
permeameter, and slug test methods were approximately 3, 3, and 39 times, 
respectively, more expensive than the flowmeter method. It is interesting 
to note that the cost of conducting one large-scale aquifer test (e.g., 
AT2) which produced a single estimate of large-scale mean hydraulic



conductivity, was the same as that for obtaining approximately 1400 
small-scale measurements of conductivity using the flowmeter method. The 
aquifer test has been used extensively in the past for characterizing the 
hydraulic conductivity field for solute transport predictions. Yet we now 
understand that transport predictions based solely on the mean hydraulic 
conductivity can be highly inaccurate [e.g., Gelhar, 1986], and that it is 
the hydraulic conductivity variability which largely controls transport at 
the field scale.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Several methods for obtaining direct or indirect estimates of hydraulic 
conductivity variability were evaluated at a natural-gradient tracer test 
site located at Columbus Air Force Base in Mississippi. The borehole 
flowmeter method was shown to be the most practical and effective 
technique for measuring hydraulic conductivity variability, and provided 
the primary data base for estimation of the spatial covariance of 
hydraulic conductivity. The variance (oJnK^ an<* t*ie horizontal 
and vertical correlation scales (X^ and Xy, respectively) were 
initially estimated directly from the natural logarithm of the hydraulic 
conductivity measurements assuming second-order stationarity of the 
conductivity field. Best estimates for ofnK* ^h, an<* ^v 
of 4.5, 12, and 1.5, respectively, were obtained. Approximate 95 percent 
confidence intervals of 3.4 to 5.6 were estimated for ofn£, 7.3 
to 21 m for X^, and 0.9 to 2.5 m for It was not clear from
the sample variograms whether the hydraulic conductivity field wad, in 
fact, stationary; therefore, a nonstationary covariance analysis was 
performed to determine if data detrending would produce a significantly 
different set of covariance parameters. The method of weighted 
least-squares was used to fit three-dimensional polynomials of orders 1, 2 
and 3 to the log conductivity measurements. Each polynomial trend was 
numerically removed from the measured data, and a variogram analysis 
performed on the log conductivity residuals. The third-order polynomial 
trend was judged the best representation of the conductivity drift based 
on its compatibility with the groundwater flow field inferred from plume 
observations during the natural-gradient tracer test. Best estimates for 
CTînK» ^h* and \  2.8, 5.3 m, and 0.7 m, respectively,
were calculated from the order-3 detrended data. The covariance parameter 
estimates for detrended data were below the bounding values obtained from 
the measured data indicating a significant difference between the two sets 
of parameters. Examination of the variograms for the measured and 
detrended data sets failed to establish with certainty the presence or 
absence of a trend. However, the large-scale spatial variation in mean 
groundwater velocity indicated from the tracer experiment, which was shown 
to be a direct consequence of the contrast between the mean hydraulic 
conductivities in the near-field and far-field regions of the test site, 
constitutes a trend. We conclude that, within the confines of the tracer 
experiment, a trend is indicated, and that the third-order polynomial 
trend and associated variance and correlation scales provide the best 
representation of the hydraulic conductivity covariance.



The results of the spatial covariance analysis for the Columbus site have 
general implirations for practical applications involving heterogeneous 
aquifers. First, it is important to note that without the tracer plume 
observations it would have been difficult to establish with certainty the 
presence of a trend in the hydraulic conductivity field at the site. In 
practical situations tracer test results are not likely to be available to 
aid in discerning a conductivity trend. One must rely more heavily on 
interpretation of the log conductivity variograms and on other physical 
information regarding the aquifer, such as the major geologic features or 
the phreatic surface configuration, for identifying drift in the 
conductivity field. Second, there was large uncertainty associated with 
the estimated covariance parameters despite the large number (2187) of 
conductivity measurements used for parameter estimation. This result 
indicates that parameter uncertainty will be inevitable for practical 
problems.

The experience with the borehole flowmeter method shows the feasibility of 
observing the hydraulic conductivity covariance parameters required for 
stochastic models of macrodispersion, even though the covariance 
parameters may be subject to uncertainty. The availability of a practical 
technique for acquiring extensive hydraulic conductivity measurements in 
thr^e dimensions also suggests the possibility of applying more 
deterministic advection-based transport models in the future.
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ABSTRACT

The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) is conducting a second large-scale 
groundwater research study. In this experiment, dissolved tracers are 
being injected into a shallow alluvium aquifer. This research is part of 
the Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRI) Solid Waste Environmental 
Studies Program and the research program of the United States Air Force 
(USAF) Engineering and Services Center. This study will support 
groundwater protection by making possible more effective design of waste 
storage facilities, improving monitoring systems, and designing better 
mitigation programs. The objectives of this study are to better 
understand the dominant physical and chemical factors affecting 
contaminant movement in groundwater. A data set will be provided for 
evaluating transport models and for assessing the reliability of 
laboratory measured parameters to predict transport. This paper 
describes initial laboratory tests and the design and implementation of 
the second natural gradient injection experiment.

Sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute and the Headquarters 
Air Force Engineering and Services Center, Tyndall Air Force Base, FL



The natural-gradient experiment at Columbus Groundwater Research Test 
Site is being repeated using different tracers. Tritiated water was used 
as the conservative, nonreactive tracer to overcome problems experienced 
with the use of bromide in the first experiment. Four non-conservative 
tracers (naphthalene, carbon-14 labeled para-xylene, benzene, and 
othro-dichlorobenzene) have also been injected. The USAF scientists 
designed this part of the experiment in support of jet fuel contamination 
studies and problems associated with gasoline fuels. During the study, 
three-dimensional monitoring and moments analysis will be made.

Sampling events will consist of fenceline sampling for breakthrough 
analysis of the hydrocarbons. Fenceline sampling is used for the 
detection of the fast moving portion of the plume during the early phase 
of the experiment and is conducted every two to three weeks. 
Reconnaissance sampling will be used to define the plume boundary before 
the snapshots. Snapshots will serve as primary data base for modeling. 
Snapshot intervals will vary from 1 to 4 months. Three-dimensional 
monitoring is used with the updated MLS network and BarCad® samplers.

INTRODUCTION

The field experiment is being conducted at the Columbus Groundwater 
Research Test Site (CGRTS) at Columbus Air Force Base in Mississippi 
(Figure 1). TVA began research at the site in 1983 under EPRI's project 
entitled, "Macrodispersion Experiment (MADE)" as part of the Solid Waste 
Environmental Studies' project. This phase of the project is being 
co-funded by the groundwater research program of the United States Air 
Force Engineering and Services Center. The goal of this project is to 
improve methods for predicting the transport and fate of dissolved 
contaminants in groundwater. The specific objectives of the field 
research at CGRTS are to increase understanding of the dominant physical 
and chemical factors affecting contaminant movement in groundwater. 
Detailed information is being collected on macrodispersion processes in 
saturated groundwater systems for use in validating and improving 
mathematical models of solute transport. Field-scale observations are 
providing a basis for evaluating various laboratory procedures in 
determining the relative sorptive retardation of BNXO (benzene, 
naphthalene, para-xylene and othro-dichlorobenzene). Results from this 
research will aid the electric power industry and United States Air Force 
in the evaluation of processes that control contaminant movement. This 
work also will improve the design and use of monitoring networks and the 
design of better mitigation programs. This paper describes the design 
and implementation of the second natural gradient injection experiment at 
CGRTS.

BACKGROUND AND APPROACH

To understand the migration and attenuation processes of a contaminant in 
groundwater the hydrologie regime of the aquifer has to be sufficiently
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characterized. In addition, the initial mass of the contaminants must be 
defined. There must be sufficient detail on the spatial concentration 
distribution of the contaminant. Previous investigations at the site 
have provided a hydrogeological characterization of the aquifer and have 
concentrated on factors that affect the transport of an unretained tracer 
plume (Boggs et *‘8?., 1990). These factors include the hydraulic
properties of the aquifer, the hydraulic head field within the saturated 
zone, and hydrologie boundary conditions that affect the head field.

The approach of the MADE 2 experiment is to repeat the natural-gradient 
experiment at the site using different tracers (conservative and 
non-conservative). Three-dimensional monitoring and moments analysis of 
the new plume will be conducted. Site characterization during this 
experiment will be limited to hydrological monitoring during tracer 
movement. Water levels are measured continuously at approximately 
ten-paired observation wells and are measured manually at 50 observation 
wells at four-week intervals. The Columbus Air Force Base weather 
station, located about 2 miles west of the site, is the primary source of 
information for precipitation and other meteorological data. The MADE 2 
experiment includes the injection of selected hydrocarbons to better 
define the transport properties of an aqueous solution of jet fuel 
components and gasoline in groundwater and a conservative tracer 
(tritiated water). A three-dimensional monitoring network will provide 
detailed spatial and temporal information on the tracer plume during 
transport. The resulting data will be used to develop and evaluate both 
theoretical and laboratory geohydrochemical models that predict the 
movement of solutes in groundwater.

COLUMBUS GROUNDWATER RESEARCH TEST SITE 

Hydrogeologie Setting

The site is situated on the northeast corner of Columbus Air Force Base 
and is approximately 25 hectares. The land slopes from 66.5 to 64.6 
meters above mean sea level. The aquifer is comprised of tsrrace 
deposits of well-sorted, sandy gravel and gravelly sand with varying 
amounts of silt and clay, underlain by a dense clay. Specific yield 
estimates show the aquifer is unconfined to semi-confined. Detailed 
information describing the site characteristics are provided in "Field 
Study of Macrodispersion in a Heterogeneous Aquifer, 1. Overview of 
Tracer Experiment" (Boggs et al., 1990) and "2. Observations of 
Hydraulic Conductivity Variability" (Boggs and Rehfeldt, 1990). Analyses 
of the groundwater did not detect pre-existing hydrocarbons of interest 
in the aquifer. Major hydrogeological properties of the aquifer are 
summarized in Table 1. Measurements of hydraulic conductivity at the 
site show large-scale aquifer variabilities.



TABLE 1

Hydrogeological Properties of Columbus Aquifer

Vertical hydraulic gradient 
Horizontal hydraulic gradient 
Hydraulic conductivity 10
Porosity
Mean seepage velocity
Organic carbon content (approx.
Cation exchange capacity
Bulk Density
Specific gravity
Free iron 2.0-3.9 % < 2mm

0.5-0.8 % > 2mm
Soil pH

Range

-.005-0.10 
.002-.005 

~3-10"5 cm/sec 
.30-.32 

5-80 m/year 
) 0.02 - 0.03% 
7.2 meq/100 g 

1.74-1.81 g/cm3 
2.56-2.58 

particle size 
particle size 

5.6

Geochemical Setting

Rainfall at the site averages 144 cm/year (Boggs et al., 1990). Net
recharge from local rainfall to the aquifer is estimated to be about 40 
percent. Recharge also occurs as lateral inflow along the southeast side 
of the site. Discharge from the aquifer occurs into the floodplain
alluvium of the Buttahatchee River. The horizontal hydraulic gradient is 
generally from the southeast to the northwest. The water table is
shallow averaging a depth of 2.8 meters. The water table fluctuates
2-3 meters in elevation and results in a 20-30 percent increase in 
saturation zone thickness. The mean annual air temperature is 17°C, with 
a mean maximum daily value of 33°C in July.

Groundwater at the site is oxygenated and moderately acidic. Groundwater 
measurements of dissolved oxygen show an average concentration of
3 mg/L. The soils are low in organic matter and have a low cation 
exchange capacity with a high iron oxide content. A summary of the 
chemical characteristics of groundwater samples obtained from an 
observative well (P) and multilevel sampling (MLS) well (M) is given in 
Table 2.

Additional field measurements of selected chemical parameters measured at 
20 piezometers representing a range of aquifer conditions are summarized 
in Table 3.



TABLE 2

Chemical Analyses for Groundwater Samples

Observation MLS
Well Well

1L2Z&1 (10£8.2.)
conductivity (ymhos/cm) 44 NM
pH (unit) 5.6 5.4
acidity (mg/L CaC03) 44.0 NM
alkalinity (mg/L CaC03) 6.0 NM
temperature (°C) NM 23.0
dissolved oxygen (mg/L) NM 4.7
aluminum (yg/L) < 5 1300
bromide (yg/L) . < 10 NM
calcium (mg/L) 1.8 1.7
chloride (mg/L) 6.0 10.0
copper (yg/L) 5 10
iron (yg/L) 15 2000
magnesium (mg/L) 0.77 0.92
manganese (yg/L) 1.5 320.0
nitrate-nitrite (mg/L) 1.1 1.8
potassium (mg/L) 0.6 NM
silica (mg/L) 5 NM
sodium (mg/L) 5.3 NM
sulfate (mg/L) 1.0 3.0
zinc (yg/L) 2.6 80.0
Ca-Mg Hardness (mg/L CaC03) 7.7 8.0
total organic carbon (mg/L) NM 2.3
filterable residue (mg/L) 

NM ■ no measurement

30 60

TABLE 3

Summary of Water Quality Field Measurements

temp TOG DO pH EC Eh acidity alkal TDS free COj sulf i<
C % mg/L unit ymhos mV as

CaC03
mg/L

as
CaC03
mg/L

mg/L COj
mg/L

mg/L Mg/L

min 9.8 105 1.6 4.5 25 410 36 2 30 56 58 7
max 20.9 114 6.7 5.6 74 672 93 35 70 57 88 8
mean 17.9 110 4.2 4.9 45 543 71 10 43 57 88 2
SD 3.0 3 1.5 0.3 14 81 19 8 14 1 30 1
N 18 6 14 21 16 16 11 15 6 2 2 2

total C02 (aq) ■ free C02(aq) + .44(2*bicarbonate)



The groundwater has a low total dissolved solids content averaging 43 mg/L
and is dominated by sodium, silica and chloride. The electrical
conductivity of the water is also low (36 to 57 pmhos/cm). High
concentrations of aluminum, manganese, and zinc were found at the MLS 
well. This is probably an artifact of dissolution of the external
bentonite packers placed between sampling ports on the multilevel sampling 
wells. The reason for the discrepancy between the iron concentrations 
measured for the two wells is not clear, but may simply reflect local
variability. The average total dissolved gas concentration of 110 percent
under atmospheric conditions shows that the groundwater is super-saturated 
with gases of which C02 is an important component. The free C02 
content averaged 57 mg/L representing about 3 percent of the total gas 
concentration. This concentration is about 100 times greater than the .03 
percent C02 in equilibrium with air. Total acidity of the groundwater 
averages 71 mg/L (as CaC03). Alkalinity averages 9.6 mg/L mainly as 
carbon dioxide and bicarbonate (Standard Methods. 1989). Because of the
low acid-neutralizing capacity, dissolved carbon dioxide strongly affects
the pH of the groundwater. The presence of C02 is also inferred from 
rapid rise in pH (up to one pH unit) after groundwater samples are 
exposed to the atmosphere. The dissolution of C02 from the 
atmosphere, in combination with plant respiration/microbial action in the 
vadose zone, contributes to the groundwater acidity and the high level of 
carbon dioxide.

The average groundwater high redox levels imply oxidizing conditions. The 
presence of dissolved oxygen, in combination a high oxidation-reduction 
potential (Eh), show the groundwater is oxidizing in the upper aquifer. 
One factor which is contributing to the high redox level near the surface 
is a high rate of recharge with oxygen rich water. Also, there is a high 
groundwater velocity and short residence times allowing less time for the 
bacterial reactions that tend to lower the redox potential (Drever, 
1982). The low concentrations of organic matter are probably refractory 
to further oxidation. Usually at neutral pH and in the presence of 
oxygen, Fe(II) is oxidized spontaneously and thus is not available for 
microorganisms (Sawyer, 1978). In the presence of low organic carbon and 
in acidic waters where ferrous iron and manganese are more soluble and 
stable, some types of acid-tol4-.. ,*;ïi bacteria can oxidize these minerals 
producing carbon dioxide as a ^/-product. These biological processes, 
which can include the oxidation of A1 and Mn, may contribute to the 
supersaturation of gases at the site.

Disequilibrium probably exists with respect to oxidation-reduction 
potential in certain zones of the aquifer. At some wells during the 
initial purging of the well for oxygen monitoring, a distinct sulfide odor 
was detected. This was later measured to be 8 pg/L. It is possible 
that the reduction of sulfate could be occurring in the lower anaerobic 
zones and in isolated pockets. Also, because of the large vertical 
gradients of the water table in this area, these sediments probably vary 
between aerobic and anaerobic conditions. Therefore, periodic cycles of 
oxidation and reduction of the compounds may be occurring. When oxygen



comes into contact with reduced carbon, sulfur and nitrogen these 
compounds are converted to C02, S02, and N02 gases, which
hydrolize as acids (Wallack et al., 1984). The gases will move up and 
become dissolved due to physical processes and can contribute to the gas 
supersaturation and acidic conditions found at the site.

TRACER INJECTION, FIELD SAMPLING PROCEDURES AND ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS

Results from the previous tracer experiment were used to help direct the 
selection of the volume and composition of the injection solution. Also, 
these results were considered in the design of an injection system and the 
development of efficient field sampling and analytical procedures. 
Summarized below are details of the design and implementation of field 
procedures for the present study.

Injection System Design and Testing

The injection system was designed to introduce a known volume and 
concentration of tracer into the aquifer. The objective was to create a 
plume of uniform shape while minimizing changes in the natural groundwater 
flow pattern. Hydrocarbon components were chosen by the USAF to represent 
a wide range of expected retardations. Tritium was selected as a 
conservative and nonreactive tracer. The injection concentrations were 
based on the four-order of magnitude dilution observed during the previous 
bromide experiment. The downgradient concentrations of the hydrocarbons 
and radioisotopes were constrained by analytical-detection limits and 
drinking water standards. Gas chromatography for the unlabeled 
hydrocarbons and liquid scintillation counting for the radioisoptes, 
respectively, were the chosen analytical methods because they are precise, 
rapid and inexpensive analyses.

The injection system was designed to meet the following criteria:

1. Deliver approximately 10 cubic meters of water to the injection 
wells at 3.5 L/min over a 48-hour period.

2. Dissolve the chemical constituents and keep them in solution 
during injection.

3. Produce final BNXO concentration of approximately 100, 18, 100 and 
100 mg/L, respectively.

4. Have individual well flowrate controls and flowmeters.
5. Minimize volatilization of the aromatics, oxygenation of the 

injection solutions and minimize sorption losses before injection.
6. Permit sampling the water immediately before injection.

The injection system is shown in Figure 2. Floating lids were added to 
the tanks to minimize volatile losses. The tracer solution was dissolved 
in the tanks by using a mechanical mixing device. Some losses were 
expected to occur during the mixing and flow through the system.



INJECTION SYSTEM
Figure 2. Injection System Schematic



Therefore, the system was designed to measure the concentrations entering 
the injection wells on a frequent basis.

The system was pre-tested in the laboratory to establish optimum 
flowrates and ensure that the final desired concentrations would be 
reached and maintained during the injection. Although some losses were 
expected to occur during the mixing and flow through the system, 
concentrations in the tank measured by USAF showed that complete mixing 
(equilibrium) of the BNXO solution had been reached within 3 hours. This 
was well under the 12 hours required to empty one tank during the 
injection. After mixing was complete, the tank was then emptied at the 
design injection rate. Concentrations exiting the tank showed that the 
design injection concentrations were maintained during the simulated 
injection.

Due to logistical problems in storing thousands of liters of solution 
above ground before injection, injection water was obtained from a well 
located 75 meters upgradient from the injection wells. The two 
2275-liter tanks acted as a temporary water reservoir during the 
injection. These tanks were used alternately to mix and store the water 
during injection. After mixing, the tank outlet line was split and fed 
to five injection wells. The injection wells are constructed with 2-inch
I.D. PVC pipe. The wells were installed in November 1985 and 0.5 m of 
casing was left extended above the ground. The wells are in a linear 
array perpendicular to the direction of the groundwater flow and spaced 
one meter apart. A slotted well screen was set in each well at a depth 
of 7.5 to 8.1 meters below grade. Cement grout seals were installed 
above and below each well screen to help prevent initial vertical 
movement of the tracers.

Field Injection

On June 26 and 27, 1990 the tracer solution, consisting of 9.6 cubic 
meters of ambient groundwater containing the tritiated water and 
dissolved benzenv naphthalene, l^C-labeled para-xylene, and 
othro-dichlorobenzene, was injected. The para-xylene was composed of 
0.025 g of 14C-labeled para-xylene and 741 g of unlabeled para-xylene. 
The tracer solution was delivered to the injection wells at 3.4 L/min 
over a 47.5-hour period. The maximum water level increase in the 
injection wells was about 0.43 meters. Throughout the injection, 
solution samples were retrieved in sealed hypovials every one to two 
hours to estimate the total mass and average input concentrations of the 
tracers. During the injection, the initial concentration of the organics 
slowly declined from the injection concentration. These small losses do 
not affect the total mass estimates shown in Table 4 since the samples 
were collected at the injection well and injected mass is based on these 
measurements. Despite daily maximum air temperatures of up to 36°C 
ambient air temperature, the maximum temperature of the injection water 
was only 3-4°C above ambient groundwater temperature.



TABLE 4

Input Average Total
Tracer Concentration Mass/Activity

Tritium 60,000 pCi/ml 55,600 pCi/ml 0.53 Ci
benzene 100 mg/L 112 mg/L 1077 g
naphthalene 18 mg/L 13 mg/L 122 g
para-xylene 100 mg/L 79 mg/L 756 g
o-dichlbenzene 100 mg/L 61.9 mg/L 594 g
carbon-14 5.000 pCi/ml 2.77 pCi/ml .027 g

Field Monitoring Network

The tracer site is monitored with a dense three-dimensional arrangement 
of 328 auger-instailed multilevel samplers (MLS). Figure 3 shows a plan 
view of the main network. The MLS design shown in Figure 4 was modified 
from Cherry (1983). Each MLS consists of a set of 3.2-mm (1/8-inch) 
outside diameter flexible teflon tubes inserted inside a rigid 13-mm 
(1/2-inch) PVC pipe (Boggs and Young, 1988). The tube ends (sampling 
ports) penetrate through a hole in the wall of the PVC pipe. A silicone 
sealant was applied to prevent leakage into the sampler. A
triple-wrapped 50 micron nylon mesh filter is attached to the end of each
filter tip. Each filter tip is secured outside with duct tape leaving 
about 4 cm of the filter exposed. The number of tubes per sampler varies
between 18 to 25 with 25-cm port intervals. External bentonite packers
were installed between each sampling port. For efficient sampling, the 
tubes are identified at each MLS wellhead using color-coded, as opposed 
to number-coded, identification.

Results from previous studies have suggested the possibility of losses of 
volatile organics with the MLS sampler (Barker et al., 1987; Barker and 
Dickhout 1988; Pankow, 1986). Considerable bubbling has been evident in 
the sample tubing of some of the MLS wells during sample collection at 
the site. Supersaturation of gases, in combination with negative 
pressure created by sampling with a peristaltic pump, may produce this 
effervescence. The gas bubbles, which expand and rise under the
decreasing pressure, burst when exposed to the air and may contribute to 
the loss of the volatiles. Also, increases in temperature decreases the 
solubility of these volatile hydrocarbons and may contribute to volatile 
losses. Temperature rises of up to 7°C have been measured above in-situ
temperatures at the site during warm weather periods. Additional factors
that could influence volatile organic losses include the variable head 
losses at each of the sampled wells and fluctuating water table.

Because of the potential for san*r*i:n^ losses associated with sampling the 
MLS wells, an alternate sampling strategy for the hydrocarbons was
developed to compliment the MLS data. A BarCad® sampler was chosen as 
a sampling device more appropriate for monitoring of the volatile 
compounds. Fifty-six of the BarCad® samplers were placed in clusters 
in the existing MLS network based on hydraulic conductivity distribution
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and bromide plume movement information. The MLS/BarCad® sampler 
comparisons are providing additional data to the MLS and simultaneously 
obtaining breakthrough information for the organics.

A schematic of the BarCad® sampler is shown in Figure 5. The sampler 
has the advantage of requiring low purge volumes and thus minimizes 
changes in the flow field due to sampling. The BarCad® sampler is 
permanently installed at fixed locations in an uncased, back-filled 
borehole. One or two of the devices were installed at multiple depths in 
a single smal1-diameter borehole. The samplers contain a check valve and 
porous filter. Water is extracted from a small riser tube in a large 
gas-driven tube (3/16, 1/2 diameter, respectively). The system uses a 
closed pressure drive principle to collect and maintain the sample 
integrity. Borehole flowmeter testing was conducted at each BarCad® 
location before installing the samplers.

Field Sampling

Sampling events will consist of fenceline sampling for breakthrough 
analysis of the hydrocarbons. Reconnaissance sampling will be used to 
define the plume boundary before the snapshots. Snapshots will serve as 
the primary data base for modeling. Snapshot intervals will vary from 1 
to A months. Two primary laboratories are analyzing the BNXO and
radioisotopes with two additional laboratories analyzing about five 
percent of the samples for quality control.

The field MLS sampling includes flushing 100 ml of groundwater through 
the tubing before sampling. Two 20 ml samples are collected in series 
from each port and samples are poisoned with two drops of 10 percent
sodium azide. Five percent of samples are sent to separate labs and are
collected as simultaneous splits. Every sampling day, one vial is filled 
with deionized water that is exposed to the atmosphere to check for
atmospheric contamination. Between each MLS sampled, 100 ml of deionized 
water is pumped through the sample tubing associated with the peristaltic 
pumps. A sample is then collected at one port to check for cross 
contamination. Odd ports on the MLS are analyzed first, followed by even 
port analysis as needed.

SUMMARY

This study will support groundwater protection by making possible more 
effective design of waste storage facilities, improving monitoring 
systems, and designing better mitigation programs. The objectives of 
this study are to better understand the dominant physical and chemical 
factors affecting contaminant movement in groundwater. A data set will 
be provided for evaluating transport models and for assessing the 
reliability of laboratory measured parameters to predict transport. This 
paper has described initial laboratory tests and the design and 
implementation of the second natural gradient injection experiment.
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The experiment at Columbus Groundwater Research Test Site is being 
repeated using different tracers. Tritiated water was used as the 
conservative, nonreactive tracer to overcome problems experienced with 
the use of bromide in the first experiment. Four non-conservative 
tracers (naphthalene, carbon-14 labeled para-xylene, benzene, and 
othro-dichlorobenzene) have also been injected. During the study, 
three-dimensional monitoring and moments analysis will be made.
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A NEWLY DEVELOPED BOREHOLE FLOWMETER TECHNOLOGY FOR 
HETEROGENEOUS AQUIFERS*

Steven C. Young 
Tennessee Valley Authority 

Engineering Laboratory 
Norris, Tennessee 37828

ABSTRACT

Extensive borehole flowmeter tests were performed at 37 fully-screened 
wells on a one-hectare test site to characterize the three-dimensional 
hydraulic conductivity field of an alluvial aquifer with a <?inK of 
4.7. During the site investigations, several major advancements with 
respect to borehole flowmeter technology were developed. The milestones 
included: (1) a field durable electromagnetic (EM) borehole flowmeter
with a lower detection limit of 0.1 L/min; (2) the importance of the 
pumping rate with respect to the calculated value for the depth-averaged 
hydraulic conductivity; and, (3) an evaluation of alternative methods for 
calculating the depth-averaged hydraulic conductivity. The predicted 
three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity field was compared to the 
results of 10 small-scale (3 to 7 meters) tracer tests, information about 
the depositional history of the aquifer, and the results of three 
large-scale aquifer tests. The hydraulic conductivity data predicts the 
major features of the tracer breakthrough curves, maps the outline of a 
former river meander in an aerial photograph, and leads to a geometric 
mean consistent with the average hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer.

INTRODUCTION

Borehole flowmeter tests include measuring the incremental discharges 
along a fully-screened well during small-scale pumping tests. By 
assuming the flow of groundwater to the well is horizontal and unbounded, 
the hydraulic conductivity of each layer in the aquifer is calculated 
with the well equations developed by Cooper and Jacob (1946). Figure 1 
provides a schematic of horizontal flow to a well and the corresponding 
profiles for cumulative discharge and the calculated hydraulic 
conductivities.

Boggs et al. (1990), Rehfeldt et al. (1989), and Molz et al. (1989) 
compare borehole flowmeter tests with alternative tests for measuring the 
spatial variations in hydraulic conductivity. The alternative methods 
include small-scale tracer tests, multilevel slug tests, laboratory 
permeameter tests, and empirical equations for calculating hydraulic 
conductivity from grain-size distributions. The researchers conclude

*Sponsored by the United States Air Force Engineering and Services 
Center, Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida, and the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency, Ada, Oklahoma
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that the borehole flowmeter method is the most promising method for 
measuring the spatial variability in an aquifer's hydraulic conductivity 
field.

Although it has more potential than other methods for measuring the 
spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity, the borehole flowmeter 
method is not well established. Rehfeldt et al. (1989), Boggs et al. 
(1990), and Molz et al. (1989) provide the well equations with which to 
calculate hydraulic conductivity values; however, no group demonstrates 
the applicability of the well equations and/or the representativeness of 
the calculated hydraulic conductivity values. Additional ground-truthing 
of the method is needed.

The representativeness of the calculated hydraulic conductivity values 
depends on the susceptibility of the aquifer sediments to collapse, the 
zone of disturbance around a well, the method of well development, the 
heterogeneity in the aquifer's sediments, the reliability and resolution 
of the flowmeter, and the method of data analysis. This paper discusses 
the development of an EM flowmeter and the application of the EM 
flowmeter tests to a heterogeneous fluvial aquifer.

THE TEST SITE

The test site occupies 1 hectare of the TVA's Columbus Groundwater 
Research Test Site (Figure 2) on Columbus Air Force Base (CAFB). 
Figure 2 shows the location of 37 fully-screened wells across the site. 
The site is approximately 6 km east of the Tombigbee River and 2.5 km 
south of the Buttahatchee River. The aquifer is composed of 
approximately 11 meters of terrace deposits that primarily consist of 
poorly-sorted to well-sorted, sandy gravel and gravelly sand that often 
exists in irregular lenses and layers. Muto and Gunn (1986) indicate 
that the terrace aquifers in Columbus are composed of materials from 
braided streams and meandering rivers. The terrace deposits are 
uncomforniably underlain by Cretaceous Age Eutaw Formation consisting of 
marine clay, silt, and sand.

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC AND IMPELLER FLOWMETERS 

Bas.kgrQ.unri
For several decades, the petroleum industry has used impeller flowmeters 
to measure the distribution of flow into production wells. However, not 
until recently has a sufficiently small and sensitive impeller flowmeter 
been available for logging 5-cm OD groundwater wells. This impeller 
flowmeter is manufactured by Haferland Geophysical, Hanover, West
Germany. As part of the Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRI)
Macrodispersion Experiment (MADE) project with TVA, one of these impeller 
flowmeters was brought to the United States. This flowmeter has been 
used by TVA and MIT to log wells at the EPRI-MADE test site at CAFB
(Rehfeldt et al., 1989; Boggs et al., 1990) and by the United States
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Geological Survey (USGS) at its research facility at Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts (Hess, 1989).

From 1988 to 1989, TVA tried, without success, to purchase a second 
impeller flowmeter from Haferland Geophysical. As a result of the need 
for a borehole flowmeter for its United States Air Force bioreclamation 
project, its EPRI-MADE project, and its groundwater investigations at its 
plants, TVA developed an EM flowmeter. Between 1988 and 1990, TVA has 
compared the performance of the EM flowmeter to the impeller flowmeter.

Design of the Flowmeters

Figure 3 illustrates the major components of the Haferland Geophysical 
flowmeter. The flowmeter contains a lightweight impeller that spins in 
response to water moving vertically in the well. The impeller is kept 
aligned by two adjustable needles made of hardened steel. On the top of 
the impeller are 10 equally-spaced pins that fit into a circular groove 
in the shaft of the flowmeter. Situated on the inside and the outside of 
the groove are two pairs of optical sensors that record the movement of 
the pins attached to the impeller. The electronics attached to the 
optical sensors generate a square wave excitation at a frequency directly 
proportional to the rotation of the pins.

Figure k illustrates the major components of the TVA EM flowmeter. The 
flowmeter consists of an electromagnet and two electrodes (placed 180 
degrees apart) that are casted in a durable epoxy. The epoxy is molded 
to a cylindrical shape that minimizes the turbulence associated with 
channeling the water past the electrodes and electromagnets. The 
flowmeter has no moving parts. The flowmeter operates according to 
Faraday's Law of Induction, which states that the voltage induced by a
conductor moving at right angles through a magnetic field is directly
proportional to the velocity of the conductor through that field. The 
flowing water is the conductor, the electromagnet generates the magnetic 
field, and the electrodes measure the induced voltage. The electronics
attached to the electrodes will transmit a voltage that is directly
proportional to the velocity of the water.

Calibration of the Flowmeters

In July 1988, TVA used the impeller flowmeter for testing five wells at 
CAFB. The borehole flowmeter tests included both injecting water and 
pumping water from the wells. Figure 5 shows the pre- and the 
post-calibrations for upward flow. A difference of about 1.0 L/min 
exists between the two calibrations. The reason for the poor comparison 
is that the bearing needles became dull during the field tests. After 
the field tests, the bearing needles were resharpened. Subsequent tests 
of the impeller flowmeter, under laboratory controlled conditions, 
reproduced the shift in the calibration curve observed in Figure 5 (Young 
and Waldrop, 1989). Over a 2-year period, TVA has performed 
approximately 20 separate calibrations on the impeller borehole
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flowmeter. The calibration data indicates the following: (1) the
calibration curve for the flowmeter is sensitive to the condition of the 
bearing needles; (2) frequent maintenance and calibrations of the 
flowmeter are required; and, (3) the flowmeter does not accurately (10 
percent precision) measure flows below 5 L/min.

In November 1988, TVA completed a prototype EM flowmeter. Between 
November 1988 and March 1989, the flowmeter response was calibrated 
several times. The calibrations showed that the EM flowmeter 
consistently provided a linear response for discharges down to 0.10 
L/min. Figure 6 provides the pre- and post-calibration of the testing of 
37 wells in April 1989. The 5 percent difference in the calibration 
curves resulted from a change that occurred in the flowmeter's hand-wired 
circuitry during the fieldwork. Since April 1989, TVA has developed 
printed circuit boards for the EM flowmeter in order to reduce the 
possibility of shifts in the EM flowmeter's calibration curves.

The Effect of Turbulence on the Flowmeter's Performance

The turbulence and non-uniform flow caused by the transition of 
horizontal flow to vertical flow in the well may affect the response of a 
borehole flowmeter. A simple but very extreme test of this effect was
conducted with both flowmeters. The test set-up included recirculating 
about 8 L/min through a 5-cm OD pipe by injecting water through a
horizontal opening and withdrawing the water 53 cm above the opening from 
another horizontal opening. The test included taking flowmeter
measurements at locations below, at, and above the injection location of 
the water. As the flowmeter is raised past the inflow, the meter
obstructs the pathway of the injected water. During this obstruction, 
some of the inflow may be diverted downward and return as upward *'?.r»w on 
the other side of the pipe. Figure 7 provides the test results.

Figure 7 shows that both the impeller and the EM flowmeter may provide 
misleading results in the vicinity of high horizontal inflows. These 
misleading results occur because the meter partially redirects the inflow 
and is sensitive to turbulence and/or non-uniform flow. The test results
show a well-behaved response and a somewhat erratic response for the EM
flowmeter and the impeller flowmeter, respectively. The impeller 
flowmeter's oscillatory response is attributed to eddies that produce 
spiral flows that contribute to rotating the impeller. An implication of 
these results is that the flow measurements near zones of relatively high 
transmissivity or numerous fractures will have more uncertainty
associated with them than the other flow measurements.

Comparison of Flow Profiles

In April 1989 and July 1990, several wells were logged with the EM 
flowmeter and then immediately with the impeller meter to investigate the 
differences between the two measurements. Well locations were selected 
where distinct zones of high and low groundwater exist. Figure 8 shows
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the flow distributions measured by each flowmeter at four well 
locations. At wells 19 and 29, the flow profiles are similar. However, 
at wells 26 and 28, two flow profiles have large differences. At several 
depth locations, the impeller meter indicates slightly negative 
incremental flows whereas the EM flowmeter indicates a flow above 2 
L/min. Given the results in Figures 7 and 8 and the absence of negative 
flow increments for the EM flowmeter, it appears that the EM flowmeter 
provides more representative flow measurements than the impeller meter in 
regions of turbulent flow.

Final Evaluation

In the laboratory and field tests, the EM flowmeter performed better than 
the impeller meter with respect to precision, accuracy, and durability. 
One of the main advantages of the EM flowmeter is the range of flows for 
which the meter provides accuracy, and precision makes it well suited for 
aquifers with large variability in its hydraulic properties. Another 
attractive feature of the EM prototype flowmeter is durability. The 
meter has no moving parts, which may suffer Irom everyday wear and tear; 
and no adjustable parts, which may affect the calibration. The EM 
flowmeter also has no parts that can corrode or react with solutes in the 
groundwater.

CALCULATING THE DEPTH-AVERAGED HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY

Numerous researchers (Rehfeldt, et al., 1989; Molz, et al., 1989; Morin 
et al., 1988, and Boggs et al., 1990) have used the Cooper-Jacob equation 
(1946) to calculate the hydraulic conductivity profile from borehole 
flowmeter data. Given the assumption of strictly horizontal flow within 
the designated layers, Equation 1 is the form of the Cooper-Jacob 
equation applicable for the analysis of borehole flowmeter data. In 
order to solve for for each layer, an assumption is required about 
the relationship between the transmissivity, T, and the storage 
coefficient, S, in the aquifer. One assumption is that the storage 
coefficient and the transmissivity vary so that each aquifer layer has 
the same diffusivity (see Rehfeldt et al., 1989). This assumption leads 
to Equation 2.
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where :
Kj = hydraulic conductivity for layer i 

s thickness of layer i 
= flow to (or from) layer i 
= storage coefficient for layer i 

rw = effective radius of well 
t^ = elapsed time 
S£ = drawdown in layer i
K = depth-averaged hydraulic conductivity 
B = total thickness of saturated aquifer

Before using Equation 2, one should review the results of the
two-dimensional numerical groundwater simulations by Javandel and
Witherspoon (1969). Javandel and Witherspoon (1969) show that for an 
idealized, layered aquifer with a constant storage coefficient and with 
large variations in the hydraulic conductivity of each layer, the flow to 
a well bore rapidly becomes horizontal because of cross flow between the 
layers. Neglecting the effects of well headlosses, the numerical results 
produce the same results as Equation 2; namely, the incremental discharge 
for any layer i (i.e., qj) is directly proportional to the
transmissivity of the layer. The reason that Equation 2 and the 
numerical simulations, at late times, lead to the same relationship is 
that the constant diffusivity in the analytical solution and the cross 
flow in the numerical solution produce the same result; namely, each 
aquifer layer has the same radius-of-influence.

In the analysis of the borehole flowmeter data, a direct solution and a 
modified solution to Equation 2 was used. Both of these solutions 
include the effects of well headlosses and different water temperatures. 
The difference between the two solutions is that one solution has a 
transmissivity calculated from the Cooper-Jacob equation and the other 
solution has a transmissivity calculated from the Cooper-Jacob 
straight-line equation (Cooper and Jacob, 1946). The Cooper-Jacob 
straight-line equation (see Equation 3) is derived from the Cooper-Jacob 
equation by differentiating with respect to time.

T = ---2*30— Q--- /o)
4ir3s/8(log t)

The advantage of the Cooper-Jacob equation is that only one measurement 
of drawdown is needed to iteratively solve for a transmissivity. The
disadvantage of the Cooper-Jacob equation is that one must assume a value 
of the effective well radius, the storage coefficient, and negligible
skin effects. The advantage of the Cooper-Jacob straight-line equation 
is that no assumptions are required about the values of the storage
coefficient, the effective radius, and negligible skin effects. The 
disadvantage of the Cooper-Jacob straight-line equation is that one needs 
continuous measurements of the drawdown. However, this disadvantage can 
be easily overcome by using a pressure transducer coupled to an
electronic data logger.



Statistical Comparison of the Transmissivities From Cooper-Jacob Equation 
and the Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line. Equation

A series of single-well pump tests were conducted to collect 
time-drawdown data for all 37 wells at targeted high (60 L/min), moderate 
(30 L/min), and low (15 L/min) pumping rates. Each test lasted 
approximately 20 minutes. A total of 114 pump tests were conducted at 
the 37 wells. Figure 9 shows a semi-logrithmic plot of the drawdown in 
well 16 during a constant pumping rate of 46 L/min. Important features 
of the plot are that the total drawdown is 0.52 meters at 1200 seconds 
and after 50 seconds the slope of the drawdown curve remains relatively 
constant at 0.146. For this pump test, the Cooper-Jacob straight-line 
equation estimates a transmissivity of 32 cm2/s. By comparison, the 
Cooper-Jacob equation estimates transmissivity of 12.5 for an assumed 
well radius of 3 cm and a storage coefficient of 0.1.

For each of the 114 pump tests, transmissivity values were calculated 
with the Cooper-Jacob equation and the Cooper-Jacob straight-line 
equation. Figure 10 shows the distribution of the ratios for the 
transmissivities calculated by the Cooper-Jacob equation and the 
Cooper-Jacob straight--.,, ine equation. Figure 8 shows that the 
Cooper-Jacob equation frequently leads to transmissivity values that are 
an order of magnitude less than the transmissivity values calculated from 
the Cooper-Jacob straight-line equation. This type of trend can be 
attributed to a negative skin effect at the wells.

Figure 10 shows comparisons for a storage coefficient of 0.1 and 0.00001 
because this was the range of 95 percent of the storage coefficients 
calculated from the numerous multi-well aquifer tests at the test site 
(Young et al., 1990). The wide range in the storage coefficient values 
introduces a large uncertainty into the transmissivities calculated from 
the Cooper-Jacob equation. For many of the 114 drawdown curves, a 
four-order magnitude change in the storage coefficient values produce 
changes of at least 100 percent in the calculated transmissivities.

Comparison of Transmissivities from Different Types of Pump Tests

In addition to the series pumping tests, slug tests were conducted at 
each of the 37 wells and three large-scale aquifer tests were conducted. 
The slug tests include an instantaneous injection of 23 liters. The data 
was analyzed with a computer program by Thompson (1987). Each 
large-scale aquifer test includes pumping the center well (well 5) for 
about 6 days and monitoring the drawdown in all 37 wells. Young et al., 
(1990) describes the field set-up and the data analyses for the 
large-scale tracer tests. Table 1 presents the results of the calculated 
average transmissivities for the different tests.
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TABLE 1

Comparison of Different Transmissivity Values 

Transmissivity (cm2/s)

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Aquifer Test 1 37 7
Aquifer Test 2 32 9
Aquifer Test 3 33 13
Pump Tests (High-rate)* 38 20
Pump Tests (Low-Rate)* 75 97
Slug Tests 4 2
Pump Tests (Low-Rate)* 8 7
Pump Tests (Low-Rate)^ 11 10
Pump Tests (Low-Rate)^ 15 13

^Determined by the Cooper-Jacob straight-line equation
^■Determined by the Cooper-Jacob equation with S = 0.1
^Determined by the Cooper-Jacob equation with S = 0.001
^Determined by the Cooper-Jacob equation with S = 0.00001

Table 1 shows that the large-scale aquifer tests indicate that the
average transmissivity of the aquifer is between 30 and 40 cm2/s.
The difference between the average transmissivity value for the two sets 
of pump tests is attributed to their different cone-of-depressions. 
Because it has the larger cone-of-depression, the high-rate pump test
provides a better estimate than the low-rate pump tests of the averaged 
transmissivity at the regional scale. Similarly, because it has the 
smaller cone-of-depression, the low-rate pump test provides a better
estimate than the high-rate pump test of the averaged transmissivity at 
the local scale.

The very low averaged transmissivity values from the slug tests and from 
the Cooper-Jacob equation indicates that skin effects exists. The 
importance of ignoring skin effects is illustrated by comparing the 
average hydraulic conductivity from the large-scale aquifer tests to the 
geometric means calculated from the borehole flowmeter data. Based on 
the analysis of three-dimensional groundwater flow through heterogeneous 
aquifers using Monte Carlo techniques, Warren and Price (1961) state: 
"The most probable behavior of a heterogeneous system approaches that of 
a homogeneous system with a (hydraulic conductivity) equal to the 
geometric mean of the individual (hydraulic conductivities)." Given the 
saturated aquifer thickness is about 8 meters, the average hydraulic 
conductivity of the aquifer based on the large-scale aquifer test is 
approximately 0.043 cm/s. Table 2 provides the geometric mean for the 
different sets of hydraulic conductivity values produced from the 
borehole flowmeter and alternative methods for calculating the 
transmissivity. Only for the Cooper-Jacob straight-line equation does 
the geometric mean of the individual hydraulic conductivity values



compare favorably with the estimated average hydraulic conductivities 
calculated from the large-scale tracer tests.

TABLE 2

The Geometric Mean of the Borehole Flowmeter Hydraulic 
Conductivity Values For the Low-Rate Pumping Tests

Hydraulic Conductivity 
(cm/s)

Arithmetic Geometric Variance
Average Average of InK

Pump Tests* 0.261 0.032 4.7
Pump Tests (S=0.1 )** 0.021 0.004 4.2
Pump Tests (S=0.001)** 0.038 0.006 4.1
Pump Tests (S=.00001)** 0.043 0.008 4.1

*Cooper-Jacob straight-line equation 
**Cooper-Jacob equation

Mapping of a Former River Channel

Aerial photographs of Columbus, Mississippi, and vicinity show outlines 
of numerous ox bows (Young, 1990a). Figure 11 shows an ox bow in the 
test site. An examination of the geological and soil information at the 
test site supports the hypothesis that the test site includes portions of 
a river channel and a point bar. Figure 12 shows areal cross sections of 
depth-averaged hydraulic conductivities over 2-meter thick aquifer 
intervals. The hydraulic conductivity data set used to generate 
Figure 12 is based on the Cooper-Jacob straight-line equation of the 
low-rate pumping tests. At the depth interval from 60 to 62 m MSL, the 
band of high hydraulic conductivity is attributed to the gravels 
deposited in the former river channel.

Because the regional hydraulic properties of the aquifer change with 
distance, the calculated transmissivity at a well location should be
sensitive to the pumping rate which affects the dimensions of the
cone-of-depression. The analysis of the series of pump tests at each 
well with the Cooper-Jacob straight-line equation shows different 
relationships between the pumping rate and the calculated transmissivity 
for each well location. At some well locations (2, 18, 19, 16, 28, 37, 
and 26), the calculated transmissivities decreased over an order of
magnitude when the pumping rate was increased. At other wells (A, 36, 8,
and 34), the calculated transmissivities increased more than an order of 
magnitude when the pumping rate was increased. At the remaining wells, 
the pumping rate lead to changes in the calculated transmissivities less 
than one order of magnitude.



Figure 11. Ox Bow at the CAFB Test Site as Shown in a 1956 
Aerial Photograph
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Figure 13 shows that by collectively interpreting the trends in the
calculated transmissivities at the well locations, zones of inferred low 
and high transmissivity can be mapped. The zone of inferred high 
transmissivity corresponds favorably to the location of river channel in 
Figure 11 and the high transmissivity zone in Figure 12. The zone of 
inferred low transmissivity corresponds favorably to the location of the
point bar in Figure 11 and the low transmissivity zone in Figure 12. The
correctness of the inferred zones of high and low transmissivity
indicates that the trends in the calculated transmissivity values at the 
well locations are real.

Figure 14 shows that when the Cooper-Jacob equation is used to analyze a 
series of pump tests at a well, the trends produced by the Cooper-Jacob 
straight-line equation transmissivity values are absent, not 
well-defined, or reversed. The failure of the Cooper-Jacob equation to 
capture the sensitivity of the calculated transmissivity to the pumping 
rate is attributed to skin effects. At the wells, the skin effects have 
such a large effect on the total amount of drawdown during a 20-minute 
test that the effects of aquifer material properties away from the well 
are masked.

Final Evaluation

The comparison between the Cooper-Jacob equation and the Cooper-Jacob 
straight-line equation shows that they lead to transmissivity values that 
are often orders of magnitude different. This difference is attributed 
to negative skin effects at the wells. Direct evidence of negative skin 
effects is the relatively low values of transmissivity calculated for the 
slug tests. Indirect evidence of skin effects is that the 
transmissivities calculated from the Cooper-Jacob equations are 
relatively insensitive to changes in the pumping rate and lead to a 
geometric mean for the hydraulic conductivities that is significantly 
less than the average hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer calculated 
from large-scale aquifer tests.

Besides skin effects, another problem with applying the Cooper-Jacob
equation is the selection of a storage coefficient. At CAFB, the
analysis of numerous multi-well aquifer tests has shown that the
calculated storage coefficient range from 10“1 to 10~5 (Young et
al., 1990). This four order magnitude range leads to about a 100 percent 
uncertainty in the transmissivities based on the Cooper-Jacob equation.

Although additional ground-truthing is needed, the transmissivities 
calculated from the Cooper-Jacob straight-line equation appear 
reasonable. Indirect evidence for this conclusion includes: (1) the
trends in the calculated transmissivity for the different pump tests at 
the 37 wells are consistent with the known geological and hydraulic 
structure of the test site; and (2) the geometric mean of the flowmeter 
hydraulic conductivity values compare favorably with the average
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hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer calculated from large-scale aquifer 
tests.

RESULTS OF TWO-WELL TRACER TESTS

To validate the results of the borehole flowmeter hydraulic conductivity 
values based on the Cooper-Jacob straight-line equation, numerous tracer 
tests were conducted at the test site. All of the tests were closed-loop 
recirculating tests with one injection well and between 1 to k withdrawal 
wells. Several of the tracer tests were designed to monitor the 
migration of a tracer slug through the zone of highest hydraulic
conductivity between the injection and the withdrawal well. For these
tracer tests, it was assumed that the time to reach the peak
concentration at the withdrawal well represented the passing of the
midpoint of the tracer slug. With this assumption, Equation U could be 
used to calculate the average hydraulic conductivity in the zone of 
tracer movement.

t * J P
where :

K = average hydraulic conductivity (L/T)
R = interwell distance (L)
tp = time of peak tracer concentration (T)
n = effective porosity (set to 0.3)
J = hydraulic gradient (-)

Young (1990b) presents a detailed discussion of all the tracer tests. 
For the purpose of this paper, only those tracer tests with interwell 
distances between 3 and 6.5 meters are shown. For each tracer test, 
Figure 15 shows the hydraulic conductivity values calculated at the 
elevation of the tracer test from the borehole flowmeter data and the 
hydraulic conductivity calculated from the tracer test data. Figure 15 
shows good agreement between the two sets of hydraulic conductivity 
values. In most cases, the tracer test hydraulic conductivity value is 
within a factor of two of the hydraulic conductivity value at the 
withdrawal well. This agreement is very encouraging given the 
heterogeneous nature of the aquifer which is shown by the differences in 
the hydraulic conductivity values at the injection and the withdrawal 
wells.

CONCLUSIONS

The electromagnetic (EM) borehole flowmeter offers several advantages 
over the Haferland impeller flowmeter. These advantages include a 
detection limit of 0.1 L/min and a durable construction. The EM 
flowmeter was used to characterize the three-dimensional hydraulic 
conductivity field across a 1-hectare test site in a heterogeneous 
aquifer. An important aspect of the data analysis is determining the 
transmissivity from the time-drawdown curves. Order of magnitude
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differences were observed in the transmissivity values calculated with 
the Cooper-Jacob equation and the Cooper-Jacob straight-line equation. 
Based on geological information, large-scale aquifer tests, slug tests, 
and numerous single well tests, the Cooper-Jacob straight-line equation 
was selected for calculating transmissivity values. The accuracy of the 
hydraulic conductivity values calculated from the EM flowmeter data is 
demonstrated with results from the large-scale aquifer tests, a 
geological investigations and 10 small-scale tracer tests.
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ABSTRACT

Three large-scale (100 meters) and seven small-scale (3-7 meters) 
multi-well aquifer tests were conducted in a heterogeneous aquifer to 
determine the transmissivity distribution across a one-hectare test 
site. Two of the large-scale tests had constant but different rates of 
discharge; the remaining large-scale test had a constant discharge that 
was pulsed at regulated intervals. The small-scale tests were conducted 
at two well clusters 20 meters apart. In order to efficiently and 
objectively analyze the data, the program WELTEST was written. By using 
the methods of non-linear least squares regression analysis and Broyden's 
method to solve for non-linear extrema, WELTEST automatically determines 
the best values of transmissivity and the storage coefficient. The test 
results show that order of magnitude differences in the calculated 
transmissivities at a well location can be realized by varying the 
discharge rate at the pumping well, the duration of the aquifer test, 
and/or the location of the pumping well. The calculated storage 
coefficients for the tests cover a five-order magnitude range. The data 
shows a definite trend for the storage coefficient to increase with the 
distance between the pumping and the observation wells. This trend is 
shown to be related to the orientation of high hydraulic conductivity 
zones between the pumping and the observation wells. A comparison among 
single-well aquifer tests, geological investigations and multi-well 
aquifer tests indicate that the multi-well aquifer tests are poorly 
suited for characterizing a transmissivity field.

INTRODUCTION

Contracted by the U.S. Air Force, the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) is 
involved in research to improve the design of bioremediation and 
pump-and-treat remediation. As part of this study, the TVA is 
investigating the usefulness of multi-well aquifer tests for site

* Sponsored by the United States Air Force Engineering and Services 
Center, Tyndall Air Force Base, FL



characterization in heterogeneous aquifers. In a heterogeneous aquifer, 
a change in the test design alters the aquifer region included in the 
cone-of-depres8ion. This paper investigates the sensitivities of the 
calculated hydraulic properties from multi-well aquifer tests to changes 
in the design of the tests. In order to minimize any bias associated 
with the data analysis, a computer program was developed to automatically 
fit the best values of the storage coefficient and the transmissivity to 
the observed drawdown in the observation wells. This paper presents the 
results and discusses the trends for 10 multi-well aquifer tests.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST SITE

The test site occupies approximately one hectare of TVA's Columbus 
Groundwater Research Test Site on Columbus Air Force Base (CAFB), 
Mississippi. The site is located approximately 6 km east of the 
Tombigbee River and 2.5 km south of the Buttahatchee River, and lies 
above the 100-year flood plain of both rivers. The unconfined terrace 
aquifer is composed of approximately 11 meters of Pleistocene and 
Holocene fluvial deposits and primarily consists of irregular lenses of 
poorly-sorted to well-sorted sandy-gravel and gravelly-sand. The 
Quaternary deposits unconformably overlie the Cretaceous Age Eutaw 
Formation that consists primarily of marine clay and silt.

Groundwater levels across the Columbus Groundwater Research Test Site 
have been monitored since 1985 using single and multistage monitor 
wells. The phreatic surface fluctuates seasonally from 2 to 3 meters. 
The horizontal hydraulic gradient varies from approximately 0.02 (low 
water table) to 0.05 (high water table). Upward and downward vertical 
gradients, several orders of magnitude higher, have been observed over 
most of the site. These vertical gradients are related to the spatial 
variability in the hydraulic conductivity field and produce complex 
groundwater flow patterns.

Using a geostatistical optimization technique, 37 fully-screened wells 
were located within the one-hectare test site. Figure 1 shows the well 
network. The optimization balanced several conflicting needs: 
(1) availability of information on all scales (from 1 to 50 m) to 
determine the spatial structure (variogram), (2 ) sufficient and even 
areal coverage to ensure correct map interpolation, and (3) a radial 
distribution of observation wells suitable for aquifer tests. This 
technique is based on procedures given by Warrick and Myers (1987) and 
Olea (1984).

THE HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY FIELD

A depth profile of the hydraulic conductivity, representative for a local 
area around a well bore, can be obtained during a single-well test by 
using a borehole flowmeter to measure the contributions of the different 
aquifer layers to the total rate withdrawn or injected. The concept of 
the borehole flowmeter is illustrated in Figure 2. Basically, the method
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involves developing a constant flow to the well screen and then measuring 
the vertical flow inside the well at designated depths. By successively 
differencing the cumulative flow measurements, the incremental amount of 
water leaving or entering a length of screen is calculated. Young 
(1990a,b) explains the procedures used to install, develop, and test the 
wells at CAFB.

At each of the 37 wells, the borehole flowmeter measurements were made at 
0.3-meter intervals. The arithmetic mean, the geometric mean, and the 
variance of the natural logarithm of 881 hydraulic conductivity 
measurements is 0.26 cm/s, 0.032 cm/s, and 4.7, respectively. At a 
typical well location, the hydraulic conductivity values range three 
orders of magnitude. Figure 3 shows the hydraulic conductivity profiles 
at Wells 1 through 6. Orders of magnitude changes are common at 
distances as short as 0.3 meters. Figure 4 shows areal cross sections of 
depth-average hydraulic conductivities over two-meter intervals of the 
aquifer.

The aquifer is composed of fluvial sediments from the Tombigbee and the 
Buttahatchee Rivers. Aerial photographs of Columbus, Mississippi, and 
vicinity show outlines of numerous river ox bows (Young, 1990a,b). One 
of these ox bows lies within the well network. The location of the river 
channel correlates very well with the band of high hydraulic 
conductivities from 0.63 to 3.16 cm/s shown in Figure 4 at 60 to 62 m 
MSL. Split spoon samples in this region show that these sediments are 
predominantly gravels. These gravels probably represent the bed load of 
the river channel. The region of lower hydraulic conductivity southwest 
of f.he river channel represents pointbar materials formed under 
catastrophic depositional events which included occasional floods. 
(Herweijer and Young, 1990).

THE DELAYED YIELD PHENOMENA

During a pump test in an unconfined aquifer, a transition occurs between 
water released from elastic storage and from water released, with some 
delay, from the dewatering of the phreatic surface. The drainable water 
essentially includes the drainable pore volume of the aquifer between the 
original water table and the water table at steady state pumping. Steady 
state vertical flow occurs only during late pumping and when the 
"drainable" water has reached the falling water table. According to the 
theory, when the aquifer is sufficiently stressed by pumping, the 
drawdown curve characteristic of delayed yield will be sigmoid shaped, 
with the flat segment representing the transitional phase of the flow 
regime.

For homogeneous unconfined aquifers, Streltsova (1972) and Neuman (1972) 
present a well defined physical concept for interpreting the 
sigmoid-shaped curves. Streltsova's (1972) approximation implies that 
the unconfined aquifer can be simulated by an aquitard overlying a 
confined aquifer. The aquitard has a zero transmissivity and the storage 
coefficient equal to the specific yield. The vertical resistance of the
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aquitard is three times smaller than the aquifer's vertical resistance. 
Neuman's (1972) solution is refined: the vertical resistance of the
aquitard varies as a function of the distance to the pumping well. This 
corrects for the differences in vertical trajectory at various distances 
from the pumping well. Later, Neuman (1975) also described the 
anisotropic case, giving type curves to determine the vertical hydraulic 
conductivity Kz.

PUMPING OF A FICTITIOUS AQUIFER WITH A LENTICULAR ARCHITECTURE

The cross section sketched in Figure 5 is a possible representation of 
the heterogeneous aquifer architecture at CAFB. Fully-screened wells are 
assumed to be drilled in lenses of very high (Kl) and moderately high 
(K2) hydraulic conductivity (all relative to K3). When pumping well B, 
most of the water will be withdrawn from the high hydraulic conductivity 
Kl lenses. Nearly simultaneous drawdown will be observed in well A, 
which is connected to B by one of the lenses. Water will be released 
from elastic storage in the lens. With some delay, a hydraulic gradient 
will be established, resulting in vertical and lateral flow towards the 
high conductivity lens. A storage coefficient based on early rising 
portion of the curve will be in the order of 10 -s (the elastic 
storage coefficient).

Well C, however, at the same distance from well B as well A, is not 
connected by a lens to well B. Thus, the water level in well C does not 
respond to pumping of well B as quickly as in well A. Analyzing the 
early part of the curve would give storage coefficients higher than the 
elastic storage. However, since a lens connected to B is rather close 
by, the storage coefficient estimated from the early part of the curve 
will be smaller than the specific yield.

Given the irregular pattern of lenses and hydraulic conductivities, the 
transition between the release from elastic storage and the release from 
the drainable pore volume will not be sharp and will depend primarily on 
the orientation of the groundwater wells with respect to the geometry of 
the aquifer lenses. In such heterogeneous aquifers, both the application 
and the interpretation of results from analytical models similar to 
Neuman's (1975) would be difficult. Therefore, a simple approach was 
selected for our analysis. Drawdown curves were fitted based on the 
Theis formula and Jacob's correction for unconfined aquifers was used.

THE WELTEST PROGRAM

WELTEST is a computer program that automatically determines the 
transmissivity and storage coefficient values that produce a drawdown 
curve which best matches the experimental data set. Program WELTEST uses 
the method of nonlinear least-squares regression to obtain the best 
match. The concept of applying a computerized analysis to determine the 
"best" transmissivity and storage coefficient was introduced by 
Vandenberg (1971). Vandenberg's (1971) program was specifically written
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for drawdown measurements in an observation well near a well pumping at a 
constant rate from a semi-infinite, nonleaky aquifer. An examination of 
the program reveals several potential problems, among which is the 
inability to properly converge in some situations.

The WELTEST program was written to solve for best values of 
transmissivity and storage coefficient for either a confined or an 
unconfined aquifer, for either leaky or nonleaky conditions, and for 
constant or variable pumping rates. WELTEST does not account for any 
type of borehole storage or borehole skin effects. The WELTEST program 
algorithms are more computationally efficient than the algorithms used in 
the programs similar to Vandenberg's (1971). The modularity and speed of 
WELTEST results by using Broyden's Method (Benton, 1990) to develop 
derivative-free algorithms for locating extrema of nonlinear equations.

The input requirements for WELTEST include the experimental data, the 
distance to the observation well, the pumping schedule, the thickness of 
the aquifer, and whether the aquifer is confined or unconfined. The main 
output from WELTEST is the "best" values for transmissivity and storage 
coefficient. Optional output from WELTEST includes a sensitivity 
analysis for each parameter, a plot comparing the predicted and the 
observed pump-test curves, and/or a map of the residuals.

The map of the residuals provided by WELTEST illustrates the sensitivity 
of the predicted time-drawdown response to transmissivity and the storage 
coefficient values. To create a map of the residuals, program WELTEST 
generates a series of hypothetical time-drawdown aquifer responses for 
different sets of transmissivity and storage coefficient values. For 
each of these time-drawdown responses, program WELTEST divides the 
difference in the areas between the predicted and the observed time- 
drawdown response by the total area beneath the observed time-drawdown 
curve. For convenience, the residual is expressed as a percentage. A 
residual of 0 . 1 0  means that the difference between area of the predicted 
and the observed time-drawdown curves is 10 percent of the total area 
beneath the observed time-drawdown curve. A residual of 0.0 means that 
the predicted and the observed time-drawdown curves are exactly the same.

Figure 6 demonstrates an application of WELTEST and the importance of the 
aquifer test design. The figure illustrates the residuals created for 
observation wells at different distances from the pumping well for a 
hypothetical aquifer with a transmissivity and a storage coefficient of 
30 cm2/s and 0.03, respectively. Case 1 is for a constant pumping 
rate of 40 L/min for 2k hours. Case 2 is for a 2-hour-on and 2-hour-off 
pumping rate of 80 L/min for 24 hours. A comparison of the residuals for 
the cases shows that the sensitivities of the solution to the well 
equations to both storage coefficient and transmissivities are remarkably 
improved by pulsing the pumping well.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE MULTI-WELL AQUIFER TESTS

Between June 1989 and August 1989, three large-scale multi-well aquifer 
tests and seven small-scale multi-well aquifer tests were conducted. The 
large-scale tests included pumping Well 5 (the center well) for about 6 
days. The small-scale aquifer tests were conducted at well clusters with 
closely spaced wells (3-6 meters) and had pumping durations of less than 
3 hours.

Large-scale aquifer tests 1 and 3 involved constant pumping rates of 
68 L/min and 112 L/min. Each test included manually monitoring the water 
table at all 37 wells and automatically monitoring the water table at 9 
wells. The second large-scale aquifer test included cyclic pumping at 
Well 5 and measuring the drawdowns at the wells with pressure 
transducers. The targeted average pumping rate was 68 L/min, which was 
achieved by a series of pulses. A pulse included a period during which 
the pumping rate was approximately 120 L/min and a period during which no 
pumping occurred. The small-scale aquifer tests included pumping 
Wells 12, 13, 16, 19, 24, 25, and 31 at a constant flowrate. During the 
seven tests, a total of 47 observation wells were monitored for 
drawdown. Of these 47 well records, 33 well records were suitable for 
analysis.

DATA ANALYSIS

Effect of the Test Duration

Figures 7 and 8 show the transmissivities and storage coefficients
calculated for the large-scale aquifer tests 1 and 3 at times 2,000;
10,000; 50,000; and, 100,000 seconds. The figures show a trend for the 
transmissivity to decrease and the storage coefficient to increase with 
the duration of the test. Over the range duration of 2,000 to 100,000 
seconds, the calculated transmissivities and storage coefficients vary by 
factors up to two and ten, respectively.

Effect of the Design of the Aquifer Test

Figures 9 and 10 show the values of transmissivities and storage
coefficients calculated at the same well during different aquifer tests. 
In order to minimize the effect of the different durations between the 
small-scale and the large-scale tests, only the hydraulic values 
calculated at 10 ,0 0 0 seconds were used from the large-scale aquifer
tests. The small-scale tests had durations between 3,000 and 9,000 
seconds. The figures show that the design of the aquifer tests has a 
dramatic impact on the calculated hydraulic properties of the well. At 
several well locations, the storage coefficient varies over five orders 
of magnitude and/or the transmissivity varies over an order of magnitude.
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Effect of the Distance Between the Pumping and the Observation Wells

Figures 11 and 12 show the transmissivity and the storage coefficient 
values as a function of the distance between the pumping well and the 
observation well. No correlation is evident between transmissivity and 
distance, but a correlation appears to exist between the storage 
coefficient and distance. At distances of less than 10 meters, the 
storage coefficients are within the range for confined aquifers (10 -6  
to 10"2). Storage coefficients typical for unconfined aquifers 
(10 ~ 2 to 1 0“1) are consistently found only when at distances 
greater than 20 meters. For distances between 10 and 20 meters, the 
storage coefficients typically range from 10 - 4  to 1 0-2.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Given the very heterogeneous nature of the aquifer, the observed trends 
depicted in Figures 7 and 8 can be explained in terms of crossflow; the 
flow that may occur perpendicular to the radial flow to the well. When a 
heterogeneous aquifer is pumped, hydraulic pressure changes occur first 
in the zones of high diffusivities. If a fully-screened well intersects 
one of the high diffusivity zones, then the potentiometric surface in a 
well will more closely reflect the hydraulic pressure in the high 
diffusivity zones rather than the average pressure in the aquifer at the 
well location. Consequently, at early times, an analysis of the well 
data will lead to estimates of transmissivities and storage coefficients 
more representative of the zones of high diffusivity rather than of the 
total aquifer thickness. As the duration of the pump test increases, 
crossflow occurs from the zones of low diffusivity (high pressure) to 
high diffusivity (low pressure). Over time, crossflow dissipates the 
pressure differences between the different aquifer zones. Consequently, 
at late times, an analysis of the well data leads to estimates of 
transmissivity and storage coefficients less bias toward the zones of 
high diffusivity than at early times.

The trends in Figures 9 and 10 show that the pumping rate, the 
orientation of the pumping well to the observation well, and the distance 
between the pumping well and the observation well affect the calculated 
hydraulic properties. These trends can be attributed to very different 
regional properties of the aquifer evident in Figure 4, created by the 
different geological facies across the site. The wide range in storage 
coefficient values and the trend shown in Figure 12 can be accounted for 
in the conceptual model of an aquifer with lenticular architecture shown 
in Figure 5.

SINGLE-WELL AND MULTI-WELL AQUIFER TRANSMISSIVITY FIELDS

During July 1989, single-well pump tests were conducted at each of the 
37 wells. Each of these tests had pumping rates between 10 and 20 L/min 
and lasted approximately 30 minutes. Traditionally, single-well tests 
have been used primarily to determine only transmissivity values.
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Figure 11. Transmissivity Values as a Function of Distance Between 
the Observation and the Pumping Well.
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Figure 12. Storage Coefficients as a Function of Distance Between 

the Observation and the Pumping Well.



Storage coefficients can be calculated but these coefficients are very 
sensitive to several uncertain properties of the well. These properties 
include, but are not limited to, the effective radius of the well, the 
skin effect, and the storage capacity of the well.

Figures 13 and 14 show the depth-averaged hydraulic conductivity field 
determined from the multi-well aquifer tests and the single-well tests. 
For aquifer tests 1 and 3, and for the single-well pump tests, the 
transmissivity values were determined with a Cooper-Jacob straight-line 
equation (Cooper and Jacob, 1946).

For aquifer test 2, the transmissivity values were determined by 
UELTEST. Figure 13 displays considerable less heterogeneity than 
Figure 14. In comparing the two figures, order of magnitude differences 
are not uncommon at different well locations. These differences indicate 
that multi-well aquifer tests are not well-suited for determining the 
architecture of the transmissivity fields in heterogeneous aquifers.

CONCLUSIONS
Three large-scale (100 meters) and seven small-scale (3-7 meters) 
multi-well aquifer tests were conducted in a fluvial unconfined aquifer 
across a one-hectare test site. The results show that order of magnitude 
differences in the calculated transmissivities and storage coefficients 
at a well location can occur by varying the pumping rate at the pumping 
well, the duration of the test, and/or the location of the pumping well. 
The sensitivity of calculated hydraulic properties to the design of the 
aquifer tests is attributed to the aquifer's heterogeneities. One trend 
is that as the test duration increases, the values of the calculated 
storage coefficients increase and the calculated transmissivities 
decrease. This trend is attributed to crossflow. Crossflow occurs 
during an aquifer test if the heterogeneities in the aquifer architecture 
produce pressure differences in the direction perpendicular to the radial 
flow to the well.

The calculated storage coefficients ranged from 10- 6  to 10_1.
When the distance between the observation and the pumping wells is less
than 10 m there is a high probability of the calculated storage
coefficient being less than 10-4. When the distance between the 
observation and the pumping wells is greater than 20 m there is a high 
probability of the calculated storage coefficient being greater than 
10-2. The trends observed between the calculated storage
coefficients and the distance is attributed to the lenticular 
architecture of the aquifer. Low values are calculated for the storage 
coefficients when a highly transmissive thin lens (or a series of lenses) 
intersects both the pumping and the observation wells. High values are 
calculated for the storage coefficients when the material between the 
observation and the pumping wells are relatively homogeneous. The 
likelihood of calculating low storage coefficients decreases with
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increasing distance between the pumping and the observation wells, 
because at greater distances there is less likelihood that a thin lens of 
high conductivity intersects both wells.

A comparison between the transmissivity fields calculated from the
multi-well and the single-well tests shows order of magnitude differences 
at several well locations. Detailed geological investigations and seven 
tracer tests at the test site confirm the transmissivity architecture
indicated by the single-well tests. This comparison indicates that
multi-well aquifer tests are not well-suited for determining the
architecture of the transmissivity field in heterogeneous aquifers.
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A NATURAL GRADIENT DISPERSION TEST IN A SANDY 
AQUIFER USING TRITIUM AS TRACER

K. Bitsch and K. Hogh Jensen 
Technical University of Denmark

Abstract

A large-scale natural gradient dispersion test was carried out in 
a sandy aquifer in the western part of Denmark using tritium as 
a tracer. A slug of tritium (4.66 1 109 Bq H-3) was injected, and 
the transport and dispersion behaviour of the plume was examined 
by water sampling in a dense three-dimensional network of 
observation piezometers. Transport parameters were determined by 
applying an optimization model to the observed break-through 
curves at various locations in the zone transversed by the 
tracer. The tracer plume migrated with a rather constant velocity 
of 0.7 m/day. A pronounced spreading was observed in the longi
tudinal direction while the spreading in the transverse horizon
tal and transverse vertical directions was very small. The 
asymptotic value for the dispersivity was apparently achieved 
within the first 50 m reaching a value of 0.46 m, while the 
transverse dispersivities were estimated to 0.02 m and 0.001 m 
in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.



1. INTRODUCTION

Transport behaviour of non-reactive solutes in groundwater is 
generally considered to be governed by the two principal pro
cesses: advection and dispersion, which describe the role of 
hydrodynamics in governing transport and dilution of soluble 
substances. Advection refers to the mean movement of the solute 
in the flowing groundwater, while dispersion describes the solute 
spreading about the mean motion caused by local fluctuations in 
velocity (Freeze and Cherry, 1979).

The classical model of transport in groundwater is the advec- 
tion-dispersion equation, in which dispersion is considered to be 
analogous to a Fickian diffusion process (Bear, 1972) . This model 
was originally developed at the scale of a representative 
elementary volume (REV), where the dispersion parameter, dis
persivity, is regarded as a unique and measurable property of the 
medium at the pore-scale continuum. However, the model has been 
widely applied to large-scale regional transport problems simply 
by augmenting the dispersivity parameter in order to account for 
the enhanced mixing caused by the heterogeneity of the hydraulic 
properties in aquifer systems. The dispersivity value is usually 
determined by calibration of the advection-dispersion model to 
observed concentrations. In practical situations sufficient 
concentration data will generally not be available for a reliable 
determination of the dispersivity, and furthermore the history of 
the contamination source is often unknown, which implies that the 
value obtained by calibration becomes very uncertain. Essentially 
the dispersivity is used as a lump parameter which accounts for 
all the unknown fluid velocity variations related to the aquifer 
heterogeneity.

Analysis of solute behaviour in natural field environments have 
indicated that the dispersive spreading and dilution behave non- 
Fickian, and that the dispersivity increases with the scale of 
the transport problem, see e.g. discussions by Anderson (1979) 
and Gilham and Cherry (1982). Various reviews and compilations 
of field-scale observations of longitudinal dispersivities 
(Lallemand-Barres and Peaudecerf, 1978; Gelhar et al., 1985; 
Kinzelbach, 1986) have all shown the scale effect, and further
more it has been shown that the dispersivity exhibits a wide 
range of variation for the same type of aquifer and scale of 
transport. The physical explanation of these phenomena is that 
with increasing travel distance the contaminant plume is exposed 
to more and more aquifer heterogeneity, and consequently larger 
dispersivities are encountered. The recent theoretical studies 
within contaminant transport have emphasized the significance of 
spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity and the uncertainty



always encountered when a mapping of aquifer properties is 
attempted. By treating the natural heterogeneity in a stochastic 
sense, stochastic forms of the groundwater flow and transport 
equations have been developed in which the hydraulic parameters 
appear as random variables. These studies including those by 
Gelhar et al. (1979), Matheron and de Marsily (1980), Smith and 
Schwartz (1980), Dagan (1982, 1984), Gelhar and Axness (1983)
have demonstrated the influence of hydraulic conductivity 
variations on dispersive mixing. The theoretical work has also 
indicated that in heterogeneous aquifer systems non-Fickian 
behaviour with a growing dispersivity prevails during the initial 
part of the displacement distance, and that Fickian behaviour 
with a constant dispersivity is reached asymptotically as the 
dispersion process develops. The theories suggest that the 
transition zone may involve travel distances of more than 10 
correlation lengths (maybe hundreds of meters) before the 
asymptotic dispersivity is reached.

As mentioned above several field observations on dispersion 
behaviour have been reported in the literature, but as pointed 
out by Gelhar et al. (1985) the reliability of many of the 
reported dispersivities can be questioned. Three comprehensive 
and rather unique large-scale tracer tests can be mentioned: 
Borden Air Force Base (Mackay et al., 1986; Freyberg, 1986; 
Sudicky, 1986), Cape Cod (Garabedian et al., 1988) and Twin Lake 
(Killey and Moltyaner, 1988; Moltyaner and Killey, 1988a, 
Moltyaner and Killey, 1988b). By establishing very detailed 
information on the hydrogeological conditions and the spreading 
rates of solutes, these field tests have provided new insight 
into the dispersion process, and the two first mentioned have 
also served the purpose of verification basis for the stochastic 
theories.

The purpose of the study reported here was to carry out a tracer 
experiment at a site extensively equipped with observation 
piezometers similar to the sites described above in order to 
examine the dispersion processes in a sandy aquifer typical for 
the western part of Denmark. A natural gradient test was made in 
order to investigate the conditions under which dispersion occurs 
in a contaminant plume from an old landfill located about 600 m 
from the dispersion site. This landfill has been extensively 
monitored for geological, hydrogeological, geochemical, and 
contamination conditions in order to serve the purpose of an 
outdoor large-scale laboratory facility where the behaviour of 
contaminants in groundwater arising from a landfill can be 
studied in detail (see e.g. Jensen, 1988) . The tracer test is in 
some ways complementary to the other tests mentioned with respect 
to the geological and experimental conditions.



2. EXPERIMENTAL SITE

The experimental site is located in the western part of Denmark 
on the peninsula Jutland. The area was formed during the latest 
glacial period by a river system carrying meltwater and sediments 
from a rather stationary glacial front placed north-south in the 
middle of the peninsula. A huge outwash plain was hence created 
in the western part composed of layers of fine-grained, medium- 
grained and coarse-grained sand depending on the settling 
conditions which prevailed at the individual locations. The 
aquifer conditions are unconfined. At the test site the aquifer 
is predominantly composed of clean, fine to medium-grained sand. 
Although the aquifer is generally considered to be fairly 
homogeneous, discontinuous lenses of coarser-grained as well as 
silty formations have been observed which may be of potential 
importance for the transport behaviour. The water table is 
located approximately 5 m below the soil surface, and a low- 
permeable clay layer at approximately 10 m depth defines the 
lower boundary. A shallow 5 m aquifer horizon is hence available 
for the experiment.
A 200 m long and 40 m wide area was allocated for the experiment 
oriented with the longest side parallel to the prevailing ground
water flow direction. The monitoring system consisted of a dense 
network of piezometers with ports at various levels installed 
concurrently with the development of the plume. Fig. 1 shows a 
plan diagram of the sampling network involving a total of 90 
sampling locations, and Fig. 2 depicts the vertical sampling 
ports involving up to five levels at a given location. The 
horizontal spacing of the multilevel sampling locations varied 
between 5 to 15 m in longitudinal direction and most typically 
between 1 and 5 m in transverse direction. The vertical spacing 
of the sampling ports varied typically from 0.2 to 0.5 m.

All sampling piezometers were established in separate wells to 
avoid cross-contamination during sampling. The installation was 
accomplished by driving to the desired level. Some piezometers 
were established by driving a casing into the soil and sub
sequently install a 1 cm PVC tube at the desired depth followed 
by withdrawal of the casing. Other sampling tubes were made of 
2.5 cm diameter iron metal with a filter placed at the front 
which enabled them to be driven directly to the desired depth. 
All piezometers are equipped with 25 cm screens. The injection 
wells are of a larger diameter (5 cm) with 50 cm screens. The 
piezometers installed in a semicircle arrangement near the 
injection wells (cf. Fig. 1) are all screened over 2 . 5 m  because 
they were used for control purposes.
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3. HYDROGEOLOGICAL CONDITIONS

3.1 Water table

The water table was measured during a number of campaigns using 
the network of piezometers shown in Fig. 1 and 2. Seasonal 
fluctuations of about 1.0 m were observed with high levels in 
early spring and low levels in late fall. The fluctuations over 
a one-year period for some selected wells are shown in Fig. 3. As 
shown by the figure all piezometers shown responded similarly to
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Fig. 3. Seasonal fluctuations of water table in selected 
observation wells.

the seasonal changes in recharge, and no significant phase 
differences were observed. Hence, the flow directions are 
supposed to remain fairly stationary, and transients in flow 
behaviour are expected not to contribute significantly to the 
dispersion process.

Vertical head gradients were very small, and the differences 
observed were within the range of measurement and levelling 
errors. In Fig. 4 a water table configuration map established on 
the basis of measurements from February 14, 1990, is shown, and 
this map therefore essentially represents the flow conditions 
prevailing over the season as well as over the aquifer depth. As 
it appears from the figure, the dominant flow direction conforms 
rather closely to the orientation of the field site. Furthermore, 
the diagram seems to indicate that the hydraulic gradient is 
fairly uniform over the area thus suggesting that the hydraulic 
properties also are rather uniform.
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Fig. 4 Water table configuration for the experimental 
site.

3.2 Hydraulic conductivity

The hydraulic conductivity distribution in the aquifer is 
currently being investigated in a related project using conven
tional slug tests. Single-well response tests are carried out on 
the piezometers by raising the water table to a given level using 
a vacuum pump, and after equilibrium is achieved releasing the 
vacuum and monitor the rate of decline of the water table. The 
falling-head data are analyzed, and the hydraulic conductivity 
derived using the method developed by Dax (1987).
Preliminary results of the investigations sugggest that the 
hydraulic conductivity K has a geometric mean of 5.6 ■ 10 m/s 
and a ln(K) variance of 0.38 assuming a lognormal distribution 
(Bjerg, 1990). Note that this mean value is between the Borden 
Site value of 9.75 ‘ 10'5 m/s (Sudicky, 1986) and the Twin Lake 
value of about 5.0 - 10‘5 m/s (Killey and Moltyaner, 1988) on the 
one side and the Cape Cod Site value of 1.4 * 10 m/s (Garabedian 
et al., 1988) on the other, while the ln(K) variance of 0.38 
corresponds exactly to the Borden Site.



The preliminary results suggest (Bjerg, 1990) that no correlation 
structure is apparent in either the horizontal or vertical 
directions, or if a correlation is present, it is probably less 
than the smallest spacing between the observation points (1.5 m 
in the horizontal and 0.5 m in the vertical. Sudicky (1986) also 
found very small correlation lengths, 2.8 m and 0.12 m in 
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.

4. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

4.1 Tracer application

The objective of the tracer study has been to investigate the 
physical transport and dispersion behaviour, and hence the tracer 
should reflect the groundwater flow as accurately as possible. As 
outlined by e.g. Gaspar and Oncescu (1972), Unesco (1980), and 
Davis et al. (1985) a number of requirements to the field tracer 
need to be considered. Such requirements include easy solubility, 
large contrasts between background concentration and injected 
tracer, no density effects, no retardation, chemically stable for 
a desired length of time, detectable and measurable at small 
concentrations, non-toxic, and inexpensive. Obviously all 
requirements can not be fulfilled for a given tracer. Given all 
these considerations we selected tritium (H) as HTO as the tracer 
mainly for contrast and density reasons. Tritium has been viewed 
as a near-ideal tracer, because it forms part of the water 
molecule and travels with the groundwater, although Kaufman and 
Orlob (1956) have reported some retardation. The major dis
advantage is the toxicity for which reason careful consideration 
of the safety aspects is required. This includes protection of 
personnel as well as assessing the risk of groundwater contamina
tion.
In Denmark the use of radioactive isotopes for studies in 
groundwater requires a permit issued by the Environmental 
Protection Agency on application from the responsible user. It is 
the general policy of the authorities to keep the use of radioac
tive isotopes in groundwater at a minimum.

The permit issued for this study was based partly on estimates of 
the maximum concentration which under the worst circumstances 
(worst case) might occur in groundwater in the nearest well for 
water supply. The estimated worst case concentration was several 
orders of magnitude below the value recommended by the Interna
tional Commission of Radiological Protection (ICRP) for the 
maximum permissible concentration in water for daily intake by 
non-occupational persons. In the upstream end of the field site



the concentrations were expected to exceed the ICRP-values during 
passage of the plume. However, this was considered to be accep
table because no wells are located in that area.
The injection was designed to approximate an instantaneous pulse 
in a well-defined flow field with minimal disturbance of the 
natural flow. The tracer was injected in three wells with 1 m 
spacing transversely to the flow direction, Fig. 1, each screened 
over a 0.5 m interval. At the time of injection (March 1, 1989) 
the screened intervals were located 2.4 - 2.9 m below the water 
table corresponding to 5.5 - 6.0 m below ground surface.

To each of the injection wells 50 1 of solution each containing 
1.55 ’ 109 Bq H-3 were injected over less than 30 minutes, and 
thus a total 4.66 - 109 Bq H-3 was released to the groundwater. 
The solution volume applied was chosen to ensure that the mass of 
tritium was distributed properly around the injection wells.

4.2 Sampling and analysis

Water samples were collected up to four times a week during the 
most intensive campaigns of the experiment in order to determine 
the position of the tracer slug and to accurately define the 
break-through curves at various locations within the field site.
Sample volumes were extracted by suction from each of the 
piezometer tubes considered relevant at the time of sampling 
using a vacuum pump. A volume of approximately 0.5 1 was pumped 
to waste before sampling to ensure that the ambient groundwater 
at the piezometer screen was sampled. All waste water was 
collected and dumped off-side to prevent recirculation of the 
tracer. The extracted water volume was considered small enough to 
avoid any significant effect on the natural flow regime. Water 
samples were pumped into 20 ml glass bottles, and tritium con
centration were measured using direct liquid scintillation on a 
Packard Pico Flour-water cocktail.

5.OBSERVED TRACER MIGRATION PATTERN

Due to an unexpected high velocity of the plume ( 0.7 m/day) and 
very little horizontal spreading, the initial observations of 
plume behaviour were in part misinterpreted because the piezo
meters in the vicinity of the injections wells were in
appropriately placed. By the time these problems were faced it 
was not possible to establish additional piezometers in time. 
Hence, for travel distances less than 50 meters, the plume



behaviour has not been mapped in great detail. However, a sub
sequent dispersion test involving reactive inorganic solutes 
(Bjerg et al., 1990) was successful on the short distances in 
view of the acquired experiences, and data from this test can 
therefore supplement the missing information. The present paper 
only discusses the results obtained from the tritium experiment.

Fig. 5 presents contour maps of vertically integrated tritium 
concentrations at 105, 153, 191 and 281 days after injection. The 
concentrations shown represent the total tritium mass within the 
verticals diluted in a 0.5 m aquifer layer. The contours are 
established by a combination of computer and hand contouring. 
This illustration gives a good indication of the bulk mass 
location in the horizontal plane and hence an estimation of the 
mean velocity and trajectory of the migrating pulse. On the basis 
of the contour maps the rate of horizontal movement can be 
estimated to about 0.7 m/day. The direction of the tracer 
movement follows the projected path derived from the water table 
configuration including the slight deflection of the trajectory 
occurring towards the downstream end of the field site.
A significant spreading in the longitudinal direction is observed 
resulting in an ever increasing length of the tracer cloud and 
decreasing peak concentration. On the other hand, the increase in 
the lateral dimension of the tracer zone in the horizontal plane 
is very little.

Fig. 6 shows the concentration distribution in a vertical section 
placed along the longitudinal axis of the plume. The contouring 
is based on data projected onto the cross-section from the 
measurement positions located nearby. A rather small vertical 
spreading is observed. Note that no downward movement of the 
plume takes place indicating that the migration is not affected 
by density contrasts. On the contrary the centre of mass seems to 
move horizontally and even a little upwards as indicated in the 
second graph. This behaviour can only be explained by the 
existence of a sloping layer which then conveys the plume in that 
direction.
In Fig. 7 break-through curves are compiled for the various 
levels at selected positions along the longitudinal axis. Most of 
the curves mirror the shape of a Gaussian distribution, although 
some of the responses in the downstream direction have a bimodal 
shape. This appearance is probably caused by a slight difference 
in the trajectories taken by different parts of the plume. With 
reference to the upper graph of Fig. 7 it appears that part of 
the plume deflects towards the right which may cause the arrival 
of a second peak at a later time.
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The curves display several properties to be anticipated as a 
gradually broadening of the break-throughs and decreasing peaks. 
It is also evident from the figure that the tracer tends to 
concentrate at one measuring level in the near-field with a 
gradually larger vertical distribution as the plume moves down
stream. The arrival pattern of the tracer including the arrival 
of peak concentration are fairly consistent for the different 
curves at a given location in the plane, although one level in 
well ISVA5 behaves abnormally.

6. ANALYSIS OF DISPERSIVITY

The ideal method for analyzing the transport and dispersion 
characteristics of a tracer experiment is a spatial moment 
analysis, where the moments define integrated measures of total 
mass, mean velocity, and dispersion of the plume. Moments are 
estimated on the basis of the point observations using some 
numerical integration techniques. The moment analysis method has 
been successfully used both in the Borden and Cape Cod experi
ments as described by Freyberg (1986) and Garabedian et al. 
(1988). Application of this method requires a very dense sampling 
network in order to accurately derive the moments. Although the 
present field test also includes a larger number of observation 
points, it is not as dense as at the two other sites. Due to the 
limited extension of the plume, the "snapshots" of the three- 
dimensional spatial distribution of the tracer concentration at 
particular times are not very accurately defined because only a 
relatively small number of observation wells are affected. Hence, 
it is not feasible to apply the moment analysis, and instead we 
have analyzed the dispersion characteristics on the basis of 
break-through curves. In the present phase of the study we have 
focused on the horizontal components of the dispersivity tracer, 
because the vertical spreading was rather small. Hence, the 
analysis is based on the total mass of tracer present in the 
verticals. A parameter identification model developed by Sauty 
and Kinzelbach (1988 a,b) has been used to identify the transport 
parameters at a number of observation points in the horizontal. 
The model uses the Rosenbrock method (Rosenbrock, 1960) and the 
Powell method (Powell, 1964) concurrently, and it allows for 
optimization of flow velocity, flow direction, longitudinal and 
transverse dispersivities in a two-dimensional uniform flow 
field.

For an instantaneous injection of a tracer slug in a two-dimen- 
sional uniform flow field at coordinate origin, the concentration 
distribution is described by (Bear, 1979):
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Fig. 7 Break-through curves.
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where C - concentration
M - injection mass
n - porosity
b - aquifer thickness
u - flow velocity (parallel to x axis)
Dl - longitudinal dispersion coefficient
Dth - transverse horizontal dispersion coefficient 
x,y - horizontal space coordinates 
t - time coordinate

The dispersion coefficients are related to the dispersivity 
coefficients by:

The solution has been extended by Sauty and Kinzelbach (1988 a,b) 
to consider the direction of flow by introducing a coordinate 
transformation into a coordinate system related to the flow 
direction.

Assuming that the vertically integrated concentration data can be 
described by this extended analytical equation (which clearly is 
an approximation due to the lateral dimension of the tracer 
release), the transport parameters have been optimized in a two- 
step procedure. First the flow direction is determined for each 
line of wells placed transversely to the prevailing flow direc
tion by including the integrated observations from all wells of 
the specific line in the computer optimization process. In the 
second step the identified flow directions are kept fixed while 
flow velocity and dispersivities are optimized for the individual 
observation wells. The results are summarized in Table 1 for 
those observation points where well-defined break-through curves 
can be established.

TH

where aL = longitudinal dispersity
aTH = transverse horizontal dispersivity



In Fig. 8 are shown some typical matches to observed break
through curves indicating that it is possible to match the analy
tical solution fairly closely to observations.
As indicated in Table 1 the transport parameters vary somewhat 
between the observation points which is an indication of geologi
cal heterogeneity present in the aquifer not accounted for in 
the present rather simple analysis. Yet, the variation for all 
parameters is rather small. The optimized horizontal displacement 
velocity varies between 0.52 m/day and 0.82 m/day with an average 
value of 0.69 m/day. The values listed in the table suggest that 
the velocity is slightly above the average value in the upstream 
end and slightly below average further downstream.
For the longitudinal and transverse horizontal dispersivities no 
clear trend with travel distance can be found as reported by 
Freyberg (1986) and Garabedian et al. (1988). The optimized 
values for the location listed in Table 1 vary more or less 
arbitrarily around the mean values of 0.46 m and 0.02 m for the 
longitudinal and transverse dispersivity, respectively, thus 
indicating that the asymptotic stage of the development of the 
dispersivity parameter is reached for the distances examined. The 
variation appearing in Table 1 is again partly due to the aquifer 
heterogeneity, which then gives rise to different dispersivities 
depending on the actual flow trajectories. However, uncertainties 
related to experimental conditions and optimization procedure are 
probably also reflected in the resulting values.

Some first estimations of the transverse vertical dispersivity aTV 
were also attempted using the same optimization model as above 
for vertical sections and estimating the tracer loss perpendicu
lar to the vertical. Typical values of 0.001 m or less were 
obtained for aTv.
The ratios between the longitudinal to transverse horizontal and 
transverse vertical dispersivities, respectively, are hence 23 to 
1 and 460 to 1.

The dispersivities obtained in this study seem rather small for 
this particular scale when compared to values reported elsewhere 
(e.g. Gelhar et al., 1985) and the values often applied in 
engineering practice. Yet they are consistent with the magni
tudes obtained in the Borden and Cape Cod cases.
Note that even though small values are obtained for the disper
sivities in this study, they may in reality be a little enlarged 
due the identification approach. The analytical solution adopted



Observation
well

V (to)day) aL(m) aT(m)

f18 -1.81 0.
f19 -1.81 0.
f21 0.08 0.
f22 0.08 0.
f24 0 0.
f25 0.0 0.
f26 -0.28 0.
f27 -0.28 0.
f28 -0.28 0.
f29 -0.28 0.
f31 -0.68 0.
f32 -0.68 0.
f34 0.32 0.
f3 5 0.32 0.
ISV5 -1.79 0.
ISV6 -1.79 0.
ISV8 -1.35 0.
ISV9 -1.35 0.

* ISV15 -1.35 0.
ISV22 -1.35 0.
ISV12 -1.19 0.

* ISV14 -1.13 0.
ISV21 -1.13 0.
ISV16 -2.80 0.
ISV17 -2.80 0.
ISV18 -2.80 0.
ISV19 -2.80 0.
ISV20 -2.80 0.
Mean o.

* Fitting not successful

0.418 0.044
0.532 0.026
0.125 0.082
0.408 0.013
0.109 0.014
0.407 0.012
0.764 0.015
0.302 0.010
0.323 0.005
0.545 0.006
0.266 0.031
0.563 0.040
0.823 0.033
0.458 0.055
0.544 0.020
0.285 0.019
0.524 0.004
0.184 0.004
1.498 0.007
0.500 0.03
0.454 0.026
1.397 0.026
0.564 0.039
0.500 0.006
0.600 0.035
0.400 0.006
0.961 0.013
0.507 0.028
0.46 0.02

57
81
56
81
76
82
61
75
78
66
70
69
54
72
72
71
72
69
69
52
78
77
64
53
72
69
67
63
69

Table 1. Computer optimized transport parameters.
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assumes that the tracer is introduced as a "point" injection 
which is not strictly fulfilled here, because three injection 
wells, installed 1 meter apart, are used. This initially intro
duced lateral spreading may artificially enhance the resulting 
transverse horizontal dispersivity. Similarly, velocity varia
tions over the aquifer thickness may enhance the longitudinal 
dispersivity when the identification method is based on vertical
ly integrated concentrations.
Gelhar and Axness (1983) and Dagan (1982) have developed theore
tical expressions for the apparent dispersivity tensor. Of parti
cular interest is the asymptotic value for the longitudinal 
dispersivity An which is given by

^11 =  f f lnK ^InK

where alolc represents the variance of the logarithmicly transformed 
hydraulic conductivity and £lnl( is the correlation length. The 
correlation structure of the hydraulic conductivity field has 
not been studied in details yet, however the preliminary results 
suggests that the horizontal correlation length is less than the 
smallest spacing between the piezometers (i.e. 1.5 m). If a
correlation length of 1.2 m is assumed, the theoretically derived 
dispersivity is 0.46 which conforms exactly to the mean value 
listed in table 1. Hence, the present field test supports the 
theoretically derived expression for the dispersivity.

The increase in dispersivity with travel distance has not been 
examined, because we are not able to recover reliable break
through data for the initial phase of the experiment. The 
analysis suggests that the asymptotic value of dispersivity is 
already reached at the smallest distance (50 m) from which 
complete break-through data are available. This observation 
conforms with the theoretically derived expressions for the 
development of longitudinal dispersivity with displacement 
distance, according to which the asymptotic stage is reached 
after approximately 10 correlation lengths (Gelhar and Axness, 
1983) .

A subsequent field experiment involving inorganic tracers (Bjerg 
et al., 1990) has provided break-through data particularly for 
the shorter travel distances thus enabling a complementary 
investigation of the development of dispersivity in the near
field.

Future work will treat the tracer experiments in a more com



prehensive manner by applying a three-dimensional flow and 
transport model conditioned by all the available data on the 
hydraulic conductivity.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A large-scale natural gradient experiment on solute transport in 
groundwater was carried out using tritium as tracer. The objec
tive was to study the transport and dispersion behaviour in a 
sandy aquifer contaminated by leachate from an old landfill 
located about 600 m from the dispersion field site.
The aquifer at the site is unconfined with the water table 
located approximately 5 m below the ground surface. A low- 
permeable clay layer at approximately 10 m depth defines the 
lower boundary. The water table fluctuated about 1.0 m over the 
season, however, all wells responded similarly, and the flow 
direction therefore remained fairly constant during the experi
ment.

A 200 m long and 40 m wide experimental area was designed with 
orientation along the groundwater flow direction. A dense three- 
dimensional piezometer network was established concurrently with 
the development of the tracer plume in order to determine the 
position of the tracer.
Tritium was selected as tracer because of its detectability in 
low concentrations, and it proved very suitable for the experi
ment. However, careful considerations of safety aspects were 
required. Tritium was injected as a slug of 4.66 ’ 109 Bq in
total. Water sampling was carried out several times a week in 
order to accurately define the break-through curves.

A predominantly longitudinal spreading of the plume was observed 
while relatively little spreading occurred in transverse horizon
tal and vertical directions.
The number of piezometers affected at a given time was not large 
enough to enable application of the moment analysis method. 
Instead the transport parameters were determined on the basis of 
break-through curves using an optimization identification proce
dure. Due to initial experimental problems only break-through 
curves for travel distances larger than 50 m were examined.
The transport parameters proved to be fairly constant between the 
different observation points. The mean values for travel veloci
ty, longitudinal, transverse horizontal, and transverse vertical



dispersivities were estimated to 0.69 m/day, 0.46 m, 0.02 m and 
0.001 m, respectively. The optimized dispersivity parameters 
showed no significant increase with travel distance suggesting 
that the asymptotic stage was reached. The observed longitudinal 
dispersivity conformed well to the value estimated on the basis 
of a stochastic theory of dispersion.
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ABSTRACT

This study is an experimental investigation of variable density groundwater 
flow in homogeneous and lenticular porous media. A. solution of 500 mg/L 
Rhodamine WT dye served as the carrier for various concentrations of solute 
(NaCl) introduced into a two-dimensional flow tank at concentrations ranging 
from 1000 to 100,000 mg/L. At the scale of the experiments, mass transport 
depends upon both forced and free convection. In addition, density differences 
as low as 0.0008 g/cm3 (1000 mg/L NaCl) between a plume of dense water and 
ambient groundwater in a homogeneous medium produces gravitational 
instabilities at realistic groundwater velocities. These instabilities are 
manifest by lobe-shaped protuberances that formed first along the bottom edge 
of the plume and later within the plume. As the density difference increases to 
0.0015 g/cm3 (2000 mg/L NaCl), 0,0037 g/cm3 (5000 mg/L NaCl) or higher, this 
unstable mixing due to convective dispersion significantly alters the spreading 
process, resulting in a large degree of vertical spreading of the plume. In a 
lenticular medium the combination of convective dispersion and nonuniform flow 
due to heterogeneities result in relatively large dispersion. Scale 
considerations, further, indicate that convective dispersion may provide an 
important component of mixing at the field scale.

INTRODUCTION

Mixed convective flow in a groundwater system occurs when both forced 
convection (i.e., hydraulically-driven transport) and free convection (i.e., 
buoyancy-driven transport) operate together to control solute concentration 
and/or temperature distributions (Gebhart et al., 1988). Some of these mixed 
systems are characterized by instability development, which superimposes 
perturbations in concentration distributions on the mixed flow. The main cause 
of the instabilities is density stratification when a more dense fluid overlies 
a less dense one. The process of instability development causes the fluids to 
mix to achieve a stable density gradient. Bachmat and Elrick (1970) refer to 
this process as convective dispersion. The actual mechanism producing the 
instability commonly is known as Benard or Rayleigh convection (Gebhart et al., 
1988).



Unstable fluid density stratification in geological systems is probably more 
common than is generally supposed (Van der Mollen and Van Onunen, 1988). 
Situations where it has been documented include: the intrusion of "freshwater" 
noses along permeable units in sedimentary basins (Domenico and Robbins, 1985), 
the circulation of fluids around salt domes (Bennett and Hanor, 1987, Herbert 
et al. 1987), salt-leaching of soils due to irrigation (Mulqueen and Kirkham, 
1972), saline water generated in lakes (Ostercamp and Wood, 1987, Wood and 
Ostercamp, 1987) or in shallow groundwater due to evaporation (Stein and 
Schwartz, 1990), and insitu combustion in heavy-oil recovery (Dirksen, 1966). 
However, not every mixed convective system is an unstable one.

To date, most mass-transport studies in groundwater have been concerned with 
transport only due to forced convection. Work on mixed-convective flows has 
tended to focus on freshwater seawater interactions in coastal aquifers. The 
simplest formulation of the problem, where fresh or less dense water overlies 
seawater in a stable pattern of stratification, has been analyzed exhaustively. 
The topics of interest in our study, namely, the roles played by 
heterogeneities in hydraulic conductivity and instability development in 
promoting fluid mixing, have not been investigated to any great extent. There 
are to our knowledge no detailed studies of the sensitivity of concentration 
distributions in a plume to the interaction of density driven flow and 
heterogeneities in hydraulic conductivity.

A relatively limited amount of geologically relevant work is available 
concerning unstable, mixed convection. Some of the earliest work on convective 
instabilities is that of Wooding (1959, 1962, 1963, 1969) and Bachmat and 
Elrick (1970) who studied theoretically and experimentally the hydrodynamics 
and vertical convection between two miscible fluids of varying density in a 
porous medium without ambient flow. List (1965) and Paschke and Hoopes (1984) 
also studied theoretically and experimentally the motion and mixing of dense 
aqueous phase liquids in a manner analogous to that used in hydraulics with 
jets and plumes discharging into an ambient crossflow. Mulqueen and Kirkham 
(1972) used laboratory experiments to study the leaching of NaCl through tile 
drains from a salinized surface. All cases of unstable density stratification 
created intense fingering, which resulted in a rapid and erratic redistribution 
of solutes. Fingering also was manifest in the drainage water as irregular and 
unpredictable variations in salinity. The nonlinear dynamics of the system made 
it impossible to predict where a finger would grow or how it might develop 
(Mulqueen and Kirkham, 1972).

Here, we report some of the results of a flow visualization study to explore 
flow and mass transport phenomena that have been largely ignored in either 
experimental or theoretical work. Our experiments will replicate on a small 
scale the conditions that could develop when a dense plume of contaminants 
spreads within a less dense ambient flow. The specific objectives of the study 
are to evaluate the influence of plume density and porous-medium heterogeneity 
on the pattern of spreading and the conditions under which density differences 
become significant.



EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experiments are conducted in a flow tank filled with glass beads. A dense 
NaCl solution is introduced into the middle of the less dense fluid and the 
subsequent pattern of mixing is monitored photographically. The flow tank 
produces a uniform, groundwater flow field at typical groundwater flow 
velocities for a variety of different spatial distributions of hydraulic 
conductivity. The tank (Figure 1) is 116.8 cm long, 71.0 cm wide, and 5 cm 
deep, and was constructed of 1.8 cm Plexiglas. The length and width dimensions 
provide a travel path for the tracer that is sufficiently long to permit the 
instabilities to develop. The thickness provides a sufficiently large cross- 
sectional area so that realistic flow rates could be produced using a 
volumetric displacement pump.

The use of Plexiglas inherently requires lateral support to prevent the bulging 
of the walls. To this end, nine strategically placed 5mm diameter tie rods 
have been used to keep the walls plumb. However, only three are placed within 
the porous media to avoid disrupting the flow field to any great extent (Figure 
1 ).

Influent and effluent reservoirs are placed at each end of the tank. They 
buffer the effect of the inflow/outflow by redistributing the flow across the 
porous medium. Entrance effects are further diminished by using seven influent 
lines and three effluent lines. Porous stainless steel plates (Mott 
Metallurgical Corporation, Farmington, Conn.) keep the sand out of the
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reservoirs. The plates are 1.6mm thick and have an interconnected porosity of 
50 percent with a 20 micron pore diameter. Solutions containing the tracer are 
added through the injection chamber (Figure 1). In order to provide an 
"instantaneous" injection front, with little disruption of the flow field, four 
injection/withdrawal ports have been installed. The use of a syringe 
mechanism, one syringe withdrawing contaminant plus ambient water and one 
injecting contaminant at exactly the same rate, forms an "instantaneous 
contaminant front" without disturbing the ambient flow field.

Peripheral equipment includes an autoanalysis multichannel peristaltic metering 
pump coupled with in-line flowmeters at the influent end of the tank. The pump 
(Ismatec schlauchpumpe mv-ge, Cole-Parmer Instrument Company, Chicago,
Illinois) is capable of consistently delivering as little as 0.02 ml/min and is 
required to operate the tank at low flow velocities. The porous media consist 
of various sizes of industrial glass beads. Schincariol (1989) describes in 
detail the approaches used to place the beads in the tank, and to saturate the 
medium without trapping gas bubbles.

The dense fluid is marked with a colored dye to monitor flow and transport 
photographically. The tracer is Rhodamine WT liquid (Crompton and Knowles 
Corp., Charlotte, NC). It is nonsorbing, nondegrading, relatively inert and 
nonreactive with NaCl. Schincariol (1989) discusses pertinent literature and 
testing to demonstrate the suitability of the tracer. A solution of 500 mg/L 
Rhodamine WT liquid in water served as the carrier for various concentrations 
of solute. This concentration is sufficiently dark to clearly show the 
transport paths yet has a density (0.9983 g/cm3) close enough to the ambient 
fluid, distilled water (0.9982 g/cm3), so that no density effects are apparent.

Concentration distributions are obtained using a Tracor Northern 5500 Image 
Analysis computer with black and white photographs of the plumes. A gray scale 
was placed on the tank so that small differences in lighting conditions and 
processing would not affect the uniformity of gray levels from photograph to 
photograph. This method for estimating concentration distributions can be very 
effective providing extreme care is taken to ensure even lighting across the 
tank. Our experiments did suffer from inability to control room lighting 
effectively. We were not able to detect concentration levels over background of 
less than 10% of source concentration. Background subtractions were attempted, 
and did succeed in evening out the lighting, but also evened out the gray scale 
so that photograph to photograph uniformity was lost. Even if lighting 
conditions were improved, the low concentration zones that were visible on 
color photographs were equal in gray tone to the slightly greenish tone of the 
glass beads.

A series of simple experiments in which predetermined concentrations of 
Rhodamine WT were photographed and processed on the image analysis computer 
provided the calibration for concentration (Schincariol, 1989). However, given 
the lighting and other problems only two gray levels or groups of levels within 
the tracer mass could be distinguished. Our results will include the two gray 
level binary images together, representing first a high concentration zone, 
50-100% of the initial NaCl concentration and second, a low concentration zone,



10-25% of the initial NaCl concentration. In general, the first concentration 
zone is useful in defining the bulk plume shape, and the second in defining the 
zone of dispersion. The 25-50% concentration level can fall into either group 
as the gray tones in this range were inseparable. When the photographs are 
image processed, the image is slightly compressed in the horizontal dimension 
and slightly expanded in the vertical dimension. Therefore, both the horizontal 
and vertical scales are shown on each figure. At the present time, work is 
ongoing to reprocess the original photographs with a more sophisticated image 
analysis and software system.

The significance of wall effects needs to be addressed, because all 
measurements were viewed against the walls of the tank. The wall may affect the 
flow in its immediate vicinity and a given number of grain diameters beyond 
this (Dudgeon, 1967; Schiegg and McBride, 1987). However, our observations 
suggest that wall effects are minimal. Dye fronts are uniform in color, with no 
light areas showing much difference in velocity distribution (dye only 
travelling within the first few grain diameters would appear lighter in color); 
in addition, the breakthrough patterns along the exit porous metal plate were 
uniform.

The experiments involved homogeneous and lenticular media. For a discussion on 
our experiments including layered media the reader is refered to Schincariol 
and Schwartz (1990). For each of the media, experimental trials were run using 
dense miscible fluids with concentrations ranging from 1000 mg/L to 100,000 
mg/L NaCl. As the selected solute (NaCl) is dissolved in the tracer solution 
(500 mg/L Rhodamine WT) all densities reported in this paper are the density of 
tracer-NaCl solute solution. For convenience we will not refer to the densities 
per se but to the NaCl concentrations. The size designations, mean grain size, 
and hydraulic conductivity for the various beads are tabulated on Table 1. The 
hydraulic conductivity values represent a mean of six permeameter measurements 
per sample and a theoretical value estimated using the Kozeny-Carman equation 
(Bear, 1972). As expected for these media, the theoretical values closely match 
the measured values (Table 1).

Table 1. Porous Media Data

Manufacturers 
Bead Size #

Median Grain 
Size d50 (mm)

Hydraulic Conductivity (cm/s)

Kozeny-Carman Permeameter 
(n-0.38) Results

Typical
Stratum
Material

3 0.650 2.9 x 10 “1 3.0 x 10“1 Clean Sand 
to Gravel

5 0.310 6 .6 x 10"* 5.6 x 10"2 Clean Sand

7 0 .2 1 0 3.0 x 10‘ 2 2 . 2  x 10 ‘ 2 Clean Sand

10 0.150 1 . 6  x 10 -2 1 . 2  x 10"2 Clean Sand

13 0.085 5.0 x 10"3 1.9 x 10' 3 Silty Sand



For the experiments with the homogeneous medium, the tank was filled with size 
#5 glass beads. The distribution of hydraulic conductivity for the lenticular 
medium can be seen on Figure 2. Zones 1 and 3 contain only low hydraulic 
conductivity lenses while zone 2 contains low and high conductivity lenses all 
surrounded by size #5 glass beads. For the homogeneous case, the porosity was 
estimated both from volumetric measurements and from knowledge of specific 
discharge and travel distance as a function of time to have a value of 0.38. 
Because the packing of spheres with the same diameter and the resulting 
porosity are independent of the size of the sphere (de Marsily, 1986), this 
measured porosity applies to all other size categories.

In all experimental runs, the tracers were introduced through the injection 
chamber while deaired/deionized water was injected at the same specific 
discharge rate through the upper and lower influent reservoirs. The dimensions 
and position of the injection chamber remained the same for all runs (Figure 
1) .

0 5 3  #3, K=3.QX1Q'1 cm/s m  #7, K=2.2X10'2 cm/s

I I #5, K=5.6X10-2 cm/s | ®  #10, K= 1.2X10‘2 cm/s

cm

Figure 2. Hydraulic conductivity distribution for the lenticular medium 
experiments.



RESULTS

Homogeneous Medium

Initial testing with Rhodamine WT at 500 mg/L established that the flow tank 
was operating properly. Tracer was added across the entire inflow zone with 
flow at approximately the same average linear groundwater velocity as the other 
experiments (Table 2, experiment Al-F). The smooth vertical dye front that 
moved across the tank indicated that there was no short circuiting of flow 
along the top of the tank and no preferred pathways within the porous medium, 
and that the flow field was uniform and horizontal.

Table 2. Experimental Data for Homogeneous Medium Runs

Experiment
Number

NaCl
Cone.
(mg/L)

Pzo
g/cm3

D20/20 Average
Specific
Discharge
(cm/s)

Average
Linear
Velocity
(cm/s)

Al-F 0 0.9983 1 .0 0 0 1 1 .20x10"'' 3.15x10'*

A2-F 100000 1.0662 1.0681 1 .20x10“* 3.15x10"*

A3-F 25000 1.0157 1.0176 1 tlO"* 3.22x 10"*

A4-F 2000 0.9997 1.0015 1.26x10-* 3.30x10"*

A5-B 0 0.9983 1 .0 0 0 1 1.14x10"* 3.00x10'*

A6-B 10 00 0.9990 1.0008 1 .1 1 x 10"* 2.92x10"*

A7-B 2000 0.9997 1.0015 1.16x10"* 3.06x10"*

A8-B 2000 0.9997 1.0015 2.17xlO"3 5.70xl0"3

A9-B 5000 1.0019 1.0037 2.17xl0-3 5.70xl0-3

A10-B 5000 1.0019 1.0037 1.16x10"* 3.06x10"*

All—B 10000 1.0053 1.0071 1.24x10"* 3.27x10"*

I20 - relative density at 20 degrees Celsius, g/cm3. 
D2o/2o “ specific gravity at 20 degrees Celsius.

The first group of actual experimental trials examined the pattern of spreading 
of a dense plume as a function of fluid density. Tracer concentrations ranged 
from 1000 mg/L to 100,000 mg/L NaCl (Table 2). As expected, the tendency for 
the plume to sink increases as its density increases. An example is the 5000 
mg/L plume (experiment A10-B, Table 2), which gradually sank and hit the bottom 
of the tank after approximately 31 hours (Figure 3). An important feature in 
many of the trials was the tendency for gravitational instabilities to alter



the plume shape. Instabilities are manifest by lobe-shaped protuberances that 
formed first along the bottom edge of the plume (e.g., see Figure 3a) and later 
within the plume (e.g., see Figures 3b and 3c). Enhanced spreading of solute 
perpendicular to the ambient groundwater flow field results in dilute and 
concentrated zones within the plume. The highest concentrations of solute occur 
in the lower portions of the plume, while the upper sections are more dilute.

i i  50-100% Source 10cm 
Concentration

10-25% Source n
Concentration -H

0 10cm 
(25-50% can be classified in either group)

Figure 3. Binary images for a 5000 mg/L NaCl source in the homogeneous 
medium at various times, (a) t-24 hours; (b) t-54 hours;
(c) t-72 hours.

The threshold at which density effects become noticeable is about 1000 mg/L.
The plume with 500 mg/L Rhodamine WT was nearly horizontal with no apparent 
instabilities (Figure 4a). The trajectory of the 1000 mg/L plume remained 
essentially horizontal, but gravity instabilities formed after approximately 36 
hours (Figure 4b). With an initial concentration of 2000 mg/L (Figure 4c), the 
plume sank noticeably but even after 12 0 hours, at which time it appeared to be 
in steady state, the plume did not hit the bottom of the tank. The 10,000 mg/L 
plume (Figure 4d) fell quickly and hit bottom after only 13 hours.

The extent of vertical mixing depended upon density and the occurrence of 
instabilities (Figure 4). The effects are most apparent at plume concentrations 
greater than 2000 mg/L. For example, the 1000 mg/L plume (Figure 4b) is about 
the same as the 500 mg/L Rhodamine WT plume (Figure 4a). However, the 2000 mg/L 
plume (Figure 4c) is much more vertically disperse than either of these. The 
spreading is evident in the 50 to 100% high concentration zone, while the more



dilute 10 to 25% zone is similar to that of the 500 mg/L Rhodamine WT plume.

I  50-100% Source 10cm 
I) Concentration

10-25% Source 
Concentration 0 10cm 

(25-50% can be classified in either group)

Figure 4. Binary images for various source concentrations in the
homogeneous medium at 54 hours, (a) 500 mg/L Rhodamine WT;
(b) 1000 mg/L NaCl; (c) 2000 mg/L NaCl; (d) 10,000 mg/L NaCl.

The character of the gravitational instabilities also depended upon 
concentration. Increasing plume concentrations promoted the formation of more 
rapidly sinking instabilities with narrower and longer lobes (compare Figures 
4c and 4d).

The denser plumes with Initial concentrations of 25,000 and 100,000 mg/L 
exhibited a much different behavior than those just described. These solutions 
were so dense that at the start of the experiment they flowed out of the 
injection chamber at a rate greater than the tracer was being pumped into the
injection chamber. The tracer level within the injection chamber did
equilibrate with time. For example, with the 100,000 mg/L trial, the tracer
after 18 hours was being introduced through the lower 1/4 to 1/3 of the
injection chamber. These very dense solutions sank rapidly and mounded on the 
bottom of the tank. The redistribution of mass, as .he plume hit the bottom of 
the tank, caused a portion of the plume to flow against the hydraulic gradient 
into the lower Injection chamber. For the 100,000 mg/L run after 18 hours the



majority of the plume was diluted to the 10 to 25% concentration level (Figure 
5).

50-100% Source tOcm- • 
i Concentration

10-25% Source 0______(
Concentration 0 10cm

(25-50% can be classified in either group)

Figure 5. Binary image for a 100,000 mg/L NaCl source in the homogeneous 
medium at 18 hours.

Another illustration of the development of density instabilities and the 
resulting vertical dispersion is provided by Figure 6 , which shows the pattern 
of spreading in time of a 2000 mg/L plume. Apparently, instabilities require 
some time before they develop. Once they form, they grow in length while being 
displaced horizontally at the same velocity as the ambient groundwater. They 
seem, at least in the 2000 mg/L case, to reach quasistable dimensions shortly 
after their initial development (compare instability shape for t-54 hours, 
Figure 4c, and t-120 hours, Figure 6).

Experiments also considered the influence of velocity on plume migration and 
instability development. Plumes with concentrations of 2000 mg/L and 5000 mg/L 
were developed at a groundwater velocity of 5.70xl0“3 cm/s, approximately 18 
times faster than previous runs (Table 2). In both trials, no instabilities 
developed at the scale of the laboratory experiment. Thus the plume outlines 
for the trial with 500 mg/L Rhodamine WT alone were essentially the same as the 
5000 mg/L trial. The only difference is in the plume trajectory where the 500 
mg/L Rhodamine WT plume is nearly horizontal, while the 5000 mg/L plume is 
angled slightly downward (Figure 7). A reduction in velocity toward the end of 
the trial with the 5000 mg/L plume to 3.00x10"* cm/s promoted the formation of 
gravitational instabilities (Figure 8). The dotted lines (Figure 8) refer to 
instabilities that formed a few grain diameters back from the wall and 
therefore were lighter in color than those against the wall. This three- 
dimensionality of the instabilities was also observed in previous runs, where 
the trajectory of the plume at the back and front of the tank was the same, but 
the shape and position of the instabilities varied from front to back.



Figure 6 . Instability development over time for a 2000 mg/L NaCl source 
in the homogeneous medium at t-24, 36, 72, and 120 hours.
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Figure 7. Plume outlines for 500 mg/L Rhodamine WT and 5000 mg/L NaCl 
(high velocity) source in homogeneous medium.



Figure 8 . Plume outline of a 5000 mg/L NaCl source run in homogeneous 
medium 12 hours after velocity decrease from 5.70xl0-3 
to 3.00x10"* cm/s.

This issue of shape and position of the instabilities was investigated in a 
trial (experiment A7-B) where a 2000 mg/L solution was introduced under 
conditions nearly identical to a previous run (experiment A4-F) to determine 
how reproducible the plume shape and trajectory would be. The two plume 
outlines at 54 hours (Figure 9) show that while plume trajectories are nearly 
the same, the size and position of the instabilities are not.

Figure 9. Outlines of two 2000 mg/L NaCl plumes at 54 hours.

Lenticular Medium

The objective with this series of trials was to describe how plume spreading 
depended on interactions with the heterogeneous porous medium. Overall, five 
trials were run with fluids ranging in density from 2000 to 25,000 mg/L NaCl 
(Table 3). The average linear velocity summarized in Table 3 is based solely on 
an average porosity of 0.38 and does not take into account the widely differing 
velocities within the lenses. The plume for the base case again was the 500 
mg/L Rhodamine HT tracer.



The plume shape, depicted on Figure 10a at 72 hours, clearly shows how 
spreading was much more complex with the heterogeneous medium than a 
homogeneous medium. The plume width narrows close to the source because of a 
high hydraulic conductivity lens (size #3 glass beads). Upon leaving the first 
high conductivity lens, the tracer moves both upward toward another #3 lens and 
downward around a #7 low conductivity lens. The influence of the high 
conductivity lenses is also evident with the upper #3 lens near the exit 
reservoir. Locally, this lens causes upward flow through a #7 low conductivity 
lens (Figure 1 0a).

Table 3. Experimental Data for Lenticular Medium Runs

Experiment
Number

NaCl
Cone.
(mg/L)

P 20 
g/cm3

D20/20 Average
Specific
Discharge
(cm/s)

Average 
Linear 
Velocity 
(cm/s)

Cl-B 0 0.9983 1 .0 0 0 1 1.17x10“* 3.08x10“*

C2-B 2000 0.9997 1.0015 1.05x10“* 2.77x10"*
C3-B 5000 1.0019 1.0037 1.09x10“* 2.87x10“*

C4-B 10000 1.0053 1.0071 1 .10x10“* 2.90x10“*

C5-B 25000 1.0157 1.0176 1.18x10"* 3.10x1 0“*

P20 ” relative density at 20 degrees Celsius, g/cm3.
D20/2o “ specific gravity at 20 degrees Celsius.

For the 2000 mg/L plume, the lenses acted to inhibit vertical motion and 
instability development. The pattern of spreading for the 2000 mg/L plume 
(Figure 10b) was similar to the 500 mg/L Rhodamine WT plume (Figure 10a), 
except that the 2000 mg/L plume fell somewhat and occupied uart of the #3 lens 
below the center tie rod, unlike the previous trial.

When the density was increased to 1.0019 g/cm3 (5000 mg/L NaCl), the plume 
bifurcated, with the lower portion falling through the #7 lens near the 
injection zone and into the #3 lens directly below (Figure 11a). As a 
consequence of splitting around the lenses, the plume subsequently developed 
with three leading fronts (Figure lib). Instability development has been 
inhibited and is less predictable, as falling fingers are attracted into high 
conductivity lenses or dispersed by low conductivity lenses. This combination 
of plume splitting and Instability development gives rise to a complex plume 
geometry (Figures lib and 11c). Comparisons of early and later distributions 
show that the entire plume is changing shape with time. For example, the binary 
images for t-96 hours (Figure lid) indicate that the large instability lobe 
near the source that developed after 24 hours was growing and would probably 
have bifurcated the plume at the source again if the run continued. These 
transient changes generally illustrate how unpredictable plume shape might be 
even in zones through which the dense plume has already flowed.



50-100% Source 10cmT 
Concentration

10-25% Source
Concentration ~o 10cm

(25-50% can be classified in either group)

Figure 10. Binary images for various source concentrations in the
lenticular medium at t-72 hours, (a) 500 mg/L Rhodamine WT; 
2000 mg/L NaCl.
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Figure 11. Binary images for a 5000 mg/L NaCl source in the lenticular 
medium at various times, (a) t-24 hours; (b) t-48 hours;
(c) t-72 hours; (d) t-96 hours.



When the concentration was increased to 10,000 mg/L, the plume fall was much 
more rapid. The initial bifurcation and subsequent three-way splitting of the 
plume occurred much earlier. Also, the denser plume migrated through the low 
conductivity lenses to a greater extent than either the 2000 or 5000 mg/L 
plumes. After 48 hours (Figure 12), small lobal instabilities along the lower 
upgradient portion of the plume were evident. Also, the high concentration 
zones were not limited to the lower portions of th-a plume but also occurred 
along high conductivity flow paths (Figure 12b). Still, the lenses did retard 
plume fall. The 5000 mg/L plume did not hit the bottom of the tank. However, 
with a density increase up to 1.0053 g/cm3 (10,000 mg/L NaCl), the plume hit 
bottom after about 87 hours. This result is in marked contrast to the 
homogeneous trials, where the 10,000 mg/L plume bottomed after about 13 hours. 
Because of the lenses, the plume tended to mix to a greater extent than was the 
case with the homogeneous media. With a 25,000 mg/L NaCl solution the plume 
hit the bottom of the tank after approximately 29 hours. After 72 hours the 
plume was dispersed over almost the entire tank (below injection chamber) and 
was too dilute to isolate it from the background error on the image analysis 
computer.

(25-50% can be classified in either group)

Figure 12. Bina*y images for a 10,000 mg/L NaCl source in the lenticular 
medium at various times, (a) t-48 hours; (b) t-96 hours.

DISCUSSION

The mathematical framework for mixed convective flow in groundwater systems has 
been in place since the pioneering work of Pinder and Cooper (1970) and Reddell 
and Sunada (1970). Through the years, a succession of theoretical and 
methodological refinements have led to the development of more powerful codes 
(e.g., Frind, 1982; Voss, 1984; and Kipp, 1986). These codes, however, have 
been applied only to a limited extent in studying the interactions among the 
various convective flows, hydraulic conductivity, and instability development. 
Uncertainty remains as to how well these numerical models can simulate



instability development particularly in heterogeneous media. For example, Kipp 
(1986) pointed out in applying the code HST3D that instabilities were smaller 
in size and develop somewhat later than laboratory-scale experiments would 
suggest. Further, given the inherent nonlinearity of the phenomenon, it is not 
clear what factors would actually trigger the formation of instabilities at 
particular places in a medium.

The flow visualization experiments provide an alternative approach for studying 
processes related to mixed convective flow. Our experiments covered a range of 
conditions from predominantly forced convection due to ambient flow, to 
predominantly buoyancy driven flow with perturbations caused by instability 
development. However, on balance, most of the experiments were of the former 
type. Establishing an appropriate methodology for mathematically modelling 
instability development is the subject of ongoing work at the Ohio State 
University.

Plume Trajectory in Homogeneous Media

The realization that dense plumes should sink Co some extent in a homogeneous 
and isotropic medium is inherent in the physical laws of groundwater flow.
Forms of the Darcy equation can be written (e.g., Davies, 1987) to account for 
density effects that are eventually contained in the groundwater flow equation. 
Whether or not a plume sinks depends upon the density difference between the 
plume and the ambient groundwater. Once some density difference exists, a 
vertical component of velocity is developed. The driving force for vertical 
flow is Ap/pb, where hp is the difference in density between the plume and the 
ambient groundwater and p5 is the density of the ambient groundwater.

With mixed convective systems, a measure of dominance is the ratio Gr/Ren, 
where the Grashof number Gr and the Reynolds number Re represent the vigor of 
the free and forced convection respectively (Gebhart et al., 1988). The 
Reynolds number is mainly a function of the flow velocity, while the Grashof 
number is mainly a function of the buoyancy driving force. It is, thus, 
important in flow tank experiments to consider the relative dominance of these 
flows. For example, sand tank experiments can be run with such a large ambient 
flow velocity that density effects appear negligible. Experiments A9-B and AlO- 
B demonstrate this situation. When the ambient groundwater velocity is 5.7xl0-3 
cm/s, the 5000 mg/L plume sinks at a trajectory of about two degrees, as 
compared to 34 degrees when the ambient velocity is smaller or 3.0X10“11 cm/s. 
Thus it is not surprising that examples exist in the literature for which 
unrealistically large flow velocities in sand tank experiments have masked 
density effects. The main implication of our results is that for relatively 
homogeneous media with relatively small ambient flow velocities density effects 
should be apparent with even modest concentration differences.



Convective Instabilities in Homogeneous Media

Unstable convective flow in porous media was investigated in early theoretical 
and experimental studies by Wooding (1959) and more recently by Dirksen (1966) 
and Bachmat and Elrick (1970). All of these studies were concerned with 
convection that may develop when a more dense fluid occurs above a less dense 
one.

The tendency for a gradient in density to produce convection is opposed by 
diffusive and viscous effects. Whether or not convection actually occurs 
depends upon the Rayleigh number, A. For illustrative purposes, consider a 
simple column experiment with no ambient flow where dense water overlies less 
dense water. Wooding (1959) developed analytically the following expression for 
the Rayleigh number:

dp gkb2
A ---------- (1)

dz mD'
where dp/dz is the vertical density gradient, g is the gravity constant, k is 
permeability, b is the radius of the column, n is the mean viscosity of the two 
fluids initially present in the column, and D' is the apparent diffusivity of 
the solute through the medium (Bachmat and Elrick, 1970). The magnitude of the 
Rayleigh number, thus, is proportional to permeabili-y and density gradient, 
and inversely proportional to the apparent diffusivity. The relationship of 
this number to some Acrjt determines whether or not the system is stable.

In our experiments, instabilities develop because the combination of the 
imposed concentration gradient generated by adding a plume of dense water to 
less dense water, and the particular fluid and medium properties result locally 
in A>Acrjt. Through convection, the system reduces the density gradient to Acrjt 
at which point the system becomes stable. Because the system is driven in pare 
by forced convection, the Rayleigh number has a different functional form than 
(1). Overall, however, the greater the contrast in fluid densities the greater 
the mass spread. This result, for example, is apparent with Figure 4, where 
after 54 hours the size of the plume has increased markedly as a function of 
the density difference.

Experiments with the homogeneous medium using small density contrasts showed 
that the effects of local-scale dispersion and diffusion produced minor mixing 
only at the edge of the plume. Thus, most of the vertical mixing observed in 
the experiments with greater density contrasts results from convective 
dispersion. Qualitatively, the extent of vertical mixing is not insignificant 
because even at the laboratory scale, mass spreading due to convective 
dispersion is greater than column-scale dispersion. At a field scale, it is 
likely that the process will remain significant. There will probably be a scale 
effect in which a thick plume should become much thicker to achieve 
hydrodynamic stability by reducing its overall density gradient.



Our inability to detail concentration distributions within the plume makes it 
difficult to document the pattern of mass redistribution throughout the plume. 
There is some suggestion that these concentration distributions may not be 
completely straightforward as the application of the simple ideas of convective 
mixing would suggest. Several of the experiments appeared to indicate that in 
some cases the highest concentrations of solute occur in the lower portions of 
the plume, while the upper sections are much more dilute (e.g., Figure 4d). The 
instabilities have a three-dimensional form even in the narrow confines of our 
flow tank. Bachmat and Elrick (1970) also observed a similar result in their 
column work.

Density Effects in Heterogeneous Media

Variation in hydraulic conductivity plays a major role in controlling transport 
in variable density systems. The major effects noted with the homogeneous 
system, the tendency for a dense plume to sink and for convective mixing, were 
also observed in trials with the heterogeneous medium. In addition, features 
developed that appear to be unique to the heterogeneous medium including the 
potential for yet another component of dispersion as dense fluids interact with 
a lenticular medium.

Experiments with the lenticular medium have shown how the heterogeneous 
hydraulic conductivity field interacts with density-driven flow to produce 
relatively complicated spreading patterns. Under conditions of forced 
convection, for example with the 2000 mg/L plume, mass distributions are 
controlled by the focusing effect of high conductivity lenses and the 
dispersing effect of low conductivity lenses so that little difference exists 
between the 500 mg/L Rhodamine WT plume and the 2000 mg/L NaCl plume (Figure 
10). As the plume density increases, the combination of free and forced 
convection give rise to much more complicated patterns of spreading. Because of 
the scale of the heterogeneities, the instabilities are much more difficult to 
identify compared to a homogeneous medium. However, the instabilities still 
develop and contribute to disperse and unsteady-state plumes (Figure 11). 
Finally, when density driving forces become even more dominant (e.g., 10,000 
mg/L NaCl plume), the plume alters its pattern of interaction with the 
heterogeneities. Density driven flow begins to swamp the influence of ambient 
flow, and yet again promotes a different pattern of spreading through the 
heterogeneities. As Figure 12 shows, mass spread about 30 cm downward after 
traveling only 100 cm. This enhanced vertical mixing is due to the local 
nonhomogeneity of flow in the vicinity of lenses caused by the complex 
interaction of forced and free flows with the heterogeneities. Mass has the 
opportunity of "splitting" as it encounters low permeability lenses because 
density effects can cause mass to move downward and forced convection provides 
a lateral component of flow.

Having looked at only one lenticular medium, it is difficult to examine this 
process in more detail. However, this mechanism may be an important source of 
vertical dispersion in some types of media.



Nonlinearity and Nonsteady Behavior

Unstable convective mixing is an example of a nonlinear dynamic (i.e., chaotic) 
process. Chaotic processes, in general, are characterized by complicated, 
unpredictable and seemingly random behavior (Jensen, 1987). The behavior of 
nonlinear systems is extremely sensitive to small changes in initial 
conditions. This feature makes them difficult to characterize and to model. We 
observed this sensitivity in attempting to replicate experiments in which 
instabilities were able to form. Although replicates compared favorably in 
terms of broad features of the plume geometry, the instabilities never seemed 
to form in the same place in spite of an experimental design that let us 
control flow rates relatively accurately.

One other feature about the behavior of variable density systems is the much 
longer times that may be required for a plume to achieve steady-state close to 
the source. Mixed flows may cause a plume to grow vertically downward as well 
as in the direction of ambient flow over relatively long times until these 
forces dissipate. This behavior contrasts with constant density systems where 
concentration distributions remain steady near the source and change only in 
the far field where the snout of the plume is advancing (Domenico and Robbins, 
1985).

CONCLUSIONS

The experiments demonstrate the complexity of mass mixing that occurs in mixed 
convective systems once density driving forces develop. The presence of higher 
density water over lower density water may result in gravitational 
instabilities. Density differences as small as 0.0008 g/cm3 (1000 mg/L NaCl) 
causes instabilities to develop in homogeneous media for our experimental 
conditions. Free convection and the resulting vertical mixing continues until 
the density gradient declines to the point where the system is in hydrodynamic 
equilibrium. It appears in some cases that the propagation of instabilities can 
give rise to a complex distribution of high and low concentration zones within 
the plume and lead to mass accumulations in the lower part of the plume.

Mixed flow interacts in a relatively complicated way with the heterogeneous 
structure of the medium. Experiments with the lenticular medium show that the 
combination of convective dispersion and the partitioning of mass around lenses 
due to local-scale nor.homogeneity of the flow result in a complex and highly 
dispersed plume. Thesa results also show the scale at which heterogeneities 
influence flow and th? frong influence of small variations in hydraulic 
conductivity.
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ABSTRACT

Groundwater contamination assessment and remediation activities demand reliable 
techniques for the determination of the governing aquifer parameters and their 
spatial distribution. In order to define guidelines and recommendations, some 
existing underground investigation techniques were tested and new methods have 
been developed as a part of the research program at the 'Horkheimer Insel' 
experimental field site. In this paper, some new developed field and laboratory 
techniques are introduced and the results compared for two example monitoring 
wells, located in the northern part of the field site. It is shown that highly 
conductive and highly heterogeneous aquifers demand high resolution investigation 
techniques. For transport predictions, new methods are needed that are able to 
detect preferential flowpaths. Results from multilevel tracer tests show that 
simple analytical interpretations are not valid for this type of aquifer.

1. INTRODUCTION

In South Germany a large number of industrial sites is located in alluvial 
sedimentary environments. Deterministic predictions of waste migration in this 
environment would require an accurate description of the location and geometry of 
a complex array of lenses and strata. For all realistic situations this is not 
practicable. Alternatively, various underground investigation techniques are 
employed to determine the relevant parameters either at borehole locations where 
the aquifer is directly accessible, or indirectly from the ground surface using 
geophysical techniques. Besides measurement errors, which are neglected here, 
considerable uncertainty on the aquifer parameters remains for the area between 
the available boreholes. This is generally due to the limited penetration or 
limited spatial resolution of the investigation methods employed.

In order to validate various existing and some new underground investigation 
methods within an alluvial environment, a multi-method research program is 
conducted at the 'Horkheimer Insel' field site. The program focuses on the ability 
of different investigation methods to detect the relevant aquifer parameters 
(mainly the hydraulic conductivity distribution), controlling groundwater 
transport at a scale between about 10 and 200 meters, which is the range of 
distances between the wells at the field site.

In this paper, the field and laboratory methods used at the 'Horkheimer Insel' 
site are described and the resulting parameters are compared.



T able 1 summarizes some o f  th e  common in v e s t ig a t io n  methods in d ic a t in g  t h e i r  ty p e , 
d im e n s io n a lity  and s c a le .  I t  i s  g e n e ra lly  a c c ep ted , t h a t  th e  p o l lu t io n  plume 
m ig ra tio n  p a t t e r n  i s  p r im a r ily  determ ined  by th e  h y d ra u lic  c o n d u c tiv ity  
d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  e s p e c ia l ly  th e  h ig h  c o n d u c t iv ity  zones form ing p r e f e r e n t i a l  pathways 
fo r  w a te r  and s o lu te  movement. Very o f te n ,  th e  v o lu m e tric  p ro p o r tio n  o f  th e se  flow  
dom inating  zo n es, u s u a l ly  g ra v e l le n s e s ,  amounts to  le s s  th a n  20X o f  th e  t o t a l  
a q u i fe r  which makes d e te c t io n  d i f f i c u l t .

Tab. 1: Common groundw ater in v e s t ig a t io n  m ethods, t h e i r  ty p e ,
d im e n s io n a lity  and s c a le  (T eu tsch , 1990)

Variable of Interest Method Type Dim. Scale

geometry, lithology drilling f/d 1 D1-D2
surface resistivity f/i 2-3 D2-D3
seismics f/i 2-3 D2-D3
borehole geophysics f/i 1 D1-D2

water balance precipitation, temp, 
discharge, etc... f/i 2 D3

hydraulic conductivity pumping test f/d 2 D2-D3
slug test f/d 1 D1-D2
packer tests f/d 2-3 D!-D2
pumping+flowmeter f/d 2-3 D1-D2
surface resistivity f/i 2-3 D2-D3
seismics f/i 2-3 D2-D3
borehole geophysics f/i 1 Dl-D?.
permeameter 1/d 1 D1
sieve analysis 1/i 0 D1

flow direction water level meas. f/i 0-1 D2
single-hole flowm. f/d 0-1 D1-D2

groundwater quality integral sampling f/d 0 D1-D2
multilevel sampling f/d 1 D1-D2

dispersion, effective 
porosity

forced gradient 
tracer test f/d 2-3 D2
natural gradient 
tracer test f/d 2-3 D2-D3
column experiments 1/d 1 D1

adsorption, decay batch and column 
experiments 1/d 0 D1
C-org. content 1/i 0 D1

(f=field method, 1-laboratory method, d*direct method, i*indirect method, 
Scales: 1 »laboratory ,2«local ,3-regional)



2. HYDRAULIC AND TRACER INVESTIGATION TECHNIQUES

Figure 1 shows a schematic block-diagram of the northern part of the 'Horkheimer 
Insel' field site. The alluvial sand and gravel aquifer is very shallow with a 
thickness of about 2.50m and is covered with 4 to 5m of silty clays and loam. 
The aquifer is generally unconfined. Laboratory scale measurements evidence a 
high variability of hydraulic conductivity with values from 3.2*10^111/8 to 
3.5*10'2m/s. The transmissivity values from pumping tests interpretation range 
between 2.4*10'2m2/s anc* 5. 2*10'2m2/s. Transport velocities can be as high as 18m/d 
under natural groundwater flow conditions. Due to the high conductivity and 
heterogeneity of the aquifer, new techniques suitable for measuring hydraulic and 
transport parameters and their spatial distribution had to be developed.

LiaMlw»

Fig. 1: 'Horkheimer Insel' field site (Teutsch and Kobus, 1990)

2.1 Drilling Methods and Veil Design

During the installation phase of the experimental site, test drilling activities 
proved that standard small diameter monitoring piezometers and multilevel 
sampling devices, usually found at other experimental field sites, could not be 
used at the 'Horkheimer Insel' field site. Due to the coarseness of the fluvial 
sediments, heavy and expensive drilling equipment operated by professional 
drillers had to be used for well construction.



At present, the experimental site is equipped with two different types of 
groundwater wells.

At first, 26 fully screened 6" PVC and stainless steel wells were constructed 
(Figure 2) . This type of well was chosen with reference to practical applications, 
where 6" wells are usually used for groundwater monitoring. Drilling was conducted 
using a hollow-stem auger. A 100mm diameter core-barrel, operated by an air 
hammer, was used to obtain material samples. Even though being expensive, standard 
diameter wells offer the possibility of taking cores and running hydraulic aquifer 
tests. However, the average cost of $ 5000 per completed well became a limiting 
factor for the monitoring network density at the site.

Second, 12 piezometer nests (Figure 2), each one including three 40mm 
polyethylene-pipes with lm screens starting at 6 , 7 and 8m below surface, were 
installed. Drilling was done with the BOTESAM-method (Andersen, 1988). In the 
BOTESAM-method a 2" thick wall steel drivepoint pipe is hammered down using heavy 
equipment. After the desired depth is reached, the polyethylene-pipe with the 1m 
filter screen is inserted and the steel pipe is partly withdrawn and left as a 
permanent protection casing. The BOTESAM-drilling is considerably cheeper than 
auger drilling, but due to the very small inner diameter the wells can be used 
for groundwater level measurement and sampling only. Core samples cannot be 
obtained.

Fig. 2: Well design

All of the 6" monitoring wells are equipped with a gravel pack. To reduce 
vertical circulation within the gravel pack during hydraulic aquifer testing and 
groundwater sampling, special clay seals were installed during gravel pack



construction. For the very shallow 'Horkheimer Insel' aquifer, standard clay 
seals (30 to 50cm thickness) would cause a considerable loss of open surface in 
the screened section of the well. Therefore a geotextile torus filled with clay 
pellets was designed and used as annular seal within the gravel pack (Figure 2, 
Figure 3). The geotextile (donut-shaped) seal has a thickness of only 5cm and is 
easy to be installed at predefined depths.

Fig. 3: Geotextile clay seal

Laboratory tests proved the effectiveness of this new sealing technique.

2.2 Determination of hydraulic parameters in the laboratory

In the laboratory, the 100mm diameter drill-core material is tested for vertical 
hydraulic conductivity. To avoid annular wall flow, caused by the sometimes very 
coarse aquifer material, a constant head, double-wall permeameter system was 
developed (Figure 4).

In routine analysis, discrete sections of the core material with lengths up to 
300mm are selected according to the visible layering in the material. Then the 
core segment is transferred into an elastic rubber tube using a large hydraulic 
piston device (Figure 4). The sample length can be varied up to a maximum of 
1000mm. Subsequently, the core sample is placed into a large permeameter column 
(Figure 4). By pressurizing the column, the elastic rubber tube is pressed against 
the sample material, avoiding annular wall flow during measurements.

To avoid head losses at the top and bottom filter caps, the head difference is 
measured directly inside the sample using penetrating piezometer probes. It should 
be mentioned that filter cap losses up to 15 times higher than the actual head 
loss inside the sample were observed.
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Fig. 4: Permeameter and hydraulic filling device

After permeameter measurement, the samples are dried, subdivided into 5cm to 10cm 
segments and sieved using a standard sieve set. From the grain size distribution
curves hydraulic conductivity values are estimated using empirical relationships
like that proposed by Beyer (1964):

k, - c * d.02 (1 )

where c is a proportionality factor and d ,0 the diameter where 90% of the sample
mass is retained.

2.3 Determination of Hydraulic Parameters in the Field

Short duration pumping test were conducted in the 6" monitoring wells. Due to the 
generally high transmissivity values, the observed drawdowns were very small, 
especially at larger distances, and the aquifer response was very fast. 
Therefore, a automatic data-logging equipment had to be used for the pumping test 
recording (Figpre 5).



Flg. 5: Automatic data-logging system

The system consists of a magnetic-inductive discharge meter (0.1 l/s to 
16.0 l/s), 5 high resolution ( < 0.1mm) pressure transducers and a data logging 
unit with a minimum sampling interval of 1 second. A portable computer serves for 
preliminary data evaluation in the field. All components are battery operated.



Standard analytical and graphical methods were used to analyse the pumping test 
data. As described by Schad and Teutsch (1990 - this issue), some remarkable 
features in the drawdown behaviour, indicating the anisotropy and heterogeneity 
of the flow field, were observed.

As a direct method for estimation of hydraulic conductivity distribution, low 
discharge flowmeter tests were conducted in most boreholes using a highly 
sensitive thermo-flowmeter (Barczewski and Marschall, 1987). A drawback of the 
flowmeter device is that natural convection and three-dimensional flow patterns 
in the well may cause large measurement errors. This is especially true at low 
pumping rates. Therefore a flow rectifier element and rubber seal rings were 
added to the thermo-flowmeter device (Figure 6).

Fig. 6 : Thermo-flowmeter device

2.4 Determination of Transport Parameters using Tracer Tests

Several tracer tests were conducted at the 'Horkheimer Insel' experimental site 
for the determination of mass transport parameters and their variability. The 
experimental results also serve for the development of improved tracer techniques 
suitable for highly conductive, highly heterogeneous aquifer formations.



For investigations at a scale of up to 30m, a forced gradient tracer test (FGTT) 
method was employed (Figure 7).
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Fig. 7: Multilevel forced gradient tracer test setup

The FGTT method involves the injection of groundwater at a constant rate into a 
standard fully screened well. The groundwater infiltration rate and the water 
levels are recorded automatically using the data logging equipment described



above. After a steady radial divergent-flow field is established, dissolved 
Uranine dye-tracer is instantaneously injected into the supply line. The tracer 
mass is mixed with the infiltrating water by turbulence inside the supply line 
and distributed across the entire thickness of the water-saturated formation. 
Surrounding wells are used to monitor the concentration breakthrough curves.

The diverging flow FGTT allows to gather short to medium distance vertically 
differentiated information about the transport properties of the underground, and 
this not only in the direction of the natural flow. Furthermore, tracer test 
duration is considerably reduced.

Vertically averaged as well as multilevel sampling at surrounding wells was 
compared by repeating some of the tracer tests. In the case of vertically averaged 
sampling, each of the monitoring wells was equipped with a mixing and a sampling 
pump. Groundwater samples were obtained after operating the mixing pumps first. 
In the case of multilevel sampling, a new multilevel sampling device, the In- 
Line-Packer-System (ILPS) (Figure 8) , operable in standard 4" to 6” pump and 
monitoring wells, was developed and tested (Teutsch and Ptak, 1989).

Fig. 8 : The In-Line-Packer-System

The packer system consists of one or more modules which are lowered to the 
screened section of the well and inflated with water to avoid vertical 
groundwater circulation within the well. Small screened groundwater inlets are 
installed at desired intervalls, allowing a minimum sampling distance of 10 cm.



Sampling can be conducted by suction lifting or by positive displacement pumps. 
In the case of suction lifting, a multichannel peristaltic pump (Figure 7, 
Figure 9) proved to be most effective providing a large suction capability and 
high reliability.

Fig. 9: 10-channel peristaltic pump

The combination of the ln-Line-Packer-System with tli ,eotextile clay seals 
described above provides a comparatively low-cost depth-accurate sampling system 
which can be used in any standard screened monitoring well.

Due to the high transport velocities of more than 60m/d observed at some inlets 
under forced gradient tracer test conditions, the sampling interval during tracer 
tests should be as low as 0.5h. At least four wells are monitored for tracer 
breakthrough curves. For the simultaneous sampling of up to 10 sampling points at 
each monitoring well, a programmable 1 0 -channel groundwater auto-sampler was 
designed (Figure 7, Figure 10), capable of storing 240 bottles of 100ml volume.

To efficiently analyse the the large number of samples which were collected during 
each tracer test (up to 6000 samples in 4 days), an automatic analytical 
instrumentation had to be installed. This comprises a standard fluorometer which 
is fed by a linear robot arm. The robot-system is compatible to the bottle storing 
racks used in the field simplifying sample handling. Up to 1000 tracer analyses 
can be conducted each day.



3. COMPARISON OF RESULTS AT LABORATORY AND FIELD SCALE
In the following two sections examples of results from hydraulic and transport 
parameter measurements in monitoring wells P10, Pll and P14 (Figure 11) are 
presented.



3.1 Hydraulic Parameters

Hydraulic parameter investigation methods comprised permeameter measurements, 
sieve analyses, pumping test interpretation, and thermo-flowmeter tests.
As shown in Figure 12 a and Figure 12 b, the hydraulic conductivity profiles 
obtained from permeameter measurements and sieve analysis show a good 
correlation. The variability of hydraulic conductivity is very high with values 
from S.C^lO^m/s to 2.0*10'2m/s. The profiles allow in general the identification 
of three high conductivity sections at depths of about 6m, 7m and 8m below 
surface. The hydraulic conductivity values obtained from pumping test 
interpretation are generally higher by an order of magnitude than the laboratory 
scale values.

This might be caused by hydraulic conductivity anisotropy and also by the 
different investigation scales. In the case of permeameter measurements, the flow 
is directed in vertical direction, whereas flow during pumping tests is 
predominantly horizontal. A thin low conductivity layer may already largely 
reduce the permeameter values. Also for practical reasons, the permeameter sample 
length was generally larger compared to the sieve analysis sample length. The 
larger averaging volume tends to dampen out the extreme values. Furthermore, it 
is likely that the drill-core diameter of only 10 0mm is too small for the 
detection of larger scale high conductivity structures.
The flowmeter profiles shown in Figure 12 a and Figure 12 b correlate well to the 
laboratory scale hydraulic conductivity profiles. Due to the different detection 
scales, splitting the transmissivity estimates using the flowmeter profiles 
implies the assumption of a layered system. It will be shown later, that tracer 
test results do not support this assumption. In general, the local-scale 
flowmeter measurement results should not be mixed with pumping test results. This 
is especially true for low discharge flowmeter tests.

The presented flowmeter measurements were obtained at low discharge rates. For 
comparison purposes a second measuring campaign will be conducted using higher 
flow rates.

3.2 Transport Parameters

It is generally accepted, that groundwater transport processes are mainly 
controlled by the spatial distribution of hydraulic conductivity. Evaluating the 
hydraulic conductivity profiles in Figure 12 a and Figure 12 b one tends to 
correlate the three high conductivity sections between the two wells, assuming a 
continuous layering across the distance of only 10m. Of course, this distinct 
layering was expected to show up in multilevel tracer tests.

During a multilevel tracer test, groundwater was infiltrated at a constant rate 
of 4.05*103m3/s at monitoring well P14 (Figure 11). After the steady radial 
divergent-flow field was established, 20 g of dissolved Uranine-AP water tracer 
were instantaneously injected into the water supply line. The four surrounding 
wells P10, Pli, P20, and P21 were selected for monitoring and equipped with the 
ILPS-sampler described before. Each ILPS had 10 sampling inlets spaced at 30 cm 
distances. During the first 24 hours samples were obtained at intervals of 0.5 h 
and later at 2 h intervals until 96 hours after tracer injection.
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Figure 12 c show some example multilevel breakthrough curves as obtained from the 
monitoring wells P10 and Pll. The observed curves show a clear distinction 
between neighbouring inlets of the ILPS sampler, which proves the integrity of 
the geotextile (donut-shaped) seals.
The heterogeneity of the aquifer formation is evidenced by the different shapes 
of the tracer breakthrough curves.

Assuming individual one-dimensional flow paths, transport velocities were 
calculated from the breakthrough curves. In Figure 12 a and Figure 12 b the 
resulting velocity profiles are plotted together with the peak concentration 
profiles. In monitoring well P10, maximum transport velocity occurs in the upper 
part of the aquifer. In Pll, the maximum occurs approximately in the middle of 
the aquifer. A simple continuous layer approach is not applicable.

The transport velocity and peak concentration profiles correlate very well. This 
is also seen from the breakthrough curve diagrams (Figure 12 c), where fast 
breakthrough curves are less dipersed resulting in higher concentration peaks. 
This finding supports the concept that groundwater transport is dominated by the 
distribution and connectivity of high conductivity zones. In this zones, the mass 
transport process is more piston like.

For comparison purposes, the transport velocities observed during an earlier, 
hydraulically comparable, depth-integrated sampling tracer test are indicated in 
Che velocity diagrams (Figure 12 a, Figure 12 b). As expected, the depth- 
integraced sampling provides an estimate of the flux-weighted mass transport 
velocities.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Highly conductive and highly heterogeneous aquifer conditions demand parameter 
investigation techniques with a high spatial and a high time resolution.

Results from laboratory scale hydraulic investigation methods, like sieve 
analysis and permeameter tests, are inconsistent with pumping test results.

High resolution point measurements in vertical direction may be obtained at 
borehole locations. However, large uncertainty remains concerning the horizontal 
structure of the parameter field. The FGTT method proved capable to detect 
preferential flowpaths in horizontal direction.

Since none of the presently available methods is able to provide a complete 
deterministic map of the underground structure and its properties, validation of 
the different methods must be performed within a stochastic framework (Schad and
Teutsch, 1990 - this issue). The quality of an investigation method or of a
combination of methods is determined by comparing the predicted transport 
behaviour with that observed in the field tracer experiments (Teutsch, Hofmann
and Ptak, 1990 - this issue).
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ABSTRACT

At the 'Horkheimer Insel' field site a number of different scale field 
and laboratory investigation techniques were employed to determine 
the spatial structure of the hydraulic conductivity field.
Short duration pumping tests yield a differentiated picture of the 
heterogeneous aquifer and provide a first approximation of the 
horizontal correlation length of high conductivity zones.

Point scale laboratory and field investigation methods are used to 
determine the vertical hydraulic conductivity profile. Applying 
geostatistical methods, the average vertical range of individual layers 
was calculated. In horizontal directions however, only little 
information could be gained from experimental standard and indicator 
variograms.

Pumping tests generally showed K-values one order of magnitude higher 
than the presented point scale investigation methods.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Remarks

In groundwater hydrology the problem of spatial variability of 
hydraulic properties has become a major subject of research activi
ties. In order to predict transport phenomena and/or design remedia
tion concepts for heterogeneous porous media, a detailed knowledge 
of the three dimensional distribution of the hydraulic conductivity 
and storativity is essential.

Since standard borehole investigation methods either yield point 
(e.g. slug tests, grain size analyses, permeameter tests), or largely 
integrated (averaged) parameters (pumping tests and tracer tests), 
improved high-resolution hydraulic investigation methods, which are 
capable to determine the spatial variability, have to be developed. 
One way to cope with parameter uncertainty due to lack of resolution 
is the combination of deterministic and stochastic methods, which has 
been applied at several field test sites in the US and Europe within 
the last few years (e.g. Sudicky, 1986; Garabedian, 1987).



In this paper a first statistical and geostatistical analysis of 
field and laboratory hydraulic measurements from the 'Horkheimer 
Insel' field site is presented.

1.2 The 'Horkheimer Insel' Field Site
The 'Horkheimer Insel' field site covers an area of approximately 2 
hectares (100m x 200m) and is located in the Neckar valley, about 50 
km north of Stuttgart in southern Germany. Figure 1 shows the monito
ring network within the northwestern corner of the field site. The 
presented results refer to this area which has been studied to some 
detail so far. The entire site is equipped with 26 standard monito
ring wells and 12 piezometer nests (see Ptak and Teutsch, 1990 - this 
issue).

Fig.l: Monitoring network within the northwestern 
corner of the field site and horizontal search di
rections for variogram calculations

1.3 Hydrogeological and Sedimentological Aspects
The aquifer has a thickness of about 2.5m at low-flow conditions and 
is generally unconfined. It is composed of alternating poorly sorted 
gravel and sand layers with varying minor constituents. Distinct silt 
or clay lenses are rare but cannot be neglected. The alluvial sedi
ments are of pleistocene age and are believed to be deposited in a 
braided river environment. However, a detailed sedimentological



analysis has not yet been conducted in this part of the Neckar 
valley.

The highly heterogeneous aquifer is covered by 5 to 6m of mostly 
clayey flood deposits of holocene age and underlain by a hydrau- 
lically tight clay- and limestone formation of middle triassic age. 
The over- and underlying formations are both considered to be aqui- 
tards.

2. HYDRAULIC TESTS
2.1 Overview

Hydraulic tests were carried out in the field and in the laboratory. 
They cover different scales and therefore yield different ranges of 
results. Following measurements were performed and will be discussed 
to some detail:

- short duration (2h) high rate (2-5 1/sec) pumping tests monitored 
with a high-resolution data-logging system

- hydraulic conductivities from permeameter tests on 'undisturbed' 
core samples at intervals of 25cm

- hydraulic conductivities from sieve analyses on core samples at 
intervals of 5-25cm using the empirical relationship by Beyer 
(1964)

- flowmeter measurements at low pumping rates (-0.1 1/sec) using 
a heat flow sensing device (Barczewski and Marschall, 1987)

The different measurement devices and techniques are discussed in 
more detail by Ptak and Teutsch (1990).

2.2 Pumping Tests

Within the area shown in Figure 1, 8 short duration pumping tests 
were performed so far. The drawdown curves typically show two or 
three different segments (see Fig. 2), depending on the radial 
distance between the observation and the pumping well. Obviously, 
closed-form solutions and graphical methods like the Cooper & Jacob 
straight-line relationship, which assume homogeneous and isotropic 
aquifer conditions, can only be fitted to individual segments of the 
drawdown curve. For the relevant pumping tests a statistical analysis 
of the calculated results for the segments two and three using the 
Cooper & Jacob straight-line method is given in Table 1.
Important differences between the second and third phase of the 
pumping tests can be observed. The range of values is generally 
smaller for segment 3 than for segment 2. The mean of the trans
missivity for segment 3 is about half of that of segment 2 and vice 
versa for the storativity values.



Tab.l: Results of the statistical analysis of transmissivity (TJ 
and storativity (SJ values derived from pumping test evaluations 
(i-1,2 segment number, see Fig.2)

t 2 s2 t 3 s3
[m2/sec] [-] [ma/sec] [-]

number of values 27 27 27 27
minimum 0.034 0.001 0.024 0.022
maximum 0.124 0.1 0.052 0.13
mean (arith.) 0.073 0.032 0.034 0.073
variance 0.0006 0.0007 0.00004 0.001

In Figure 2 the drawdown curves at the pumping (1) and a nearby 
(r=2.1m) observation well (2) are shown. The two curves are almost 
identical. Three different segments can be clearly identified, each 
of them indicating different hydraulic properties. In comparison, 
drawdown curve (3) in Figure 2, which is observed at a distance of 
~13m from the well, shows only the last two segments.

Fig.2: Typical drawdown curves for short duration 
pumping tests at pumping well (1), nearby (r=2.1m) 
monitoring well (2) and distant (r=13m) monitoring 
well



Segmented drawdown curves were observed during all pumping tests per
formed so far, providing important information on the aquifer hetero
geneity.

In Figure 3 the storage coefficients for the second and third seg
ments of the drawdown curve as calculated for all pumping tests are 
plotted against the radial distance of the observation well. It can 
be seen, that the storage coefficients for the late drawdown data 
(third phase) do not show a significant dependence on the distance 
between the pumping and the monitoring well. However, the second 
phase storage coefficients appear to correlate with the radial 
distance of the observation well.

Fig. 3: Storage coefficients for different segments 
of pumping test drawdown curves as a function of 
the radial distance between pumping and observa
tion well

Some first interpretation of the presented field observations is 
given hereafter.
The initial drawdown at the pumping well and closely spaced observa
tion wells seems to be primarily governed by storage effects in the 
pumping well itself and connected high conductivity layers of finite 
spatial extension. (Similar effects are observed in double porosity 
systems.) After a short initial period with drainage from well 
storage» a hydraulic gradient within the aquifer develops.
During the second phase, the observed drawdown is controlled by two 
principle mechanisms. Hater is released due to the elastic storage 
of high conductivity lenses connected to the pumping well and at the 
same time, by draining the pore volume of less permeable strata. With 
an increasing drawdown cone, local high conductivity layers become



less dominant and the drawdown behaviour becomes almost entirely 
dominated by the release of water from the lower conductivity and 
lower storativity strata.

Consequently, for the second curve segment the straight-line analysis 
produces high transmissivities with storativity values somewhere 
between typical elastic storage coefficients and values which indica
te unconfined conditions. For the third drawdown curve segment lower 
transmissivities and storativities, increasingly dominated by the 
release of water from the entire pore volume, are determined.
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Fig.4: Time of transition from phase 2 to phase 3 
of pumping test drawdown behaviour versus the ra
dial distance between pumping and observation well

The occurrence of low and high storage coefficients for short radial 
distances indicates anisotropy of the flow pattern. This is also 
shown in Figure 4 ,  where the time of transition from phase two to 
phase three is plotted versus the radius between pumping and observa
tion wells. Besides the scattering of the data between 8 and 15m 
distance, the diagram shows a positive correlation between the 
parameters. The data scattering is believed to be an indication for 
the average length of the high conductivity lenses and the occurren
ce of anisotropy effects within the flow pattern. A monitoring well 
at a radial distance of 8 to 15m may or may not be connected with the 
pumping well through high conductivity layers leading to different 
phase 2 to phase 3 transition times.
Similar effects of the aquifer heterogeneity on the drawdown beha
viour as observed by pumping tests were reported by Herweijer and 
Young (1990).



The pumping tests altogether seem to provide a consistent and diffe
rentiated picture of the flow pattern within the heterogeneous and 
anisotropic aquifer at the field site. However, they do not provide 
information on the vertical distribution of the hydraulic conductivi
ty.

2.3 Laboratory Measurements and Flowmeter Tests
2.3.1 Background
Hydraulic measurements at laboratory scale and flowmeter tests at low 
pumping rates represent an alternative to standard pumping tests for 
the investigation of the hydraulic conductivity spatial pattern. They 
are point measurements and therefore the results are physically 
representative only for a small tested interval. In order to achieve 
a two- or three-dimensional map of the conductivity field, a large 
number of point measurements is required.
Statistical and geostatistical methods are used to analyse the 
spatial dependence of the data. The distribution is represented by 
the probability distribution function or the cumulative distribution 
function of the parameters.
Geostatistical methods are generally based on the theory of regiona
lized variables (Journel and Huijbregts, 1978), assuming the measured 
values z(u) at locations a to represent realisations of a random 
function Z(u)> Commonly the assumption of second order stationarity 
or at least the intrinsic hypothesis are introduced. Then the vario- 
gram is defined as:

2y(b) = E {[ z(Ü )—z(ü+ii)] 21

where b is the separation vector.
Considering two orthogonal directions in a horizontal and the ver
tical plane, the spatial structure of the deposits can be analysed. 
Maximum information is obtained, if the search directions are aligned 
along the directions of maximum and minimum continuity of the deposi- 
tional structure.
Variograms may be calculated either for the entire data set leading 
to one variogram model, or for individual thresholds (indicators) 
within the data set (Journel, 1983),leading to several variogram 
models. Figure 5 provides an overview how different borehole in
vestigation results are first transformed into histograms and then 
into indicator variograras.

Using indicator variograms, individual range, sill and nugget values 
may be assigned to different threshold values. In contrast, the 
gaussian model is fully determined by only the mean and one single 
(co-)variance function. Therefore it does not provide a good repre
sentation of the connectivity of the extremes (high conductivity 
zones), which are believed to dominate the flow pattern of heteroge
neous aquifers.
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2.3.2 Case Study 
Statistical analysis

The basic statistical parameters obtained from the sieve analyses, 
permeameter and flowmeter tests are compiled in Table 2. The corre
sponding histograms are presented in Figure 6.

Tab.2: Basic statistical parameters for measured sieve analyses, 
permeameter and flowmeter data sets

sieve analyses permeameter flowmeter
number of samples 200 57 167
type of data K-value K-value Q-value
dimension of data m/sec m/sec %/cm
minimum 4.4x10“ 3.2x10“ 4.3x10"*
maximum 3.5X10'2 l.OxlO-2 2.27
mean (arith.) 1. 4xl0'3 l.OxlO-3 0.23
mean (geom.) 5.2x10“ 2.7x10-* 0.14
variance 9.7X10“ 4.0x10“ 6. 7xl0"2

The hydraulic conductivity data/as determined from the sieve analyses, 
produce a negatively skeewed histogram with a mean of 1.4xl0‘3 m/sec 
and a range of more than 8 log-cycles. The hydraulic conductivities 
from permeameter measurements yield a more symmetric histogram with 
a slightly lower mean and a smaller range of values than the sieve 
data. The smallest range, covering only about 4 log-cycle, is obser
ved in the histogram of the flowmeter data.
One possible explanation for the observed differences in the resul
ting hydraulic conductivity distribution is the difference in the 
scale of integration for the measurements. The sieve analyses data 
are obtained at a scale of 5-25cm, permeameter data at about 25cm, 
and the flowmeter measurements, even though they are generally taken 
at 10cm intervals, are probably averaged out through the gravel pack 
of the wells.

Experimental variograms

Standard as well as indicator variograms were calculated for the ori
ginal, log-transformed and indicator transformed data sets of the 
three investigation methods. For the indicator transformation three 
threshold values were defined on the basis of the corresponding data 
histograms. The lower and higher threshold values were fixed such as 
the extreme values at both ends of the populations could be adequate
ly represented. Figure 6 shows the position of the selected threshold 
values for the three populations under study.



Fig.6a: Histogram of hydraulic con
ductivities from sieve analyses and 
threshold values (th.val.) #1 to #3

Fig.6b: Histogram of hydraulic con
ductivities from permeameter tests 
and threshold values #1 to #3



Fig.6c: Histogram of specific dis
charge rates from flowmeter measure
ments and threshold values #1 to #3

Variograms were calculated for horizontal and vertical directions. 
Due to the sparsity of data,the search directions in the horizontal 
plane had to be orientated according to the monitoring network shown 
in Figure 1.

Nevertheless, the calculated standard as well as indicator horizontal 
variograms generally were found to exhibit a quite erratic structure. 
Figure 7, presented in a paper by Johnson and Dreiss (1990), shows 
a schematic block diagram of a complexly layered alluvial system and 
the corresponding variograms exhibiting 'hole effects'.
If considered a 'hole effect', the experimental variograms would 
indicate a horizontal structure length between 7.5 and 12m in direc
tion 1, respectively direction 2. This information was used as a 
first estimate for the subsequent indicator simulation (Teutsch 
et.al., 1990 - this issue). The calculated indicator variograms for 
the sieve data in direction 1 are shown in Figure 8.
In vertical direction the calculated variograms are well structured. 
Standard variograms yield a range of 0.25-0.35m for the sieve data 
and 0.25-0.4m for the flowmeter data using a variogram lag of o.lm 
and fitting a spherical model. As expected the higher values were 
computed for the log-transformed data.



Fig.7: Schematic block diagram of complexly layered sedi
ments (a), the structure of these sediments when interpreted 
with an indicator function (b) and schematic indicator 
variogram (c) for block diagram (Johnson and Dreiss, 1989)
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The indicator variograms produce similar results. In Figure 9 the 
indicator variograms for the sieve analyses data are shown. The 
spherical model yields a range of 0.3m for all three indicator 
thresholds and a sill close to the data variance. The vertical 
resolution for all three investigation methods comes close to the 
thickness of the layers to be investigated. Therefore,a limited 
differentiation between the different indicator thresholds can be 
observed. The scale effect is even more pronounced analysing the per
meameter data which were collected at about 25cm intervals. This 
coincides with the vertical range calculated from the sieve and 
flowmeter data. Consequently/variograms computed on the permeameter 
data do not show a finite range, but merely a pure nugget.
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Fig.9a: Vertical indicator variograms of hydraulic 
conductivity from sieve analyses (indicator #1)
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3. CONCLUSIONS

Laboratory and field investigation methods carried out at different 
scales were found to provide important information on the heteroge
neity of the alluvial aquifer at the 'Horkheimer Insel' field site. 
From a differentiated analysis of short duration pumping tests a 
first approximation of the horizontal correlation length of the high 
conductivity zones and the anisotropy of the flow field were estima
ted. However, in vertical direction no differentiation could be made. 
Further research is needed for the development of hydraulic techni
ques providing vertically differentiated hydraulic profiles.
On the other hand, point scale investigation methods like sieve 
analyses, permeameter tests and also low discharge flowmeter tests 
yield hydraulic conductivity profiles at the borehole locations but 
not in between. However, within an extensively structured aquifer 
environment as found at the 'Horkheimer Insel' field site, the 
detection scale of the methods used comes close to the average 
vertical range of individual layers, as determined from the geostati- 
stical analysis. Due to commonly large well spacings, compared to the 
assumed correlation length of the high conductivity zones, horizontal 
variograms are difficult to obtain for most practical field condi
tions .

Finally, it should be noted that hydraulic conductivities, determined 
from pumping test analyses, are almost one order of magnitude higher 
than those from point scale borehole investigations.
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ABSTRACT

The research program at the 'Horkheimer Insel* experimental field site focuses on 
the development and validation of underground investigation and mathematical 
simulation methods, suitable for prediction of hazardous waste migration in highly 
heterogeneous aquifers. At the site, groundwater transport is dominated by the 
spatial continuity of the high conductivity zones, embedded in the complex array 
of lenses and strata forming the alluvial aquifer. Some first results from 
statistical and geostatistical analyses indicate that the common assumptions of 
a multigaussian distribution of the (log-) hydraulic conductivity data is not 
necessarily valid. Therefore, for the analysis of the forced and natural gradient 
tracertests which were conducted at the site, a non-parametric, numerical 
stochastic simulation approach has been developed. Not suffering from the general 
limitations of the closed-form first-order solutions to the stochastic flow and 
transport equations, the new approach is particularly suitable for the simulation 
of transport processes within highly heterogeneous porous formations. The method 
comprises two major elements. First, the analysis and simulation of the spatial 
data, which is preformed using a three-dimensional indicator variography and a 
conditional indicator simulation technique. Second, the three-dimensional 
stochastic flow- and transport modelling, which is based on a modified Monte Carlo 
approach, in order to circumvent the otherwise prohibitive computational costs. 
Some first simulation results of a short-distance multilevel forced gradient 
tracertest, conducted at the 'Horkheimer Insel' field site are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The migration of hazardous chemicals and radioactive wastes in groundwater has 
been an issue of growing concern over the last two decades. Therefore, con
siderable effort went into the mathematical analysis, the development of modelling 
techniques as well as the design and conduction of field experiments to gain a 
better understanding of mass transport in heterogeneous aquifer formations.

Recent theoretical investigations employ statistical approaches, where a 
stochastic partial differential equation is used to relate stochastic variables 
(e.g. head or concentration) to stochastic aquifer parameters (e.g hydraulic 
conductivity). Closed-form first-order solutions to the stochastic equations, 
based on different perturbation approaches, were developed for somehow idealised 
aquifer conditions and partially validated in numerical and field experiments [for



a summary of the stochastic approach see Gelhar, 1986 and Dagan, 1986,1988; some 
numerical experiments are presented by Smith and Schwartz, 1980, 1981a, 1981b; 
Graham and Me Laughlin, 1989a, 1989b; Desbarats, 1990 and others; very detailed 
field experiments are described by Freyberg, 1986; Sudicky, 1986 and Garabedian, 
1987], All studies are in agreement that contaminant plume movement in heteroge
neous formations is mainly controlled by the spatial pattern of the hydraulic 
conductivity field. Consequently, it is now generally accepted, that the 
dispersion parameter in the well-known advection-dispersion equation is not a 
unique property of the geologic medium, but a scale-dependent variable determined 
by the 'subscale' groundwater velocity fluctuations which cannot be measured at 
field scale.

Although being extremely useful in providing insight on the properties of the 
stochastic partial differential equations, the closed-form analytical or combined 
analytical-numerical methods presented so far (Gelhar and Axness 1983, Dagan 1984, 
Neumann et al. 1987, Graham and Me. Laughlin 1989a, 1989b) lack the generality 
required for many practical field conditions. Limitations exist for bounded 
domains, for the near-source behaviour, for non-stationary fields and for large 
variances in the distribution of the parameters.

This paper describes a non-parametric, numerical stochastic analysis approach, 
suitable to simulate fluid transport in highly heterogeneous porous formations 
without any of the above restrictions. Some first results are presented, as 
obtained from the analysis of short-distance, forced gradient tracertests, 
conducted at the 'Horkheimer Insel' experimental field site.

2. SITE AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

At the 'Horkheimer Insel' field site, the aquifer is formed by highly variable 
fluvial sediments of pleistocene age. The thickness of the aquifer is about 2.5m 
during low-flow conditions. It is composed of alternating poorly sorted gravel and 
sand layers, which are believed to be deposited in a braided river environment.

The field work at the 'Horkheimer Insel' experimental site focuses on the 
development and validation of practical field methods suitable to investigate 
the underground hydraulic conductivity pattern [see Ptak and Teutsch (1990) • this 
issue]. Since 1987 about 40 observation wells were drilled at the 2 hectare site, 
the core material being analysed in the laboratory. Several forced gradient and 
one natural gradient tracertest were conducted within the northern part of the 
site.

As presented by Schad and Teutsch (1990), the statistical and geostatistical 
parameters describing the hydraulic conductivity field in vertical direction can 
be obtained from multilevel borehole data. However, due to the limited number of 
boreholes the information on the more important horizontal structures is usually 
very sparse. Figure 1 presents three possible approaches how data for horizontal 
variograms may be collected.

(1) Carry out an outcrop study and determine the geostatistical parameters, 
assuming a similar sedimentological history to have occured at the aquifer 
and the outcrop site.
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(2) Use geophysical methods like surface geoelectrical and/or seismic surveys 
to obtain spatially continous but usually inprecise information on the 
horizontal structures within the aquifer.

(3) Use hiph-resolutlon tracertest methods to directly determine the horizontal 
connectivity of the aquifer layers.

The outcrop study approach is very attractive in case the sedimentological 
environment at the time of aquifer deposition can be reconstructed with some 
confidence. It is obviously much cheaper to obtain and analyse data from an 
outcrop than from boreholes.

The geophysical survey approach is widely used and generally accepted to provide 
information on the overall aquifer geometry and the hydraulic conductivity trends. 
However, the methods presently available do not have the high spatial resolution 
required to detect the preferential flow paths which dominate contaminant 
transport migration.

Present work at the ’Horkheimer Insel* site therefore focuses on the third 
approach which requires costly field experiments but which yields high-resolution, 
direct information on the horizontal connectivity of the high conductivity zones.

3. GEOSTATISTICAL ANALYSIS

3.1 Indicator Approach

Some first results of the statistical and geostatistical analysis of the 
'Horkheimer Insel' data, as presented by Schad and Teutsch (1990), indicate that 
for the highly heterogeneous alluvial aquifer the common assumptions of a 
unimodal, multinormal distribution of the (log-) hydraulic conductivity, 
exhibiting one correlation length and one variance for all cut-off levels, is not 
necessarily valid.

A simple and powerful method to analyse the spatial patterns of a parameter at 
different cut-off levels is through indicator geostatistics, a technique developed 
by Journel (1983). Only recently the method has been employed in the field of 
groundwater hydrology. Desbarats (1987, 1990) used the indicator approach to 
describe the binary hydraulic conductivity field for a synthetic sand-shale 
aquifer. Johnson and Dreiss (1990) used indicator variograms to represent the 
complex structure of stratified alluvial sediments at a groundwater contamination 
site. Teutsch (1990b) used indicator simulation in combination with a modified 
Monte Carlo approach to predict low probability contaminant breakthrough 
concentrations for a highly heterogeneous synthetic aquifer.

Indicator geostatistics is based on a binary indicator transform as defined by

0, if z < z(u)
i(u;z) = (1)

1, if Ü  z(u)

where z(n) is the measured value (e.g. hydraulic conductivity) at location 
ut(u,,112,1X3) and z is a given threshold.



With N measurements z(u^ within the domain A, the mean of the random function 
l(u;z) is represented by the fraction of measurements with z(u) < z:

n a
E [ I ( jI!z ) ]  = Fa ( i ) - 2  <2)

A Qt - 1
The general Indicator variogram is defined as

2 = E |[l(ii;i) - I(u+h;z)] [l(u;z') - I(u+h;z')]j (3)

and is estimated by
N A ( h )

2 ya(H;z,z*) = — -7 -7  Y  [i(u«;z) - i(up;z)] [i(u«;z’) - i(up;z')] (**)
N a (Ji)

where NA(h) represents the number of measurements at distance h, with Ji - u<* - up 
and z as well as z' being the chosen thresholds. For z - z' equations (3) and (4) 
describe the 'autoindicator variogram. For a given distance vector h and a high 
conductivity threshold, the computed semivariance is a direct measure of the 
connectivity of high conductivity zones.

Using indicator variograms, individual range, sill and nugget values may be 
assigned to different threshold values. In contrast, the Gaussian model is fully 
determined by only the mean and one single covariance function. As described by 
Journel (1987), the Gaussian model maximizes entropy, i.e. spatial disorder, and 
is therefore a non-conservative model for contaminant transport prediction.

3.2 Statistical and Geostatistical Data Analysis

In Figure 2 a) to c) the vertical indicator varloprams for the sieve analyses 
obtained from the northern part of the 'Horkheimer Insel’ field site are 
presented. The variograms are well structured with ranges of about 0.3m. 
Similarly, indicator variograms were constructed for the permeameter and flowmeter 
data, yielding ranges of up to 0.4m. The vertical resolution of all three 
investigation methods comes close to the thickness of the layers to be inves
tigated. Therefore, only a limited differentiation between the different indicator 
thresholds can be observed.

Due to the limited number of boreholes within the area of investigation, the 
horizontal variograms (Fig. 3) based on the same data are regarded not informa
tive. If considered a 'hole effect', the variograms may indicate average structure 
lengths of 7.5 m to 12 m. As described above, the construction of horizontal 
variograms is a serious problem under most practical field conditions, where 
borehole spacing is in general large. As a first estimate for tracertest 
interpretation, ranges between 7.5m and 12m were assumed in horizontal direction.

A summary of the preliminary statistical analysis of the data is given in Table 
1. As stated above, the ultimate aim of this investigation is to validate various 
underground investigation methods. For the purpose of this paper, only the sieve 
analyses data was used to build the stochastic model.
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Tab. 1: Basic statistical parameters for the sieve analyses, permeameter and
flowmeter data sets (Schad and Teutsch, 1990)

sieve analyses permeameter flowmeter
number of samples 200 57 167
type of data K-value K-value Q-value
dimension of data m/sec m/sec %/cm
minimum 4. 4x10-* 3.2xl0's 4. 3xl0‘2
maximum 3.5X10'* 1.0X10*2 2.27
mean (arith.) 1. 4xl0~s l.oxio-3 0.23
mean (geom.) 5. 2x10"4 2.7X1 O'4 0.14
variance 9.7x10"® 4.0X10-6 6.7X10-2

4. Non-Parametric Monte Carlo Simulation

In the stochastic approach, the problem of interest is that of calculating the 
probability distribution of the pollutant breakthrough curves at some given 
distance from the source. Lacking closed-form solutions, the standard method to 
perform this calculation is by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation.

At first, a large number of equiprobable (indicator-simulation) realizations of 
the hydraulic conductivity field has to be generated, each one reproducing the 
estimated indicator covariances and the histogram.

Using the sequential indicator approach, the realizations are generated in a 
three step procedure as described by Journel (1987).

4.1 Replacement Transfer Functions

Not suffering from the restrictions of closed-form solutions, the MC method, 
although conceptually simple, is certainly the most powerful. However, the MC 
method has the serious drawback of being computationally intensive. In the 
standard MC approach, each realization is processed using the transfer function, 
in our case a 'complex' deterministic groundwater flow and transport model.

Only for particular distributions (e.g. gaussian) of the input vector, or in the 
case of simplified linear transfer functions, alternatives to the full MC approach 
were proposed (e.g. Robinson and Hodginson, 1986; Veneziano, et al., 1989).

A more attractive shortcut to the problem would be to identify those realizations 
which provide e.g. the shortest, the longest and possibly the mean breakthrough 
times. Then, applying the 'complex' transfer function only to those realizations, 
the envelope curves of the responses distribution, in our case the concentration 
or massflux breakthrough curves, could be determined. The principle of this 
approach is illustrated in Figuré 4 for hydraulic conductivity realizations 
conditioned at the borehole loctions.
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Which criteria to choose for the identification of the relevant realizations 
depends on the modelling objective. As stated above, contaminant migration in 
highly heterogeneous environments is mostly affected by the connectivity of the 
high conductivity zones. Therefore, the ranking of the conditional realizations 
should be based on some connectivity measure. The connectivity function Tf 
(replacement transfer function - RTF) can be for example a simple geometrical or 
some simplified physical representation of the model domain. In theory, a perfect 
RTF should be quantile-conservative in respect to the 'complex' transfer function,
i.e. ranking errors should not occure. However, as stated by Teutsch (1990b), a 
RTF has to be 'simpler' than the transfer function and will always produce some 
ranking errors. This might be compensated accepting some overhead in the number 
of realizations which have to be processed using the 'complex' transfer function.

For a highly heterogeneous synthetic aquifer, it was shown that to accurately 
predict the 8X probability of occurence of a given concentration threshold, almost 
14X of the priorly RTF-ranked total number of realizations had to be processed. 
This is a 6X overhead compared to a theoretically 'perfect' RTF, but still an 86% 
comutational saving compared to a full MC simulation.

Figure 5 shows a geometrically based RTF employing a percolation algorithm, and 
a physically based RTF using the analytical particle tracking technique described 
by Pollock (1988). The very efficient percolation RTF is presently available for 
two-dimensional domains only. Therefore, the particle tracking RTF was used to 
analyse the three-dimensional forced gradient tracertest example.

5. Stochastic Simulation of a Multilevel Forced Gradient Tracertest
In summer 1990, a multilevel, short-distance, divergent-flow forced gradient 
tracertest was conducted at the 'Horkheimer Insel' field site. The dye-tracer 
pulse was injected at observation well P14 and automatically sampled at 
observation wells P10, Pli, P20 and P21, located at distances between 9m and 15m 
from the injection well (a location map is presented in Schad and Teutsch, 1990 - 
Fig.l). Figure 6 shows the principal divergent-flow tracertest setup, including 
the boundary conditions.

As an example application of the numerical approach presented above, a preliminary 
(stochastic) analysis of the breakthrough curves observed at observation well Pll 
is presented.

To save computer time and memory, the (stochastic) divergent flow field was 
assumed to have cartesian symmetry axes. Therefore, only a quarter of the flow 
field had to be simulated. This simplification introduces some minor head errors 
close to the prescribed no flow boundaries of the model domain.

A three-dimensional finite-difference model was used for the simulation of the 
steady-state flow field. The inner model domain comprises SO columns, 50 rows and 
8 layers, with a constant block size of 0.3m in the x-,y-, and z-direction (see 
Figure 6). The outer model domain comprises 10 columns, 10 rows and 8 layers, with 
block sizes increasing from 0.6m up to 307m at the outer fixed head boundary. The 
divergent flow field is induced through a prescribed head increase of 0.35 m at 
the injection well, as measured during the field experiment.

As shown by Ptak and Teutsch (1990), the hydraulic conductivity values from sieve 
analyses and permeameter tests are almost one order of magnitude lower than the
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vertically averaged values resulting from pumpingtest interpretation. Therefore, 
to match the measured flow rate at the injection well, the hydraulic conduc- 
tivities from sieve analyses had to be multiplied by a factor of 10. This is 
strong evidence for the inaccuracy of the (coarse-material) hydraulic conduc* 
tivities, as determined from sieve analyses using the Beyer (1964) empirical 
relationship. However, in order to complete the validation example for the sieve 
analysis method, it was assumed, that the histogram and the variograms remain 
valid after the one log-cycle linear transformation. The implicit assumption is, 
that the empirical relationship by Beyer (1964) may yield results which are 
consistently too low for coarse as well as for fine materials.

Based on the statistical and geostatistical data a first set of 50 equiprobable 
realizations of the three-dimensional hydraulic conductivity pattern were 
computed. The realizations were conditioned to the injection well and observation 
well hydraulic conductivity profiles. Figure 7 shows the upper two layers of one 
of the three-dimensional realizations of the hydraulic conductivity field, 
together with the input-data for the indicator-simulation.

Applying to each realization the dispersion-free (1) semianalytical pathline RTF, 
presented in Figure 5, (approximate) breakthrough curves were computed for each 
of the multilevel sampling inlets (nozzles) within the Pll monitoring well. Figure 
8 shows the resulting traveltime probability density functions for the nozzles 
analysed during the tracertest.

The computation results can be simultaneously compared to the measured peak 
concentration arrival times indicated in Figure 8 , using a simple distance 
measure, as

where i indicates the sampling inlet and j the realization number. P, represents 
the peak-concentration arrival time at inlet i; py is the computed peak arrival 
time at sampling inlet i of realization j .

In our case study, this relationship is used to quantify the bias of the 
stochastic model, which is built using the sieve analyses data. From Figure 8 it 
is seen, that the measured peak arrival times occure consistently earlier than the 
predicted. Using equation (5), the overall peak-arrival bias is calculated to be 
almost 40Z.

Similarly, the observed and simulated concentration variances may be evaluated, 
providing a second quality criteria for the stochastic model fit.

The entire analysis has to be repeated for each of the observation wells and each 
tracertest using identical statistical and geostatistical parameters, but 
different conditioning data (no trend assumed).

Finally, the 'complex' transfer function is used to compute envelope breakthrough 
curves for some realizations with e.g. very high and very low connectivity values.

It should be noted, that the numerical method presented, even though extremely 
flexible and computationally more efficient than the standard MC approach, still 
needs a fast computer to become operational in practice. The generation of the K- 
field together with the flow- and transport-model calculations require about 1

n  m
(5)

i = l  j = l
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Flg. 7: Hydraulic conductivity field generated by indicator simulation



Flg. 8 : Traveltime probability density functions from 50 realizations,
observed at monitoring well Fll (N-sampling nozzle)



hour CPU-time on a high-end workstation and about 0.5 hour on ONE out of four 
CPUs on a CRAY2-supercomputer. Next generation workstations are likely to provide 
at least a fourfold Increase in floating point performance, equivalent to about 
0.25 h/realization or about 100 reallzatlons/day of the presented example. Other 
alternatives may evolve through parallel processing.

6 . CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER VORX

From first experiences, non-pararaetric stochastic simulation appears to be a very 
powerful tool for the Investigation of flow and transport processes within highly 
heterogeneous aquifers. Lacking any alternatives, the presented numerical method, 
even though being computationally cumbersome, will be further refined and used to 
validate various underground investigation techniques at different scales.

Future work will focus on the simultaneous processing of 'hard’ and ’soft' 
information, originating from various sources with different resolution (e.g. 
pumpingtests and geoelectrical surveys). The combination of data from boreholes 
and from horiEontally continous investigation techniques is believed to be crucial 
for the development of reliable three-dimensional flow- and transport-models.
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TRITIUM MIGRATION IN THE TVIH LAKE 260-METRE 
NATURAL-GRADIENT DISPERSION TEST

R.V.D. Killey, C.A. Wills, and G.L. Moltyaner 
AECL Research, Chalk River Laboratories, Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1J0

ABSTRACT

In 1982, a search of sand aquifers on the property of the Chalk River 
Laboratories led to the selection of an unconfined aquifer near Tvin Lake 
as the site for a series natural gradient tracer migration experiments. To 
date, the primary objective of these tests has been to provide data for 
evaluating and developing models of dispersive processes, vlth a future 
objective being expansion of the studies to the examination of in situ 
behaviour of reactive contaminants. The experiment reported here vas
undertaken to expand the studies of dispersive processes from the AO m 
flovpath Investigated in 1983 [Killey and Moltyaner, 1988; Moltyaner and 
Killey 1988 a, bl to a study extending over the full 270 m flowpath between 
the injection veil and the groundvater discharge area.

tfe should state here that the 1987 experiment vas Intended to be a
preliminary study. Our previous experience had shovn that the use of a 
non-reactive tracer that emits moderate energy gamma rays provides much 
more information than can be gleaned from tracers that require actual vater 
sample collection. To match the vertical resolution obtainable vith 
borehole scan information vould require samplers at 5 to 10 cm depth
increments. Resources have limited us to installations of multilevel
piezometers vith screens at 1 m depth intervals. In 1987, ve had not
succeeded in developing a non-reactive gamma emitting tracer vith a half-
life long enough to undertake the 270 m experiment. The decision to proceed
vith 3H vas made so that some information on large-scale dispersion 
phenomena could be collected, and so that instrumentation vould be properly 
placed for a subsequent experiment that vould use a gamma-emitting tracer. 
Our experience In 1983 had shovn us that hydraulic head data from the 25 m 
grid of site evaluation veils vere not precise enough to place monitors 
vhere interception of a plume a fev metres vide could be assured.

Because of the scoping character of the experiment, only limited data vere 
collected. The experiment involved the controlled injection of a
relatively large (60 m3) volume of vater labelled vlth trltlated vater, and 
the subsequent tracking of the slug during natural gradient convective 
transport to the discharge area. There vere fev direct studies of aquifer
sediments beyond the information generated in 1983. In this paper, ve vill
briefly describe the hydrogeologic setting and the experimental and 
analytical methods, present a summary of the results, and discuss the 
findings. A complete set of experimental data is available on magnetic 
tape from G.L. Moltyaner.



INTRODUCTION

The Chalk River Laboratories are located approximately 190 km northvest of 
Ottava, on the south bank of the Ottawa River. Bedrock is faulted 
Precambrian monzonite gneiss, generally overlain by late and post-glacial 
unconsolidated sediments. Bedrock Is frequently mantled vlth bouldery sand 
till, generally less than 10 m thick. Pluvial sands, locally reworked by 
wind into dunes, are the most prominent unconsolidated materials; the 
fluvial sands are the host medium for the Twin Lake experiments. 
Deposition of the fluvial sands occurred in early post-glacial times, vhen 
drainage from precursors to the Great Lakes flowed through the Ottava 
River. The tracer site lies within a hlgh-stage channel of the Ottava 
River, in an area vhere almost all of the surfldal materials are aeolian 
dune and sheet deposits, revorked from the underlying fluvial sands.

Figure 1 shows surface hydrology and the vater table for the tracer site's 
flow system. Bedrock lies at or near surface to the east of Lake 233, 
immediately north of the map area, and In the vest and southvest - the 
Lover Bass Lake basin and dovnstream of the Pitcher Plant Svamp. Figure 2 
is a stratigraphie section along the line shovn in Figure 1, constructed 
from borehole and ground penetrating radar data. Lake 233 receives 
intermittent surface runoff from the south and east, but drains solely by 
recharging the sand aquifer. The vetland at the north of the study area
occasionally drains to Tvin Lake, but for the most part it also recharges
the sand aquifer.

The water table at the Tvin Lake site has undergone substantial changes 
during the period for vhich information is available. Figure 3 displays 
records for 3 veils located upgradlent and vithln the tracer site (see 
Figure 1 for hole locations). Changes have been greatest in the vicinity 
of Tvin Lake itself (TL-4 and 13), vhere observed elevations span a range
of 4 m. At TL-18, located 75 m dovngradient of the injection veil and
about 120 m from Tvin Lake, fluctuations have been substantially smaller - 
vith a range of just over 2 m. The long-term trend superimposed on the
annual cyclic fluctuations is the result of a series of years vith belov 
average vinter and spring precipitation.

The 4 m range in vater table elevations observed near Tvin Lake are the 
result of the region's groundwater flov system geometry. A buried bedrock 
ridge beneath Tvin Lake (Figure 2) forces groundvater to discharge to the 
lake in the region indicated on Figure 1; this vater, plus the Intermittent 
runoff and direct precipitation that enter Tvin Lake, Infiltrate in the 
northern and southern ends of the lake's basin and generate small vater 
table mounds. The location and extent of these mounds depend on vater 
levels in the very shallov basin of Tvin Lake. From 1984 through 1988, the 
northern arm of Tvin Lake flooded only briefly In the spring, and the vater
table mound and associated dovnvard gradients observed in the eastern
portion of the tracer test site in 1982 and '83 essentially disappeared in 
1985. These changes raised questions about the tracer's flov path in plan
vlev, but as ve vlll shov, the tracks of the 1982/83 and 1987 injections
vere identical.
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Figure 3: Water table elevations in three observation wells in the 
vicinity of the tracer  test site

. METHODS 

Experimental

Figure 4 shovs the layout of sampling installations in plan view and in 
vertical section along the axis of the tracer's flovpath. Stratigraphie 
information for the section vas collected from boreholes vhere soil samples 
vere collected over the entire thickness of the aquifer, some sampled prior 
to the 1983 experiment and augmented vith cored holes at 60, 80, 100, 120, 
175, and 270 m dovngradient of the injection veil. The remaining boreholes 
that vere added to the grid (everything vest of 45 m) vere drilled vithout
soil sampling. Vith the exception of the observation veils In the
discharge area (270 m dovngradient) all of the holes vere drilled using 9.5 
cm ID (20 cm 0D) hollow stem augers. Holes in the discharge area vere 
drilled by vashboring, using a jackhammer to drive 5 cm ID casing.

All boreholes vere Instrumented vith 3.2 cm ID Schedule 40 PVC pipe (sealed 
except for the removable top cap) and vith a bundle of 0.64 cm ID 
polyethylene tubes strapped to the PVC. The polyethylene tubes are fitted 
vith 7.5 cm long, 0.64 cm 0D fritted polyethylene tubing (Vyon) that 
functions as the piezometers' intake screens; screens are placed at 1 metre
depth increments belov the vater table. No attempts vere made to Install
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seals betveen the multilevel samplers - belov the vater table the sands are 
cohensionless and collapsed Immediately as the hollov stem augers or casing 
vere vlthdravn.

Because of past difficulties in correctly locating observation veils, the 
grid beyond 45 m dovngradient of the injection veil vas Instrumented during 
the test, drilling ahead of the advancing plume. The absence of monitors 
at 60 m vest vas the result of a drill rig breakdown. Without knowing the 
precise path of the plume, we again installed the observation veils in 
"fences" - lines of pipes spaced 1 metre apart approximately transverse to 
groundvater flov.

Vater samples vere collected by suction, draving directly on the 0.63 cm ID 
polyethylene tubing and pumping at least tvo tubing volumes to vaste before 
taking the actual sample. Tritium vas analysed by liquid scintillation 
counting, using 1 mL of vater in 10 mL of a commercial scintillation 
cocktail (Sclntlverse II, Fisher Scientific) and counted on a Beckman 8000 
liquid scintillation counter. Standard additions to selected samples in 
each analysis batch vere used to determine counter efficiency.

The tracer injection apparatus was essentially identical to that used in 
1983 [Killey and Moltyaner, 1988]. The injection well used in the 1987 
experiment consisted of 5 cm ID PVC, fitted with 0.010-slot wire-wrapped 
PVC screen over the bottom 3.0 m of the aquifer. Groundwater supplied from 
a well on the east side of Twin Lake was pumped to a 800 L surge tank. 
This tank supplied the main injection feed, which used a Flotec variable 
displacement pump (Model R5P1-1105) and a Signet totalizing flowmeter. 
Prior to the experiment the flowmeter was calibrated; during the Injection 
the rate was recorded on a strip chart. Minor adjustments were made to 
maintain a flow rate of 15.0 L.min*1 during the three-day injection. 
Twelve litres of tritiated water (22.81 MBq.mL*1) in a 15 L carboy placed 
in a 200 L secondary container provided the tracer supply. Tracer was 
metered at 2.50 mL^min' 1 from the reservoir into the main water feed to the 
Injection well using a Sage Instruments peristaltic pump (Model 375A). 
Injection concentrations were monitored using an on-line scintillation 
counter and by collection of samples of injection vater at one hour 
Intervals.
Counting data produced by the scintillation counter vere processed by 
spreadsheet to correct for counter efficiency and background. The 
resulting data, as Bq.mL*1, vere converted to relative concentration using 
the average concentration observed In the injection feed. The relative 
concentration data are stored in a database, addressed by sample collection 
location (x,y,z) and collection time. Samples vere collected at three-hour 
intervals at the start of the experiment, but the frequency vas reduced to 
once a day by the time the plume reached the 25 m "fence" and to every 
other day from the 90 m line onvards.



Data Analysis

The monitoring layout provided samples on a 1-m-by-l-m grid in the y-z 
plane, but only at 5 to 10 m intervals in the direction of flov, here 
defined as the x-axis. In most cases, the fences vere sampled daily,
allowing the direct observation of breakthrough curves at each of the 
multilevel samplers. Analyses of the breakthrough curves vere limited to 
samples from the veil in each fence that vas closest to the plume's plan- 
vlev (x-y) axis of flov. For the breakthrough analysis, the folloving one
dimensional solution to the advection-disperslon equation vas used 
[Moltyaner, 1987]

c(x,t) - erf/ïiïa
V

a >

This solution describes the movement of a pulse of initial length x0 and 
concentration ce, instantaneously injected at time t«0. The origin of the 
Cartesian coordinate system is the midpoint of the Injected tracer pulse, 
and the x-axis is defined as the mean direction of flov, at linear average 
velocity v and vith dispersion Dx in the direction of flow. Equation (1)
was fitted to the observed tracer breakthroughs using non-linear least
squares and varying v and DK.

The sampling layout and schedule alloved for relatively direct tvo- 
dimensional moment analysis - each day's sample set from transverse lines 
of observation wells (L) provided a slice across the plume at time t with 
data at 1 m spacings in the y and z directions across the plume. 
Calculations of the zeroth and first moments of the slice [Moltyaner and 
Wills, 1990]

Moo - XJc(Liy,z,t) dy dz (2)
Mio - J\ryc(L*y>zit) dy dz yc - Miq/M00
«ox - J\f zc(L,y,z,t) dy dz zc - M01/M00

gives the mass of the slice and the location of its centre of mass, 
respectively, when Integration is performed over the whole of the yz plane. 
An estimate of the position of the plume's centre of mass vas taken to be 
(L, ye, ze) vhere the values of ye and ze are the first moments from the 
slice vith the greatest mass (greatest M00). Subsequent analysis shoved 
that ze vas not a good estimator of the centre of mass' vertical position, 
especially after layering had broken the slug up into discrete masses. 
Because horizontal transverse bifurcations in the plume vere small (except 
in the groundwater discharge area), ye did prove adequate for locating the 
boreholes closest to the plume axis. The direction of flov at each fence 
of observation veils vas taken as the bearing of a linear regression fit 
through the positions of the centre of mass in the fence in question and 
the fences immediately up- and dovn-gradlent.

To analyse the plume as a single entity, the tvo-dlmenslonal zeroth moments 
vere calculated using equation (2) for each transverse slice of the plume, 
as mapped from a single sampling session at one of the fences. These 2-D



moment data vere then used to fit equation (1 ) using the least-squares 
procedure employed for the individual sampling point breakthrough curve 
analysis, again varying velocity and longitudinal dispersion. Arrival 
times for the centre of mass for the vhole-aquifer plume (T) vere 
calculated using T « v/L, vhere L is the distance of the fence in question 
from the injection veil. Because of the heterogeneity-Induced separation 
of the Injected slug into discrete plumes at large distances from the 
source (120 and 267 m), restrictions in the application of the above 
procedure are noted in the following discussion.

Volume Integrations of the plume at various times and distances from the 
injection veil (and determinations of mass conservation and vhole-plume 
longitudinal dispersion) vere undertaken at the various fences of 
monitoring veils. For each analysis, a coordinate system vith the x-axls 
aligned along the direction of flov vns established at the fence in 
question, using the procedure described above to determine the local 
bearing. The time of arrival of the centre of mass as calculated from the 
tvo-dlmensional moment analysis vas selected as the reference time. Tracer 
concentration measurements taken at times before and after the reference 
time T vere transposed in space ahead or behind the fence using

vhere the velocity v(L,y,z) is derived from the breakthrough curve 
analyses. To generate a "snapshot" of tracer distribution at the times 
provided by the moment analyses, measurements from the fence of samples 
made at earlier or later times vere displaced up- or dovn-gradient, 
respectively. The amount of displacement vas calculated using the average 
transport velocity betveen the injection veil and each one-metre depth 
increment provided by the multilevel samples. The method also assumes no 
stratum-scale dispersion over the time betveen the first and last set of 
samples used to construct the snapshot - as shown belov, stratum-scale 
dispersion is small enough that errors from this process are negligible.

For these analyses, ve define the ijkth spatial moment as

vhere the integration is performed over the entire space, 0 Is the aquifer 
porosity (0.40), and xyz are the coordinates of measured concentrations at 
time T - that is, c(x,y,z,T). The centre of mass of the plume (xe,ye,ze) 
is defined by the normalized first moments M1 0 0/M000, M0 1 0/M000, and
Mo o i/Mq o q, vhere M000, the zero moment, represents the plume's total tracer 
mass. Treating the entire plume as a single unit, ve define the rate of 
plume advectlon (v,.) as

c(L,y,z,t) - c(x' + (t-T) * v(L,y,z), y', z', T) (3)

Mijk(T > - JJJ>c(x,y,z,T) x1 yi zk dx dy dz (4)

2c - dT ’ dT ’ dT
dx„ dy„ dz„

(5)

In these analyses, the x ’ coordinate axis is oriented along the tracer's 
mean direction of flov, so that the plume-scale velocity has components



(XefO'O). In such cases, It is commonly assumed that the spatial covariance 
tensor that defines the second moments around the plume's centre of mass 
has values of 0 for the non-diagonal elements. Required elements for the 
tensor, therefore, are limited to

m M200/M000 - A (6)

ffy ■ m020/m000 - y 2
- MOO2/M0«« -

Plume scale dispersivities Ax,, Ay,, and A,,, if ve assume Gaussian 
distributions of tracer concentration around the centre of mass, are

. 1 dqj . 1 daj . 1__ dag
*' = 2vc dt V  " 2vc dt «' * 2vc dt * *

The plume-scale dispersion coefficients are defined as

D j  r *  A *  t  V g  D y  « *  A y  t  V g  D x  t  *  A |  > v ^  ( 8 )

The fences of sampling veils provide a 1-m-by-l-m grid of points in the yz 
plane. Ve vill show belov that there vas very little vertical displacement 
of the plume during transport. Data points in the x direction, hovever,
vere not evenly spaced. In order to provide the regularly-spaced 3 
dimensional data points required in the moment analysis, data points from a 
given elevation vere placed on an xy grid, vith 0.5 m grid spacings in the 
x direction and 1 m spacings in the y direction, producing a stack of xy 
gridded planes. A tvo-dimensional contouring routine [Aklma, 1978] vas 
applied to each plane and used to calculate the concentration distribution 
on the specified regular xy grid using the irregularly spaced data points. 
Three-dimensional integration vas then performed using Simpson's
approximation [Davies and Rabinovitz, 1975] on the gridded concentration
data to obtain the various moments. the quadrature scheme used in the
integration is described in Moltyaner and Vills [1987].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Tracer Injection

Pre-test experiments shoved that an injection rate of 15.0 L.min*x produced 
a 2 1 cm head rise in the injection veil, and that this head rise stabilized 
in less than 1 hour. On 1987 July 14, injection of groundvater drawn from 
the supply veil east of Tvin Lake vas started at 15.0 L.min' 1 at 10:00. 
Metering of the tritlated vater tracer into the main Injection feed vas 
started at 14:10 and continued for 67.83 hrs, until 10:00 on July 17. 
Minor adjustments vere made to the injection rate in response to hourly 
checks of the strip chart record - flov rates ranged betveen 14.6 and 15.2



L'inin'1, and an average of 15.0 L.min*1 vas maintained over the injection 
period. The in-line scintillation counter suffered froa lov sensitivity at 
the concentration of the injection feed, coupled vith interference from 
photo-induced fluorescence of the vater, and its data vere not used. 
Figure 5 shovs the tritium concentrations measured in the hourly samples of 
the injection vater. Average 3H concentrations over the injection vas 
3 805 Bq^mL*1, vith a maximum of 4 104 and a minimum of 3 522 Bq.mL*1, and 
a standard deviation of 3.41 percent. The total injection volume vas 61.05 
m3, for a total tritium input of 232 GBq, or 6.27 Cl.
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Figure 5: Tritium concentration versus time in the injection solution

Plume Mapping

A total of 17 000 samples from the multilevel piezometers vere collected 
and analysed over the seven-and-a-half-month duration of the experiment. 
The data, consisting of spatial coordinates, sample collection time, and 
measured concentration, are available in machine-readable form from Chalk 
River. Hydraulic head distributions measured near the start and end of the 
experiment are Included in the files. For the present discussion, ve need 
only note that, because of the lov vater table and Tvin Lake vater levels, 
the recharge mound observed in 1983 vas essentially absent In 1987, and all 
flov can reasonably be considered to be horizontal.



Despite the fact that tracer injection vas limited to the bottom 3 m of the 
aquifer, tritium vas present at the vater table adjacent and immediately 
dovngradient of the injection veil. Figure 6, constructed from data 
collected from breakthroughs at the fences of observation veils located 5 
and 25 m dovngradient of the injection veil, provides plan and section 
vlevs of subsurface 3H distributions 6.9 and 30.5 days after injection. 
From the data collected at 5v, the tracer slug did form a right cylinder, 
vith sharp boundaries and a length and vidth of approximately 6 m. The 
fact that the contours indicate that the slug did not extend to bedrock is 
a probable artifact of the data set - there vere no samplers located just 
above bedrock, and the Interpolation routine assumed a zero tracer 
concentration at the rock surface. From the volume injected and using a 
40Z aquifer porosity, the input slug should have generated a right cylinder
6.2 m high and 5.6 m in diameter.

Figure 4 displays the track of the centre of mass of the plume. Figures 6 
through 9 display plan and sectional vlev distributions of relative 
concentration at 4 times during the experiment. Figure 6 provides contours 
of relative concentration averaged over the full depth and (y-axis) 
thickness at 6.9 and 30.5 days after injection. Figure 7 displays the 
concentration distributions in horizontal and longitudinal vertical slices 
through the plume for the same elapsed times. Figures 8 and 9 display the 
same information for elapsed times of 80.9 days and 110 days. In all 
cases, the outermost contour represents the 10Z relative concentration 
contour, and the contour interval is 10Z. Table 1 summarizes the mass 
recovery, velocity, and dispersivity values derived from analyses of the 
data.

The extremely steep concentration gradients shovn in all of the plots of 
slices through the plume (Figures 7 and 9) reflect the minimal dispersion 
(both longitudinal and transverse) that occurred vlthln individual strata. 
Longitudinal dispersivities provided by the 1-D breakthrough curve analyses 
for sampling veils along the axis of flov range from 0 . 0 0 1 to 0 . 1 0  m. 
Because there vas little time for differential transport to occur in the 
sample set collected 5 m dovngradient of the veil, the tracer distribution 
patterns in the slice and averaged data plots are very similar. The 
assumption of a Gaussian distribution for the plume-averaged data appears 
quite reasonable.

Data plotted for 30.5 days after injection place the plume's centre of mass 
25 m dovngradient of the Injection veil. At this location, the effects of 
vertical heterogeneity in groundvater velocities are clearly evident in 
both the slice and plume-average data. There is also an early indication 
of some lateral variations in transport velocity evident In the plot for 
the horizontal slice. In vertical section, the pattern of early tracer 
arrivals just belov the vater table and just above bedrock matches the 
arrival pattern observed in 1983. The assumption of Gaussian tracer 
distributions for the aquifer-averaged data remains reasonable for the 
vertically-averaged information, but has become suspect vhen considering 
the information averaged across the plume.



Table 1: S um m ary  of Moment Analysis Results for the  1987 Twin Lake T race r  Test

Days after 

Injection

Distance from 

Source (m)

Local
Velocity

(m/day)

Mass Recovery 

(GBq) (%)

Sigma-squan 

x y

ed

z X

Whole-Aqu
Dispersivr

y

ifer

iy
z

0 0.00 232

6.94 5.11 0.74 147 63 2.48 1.66 1.42 0.24 ! 0.163 0.139

30.49 25.80 1.54 228 98 9.69 1.95 1.76 0.19 0.038 0.034

80.89 71.50 0.91 186 80 26.57 1.28 2.78 0.19 0.009
•

0.019

91.28 80.00 0.83 235 101 54.87 1.11 1.86 0.34 ! 0.007 0.012

101.6 94.80 1.43 152 65 63.73 1.07 2.32 0.34 0.006 0.012

103.8 93.40 0.69 155 66 39.28 0.92 2.58 0.21
: t 

0.005 i 0.014

110.3 101.60 1.29 136 59 46.96 0.89 2.34 0.23 ! 0.004 0.012

130 116.20 0.75 156 67 117.80 0.90 2.40 0.51 0.004 0.010

270.9 266.00 1.06 54 23 290.86 41.35 1.66 0.55 0.078 0.003

Average: 0.31 0.010 0.015
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After 80.9 days of travel time, the depth-averaged tritium slug, in plan 
viev, stretches over almost 20 m in the direction of flov and possesses 
vhat could still be termed a Gaussian distribution of concentration around 
the centre of mass In both longitudinal and transverse horizontal 
directions. There is an initial Indication of velocity variations in the 
horizontal transverse direction. In the longitudinal section, the tracer 
shovs a stratum of lover velocity sandviched betveen tvo slightly faster 
layers. The dovnvard displacement of the plume from the vater table is 
attributed to the addition of direct infiltration; the apparent absence of 
tritium just above bedrock is probably the artifact of our terminating 
sampling at the 70 Vest line too early.

Figure 9, the construction of a slice through the plume using data from the 
100 Vest line, is a good example of the discrete nature of the tritium 
breakthroughs in the multilevel samplers at moderate distances from the 
source. Tracer vould reach near-input concentrations in one sampler, vhile 
vaters collected 1 metre above and belov vould be at or near background. 
Six distinct velocity zones can be identified, vith only tvo of the 
multilevels shoving near-simultaneous arrival of the tracer. The most 
striking contrast betveen the vertical slice plots for 80.9 and 110 days is 
the change from a delayed 3H arrival at the plume's mid-depth (elevation 
143 m) at 70 Vest to an early arrival at the 100 Vest line. The horizontal 
slice reveals slight separation of the slug in plan viev, but variations in 
this behaviour at different depths vere large enough to smooth the depth- 
averaged plot into a positively skeved distribution.

Vith the suction piezometers employed in this experiment, no samples could 
be collected betveen 120 Vest and the groundvater discharge area at 267 
Vest. The location of plume emergence at the edge of the vetland vas 
estimated to be betveen 10 and 20 m south of the grid baseline, based on 
hydraulic head distribution data in the TL-series piezometers. Figure 10 
displays the final sampling veil netvork at the edge of the discharge area. 
After the first appearance of tritium in samplers near 20 south, the line 
of veils vas extended to the south until the plume margin vas encountered 
at 46 South. Because of this unforeseen divergence, a substantial amount 
of information vas lost in the discharge area. Sampling revealed that the 
plume had split into northern and southern masses, almost, but not 
entirely, isolated from one another. The northern slug vas centred 22 m 
south of the grid baseline, in reasonable agreement vith the vater table 
flovllnes. The southern slug vas unexpected - the lov mass recovery at 
this line may be the result of arrival of the centre of mass of the 
southern plume before the arrival of the northern limb and the subsequent 
extension of the sampling grid.
Figure 11 displays the tritium distribution in a longitudinal slice at 267 
Vest, 22 South. Unlike the plots in Figures 5 through 8 , contours
represent 0.5Z Increments in relative concentration - the peak
concentration vas 5Z of the input. Although the saturated thickness of the 
aquifer has been reduced to 5 m or less, the strong vertical zonation of 
the 3H persisted to the discharge area, In some cases vith complete tracer 
breakthrough at one depth before first appearance in samplers above or 
belov.
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Figure 10: Sampling well locations along the margin of the groundwater 
discharge area, approximately 270 m from the injection well
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Figure 11: Reconstructed tritium breakthrough (C/Co) in a vertical slice 
through 267w, 22s.



Moment Analysis Results

The plume track shown on Figure 4 links the xy locations of the centre of
mass (the zeroth moment). Vertically, the centre of mass parallels the
bedrock surface closely, dropping at an angle of about 2° from the 
horizontal. This vas considered small enough that the horizontal grid used 
in the moment analysis Imposes no significant error. From the source to 
70 n, the centre of mass tracked a bearing of 11 to 12° south of the east- 
vest axis of the monitoring grid. Betveen 70 and 100 Vest, the track 
shifted to a bearing of 4 to 5°, and betveen 100 and 120 Vest shifted
slightly back tovards the base line, on a northerly bearing of 3°.
Somevhere betveen 120 and 276 Vest, the plume bifurcated, the portion 
discharging at 267 Vest, 20 South folloved a straight-line track 1.2° south 
of the grid axis, vhlle the portion centred at 267 Vest, 36 South tracked 
7° south. From regional vater table data, ve had anticipated a single 
track almost parallel to the grid baseline.

Table 1 summarizes other results for the zeroth, first, and second moment
calculations for plume at the five times discussed above, as veil as for 
91.3, 101, 103, and 130 days after Injection. The lov mass recovery 5 m 
dovngradient is attributed to the absence of data at the base of the 
aquifer; apart from this, almost complete mass recoveries vere calculated 
up to 80 m from the injection veil.

Betveen 80 and 116 m from the source, mass recoveries ranged betveen 59 and 
67 percent. The reason(s) for this abrupt decrease in calculated mass 
remain unclear. The change In recovery occurs at about the same location 
as the shift in plume direction, raising the suggestion that the plan-vlev 
split in the plume actually occurs betveen 80 and 100 Vest. The missing 
mass vould be attributed to a third of the tracer being diverted south of 
the observation veils at 90, 95, 100, and 120 Vest. There are, hovever, no 
data from these lines of veils to support the hypothesis, and for a split 
in the plume to completely avoid these monitors vould require a very abrupt 
southern displacement of the south slug. Missing mass may also be an
artifact of the vertical breakup of the plume into almost discrete slugs at
various depths. From the 1983 experiment, ve knov that the vertical 
correlation length scale of the Tvin Lake aquifer strata Is 0.44 m. Vith 
our 1 m vertical sampler spacing, some tracer breakthroughs vill be 
partially (possibly almost entirely) missed.

Mass recovery at 267 Vest vas only 23 percent; as previously noted, ve 
attribute part of this mass loss to the late discovery of the southern
tracer slug. Fart of the mass loss may also stem from the 2 metre
transverse monitor spacing along the edge of tho discharge area, allovlng 
substantial portions of the slug to advect through the line undetected.

Neglecting the result for the 5 Vest samplers (vhere injection 
perturbations vere significant), centre-of-mass transport velocities 
averaged over the entire distance from the Injection veil to a line of 
samplers range from 0.85 to 0.98 ■•day'1» vlth a mean of 0.90 ■•day'1,
local velocities, the calculated centre-of-mass advectlon rates betveen
plume reconstructions, are much more variable, ranging from 0.69 to 1.54



■•day'1. These could be Interpreted as a guide for the range of flov 
velocities vlthin Individual strata, keeping in mind the fact that over any 
Interval there are multiple strata transporting tracer at a range of 
velocities - the local velocities listed here vould be velghted averages 
for each Interval. On the scale of individual strata, ve should expect a 
vider range of strata velocities than the plume-average ones listed here.

The last three columns on Table 1 list the three dlspersivities calculated 
from the second moments of the various slug realizations. Again, data at 5 
Vest are perturbed by the tracer injection, and von’t be considered further 
here. Neglecting the initial data set from 5 Vest, plume-average 
horizontal and vertical transverse dlspersivlties average 0 . 0 1 0  and 0.015 
m, respectively. The average does not Include the horizontal transverse 
dispersivlty value of 0.078 m calculated for the plume at the edge of the
discharge area. This value Incorporates the tvo separate lobes of tracer;
vithln each lobe, the transverse dispersivlty Is similar to the values for
other positions along the flovpath. The horizontal and vertical transverse
dlspersivitles are not significantly larger than those calculated for 
tracer transport through Individual strata [Moltyaner and Killey, 1988a, b; 
Moltyaner and Vills, these proceedings], and reflect the minimal transverse 
spreading of the plume over its entire subsurface flovpath.

Vhole-plume longitudinal dispersivitles (A,) are more than tvo orders of 
magnitude larger than the transverse values. From just under 0.2 m after 
30.5 and 80.9 days of transport, moment analyses of the plume 
reconstructions at 91.3 and 102 days produce A, values of 0.34 m. 
Calculated longitudinal dispersivities decline slightly (to 0.22 m) for the 
realizations at 104 and 110 days, and then rise to 0.51 and 0.55 m at 130 
and 271 days, respectively. The last Ax , derived from tracer breakthrough 
at the discharge area, is not reliable, since it applies to a mass recovery 
of less than 251 of the plume's total.

Some appreciation for the inaccuracies of the data processing and moment 
analyses can be gained from the results of the plume reconstructions at 1 0 1  
and 104 days after injection. Not only do the tvo realizations shov a 
slight retrograde motion of the plume's centre of mass, but they provide 
longitudinal dlspersivities of 0.34 and 0.21 m, respectively. Clearly, 
these phenomena are not real. The apparent retrograde shift of the centre 
of mass vas just over a metre, vhereas groundvater velocities vould 
indicate a forvard displacement of about 3 m. Over the total transport 
distance to these plume realizations, therefore, the positioning error is 
less than 5 percent. The errors indicated in the plume-averaged 
longitudinal dispersivlty, hovever, are more significant. Ve should 
probably interpret the A, values vith considerable caution, especially for 
transport distance greater than about 50 m, vhen separation of the input 
slug into smaller, strata-controlled masses of labelled vater makes the 
assumption of Gaussian tracer distributions around the centre of mass very 
approximate, at best.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The 1987 trltlua Injection at the Tvin Lake site clearly set one of our 
Initial objectives - the accurate mapping of the groundvater flovpath from 
the injection veil to the discharge area. The experiment vas undertaken 
vith a substantially different hydraulic head distribution from that 
observed during the 1983 study; vater tables everyvhere in the study area 
vere about 2 m lover than those measured in the fall of 1983, and the drop 
vas even larger adjacent to Tvin Lake, vhere lov levels had led to the 
disappearance of the recharge mound beneath the north end of the lake.
Despite these large changes, the track of the plume over the first 40 m 
dovngradient of the Injection veil vas not significantly different than 
that defined in 1983. Results from an experiment currently under vay shov 
that the 1990 plume has tracked very closely for the first 120 m of 
flovpath (the current location of this year’s plume front).

The change in hydraulic heads betveen 1983 and 1987 Is, however, evident In 
the plume's aquifer distribution and in groundvater flov velocities. One 
striking feature of the 1983 injection vas the rapid dovnvard aigration of 
tracer added to the upper portion of the aquifer. This vas attributed to 
the groundvater mound that existed beneath Tvin Lake at that time. In 
1987, hydraulic head measurements confirmed that the mound vas no longer 
present. Tracer vas again injected over the full saturated thickness of 
the aquifer, and in the 1987 experiment, tracer remained present in the 
upper portion of the aquifer. The plume's slight dovnvard displacement 
from the vater table during subsequent transport is attributed to the 
addition of direct Infiltration to the system. Groundvater flov velocities 
in 1987 vere consistently lover than those observed in 1983. In the 131I 
studies, the average flov velocity over the first 40 m dovngradient of the 
injection veil vas 1.18 m.day*1; in 1987 this velocity vas 0.86 m.d*1, a 
27Z decrease. Over the same period, the hydraulic gradient betveen TL-13 
and TL-18 changed from 0.02839 to 0.02270, a decrease of 20 percent, almost 
entirely accounting for the change in velocity.

The decision to use trltlated vater as a tracer after ve vere unable to
develop a non-reactive radiotracer vith a suitable gamma energy and half- 
life forced us to resort to sample collection rather than borehole 
scanning. The attendant loss of vertical resolution is a significant, but 
presently unquantified, source of error. Tracer distributions and soil 
sample data have shovn that the vertical correlation length scale for the 
Tvin Lake aquifer is 0.44 m [Moltyaner, 1986). Tritium samples could only 
be taken at 1 m depth increments, hovever. This, coupled vith the
extremely lov rates of vertical mixing, make it virtually certain that 
tracer breakthroughs in some velocity zones passed through lines of 
samplers undetected. Over short travel distances, before the plume had 
broken up into small blobs at different distances in different layers, the 
interpolation routines used for the moment analyses vork reasonably veil, 
as evidenced by the mass recoveries calculated for the first 80 m of plume 
transport. Vhen tracer arrivals in different samplers in the same borehole 
are greatly displaced In time, hovever, the interpolation routines
underestimate the total quantity of tracer. Ve attributed the reduced mass 
recoveries calculated for elapsed times betveen 101 and 130 days to these



interpolation errors. Some of the apparent mass loss at the discharge area 
vould also stem from such errors, but in that case it is certain that a 
significant portion of the tracer breakthrough arrived before sampling 
veils vere installed.

The centlmetre-scale vhole-aquifer vertical transverse disperslvlties 
provided by the moment analysis are higher than vertical transverse 
dispersivities determined in analyses of tracer passage through individual 
aquifer strata [Moltyaner and Killey, 1988b], but they remain small enough 
to reflect the extremely lov rates of vertical mixing that ve observe. The 
lov values of horizontal transverse dispersion (vith the exception of the 
discharge area data) primarily reflect the absence of significant lateral 
variations in tracer path or velocity. This, and the bifurcation of the 
plume, reflect the fact that, as for longitudinal plume ,spreading, velocity 
vector variations are the dominant control on contaminant distribution.

Longitudinal dlspersivities calculated from the second moments of the plume 
ranged betveen 0.19 and 0.55 m; if the entire tracer breakthrough had been 
sampled at the discharge area, the longitudinal dlspersivity vould probably 
have been significantly larger. The second moment results indicate an 
Irregular but Increasing trend in A, versus distance from the source, but, 
as the large differences in A, values calculatsd for 101 and 104 days shov, 
the plume reconstruction and moment analyses do introduce substantial 
possible errors. Vhole-aquifer longitudinal dlspersivities calculated 
vithin the 40 m path length tested in 1983 ranged from 0.06 to 0.16 m, vith 
no simple trends versus transport distance.

Although the experiment has produced vhole-aquifer values of longitudinal 
and transverse dlspersivities In these clean, veil sorted, veil-laminated 
fluvial sands, it has also shovn that the effects of strata-controlled 
variations in permeability and minimal transverse dispersion are still the 
only significant control on vhole-aquifer dispersion. The presence of 
discrete tracer breakthroughs adjacent to the groundvater discharge area, 
in a section of aquifer 270 from the source and in a region of convergent 
flov, shovs that much longer transport distances vould be needed before 
anything approaching smooth Gaussian tracer distributions vould be 
observed. The results from this experiment provide useful dispersivity 
inputs for transport models, but also shov that such values are estimates 
only - they may be reasonably appropriate for scenarios assuming fully 
penetrating veils In similar aquifer settings, but they are not suitable 
for indiscriminate application.
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DEVELOPMENT 07 A LIGTHFIBRE FLUOROMETER FOR IN-SITU TRACER
CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS

B. Barczewski and P. Marschall 
Institut für Wasserbau, Universität Stuttgart, FRG

S u m m a ry ;

Tracer experiments with fluorescent dyes provide an essential method 
for the determination of velocities and dispersion coefficients in 
sand and gravel aquifers as well as in fissured rocks. The realiza
tion of tracer experiments with common fluorometers is expensive, 
time consuming and may deliver biased measurements, resulting from 
the sampling procedure, which cannot be avoided by those methods. 
Typical errors are an artificial delay of the the breakthrough of 
the tracer and an undesired averaging of fluctuations in the 
concentrations of the tracer. Furthermore, the sampling procedure 
may cause disturbances of the natural flow conditions.

The newly developed lightfibre fluorometer allows undisturbed and 
continuous measurements of tracer concentrations directly in 
groundwater monitoring wells, sampling devices or double packers. 
Using lightfibres the measuring point of the instrument is trans- 
fered directly to the point into the flow, where the concentration 
has to be measured. Using the new instrument, no sampling device is 
necessary and no biasing of the breakthrough curves occurs. The 
lightfibre fluorometer has been tested during single borehole 
dilution measurements in a laboratory test set-up and a shallow sand 
aquifer as well as in a migration experiment by the NAGRA in the 
Grimsel rock laboratory (Switzerland). Comparing the lightfibre 
fluorometer measurements with the common laboratory measurements a 
significant improvement of the data can be shown.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tracer concentration measurements can deliver an important contribu
tion to all kinds of transport and mixing investigations in 
hydraulic research. Groundwater tracer experiments, as well as 
single borehole dilution methods for example are useful tools to 
determine geohydraulic parameters of sand and gravel and in fissured 
rock aquifers. Those parameters, for example velocities or disper
sion coefficients, are important basic data for the numerical 
modelling of flow and transport in aquifers.
To evaluate tracer experiments, breaktrough curves of the concentra-



tion time series have to be measured at fixed locations in the 
aquifer. If the aquifer parameters have to be determined with high 
spatial resolution, the breakthrough curves of the tracer experi
ments have to be measured with high resolution in time. Standard 
tracer field tests, however, often are performed by taking a 
restricted number of single cup samples, which are analysed in a 
laboratory. Obviously those tests will deliver a poor time resolu
tion. To get continuous breakthrough curves, in some field tests, 
field fluorometers with continuous sampling are used especially in 
deep boreholes with continuous sampling. Nevertheless, those devices 
may cause errors in the concentration measurements by mixing proces
ses in the withdrawal pipe and leads to a somewhat delayed tracer 
arrival. Sometimes, the sampling procedure may influence the natural 
flow field by increasing the flow velocity in the near field of the 
borehole. Beside this, the technial efforts for the sampling 
instrumentation may be considerable and may cause relatively high 
costs.
Single borehole dilution tests for the determination of the flow 
velocity in the aquifer, normally are carried out with radioactive 
tracers (Drost et al., 1968), which firstly require a permission for 
injecting those tracers in the aquifer and secondly, need a special 
security equipment for the handling of radioactive tracers. 
Therefore, those measurements are restricted to very few organiza
tions. On the other hand, the single borehole dilution method, which 
is described by Klotz (1978), does'nt allow to withdraw samples from 
the packed part of the borehole, that means only in-situ concentra
tion measurements are possible.
To overcome the before mentioned restrictions of tracer concentra
tion measurements as well as for laboratory investigations and for 
field test, a special lightfibre fluorometer for concentration 
measurements of fluorescent dyes was developed. This measuring 
system allows continuous tracer concentration measurements with very 
high sensitivity (0.002 pq/l for Uranin) with very high spatial 
resolution, that means the measuring volume is less than 1 cm3.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF A LIGHTFIBRE FLUOROMETER
2.1 Measuring Principle

The fluorometric concentration measuring principle used, described 
in standard literature (for example Schulmann, 1977, and Ringhartz, 
1981} is one of the most sensitive concentration measuring techni
ques. It is based on the fact, that fluorescent substances, if they 
are illuminated, absorbe a certain range of the light wavelengths, 
in the course of which the molecules of those dyes are transferred 
to a higher energetic level, that means they are stimulated. Very 
short time after the absorption, the dye molecules emit a part of 
the absorbed energy, that means they emit light of longer wavelength 
(fluorescence), uniformely distributed into all directions. The 
intensity IF of the emitted light is equal to the absorbed intensity
I,*, multiplied with the quantum efficiency ftF. The quantum efficien
cy of the fluorescence indicates which part of the absorbed light



quants is reemitted as fluorescence.
The light absorbtion is given according to Lambert-Beers law by:

L a b a I0 (l-e’*cd) (1)

Io » intensity sent into the test section
€ = molecular extinction coefficient,
d * length of the test section,
c * concentration of the fluometric tracer dye

The intensity IF of the emitted fluorescent light is then:

Ip = I*. <h = (l-e'<ed) (2)

For very low concentration of the tracer dye, that means if only
very small parts of the stimulating light are absorbed (I.,,, « 0), 
IF then becomes

Ip * Io ® od ( 3 )

After conversion of equation 3, the tracer concentration c is:
If (4)c *
I0 €<W>K

The linearity between the tracer concentration and the emitted 
fluorescent intensity only holds for small concentrations, that 
means for

0.05
c«« < -----  (5)

i d

As the fluorescence wavelength is different (longer) than the 
wavelength of the exiting light, disturbances by scattered or 
reflected ligth of the ligth source can be eliminated by optical 
filters when the fluorescence light intensity IF is measured. That 
means, that very low fluorescence intensities IF can be measured 
also with very high stimulating light intensities I0 which according 
to Equation 4 is equivalent to the fact that very low concentrations 
can be measured.
A typical fluorescence spectrum, normalized as well for the absorp
tion as for the emission intensities is shown in Fig. 1 for Uranine. 
It shows that the maximum absorption takes place at a wavelength of 
490 nm and the maximum of the fluorescence emission is at a 
wavelength of 530 nm. Using an excitation filter, which only is



transparent for wavelengths less then 500 nm and an optical emission 
filter which is only transparent for wavelengths higher than 530 nm, 
whereas practically no disturbance of the lightsource occurs, only 
the fluorescence intensity is measured.

Fig. 1: Fluorescence spectra of Uranine

2.2 Basic instrumental Set-up

Basic instrumental set-up of a fluorometer is schematically shown 
in Fig. 2. It is consists of four main parts. The emitting optics 
with a filter for the stimulating light, the measuring vessel, the 
collecting optics with the filter for the emitted ligth and the 
photo detector with an evaluation electronics. The two optical fil
ters have to be selected corresponding to the used fluorometric
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dye. Normally the wave length for the stimulating and the emission 
filters are set to the maximum of the light absorption and emission 
in the fluorescence spectra, to reach high stimulating and fluores
cence intensities.
High performance laboratory instruments instead of optical filters 
are using monochromatores which can be set to each wave lenth, that 
means which can be adapted to each fluorometric dye.

2.3 Lightfibre Fluorometer

The aim of the development of a lightfibre fluorometer was, to bring 
the measuring point of the fluorometer to the point where the 
fluorescence measurements have to be done instead of taking samples 
and bring the sample to the instrument, as it has to be done with 
commercially available fluorometers. This goal is achieved by using 
lightfibres for the transmission of the stimulating light from the 
light source to the measuring point and using lightfibres for the 
transport of the emitted fluorescent light to the photo detector 
system (Barczewski, 1988; Barczewski and Marschall, 1990). A sketch 
of the principle set-up of one type of the newly developed lightfib
re fluorometers, a two fibre fluorometer, is schematically shown in 
Fig. 3. The light of a light source, after passing an optical 
filter, which only is transparent for the stimulating wave length 
A, will be coupled by a special optical system into.a lightfibre and 
guided to the measuring point, for example in a monitoring well. At 
the end of the lightfibre, the light leaves the lightfibre as a 
small light cone in which the fluorometric dye will be stimulated 
to emit fluorescence. A part of the emitted fluorescent light, as 
well as eventually scattered or reflected light from the light 
source, enters the receiving lightfibre and will be guided, after 
passing an emission filter to a photo detector, where it will be

Fig. 3: Lightfibre fluorometer set-up (schematically)



changed to an electrical current. The emission filter, which is set 
to the emission wavelength XF eliminates the scattered or reflected 
part of the stimulating light from the light source. Therefore, very 
low fluorescene intensities, that means also very low tracer 
concentrations can be measured.
The electrical signal of the photo detector is directly proportional 
to the light intensitiy which reaches the photo detector, ani 
because only fluorescence light reaches the photo detector according 
to Equation 4, directly proportional to the concentration of the 
tracer dye in the measuring volume. For the mostly used tracer 
Uranine an interference filter with a center wave length of x - 488 
nm is used for the stimulating light and an interference filter with 
a center wave length of AF « 532 nm is used as emission filter. To 
increase the sensitivity of the system an additional high pass 
filter with an edge wave length of x — 520 nm can be used for the 
emitted fluorescene light.

According to different requirements, several types of instruments 
have been developed, which differ in the light source, the used 
lightfibres, and also in the photo detectors and electronic 
equipments. As lightfibres, bundles of plastic fibres have been 
used, which are very cheap and easy to use, but which because of 
their high transmission losses are only suited for very low 
distances (< 10 m). Mostly high core-to clad ratio silicia lightfib
res with fibre diameters between 200 jxm to 1000 pm have been used. 
These silicia lightfibres have a very low transmissison loss and can 
be used for distances up to 100 m. For a special purpose, a system 
had been developed where the light from the light source is guided 
to the measuring point and from the measuring point to the photo 
detector in a single lightfibre (Barczewski, 1988, Barczewski and 
Ying, 1988). Because the optics of such system is much more 
complicated, the standard lightfibre fluorometer is built with two 
silicia lightfibres (diameter 600 pm). Fig. 4 shows such a lightfib
re fluorometer probe with a length of 40 m.



2.4 Performance of the Lightfibra Fluorometer

The sensitivity of a lightfibre fluorometer depends on the light 
source, the photo detector, the optical filters and the kind of used 
lightfibres. Therefore each lightfibre fluorometer has to be 
calibrated with well defined concentrations. Because the efficiency 
of light focusing, the losses in the lightfibre and also the 
cleanness of the probe surface, influences the sensitivity of the 
fluorometer, after each change in the system the fluorometer has to 
be recalibrated if a precise concentration measurement is necessary. 
Since the slope of the calibration curves is not affected by any 
changes in the instrument, this recalibration can be done with one 
concentration only. If only concentration ratios have te be 
measured, as for dilution tests, there is no calibration of the 
instrument necessary.

Fig. 5: Calibration curves of the lightfibre fluorometer
Fig. 5. shows the laboratoy calibration curves for Uranine for a 
40 m lightfibre probe with 600 /xm lightfibres and a photomultiplier 
as detector,for an Argonlaser, a Xenon-flashiight and a halogen- 
light, wich was operated with 2 V overvoltage to reach a high blue 
efficency. The lowest detectable concentration using the Argon-laser 
was 0.002 pg/1, which is comparable to the sensitivity of high 
performance commercial laboratory fluorometers. The sensitivity of 
0.01 pg/1, reached with Xenon-flashiight is mostly sufficient for 
the demands of conventional tracer tests. With halogen light, which 
are very cheap and easy to use, the lowest detectable Uranine 
concentration is about 0.1 pq/1. Halogen lightfibre fluorometers 
therefore are well suited for experiments where relatively ligh



concentrations have to be detected, for example in dilution tests.
Because the measuring volume of a lightfibre probe depends on the 
light cone with decreasing intensity, produced by the transmitting 
lightfibre and on the aperture of the receiving lightfibre, this 
measuring volume is not exactly defined. Keim (1989) therefore 
performed theoretical and experimental investigations to determine 
the effective measuring volume of a double fibre fluorometer with 
600 ßm lightfibres.

Fig. 6: Measuring volume

In Fig. 6 the change of the fluorescence intensity with the distance 
from the lightfibre probe is plotted in curve I. in curve II the 
totally measured fluorescence intensity is plotted against the 
distance from the probe. Both curves indicate, that the length of 
the measuring volume (95 % signal) in less than 15 mm. With the 
small-angle of the stimulating light cone, wich was determined to 
6°, the measuring volume of a light fibre fluorometer can be assumed 
to be nearly punctiform.

3. APPLICATIONS 07 THE LIGHTFIBRE FLUOROMETER
3.1 Dilution Tests in a Large Scale Laboratory Set-up

Applying the single borehole dilution method (Drost et al.,1968) 
extensive preliminary tests with the lightfibre fluorometer were 
performed in a large scale laboratory set-up at the Water Research 
Division of the University of Stuttgart. This rectangular set-up 
which is 6m long, 2m wide and 4.5m deep consists of a 4M-monitoring 
well with a gravel pack, imbedded in a layered model aquifer (Figure 
7). The artificial aquifer is built up by 5 homogeneous sand and 
gravel layers with different hydraulic properties. The hydraulic 
conductivity of each layer in Figure 7 was determined by columm 
experiments. In the set-up, horizontal flow conditions with well



defined hydraulic gradients can be realized by adjustable pressure 
head facilities.

Groundwater Monitoring Welt
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Fig. 7: Ground water test set-up
In the monitoring well, single borehole dilution tests were 
performed in layer I, II, III and IV with a probe, schematically 
shown in Figure 8. The probe consists of a double packer system, a 
mixing device which is situated in the test interval between the 
packers and an in-situ lightfibre fluorometer. The fluorescent dye 
is injected into the test interval by a small flexible tube. The 
mixing device applied during the tests in the set-up was a small 
centrifugal pump. The flow rate of the pump was controlled by 
varying the voltage of the power supply ana was adjusted to very low 
flow rates. Especially in the low permeable layer III, it was 
necessary to reduce the pumping rate in order to avoid strong 
turbulances in the test interval. Those turbulances can cause biased 
concentration decay curves. The lightfibre fluorometer used was 
operated with a double lightfibre probe, centered in the test 
interval above the mixing deviced, a halogen light with an ap
propriate optical filter for the excitation of the fluorescence and 
a photo multiplier for the detection of the emitted light. The dye 
which was used for the dilution tests was Uranine.
In Figure 9 concentration decay curves are shown reflecting the 
flow velocities in the layers I, II, ill and IV. A nearly perfect 
exponential decay is observed in all curves covering a concentra
tion range of two decades. Moreover there is few noise in the 
concentration time series, underlining the high quality of this 
special concentration measuring principle. Using a method for the



Fig. 8: Double Packer for Dilution Tests
evaluation of single borehole hydrotests proposed by Drost et al. 
(1968) and knowing the hydraulic gradient of the uniform flow field, 
the hydraulic conductivities were determined as given in Figure 9. 
The a-coefficient was deduced fron Klotz (1978) to be a * 3.0. The 
results of the dilution tests in layer I, II and IV are in good 
agreement with the hydraulic conductivities, evaluated by columm 
experiments. Only in layer III there occur major deviations. Those 
discrepancies might result from an inproper mixing in the test 
interval by the centrifugal pump. Particulary in low permeable 
zones, the mixing procedure may lead to unreliable estimates of the 
hydraulic conductivity, gained by the single borehole dilution 
method.

3.2 Dilution Test in a Field site
To investigate the applicability of the lightfibre fluorometer under 
field conditions a dilution test with uranin was performed in the 
test site Merdingen/Southern Germany. In addition, some basic 
experiments where performed to study the operation of the in-situ 
fluorometer during a natural gradient tracer test. The test site 
Merdingen is located close to the river Rhine in a gravel aquifer 
and consists of a fanshaped pattern of 1,5" -motoring wells, 
arranged in different distances from the central injection well 
(Figure 4). During the below bescribed tracer test in a period of 
extreme drought, the bottom of the monitoring wells was about 0.4- 
0.5 m below the actual ground water level. The ground vater flow 
direction which was known from previous tests is given in Figure 10.
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Prior to the test two in-situ lightfibre fluorometers were installed 
to provide continous tracer concentration measurments (Figure 11).

Fig. 11: Lightfibre fluorometer in a 1,5"-monitoring well

One of them recorded the tracer dilution in the injection well and 
the other was located into the well No. 251, where the center of 
mass of the tracer plume was expected. The field equipment which was 
used to conduct the concentration measurements consists of exciti- 
tion facilities, photo detectors and a recorder. The voltage for 
the measuring devices was generated by a mobile power supply. 
Alternatively, a halogen light and a Xenon flash light was used to 
run the fluorometers in the injection well and in well No. 251, 
respectively. In order to realize a proper mixing in the wells,



mixing devices consisting of a small centrifugal pump and a simple 
measuring cell for the lightfibre fluorometer were constructed 
(Figure 12). The centrifugal pumps were supplied by a variable DC 
voltage.
At the beginning of the test an amount of 5 g Uranine which was 
disolved in 201 of clear water was poured into the monitoring well. 
Afterwards the well was purged with another 201 of clear water. In 
Figure 13, the concentration decay curve in the injection well No. 
200 is presented.

§
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5

Fig. 13: Concentration decay curve in well No. 200

In the very early time after injecting the tracer into well a 
continuous increase of the concentration can be observed. This is 
due to the injection procedure, because the initial concentration 
of 250 mg/1 was instantly diluted by purging the well with clear 
water. Thus the high concentrated solution was partly pressed into 
the aquifer. In the well the initial concentration was replaced by 
a mixing solution with a lower concentration. The increasing 
concentration can be explaned by a reverse flow of the high 
concentration into the well due to the natural hydraulic gradient. 
Because there is a strongly nonlinear relationship between the 
fluorescence emission and the actual concentration of the diluted 
Uranin for concentrations higher than 10 mg/1, the concentration 
scale in Figure 13 cannot be calibrated in units of mg/1. For Uranin 
concentrations below lmg/1 which is marked in the decay curve, the 
dependency between the concentration and the emitted intensity is 
more or less linear. The dilution test was stopped after 8 hours, 
when the concentration in the injection well had decreased to about 
55 Mg/1* The signal/noise ratio was S/N > 25. That means, the range 
of sensitivity of the field fluorometer covers at least 2-3 decades.
The dilution test was analyzed in the same way as the measurements 
in the laboratory set up. For this purpose, the decay was plotted 
in a logarithmic scale (Figure 14) and the decay constant was 
estimated in the range 1 mg/1 > c > 60 pq/1 by linear regression. 
Using an a-coefficient for a well without gravel pack and neglecible



head losses in the filter screen, a = 2.0 (Klotz, (1978)), the 
hydraulic conductivity was determined to be kf = 1-2 10"3 m2/s. The 
hydraulic gradient was assumed to be i = 0.005. Although there were 
any other estimates of the hydraulic conductivities available to be 
compared with, the results of the dilution test seem to be resonab- 
le.
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Fig. 14: Logarithmic decay curve in well No. 200

In Figure (15) the breakthrough curve of the well No. 251, which 
is located in a distance of 3m from the injection well, is shown 
as well as the dilution curve in the injection well. Both time 
series are normalized on their maximum, the concentration c = 1 mg/l 
is marked in each concentration curve. The first arrival was about 
4h after the beginning of the test. There is an unexpected spreading 
of the tracer plume and the maximum of the breakthrough curve is not 
yet achieved after 8h. Those effects might be caused by the special 
feature of the test site or due to the extremely low water level 
during the test and needs not be discussed in detail. The lightfibre



fluorometer, however, provides a breakthrough curve, which is highly 
resolved in time. The time of first arrival is in good accordance 
with the results of previsious tracer tests (3-4 h).

3.3 Dipole Tracer Test in a Fissured Rock Test Site
In another experiment, the lightfibre fluorometer was applied during 
a forced gradient tracer test by the NAGRA in the rock laboratory 
Grimsel/Spitzerland. A sketch of the test site is given in Figure 
16. During the experiment a dipole tracer test was performed in a 
single fracture. For this purpose, two boreholes (78 mm in diameter) 
penetrating the fracture, were used to infiltrate and withdrawl the 
fluorescent dye (Uranine). In order to keep the contamination of the 
fracture by the dye on a low level, the Uranine concentration in 
the fracture was restricted on about 1 Mg/1* In order to measure 
those extremely low concentrations with sufficient resolution, an 
Argon laser was chosen for the excitition of the fluorescence. In 
the first experiment, one lightfibre fluorometer was located 
downhole near the fracture. A second lightfibre was installed 
outside the borehole. Aditionally a common standard fluorometer 
(Perking Elmer) was used to verify the results of the lightfibre 
fluorometers.

Fig. 16: Sketch of the Rock Laboratory

The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 17. It is evident, 
that the first arrival, recorded by the lightfibre fluorometer near 
the fracture (Laser downhole) occurs about 40 min earlier than the 
arrival detected by the fluorometers outside the borehole. This 
effect is easily explained by the additional travel time of the 
tracer in the withdrawal tube. It should be mentioned, that there 
is an excellent accordance of those fluorometers outside the Fig.



borehole. Another pilot test showed that the maximums of the 
concentration outside the borehole is delayed as well.

time after injection (min)

17 ; First arrival at the collection site

In the main dipole experiment, two additional lightfibre fluoro- 
meters were installed at the outlet of the injection tube and 
directly in the apperture of the fracture. The tracer injection was 
realized as a step function by continuously infiltrating the tracer 
concentration using a HPLC pump.



In Figure 18 the downhole breakthrough curves in the injection hole 
are shown. As expected, the arrival of the tracer is delayed by 20 
min. On the other hand, the slope of the breakthrough curves is 
smoothed out due to the mixing processes in the injection tube. 
Surprisingly there occure harmonic fluctuations with a period of 
about 12 min in the concentration time series after the breakthrough 
of the tracer. It could be shown that those fluctuations were caused 
by the operation of the HPLC pump. In Figure 19 the breakthrough 
curves measured by the downhole lightfibre as well as by the Perkin 
Elmer fluorometer are presented. In the continuous records of the 
lightfibre fluorometer the fluctuations caused by the injection pump 
are visible, whereas the Perkin Elmer fluorometer with a sampling 
rate of 2 min does not resolve those fluctuations.

The experiments in the Grimsel rock laboratory showed, that highly
resolved tracer breakthrough curves can be achieved by the lightfib
re fluorometer. In addition, those measurements provide more 
reliable data, because mixing effects in the injection and withdrawl 
tube are avoided, which might introduce an artificial dispersion 
as well as an elongation of the travel time.

Fig. 19: Breakthrough curves at collection site
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AUTOMATIC MONITORING OP RADIAL INJECTION TRACER TESTS 
USING A NOVEL MULTI-ELECTRODE RESISTIVITY SYSTEM.

R S Ward. M A Sen, G M Williams and P D Jackson, 
British Geological Survey, Keyworth, Nottingham, UK.

ABSTRACT
A radial injection tracer test has been carried out in an 
unconfined fluvial sand and gravel aquifer underlain by low 
permeability clay. Sodium chloride has been used as an 
electrolyte tracer and breakthrough has been monitored using a 
newly developed automatic resistivity system (RESCAN) 
incorporating six fully penetrating resistivity probes each 
having 80 electrodes spaced at 5cm intervals along their 
length. Each electrode is individually addressable under 
computer control to either carry current or measure potential. 
Any four electrodes can be selected in the traditional Wenner 
configuration to measure formation resistivity. Rapid 
measurement of changes in resistivity allows a very detailed 
picture of tracer migration to be obtained. The resistivity 
probes were plaçe at 1 and 2m radii from the central fully 
screened tracer injection well along three limbs at 120°. 
Resistivity measurements were compared with adjacent multi
level samplers. A 8 x 8m grid of 140 surface electrodes centred 
on the central well was also installed.
The resistivity profiles measured prior to tracer injection 
were used to infer lithology, particularly layering. Detailed 
breakthrough curves were obtained at 77 positions along each of 
the six probes and compared with adjacent multi-level sampler 
breakthrough curves. The results showed that the aquifer was 
extremely heterogeneous even on this small scale. Because the 
system operates automatically without the need to extract and 
analyse large numbers of water samples, it opens up the 
possibility of carrying out lots of small scale injection tests 
within a larger domain likely to be invaded by a tracer (or 
pollution) plume. Such detailed information for determining 
aquifer properties can provide the data set necessary for 
characterisation of the aquifer to predict dispersion 
parameters appropriate to the large scale.

PREFACE.
This paper describes a novel solute/pollution monitoring 
technique which has been developed as part of an ongoing 
research project. This project is aimed at evaluating aquifer 
heterogeneity (or the spatial variability in aquifer transport



parameters) in order to develop appropriate models for 
predicting the long term movement and behaviour of a 
tracer/pollution plume within an aquifer. Heterogeneity and 
how it is treated in models is a fundamental problem for 
whatever type of flow system is being studied.
Spatial variability in aquifer transport parameters will be 
principally determined by undertaking a number of small scale 
radial injection tracer tests within the domain likely to be 
invaded by a pollution plume (or to be used for a large scale 
tracer test). For these tests a computer-controlled multi
electrode resistivity system (RESCAN) has been developed. The 
system involves taking very few water samples and so avoids the 
high cost and problems of manually extracting and analysing 
large numbers of groundwater samples.
The results from the small scale tracer tests will then be used 
for developing the deterministic and stochastic models capable 
of predicting large scale, long term movement (Williams et al, 
1988). Ultimately the validity of each of the models will be 
tested by undertaking a large scale natural gradient tracer 
test.
Apart from the technical benefits of applying novel field and 
modelling approaches to the fundamental problem of 
heterogeneity, it is believed that this project will provide a 
unique demonstration of the ability to characterise and 
accurately model tracer migration through a natural system and 
thereby improve public confidence in waste repository safety 
assessments.

RESISTIVITY.
The measurement of electrical resistivity forms a well tried 
and tested geophysical survey technique which has been applied 
in numerous geological contexts (Zohdy et al, 1984). The 
ability of rocks to conduct an electrical current is dependent 
primarily on the amount, salinity and distribution of water 
within the rock. Saturated rocks have lower resistivities than 
unsaturated rocks. The higher the porosity of the rock, and the 
higher the electrical conductivity of the porewater then the 
lower is the resistivity. The presence of clays and conductive 
minerals also reduces the resistivity of the rock.
There are several ways of measuring the electrical conductivity 
of rocks but perhaps the simplest method is to pass a current 
between two electrodes placed on the ground surface and measure 
the potential across two additional electrodes placed between 
them. By increasing the spacing between the electrodes the 
depth of the measurement increases. In conventional geophysical 
surveys electrodes placed in the ground are connected manually 
or by mechanical switches to the current source and the voltage



measurement device, which is slow and laborious.
A computer-controlled multi-electrode resistivity system 
(RESCAN) has been developed by the British Geological Survey to 
exploit the benefits of making large numbers of measurement.s 
automatically (Jackson, 1989). Although several potential 
applications of the system have been identified, its use in 
monitoring the movement of an electrolyte tracer within an 
unconsolidated aquifer was the original purpose for its 
development.
In RESCAN, each electrode can be electronically selected and 
controlled by software either to pass current or measure 
potential. Thousands of electrodes can be attached to the 
system, giving unprecedented data density and target 
resolution. Electrodes can take the form of 2-D surface arrays 
or may be incorporated into long plastic covered probes with 
many electrodes along their length, installed in the ground. 
Such 3-D arrays can be used to determine ground resistivity in 
exceptional detail. Accuracy is achieved by iterative 
measurement which is continued until errors are maintained 
within a statistically pre-defined range. This allows various 
physical properties of the medium to be directly determined.
Because resistivity is a function of the electrical 
conductivity of the porewater ^nd of the aquifer matrix, when 
conduction through the porewater is very much greater than 
through the matrix (i.e. at high chloride concentrations in the 
porewater) the resistivity is inversely proportional to the 
chloride content.

OUTLINE OF THE RESCAN SYSTEM.
The architecture of the system is shown schematically in 
Figure 1 where the commercially available computer and 
expansion hardware are interfaced to the resistance measuring 
module and the R-BUS interface to the electrodes. The cable 
modules are shown with an electronic selector associated with 
each electrode. A novelty of the system lies in the ability to 
add more cable modules to the R-BUS interface enabling any of 
the electrodes to be connected to the four electrical 
resistivity functions (two current and two potential). The 
total number of electrodes which could be accommodated is 
potentially limitless.
The prototype modules consist of 200 electrodes, a ten way 
connecting cable and selecting circuitry near each electrode. 
This approach reduces the number of connecting wires and allows 
complete functional control of each electrode such that they 
may be used to carry current or detect potential difference. 
If required the limit of 200 electrodes per module can be 
increased to 4000 by moving from 8 bit to 16 bit logic,



without changing the multi-way cable.

electrode 2 ' electrode 200 

electrode 2 electrode 200

electronic 
selector board

electrode 2 electrode 200

Figure 1. Computer-controlled multi-electrode resistivity system architecture.

The electrode selector contains only a few components and can 
be mounted in a relatively small package. A production system 
would have 'electronically active1 electrodes which could be 
distributed over a large area. The selector circuits could be 
re-packaged using standard production techniques so that they 
could be placed in close proximity to the electrodes. The 
exact location of these circuits would depend on each 
application. For example, a shallow narrow diameter multi
electrode probe might have the selectors at the well-head since 
the internal diameter of the probe could accommodate the wire 
to each electrode. A deep probe would have the selectors 
distributed down hole next to each electrode to avoid limiting 
the number of electrodes to the number of wires that could be 
fitted inside a given probe diameter.
A computer rather than a microprocessor, has been chosen as 
programmable controller to allow the system to be easily 
tailored to the survey requirements, in addition to being more 
cost effective for the present research stage. High quality 
analogue and digital interface expansion systems are available
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world-wide and have been added as parts of this modular system. 
Control is via FORTRAN, ensuring the software has a common 
language for both acquisition and data processing. This allows 
the bulk of the software to be machine independent with only a 
very small number of low level machine dependent sub-routines, 
so that the system can be easily transferred to other computing 
systems. The architecture of the software has been designed to 
complement the hardware and overall system features.
The use of only a small number of programs will facilitate 
future development. The individual program units contain 
layered subroutines in a structure that limits non-FORTRAN 
routines to one call only. It is the aim of this approach to 
allow easy conversion to new generation hardware and graphics 
systems as it is developed.
In summary, the advantages of RESCAN are:-

• The ability to accommodate any number of electrodes.
• The ability to select electrodes and pass current in 

any direction, by means of software.
• The speed of measurement.
• The accuracy of measurement.
• The compatibility of the data storage architecture 

with existing graphics displays/processing systems.
• A wide number of applications using different probe 

designs.

TRACER TESTS USING RESCAN.
In order to fully demonstrate the resistivity technique in 
radial injection tests the results from a small scale field 
experiment employing the described technology are presented. 
Considerable information about the local geology was already 
known from previous boreholes drilled in the area and this was 
confirmed during installation of the borehole array used for 
the test. The broad lithology of the site is given in Table 1. 
The transition between the different lithologies is often 
gradual and narrow sandy bands or lenses are often present in 
the main sand/gravel part of the aquifer. The clay material at 
the base of the gravels is the Cretaceous Lower Greensand which 
is an effective aquiclude.
Preliminary hydraulic testing of the array undertaken to 
investigate the average aquifer properties (Ward et al, 1990) 
gave average hydraulic conductivities over the site ranging 
from 46-146m/day. The considerable variation is almost 
certainly due to heterogeneity. Specific yield values (0.001-
0.005) were low for an unconfined aquifer suggesting that 
leakage and/or delayed yield may be occurring. This was also 
suggested by the shapes of the time-drawdown curves.



Table 1. Lithological sequence at the instrumental array.

Lithology Elevation (mAOD) Depth (mbgl) Thickness (m)

Topsoil 48.37 - 47.22 0.00 - 1.15 1.15
Silt/Sand 47.22 - 46.89 1.15 - 1.48 0.33
Sand/Gravel 46.89 - 42.67 1.48 - 5.70 4.22
Clayt 42.67 - 5.70- -

t Lower Greensand

ARRAY INSTRUMENTATION AND INSTALLATION.

The instrument array for the tracer test consisted of the 
following components (Wealthall et al, 1990);
1. A central 6" diameter fully-screened injection/recharge 

well.
2. 6 resistivity probes installed at 1 and 2m radii from the 

central well along three limbs with a 120° angle between 
each limb.

3 6 multi-level samplers positioned adjacent to each of the
resistivity probes, 30 cm away but at the same radii.

4. 6 fully-screened piezometers, 3 at 1.5 m radius and 3 at 
3 . 0 m .

5. A surface array of 140 electrodes.
The central well was installed using standard percussion 
drilling techniques and consisted of a 6" diameter casing with 
4.2m of fully-penetrating plastic well screen incorporating a 
250|lm filter.
The resistivity probes were constructed from steel tubing 
(inner wall), PVC water pipe (outer wall insulation) and 
conventional 42mm drill rods (extension and installation). 80 
insulated 5mm diameter brass electrodes were then inserted into 
80 pre-drilled holes spaced every 5cm along the length of the 
probe and glued into place so that they were flush with the 
outer wall surface. This followed the connection of each one to 
one wire of four 20-way cables running down the centre of the 
probe. After completion, the centre of the probe was filled 
with a suitable epoxy resin to stop infiltration of fluid once 
in the ground. The probes were then extended and installed to a 
predetermined depth by driving them directly into the formation 
using the hydraulic head-feed of a lorry-mounted drill rig.
The remaining instrumentation; multi-level samplers and 
piezometers were constructed from PVC piping. Installation was



by insertion down the inside of high frequency percussion 
installed 54mm casing rods terminating in a disposable well 
point. Once in place the casing was withdrawn. Two of the 
multi-level samplers (101 and 201) also had a series of 
thermocouples installed for in situ temperature measurement.
The choice of installation techniques for the instrumentation 
was based on the need to keep the aquifer disturbance to a 
minimum especially for the resistivity probes where a good 
contact between electrodes and the formation was paramount. The 
materials selected ensured that there were no man-made 
conductive metal components within the aquifer which could 
interfere with the resistivity measurements.
A plan of the completed instrument array is shown in Figure 2 
with details of the borehole and probe completions in Table 2.

The surface array of electrodes consisted of an 8 x 8m grid of 
1m spaced potential electrodes with a smaller 4 x 4m grid of 
0.5m spaced electrodes in the middle of the larger grid. In 
total 136 potential measuring electrodes were installed. The 
electrodes, which were mild steel stakes 0.5m long were 
hammered into the ground to a depth of 25-30cm.
Selectable current electrodes were positioned adjacent to the 4 
sides of the grid at 10m and 30m distances from the grid 
centre. Of the two sets of 4 current electrodes, any two could 
be selected and a current passed in one direction across the 
array for instance north-south or east-west.

Figure 2. Borehole and instrument array layout.



Table 2. Instrument and borehole completions.

Instrument Description Top electrode Top sampler port
no position (mAOD) position (mAOD)

00 INJ - -

101 MLS - 46.00
102 RP 46.47 -

103 MLS - 45.94
104 RP 46.41 -

105 MLS - 45.96
106 RP 46.44 -

151 FPS - -

152 FPS - -

153 FPS - -

201 MLS - 45.93
202 RP 46.42 -

203 MLS - 45.94
204 RP 46.41
205 MLS - 45.92
206 RP 46.39 -

301 FPS » «

302 FPS
303 FPS - -

INJ - Central injection well 
MLS - Multi-level sampler (17 ports at 20cm intervals) 
RP- Resistivity probe (80 electrodes with 5 cm spacing) 
FPS- Fully penetrating screen piezometer

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE.
The tracer chosen for injection into the central well of the 
array was chloride because of its electrolyte properties and 
its relatively conservative nature.
After steady-state recharge conditions had been established by 
injecting water at flow rate of 4.51/min, a step pulse of 
55Q0ppm chloride was injected over the whole depth of the 
injection well at the same rate, Figure 3. The total volume of 
tracer injected was 10.0m3 taking approximately 37 hours to 
complete. After the chloride pulse, injection of water was 
restarted and continued until the end of the experiment. The 
artificially maintainéd heads were sufficiently large to 
obscure any natural hydraulic gradient. [The volume of chloride 
was adequate to saturate the whole thickness of aquifer with 
5500ppm chloride to a radius of 2.0m assuming an homogeneous 
aquifer with a porosity Of 0.3].
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Figure 3. Chloride tracer injection pulse.

The array of resistivity probes and RESCAN system were used for 
rapid and frequent monitoring of formation resistivity during 
the experiment with the inner ring of probes interrogated most 
frequently at the start (c. every 15 minutes) . The frequency 
and measurement position were automatically controlled by the 
computer control files which could be rapidly edited and 
changed to suit the experimental conditions at any particular 
time. For instance, once the tracer had been detected at probe 
number 102 on the inner ring, the frequency of measurement at 
probe 202 could be increased in anticipation of the tracer's 
arrival at this second location. The measurement configuration 
used was a Wenner configuration where 4 adjacent electrodes are 
selected. The two outer ones are the current emitting 
electrodes and the inner two potential measuring (multi-level 
sampling mode). Each of the six probes' 80 electrodes (spaced 
every 5cm) allow 77 measurement positions. The time taken to 
interrogate all six probes (462 measurements) is only 15 
minutes. Thereby large amounts of detailed data hitherto not 
practically possible can be obtained.
In addition, water samples were taken from the multi-level 
samplers to allow comparison of the new measurement method with 
a more traditional method. The number of samples taken and 
their volume was kept to a minimum in order to minimise 
disturbance of the induced flow regime. The water samples taken 
using a vacuum manifold sampling system (Hitchman, 1988) were 
analysed immediately for electrical conductivity.

RESULTS
The 6 probes give the equivalent of very closely spaced multi
level sampler type measurements. In contrast, the surface
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electrodes measure the resistivity over large volumes of 
aquifer. If the results of the two approaches are combined, a 
3-D picture of the tracer plume's migration may be obtained 
over the whole study area. At this time, the surface array 
results have not been interpreted and so cannot be included 
here.
Background Resistivity profiles.
The detailed background resistivity profiles for each of the 
six probes and the background porewater resistivities from each 
of the probes' adjacent multi-level samplers are shown in 
Figure 4. In addition, the horizons at which tracer 
breakthrough occurred during the tracer test are also shown.
The aquifer resistivity profiles show considerable variation 
compared to the pore water profiles. This indicates that any 
variations are as a result of lithological variation within the 
aquifer and not as a result of variation in salinity of the 
groundwater. Low resistivity zones therefore represent layers 
which have high porosity and/or high electrically conductive 
mineral (clay) content and high resistivity zones the opposite.
Similarities exist between all of the profiles apart from that 
for probe 102. These observed variations all occur within the 
saturated main sand/gravel part of the aquifer and so most 
likely represent changes in porosity resulting from variations 
in particle size distribution within the aquifer, however some 
contribution from conductive minerals cannot be dismissed. 
Therefore the low resistivity zones are probably layers 
containing predominantly silt and the high resistivity zones 
coarse gravels. The most obvious similarities between the 
profiles is the resistivity trough above about 3.0 m bgl and 
the peak at about 3.8-4.0 m bgl. Below these there is another 
peak on some of the profiles (202/106/206) whereas the others 
remain fairly constant (204/104).
The reasons for the differences observed at probe 102 are 
difficult to explain because of its relatively central position 
within the array; possible explanations however include 
variations in lithology at this location or disturbance 
surrounding the probe produced during its installation.
The tracer breakthrough horizons indicated in Figure 4 appear 
to be generally coincident with the horizons which have 
relatively high resistivity, thereby indicating zones with high 
hydraulic conductivities hence coarse gravels. The high 
resistivity horizons do not all however transmit tracer, e.g. 
Probe 202 at 5.0m bgl. This may be because of discontinuity of 
the conductive layers between the injection point and the probe 
in what is obviously an extremely heterogeneous formation.
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Tracer test results.
The equivalent pore water conductivities/chloride 
concentrations were calculated from the measured formation 
resistivities by using the set of background resistivity 
measurements and water samples taken prior to tracer injection.
The water sample conductivities were measured at the surface
and temperature corrected to 9°C {the average groundwater 
temperature). From the background measurements, a formation 
factor for each measurement position down the probe was 
calculated using the formula,

Resistivity of the formation Formation Factor ■ ■ —  ...... — —  — .- ■ ■■ ■Resistivity of the pore water

The pore water conductivities during the test were then 
calculated by dividing the measured formation resistivities by 
these formation factors. This assumes that the resistivity of 
the rock matrix is much larger than that of the pore water.
When this is not the case, i.e where there are silty layers
(low resistivity) the calculated values are likely to be 
underestimates, however the formation resistivities at the 
horizons of tracer breakthrough are all much higher than their 
corresponding pore water resistivities. It was originally 
intended to re-calculate the formation factors from 
measurements taken when the peak of the tracer pulse was 
passing the probe and the difference between rock matrix 
resistivity and pore water resistivity would have been even 
greater. However, the aquifer heterogeneity was so great that 
the tracer breakthrough was very different at almost all of the 
adjacent multi-level sampler positions 30cm away from the 
resistivity probes.
The measurements from the surface array of electrodes are 
currently being modelled geophysically in order to deduce the 
areal spread of the tracer along with depth information so that 
a 3-D picture of aquifer heterogeneity may be developed.
Figures 5-7 show contour plots of chloride concentration versus 
time and depth fqr each of the six probes. The data has been 
smoothed to a certain extent and so does not show the full 
detail, but it indicates the depths where breakthrough occurred 
for each probe. The differences even between probes along the 
same limb (i.e. 102 and 202) are quite obvious. The horizons of 
major breakthrough are different and also the number of major 
breakthrough zones. This indicates a considerable change in 
aquifer structure on a small scale which will make constructing 
a consistent aquifer model a difficult task. It can also be 
seen that probes 102 and 202 were not pushed in deep enough to 
intercept all the tracer; the depth of the Greensand basement
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is therefore quite variable on this scale as well.
As there are up to 77 breakthrough curves for each probe it is 
not possible to show them all here individually but Figure 8 
shows some typical examples. The unprecedented number of points 
on each gives great detail of the shapes which vary from a near 
square pulse to a double peak breakthrough. Figure 9 compares 
some of the resistivity probe curves with those obtained from 
the adjacent multi-level water sampler position. The top graph 
of Figure 9 (Probe 102, Depth 5.57m) shows one of the few cases 
where the two curves occur in the same place although the 
magnitude of each are different. This may be because of an 
incorrect estimation of the formation factor described earlier. 
The other two graphs, however show large disagreement between 
the two curves demonstrating the larce amount of heterogeneity 
even on the scale of the 30cm separating the multi-level 
samplers from the probes. The comparison also indicates how 
easy it is to obtain a complete breakthrough curve with the 
RESCAN system, whereas the collection and processing of a much 
smaller number of water samples required a large amount of 
tedious work.

CONCLUSIONS.
The viability of RESCAN, a novel tracer/contaminant monitoring 
device designed by the British Geological Survey, has been 
demonstrated. Its operation uses the well known geophysical 
electrical surveying technique of resistivity measurement and 
its novelty lies in the fact that it is much faster and more 
accurate than existing tools and is extremely versatile. 
Development of the.system for use in radial injection tracer 
tests has also identified numerous other potential 
applications. Operation of RESCAN additionally requires much 
less manpower than standard monitoring techniques.
The results from the radial injection tracer test described 
show that the aquifer has a high degree of heterogeneity which 
would almost certainly have been underestimated by a 
conventional monitoring system. In addition, once the results 
from the surface electrode array have been interpreted, an 
unprecedented 3-D picture of the tracer plume will be obtained.
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ABSTRACT
The Laplace transform method is employed to obtain the solution to the boundary 
value problem in which mixing occurs in reservoirs attached to a porous medium 
through which mass is being transported in a uniform, one-dimensional flow field. 
Solutions are obtained for both continuous and discontinuous concentrations at 
the reservoir-medium boundary and for flux and resident concentrations„ A mass 
balance conducted on each of the solutions shows that none are mass conservative. 
In addition, comparison of the solutions shows that considerable differences 
between the solutions can be observed depending on the magnitude of the Peclet 
number. As a means of reconciling the differences between the solutions, several 
tracer experiments were conducted using columns packed with material of either 
small or large dispersivity. The results of the tracer experiments indicate that 
the solution for flux-averaged concentrations may be inappropriate when applied 
to analyse the results of experiments conducted whereby the concentration 
measurements are obtained in an instantaneous fashion. In addition, it was found 
through observation of the nature of the decline of concentration in the inlet 
reservoir during the tracer experiments, that the hypothesis of continuity in 
concentration between the reservoir and the medium is not supported by physical 
evidence. The most physically justifiable analytical model for this boundary 
value problem was found to be the solution for resident concentration having 
discontinuity at both the inlet and outlet boundaries.

INTRODUCTION
Tracer experiments conducted using advective radial flow fields are widely 
employed to determine the value of dispersivity at the macroscopic scale in a 
porous medium (e.g. Gelhar et al.,198S). Several solutions in which a variety of 
boundary conditions are employed have been developed to interpret the results of 
such experiments. In many cases, the Laplace transform method is used to solve 
the boundary value problem (Tang and Babu, 1979; Hodgkinson and Lever, 1983; 
Hsieh, 1986; Chen, 1987; Moench, 1989).
These solutions are derived for both convergent and divergent flow and 
considering either first type or third type boundary conditions at the inlet and 
outlet boundaries. In addition, the effects of mixing and dispersion in the test 
instrumentation has been accounted for and the flux-averaged transformation 
applied in a few of the solutions (Hodgkinson and Lever, 1983; Moench, 1989). 
However, several recent studies have pointed to the inconsistencies between the 
results obtained with different boundary conditions and the application of the 
flux-averaged transformation (Parker and Van Gemachten, 1984; Chen, 1987) and 
thus, the utility of these solutions to realistically interpret tracer 
experiments may be questionable.
Consequently, a physical evaluation of the boundary conditions and appropriate 
transformation typical of what might be encountered during a tracer experiment 
would help determine the appropriate solution to be used in the interpretation 
of tracer tests. Unfortunately, the use of physical models to simulate radial 
mass transport problems (e.g. Hoopes and Harleman, 1967) is difficult relative 
to the equivalent uniform flow case. Thus, to conduct the evaluation, solutions 
are derived for uniform flow having properties equivalent to those for radial 
flow and 'the physical modelling is conducted using column experiments. Assuming 
a general correlation, the results obtained for the uniform flow case can then 
be extended to radial flow.



The purpose of this paper is to develop the solutions to the boundary value 
problem in which mass transport takes place in a uniform flow field established 
in a finite medium between two reservoirs which are continually mixed and have 
a finite volume. The solutions are developed for resident and flux concentration 
and for first and third type boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet 
boundaries. The solutions are then applied to the results of several column 
experiments conducted using a variety of geological materials as a means of 
evaluating the selection of boundary conditions and the definition of the 
concentrât ion.
MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Boundary Value Problems
The boundary value problem developed here is shown schematically in Figure 1. The 
one-dimensional form of the advection-dispersion equation is employed to describe

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the boundary value problem.

maBB transport in the medium. Thus, assuming uniform flow, conservative mass 
transport is given by, in dimensionless form:

SCD P C D

s k s * a ?  JC*i0  {1)

where the following dimensionless variables are employed:



The coeffecient CQ is the initial concentration of solute in the upstream 
reservoir (M/L3), C is the resident concentration in the medium (M/L3), x is 
distance in the medium (L), v is the average velocity of the fluid (L/T), t is 
time (T) and 0, is the coeffecient of hydrodynamic dispersion (L^/T). The 
characteristic length of dispersion, dispersivity (aL), is equal to Du/v for 
advective mass transport. The initial condition for equation (1) is given as:

CD(xD,0)- 0 0sxDs* (3)

Mixing in the upstream reservoir is accounted for using a mass balance between 
the reservoir and medium. In dimensionless form this is given as:

ßoi dCgj " pCg) ■- r q , (0 , <:„) -  - Df r Bto) 3 (4)

where C,̂- is the dimensionless concentration in the upstream reservoir 
(concentration in the upstream reservoir divided by CQ), ß.- is the dimensionless 
mixing coeffecient equal to V.v/yOL, V. is the volume of the upstream reservoir 
(L3) and y is the cross sectional area available for flow across the reservoir- 
medium boundary (porosity times the cross-sectional area of the boundary). It is 
assumed for equation (4) that the solute in the reservoir is mixed continually. 
The initial condition for (4) is given as:

CU 10)-1 (5)

Thus, the tracer is introduced into the upstream reservoir as a dirac input. 
Similarily, a mass balance can be conducted at the downstream reservoir-medium 
boundary. In this case conservation of mass is given by:

~ SC° ' Z  C°1 •‘ i . W  |6)

Where Pe is the Peclet number (length of the medium times velocity divided by 
DL), CQe is the dimensionless concentration of solute in the downstream reservoir 
(concentration in the downstream reservoir divided by CQ), ßQo is the 
dimensionless mixing coefficient for the downstream reservoir equal to Vqv/yD|_ 
and V is the volume of the downstream reservoir (L ). The initial condition for 
equation (6) is given by:

q » ( 0 ) - 0  ( 7 )

To apply first type conditions to both the upstream and downstream boundaries, 
a continuity condition is imposed at each boundary, respectively:

CDi ( tD) “ CD ( 0, CD) ( 8 )

(9)

This boundary value problem is stated in a manner identical to Moench (1989) 
except in cartesian rather than cylindrical coordinates. For the case where third 
type conditions are imposed at the boundaries, the boundary value problem, 
equations (l)-(7), is solved in the abscence of equations (8) and (9). In 
cylindrical coordinates, the solution of Chen (1987) is most similar.

The Laplace transform method is employed to solve the boundary value problem. The 
solutions are developed in the Laplace domain and not analytically inverted due



to the complexity of the expressions. A numerical inversion scheme (De Hoog et 
al., 1982) is instead employed to obtain the dimensionless concentrations in real 
space. The algorithm of 0e Hoog et al. was compared to several simple analytical 
solutions for mass transport and found to be stable and accurate over virtually 
all Peclet numbers.

The particular solution to equations (l)-(9) for macroscopically continuous 
resident concentrations is found using Cramer's rule and is given by:

CD(xD,p)-yrexp(kxB) -i|raexp(ÇxD) (10)

where
.,. _ PpitPooP+OexptÇPe)

... Pri (PdoP+ )̂ exp ($Pe) 
A,

Ai"<PfliP+5) (ßDoP+5)exp(5Pe)-(ß£,ip-»-X) (|JflopfX)exp(Xi’e) (13)

where X is equal to l/2+(p+l/4)1/2 and Ç is equal to l/2-(p+l/4)1/2. The overbar 
indicates the parameter that has been transformed and p is the Laplace transform 
variable.

The solution to equations (l)-(7) having third type boundary conditions is found 
by substitution of the general solution into the solutions of the mass 
conservation equations for the boundaries. The particular solution is given by:

Poiexp(gPe) 
(PdoP+1) (ßwP+l)CDa(p)- -L"V <14)

Note that this solution is valid for the concentration in the downstream 
reservoir only, whereas equation (10) can be applied anywhere in the solution 
domain.

To transform the governing equations so that the concentrations are flux- 
averaged, the following expression is required:

where CD, is is the dimensionless flux concentration ^flux concentration divided 
by Cq) . Substitution of (15) into equation (1) results in an expression identical 
to (1) except expressed in terms of C„F rather than Cq. To find equivalent 
solutions to (10) and (14) for flux concentrations, the solutions (10) and (14) 
are substituted directly into (IS). Thus, the solution having first type boundary 
conditions for flux concentration iB obtained as:

CDF(xD,p) -Çi|r1exp(XxIJ) -X^2exp(Çxp) (16)



where and f2 are as defined previously. The transformation of the solution for 
third type boundaries, equation (14), is given by the expression:

c tr>- _Pj>iexP (gfe> ,17*
Cdf(p) ( ß ^ i )  (PDip +i )  {17)

Comparison of (17) and (14) shows that they are identical and thus, the 
concentration in the downstream reservoir is independent of the definition of the 
concentration in the medium for third type boundary conditions»

One means of verifying the validity of solutions derived for mass transport 
problems is by establishing a mass balance on various components of the flow 
system (eg. Van Genuchten and Parker, 1984). Using this approach with the 
solutions (10), (14), (16), and (17) shows that none of the solutions are mass 
conservative. This is similar to what was found with more elementary mass 
transport solutions having similar combinations of first and third type boundary 
conditions (Van Genuchten and Parker, 1984). Thus, further evaluation of the 
solutions is required to determine the appropriate boundary conditions and 
definition of concentration.

Results
In the following discussion, only the results for small Peclet number are shown 
in providing a comparison between the solutions. This is because the solutions 
become similar at larger Peclet numbers as would be expected from inspection of 
the governing equations. The exception to this rule, is the solution ( 1 6 )  which 
behaves quite differently in comparison to the other solutions irrespective of 
the Peclet number. This is discussed at further length in the following.

V P s
Figure 2. Example concentration curves generated using solutions (10),(14) 

and (16).



Figure 2 shows example concentration curves plotted against tD/Pe generated using 
solutions (10),(14) and (16). Recalling that equations (16) and (17) are 
identical, (17) will not be discussed further. The curves are generated for a 
Peclet number of 1.0, ßDl- of 10.0 and ßDo of 5.0. Although the Peclet number is 
in the lower range of wnat might be encountered in nature, it is at this range 
that the distinction between the solutions is most evident. In particular, the 
distinction between the results for flux versus resident concentration is most 
substantial. Thus, the interpretation of tracer experiments conducted in 
geological media of large dispersivity (small Peclet number) can lead to 
contrasting results depending on the choice of analytical solution.

A subsidiary boundary value problem to the ones presented herein, is the point 
or borehole dilution problem. To conduct a borehole dilution experiment, a slug 
of tracer is instantaneously injected and continually mixed in an isolated 
section of borehole (Grisak et al., 1977). Measurements of concentration are made 
periodically and the decline in concentration with time can be related to the 
advective flow of water through the borehole. In this way, a measurement of the 
natural velocity of groundwater can be obtained using the mass balance expression 
for the borehole (i.e. equation [4]) which acts as the inlet reservoir in this 
case. However, if a first type boundary is employed to close the BVP, a 
dispersive component is added to the mass flux leaving the borehole. Thus, a

Figure 3. Comparison of the solution for borehole dilution to solution (10).

value of diBpersivity could be obtained from a point dilution experiment. This 
is illustrated in Figure 3 for a dimensionless distance of 1.0 and a ßDj of 1.0 
and 5.0. The curves having uniformly semi-logarithmic decline in concentration 
are generated using the standard form of the equation for borehole dilution 
(Grisak et al., 1977) and those curves showing deviation from uniform deline are 
generated using solution (10). This possibility has been recognized previously 
(Fujinawa, 1983) but has not been proven to be a measurable physical process. 
Because it is difficult to envision the physical process which might support this 
theory, an example of this result must be provided using a physical model.



tc/Pe
Figure 4. Comparison of the effect of the volume of the lower reservoir.

An additional problem associated with using the first type boundary condition has 
to do with the solution for flux concentration, equation (16). Figure 4 shows the 
results using each solution for the case where ßDi is equal to 2.0 and J3.0 is 
equal to 1.0 and 5.0. The Peclet number is equal to 1.0 in both cases. As is 
evident in Figure 4, the distinction between first type flux concentration and 
the other solutions is exacerbated by increasing 0Do. In fact, the solution is 
relatively insensitive to the volume of the lower reservoir, hence there is 
always disparity between thiB solution and the others independent of the value 
of the Peclet number or the volume of the upper reservoir. This is similar to 
that found by Moench (1989) for the equivalent case in cylindrical coordinates. 
By inspection of the flux transformation, equation (15), it is apparent that as 
the Peclet number increases (i.e. DL tends to zero), the right hand term of (15) 
is diminished and flux and resident concentrations become equivalent. Therefore, 
because this is not the case with solution (16), the validity of this solution 
may be questionable.

COLUMN EXPERIMENTS 
Experimental Method
To address the issues raised in the aforementioned, experiments are conducted in 
which the physical processes of solute transport are investigated using the 
results of several column experiments. The experiments are conducted in three 
columns of acrylic manufacture, one 76 mm in diameter and 300 mm in length and 
two 187 mm in diameter and 250 mm in length, all three having reservoirs attached 
to each end. The column of smaller diameter is packed with glass beads having a 
uniform grain diameter of approximately 0.42 mm. One of the columns of larger 
diameter is packed with glass beads and the other is packed with an artificial 
mixture of glass beads, sand, pebbles and gravel, having a mean grain diameter 
of 3.97 mm. The hydraulic conductivity of the glass beads was measured and found 
to be lxlO*3 m/s while the artificial mixture was determined to have an hydraulic 
conductivity of 1x10** m/s. The porosity of the glass beads and artificial 
mixture are 0.40 and 0.25, respectively.



Figure 5 shows the experimental apparatus, schematically. The experiments are 
conducted with the columns oriented vertically. The lower reservoir is of fixed 
volume while the volume of the upper reservoir can be easily varied for each 
experiment. Fluid flow is established from top to bottom using a source of 
constant hydraulic head (mariotte bottle). The velocity is controlled by the

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus.

flowrate entering the upper reservoir in conjunction with the elevation of the 
discharge tube from the lower reservoir. A typical velocity for each experiment 
was in the order of 10‘5 to 10'6 m/day. The level of fluid in a manometer attached 
to the discharge tube is measured against the level of the fluid surface in the 
upper reservoir to determine an hydraulic gradient. Distilled water was used for 
all experiments.

A fluorometric green dye was employed as a tracer for these experiments. The dye, 
Lissamine FF, is resistent to photo decay, detectable in very small 
concentrations and relatively resistent to adsorption. Several experiments were 
conducted to verify that the tracer behaves in a geochemically conservative 
manner in the geological material chosen for the ' column experiments. No 
geochemical retardation was observed.

fu

 ̂ upper reservoir

■ capillary tuba

sampling valve

porous medium
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Figure 6. Experimental results and type curve for test no. 1.

Samples of the tracer concentration are obtained using a non-invasive technique 
whereby approximately 300 fiL of fluid is withdrawn from capillary tubes installed 
in both the geological medium and the reservoirs. It is believed that the 
concentrations measured in this manner most likely represent resident values, 
although it has been suggested (Chen, 1987; Moench, 1989) that samples obtained 
from a reservoir or sampling device of large scale, inherently represent flux- 
averaged values. Also, this methodology is similar to the sampling techniques 
employed during field tracer experiments.

The tracer experiment is conducted by instantaneously injecting approximately 
500-1000 fjh of tracer into the upper reservoir. The tracer is mixed continually 
in the upper reservoir using a mixer of variable speed. The speed of mixing is 
predetermined based on the volume of the upper reservoir. The advance of the 
tracer through the column is monitored by obtaining periodic samples at various 
levels. Sampling frequency is increased during the breakthrough of concentration 
at the sampling pointB of interest. The concentration of the tracer is determined 
using a commercial fluorometer, immediately after the samples are obtained. The 
tracer concentration in the lower reservoir is mixed using a magnetic stirrer.

Results
To date, approximately 25 column experiments have been conducted. The raw results 
are entered into a spreadsheet program and dimensionless concentrations are 
calculated using the calibration curve for the fluorometer. Oimensionless 
concentration versus elapsed time (in seconds) are then exported to a plotting 
program and the curves are analysed using the solutions given herein.

Because the governing equations are developed in a dimensionless format, analysis 
of the concentration curves is very straightforward using a type curve method. 
The concentration curves are plotted with a logarithmic scale in time on the x 
axis and linear scale in Cq on the y axis. Individual type curves particular to 
each combination of reservoir volumes, are also generated in semi-logarithmic



form with tQ/Pe on the logarithmic x axis. A type curve match is made by sliding 
the type curve along the x axis until the experimental data are overlapped. A 
match point is then obtained from the x axis of both the type curve and the data 
plot.

The first few experiments were conducted using the small diameter column packed 
with glass beads. The purpose of the experiments is to investigate the use of the 
flux-averaged transformation for first type boundary conditions. Two experiments 
were conducted, one with a large lower reservoir and one with a small lower 
reservoir. Figures 6 and 7 show the experimental data and the corresponding type 
curves generated using solution (14) for tests no. 1 and no. 2, respectively. A 
Peclet number of 600 is determined from the type curve fits. Using the definition

T im e  (s)
Figure 7. Experimental results and type curve for test no. 2.

of Pe, a dispersivity of 0.5 mm is calculated. This value is what might be 
expected for a material having a uniform grain size of about 0.5 mm. At this 
value of Pe, the solutions for resident concentrations having first or third type 
boundaries are identical. In comparison to the first test, the experimental data 
obtained from test no. 2 exhibit a substantially higher peak concentration and 
slightly less spread due to the smaller volume in the lower reservoir.

Figure 8 shows the type curves as obtained for tests 1 and 2 compared to the 
curves generated using the solution for flux concentration. Although the flux 
concentrations almost approximate the results from the test conducted using a 
lower reservoir of small volume, this solution does poorly when compared to the 
result for the larger volume case. In fact, by employing the solution for flux 
concentration to analyse test no. 1, a poor quality fit to the type curve is 
obtained and a value of dispersivity of about 10.0 mm is determined. This value 
of dispersivity is unrealistic for the media employed in this experiment. Thus, 
in consideration of these observations, it is apparent that the solution for flux 
concentration is not appropriate for analysing the results of column (or perhaps 
tracer) experiments conducted in the manner as described herein.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the results obtained with the solution for resident 
concentration versus that for flux concentration.

The most direct way to investigate the selection between first and third type 
boundary conditions for resident concentration, is to examine the the decline in 
concentration in the upper reservoir during a column experiment. If continuity 
conditions (first type boundaries) are physically justified, then the decline in 
semi-logarithmic concentration in an inlet reservoir connected to a medium of 
large dispersivity, should result in a non-uniform curve (see Figure 3 for an 
example). However, as illustrated in Figure 3, this can only be observed when the 
volume of the inlet reservoir is minimized. Thus, two experiments were conducted, 
one in the large diameter column packed with glass beadB and the other in the 
large diameter column packed with the artificial mix. The artificial mix was 
packed such that a homogeneously heterogeneous mix was achieved and the 
characteristic length of the REV is estimated to be substantially less than 
either the diameter or length of the column. The volume of fluid in the upper 
reservoir in both cases was about 0.280 L (approximately 1 cm of water depth in 
the upper reservoir). The experimental method was identical between experiments.

Figure 9 shows the results of both experiments plotted in logarithmic 
concentration against linear time. A regression analysis was conducted on both 
data sets. Values for the correlation coefficient of the data obtained from the 
glass beads and artificial mix are 0.9984 and 0.9994, respectively. Thus, in both 
the case where dispersivity is small and also where it is large, the decline in 
concentration in the inlet reservoir follows a semi-logarithmic straight line. 
In addition, an independent determination of the macroscopic dispersivity of the 
artificial mix was undertaken using the results from the lower reservoir. A 
dispersivity of 25 mm was estimated using the solution having third type 
boundaries. The solid curve in Figure 9 shows the result when this value of 
dispersivity and the appropriate velocity is employed in the solution using first 
type boundary conditions. The curve exhibits a distinctive departure from the 
experimental data.
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Figure 9. Results o£ the experiments conducted in the upper reservoir for 

mediums of both small and large dispersivity.

This result suggests that continuity conditions can not be applied to the 
boundary between the inlet reservoir and porous medium. Because a mixture of 
third type inlet and first type outlet boundaries are conceptually unsupport ab le, 
the most physically justifiable particular solution for this boundary value 
problem is that employing third type conditions at both the inlet and outlet 
reservoirs, equation (14). Interestingly, the fact that there is some uncertainty 
as to the definition of the macroscopic dispersivity near the boundary (Dagan and 
Bresler, 1985) may explain the lack of general mass conservation for this 
solution. In addition, it is possible to forward an argument based on the manner 
in which resident concentration is defined, which supports the concept of 
discontinuity. Because this is contradictory to traditional Fickian theory, 
further experimentation and theoretical development is required.

CONCLUSIONS
Because there is some uncertainty in the validity of several analytical models 
used to analyse the results of field tracer experiments conducted in radial flow 
fields, several analytical models were developed for uniform flow having an 
equivalent assortment of boundary conditions. In particular, the BVP is solved 
in which reservoirs undergoing mixing are attached to a porous medium through 
which mass is transported by uniform, one-dimensional flow. The BVP is solved for 
first and third type boundary conditions at both the inlet and outlet boundaries 
and for resident and flux-averaged concentrations. The solutions are found using 
the Laplace transform technique and a numerical inversion scheme is employed to 
obtain concentration curves in the real domain. A mass balance was conducted on 
each of the solutions and none were found to be mass conservative. A parametric 
analysis was conducted using the solutions and it was found that 1) the solutions 
differ substantially in behavior at small Peclet number, 2) a dispersive mass 
flux component is added to the flux leaving the inlet reservoir if first type 
boundary conditions are imposed at the reservoir-medium interface, and 3) the 
solution for flux concentration in which first type boundary conditions are 
employed is insensitive to the volume of the outlet reservoir and does not 
strictly follow the rule of the flux transformation. In addition, it was found



that the solutions for flux and resident concentrations having third type 
boundary conditions are identical.

To help determine the appropriate boundary conditions and definition of 
concentration, several tracer experiments were conducted using columns of varying 
diameter. The columns were packed with material of either small or large 
dispersion coefficient. Two experiments were conducted using material of small 
dispersion coefficient, one in which the outlet reservoir of the column was large 
and one in which it was small. The results showed that the flux transformation 
may not be appropriate for this BVP when the experiments are conducted using 
small volume samples obtained over a short period of time. Experiments were also 
conducted using larger diameter columns packed with either type of material. 
Using detailed measurements of the decline in concentration in the inlet 
reservoir, it was found that first type boundary conditions can not be applied 
for this boundary value problem. The conclusion, therefore, is that the solution 
for resident concentration in which third type boundary conditions are employed 
at both the inlet and outlet boundaries, is the most suitable for analysing the 
results of tracer experiments conducted in the manner described herein. Although 
there are some distinctions between the governing equations and transformations 
between uniform and radial flow, it can be assumed that the general findings in 
this study can be extended to the radial flow case.
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ABSTRACT

Spatial variation of hydraulic conductivity has been generally recognized as the 
dominant medium-dependent control on the transport and dispersion of contaminants in 
ground water. An empirical study focusing on the relationship between patterns of 
sedimentology and patterns of permeability is being conducted at an outcrop of the 
Pliocene/Pleistocene Sierra Ladrones Formation, central New Mexico.

Methods of geostatiBtics and sedimentary basin analysis are employed to study the 
problem of aquifer heterogeneity. An air permeameter provides a means of obtaining 
extensive field measurements of air-flow-rates through the sediments. These flow rates 
are subsequently used to characterize the permeability distribution of the outcrop. Both 
the geologic information and the air-flow-rate data provide the basis for analysis of 
aquifer heterogeneity. Preliminary geologic mapping indicates that the sediments in the 
study area are the products of an arid fluvial/interfluvial depositional environment. 
Probability distribution analysis of the air-flow-rate data suggests that the permeability 
of these sediments is log-normally distributed. The air permeability data are used to 
estimate variograms and correlation lengths in both the horizontal and vertical 
directions. At the scale of 10’s of centimeters, the horizontal variograms exhibit 
exponential variogram behavior. When two distinct lithologies are present, the 
correlation structure appears to be a nested exponential. Variogram analysis of 
estimated mean permeability at the scale of meters also shows evidence of a nested 
correlation structure in the horizontal direction and a periodic correlation structure in 
the vertical direction. Results of this study suggest that there is a direct connection 
between observable geologic structures and permeability statistics.

INTRODUCTION

Geologic heterogeneity has long been recognized as the dominant control of contaminant 
dispersion. Numerical investigations by Schwartz [1977], and Smith and Schwartz [1980,1981] 
have demonstrated the dependence of the dispersion process on the spatial patterns of hydraulic 
conductivity. While their studies are largely illustrative, they have highlighted the necessity of 
quantifying spatial patterns of permeability.

Bakr (1978), Gelhar et al. (1979), GuÇahr et al. (1978), propose a stochastic representation of 
permeability and use a perturbation approach to solve equations of flow and transport. Others 
(Wheatcraft and Tyler (1988) and Neumann (1990)) employ a fractal representation of 
permeability in order to characterize dispersion and its dependence on scale. The fractal



representation takes into account not only random fluctuations of permeability but also a 
progression of correlation scales. Dagan (1986), Sposito et al. (1986), Weber (1986) and Gelhar 
(1986) have recognized the possibility of multiple scales of correlation in geologic media. While 
their conceptualizations differ slightly in detail they all have in common the insight that the 
controlling factor is the geology.

Quantifying geologic heterogeneity however has been a mqjor stumbling block in the study of 
solute transport. In general, there are too few data values to adequately estimate statistical 
parameters of aquifer heterogeneity. In addition the data is usually restricted to the scale of the 
well spacing thereby preventing the assessment of multiple scales of heterogeneity.

In order to predict subsurface spatial patterns of permeability more information is needed than is 
normally available from well log data. Estimation of statistical parameters and quantification of 
the progression of geologic scales of heterogeneity requires incorporation of ’’soft" geologic 
information (e.g. Journel and Alabert (1988), Phillips and Wilson (1989) and Anderson (1989)).

To arrive at methods of incorporating geologic information it is necessary to conduct numerous 
field investigations that focus on 1) the relation between the geology and the permeability, 2) how 
that relation can be described mathematically, and 3) how the mathematical description can be 
parameterized based on available information, and thus made applicable to the unique 
depositional environment under study. Appropriate studies would involve parallel investigation of 
the permeability patterns and the spatial configuration of sedimentological units.

Such a study is the topic of this paper. A field site located in the Albuquerque Basin of central 
New Mexico has been chosen to conduct parallel investigations of both sedimentology and 
permeability. It consists of extensive outcrops of the Sierra Ladrones Formation that extend for 
approximately 25 kilometers south of Belen, New Mexico (Figure 1). The sediments are largely 
undisturbed with respect to diagenesis and structural deformation. The large extent and varied 
exposure of the outcrop offer an excellent opportunity to investigate the three-dimensional 
character of a fluvial deposit.

The long term objectives of this study are to investigate methods of incorporating "soft" geologic 
information into a quantitative mathematical framework and to explore the effects of spatial scale 
on patterns of heterogeneity.

METHODOLOGY

Geostatistics and sedimentary basin analysis are employed as the primary means of analysis. The 
geostatistical analysis focuses on estimating the mean and correlation structure of the 
permeability field via distribution and variogram analysis, respectively. The sedimentary basin 
analysis focuses on the occurrence and spatial assemblages of different lithologie facies. Miall’s 
[1985] method of architectural element analysis is adopted here as the primary mode of studying 
the geologic deposits and interpreting the depositional environment. Miall [19851 proposes that 
all fluvial deposits can be broken into eight basic architectural elements each of which is 
distinguishable by 1) a suite of lithologie facies, 2) the nature of the bounding surfaces of the 
elements, and 3) the external element geometry (Figure 2).

There are two main advantages of using the architectural element framework. The first is that 
the three-dimensionality of the deposits are preserved. Seoondly it offers a geologically meaningful 
way to group the smaller scale lithologie facies. By grouping the smaller scale lithofacies, mapping
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Figure 1. Location map of field site.
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of the architectural elements can be performed at larger spatial scales. Hydrologically, the 
elements are believed to correspond to distinct hydrologie units.

Some of the primary goals of the field investigation are to investigate the relationship between the 
observed geologic record and patterns of permeability, and to investigate how depositional 
processes result in characteristic styles of heterogeneity. Geologic information collected serves two 
purposes. The lithology and architecture of the sediments will be used to interpret prevailing 
depositional processes, as well as to form a basis for the estimation of permeability-field statistical 
parameters.

Collection of Permeability Data 

Air min ipermea meter
In order to obtain a sufficient number of permeability measurements, a portable air 
minipermeameter has been developed. The air permeameter is a modification of a device 
developed by Goggin et al. (1988) which applies a constant pressure from a tank of compressed 
nitrogen to the outcrop through a tip seal. Steady state is achieved and the resulting flow is 
measured with a series of rotameters. With a constant pressure and flow rate, the permeability 
can be calculated for the resulting flow geometry.

The great utility of the Goggin et al. (1988) analysis is that the theoretical development is valid for 
any system that utilizes a constant pressure in order to achieve steady flow through a specific flow 
geometry. The flow geometry is radially symmetric with a vertical component. For this geometry, 
permeability can be calculated via the equation:

q & P i

k =  a G ^ \ Z \ ~ po (1)
2

where:

P q —  atmospheric pressure 

P i  =  tip-seal injection pressure 
q\ =  air-flow-rate

fi =  dynamic viscosity of air at atmospheric conditions
a =  internal radius of tip-seal
G(bS) —  geometric factor determined graphically from Goggin et al (1988b)

Our design follows that of the Goggin et al. (1988) device but with a new set of constraints 
regarding sampling medium and portability. The field site of the current project consists of 
primarily unconsolidated material. As such, it is necessary to apply a very small yet accurately 
measurable pressure. In order to honor the pressure constraint and increase portability, pressure 
sources other than compressed air were puraued.

Heller (1988) proposed a piston/cylinder apparatus in which the piston applies a constant pressure 
and the seal is maintained between the piston and cylinder with a prophylactic. The flow rate is 
then calculated by timing the rate at which the piston falls a known distance. The device
presented in this paper is somewhat of a hybrid between the two. The tip seal, which governs the
flow geometry, is similar to the Goggin et al. (1988) device while the air supply is modified form of



1: lOOcc syringe 
2: la-Tips (#222 ) 
3: circuit board 
4: photoresistors 
5: stopwatch 
6: lamp switch

7: circuit board switch 
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10: battery pack

( 4 V  cells ) 
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1: #6 rubber 
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3: 1/8" o.d. 

grommet tip seal

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of air permeameter



a piston/cylinder apparatus.

Permeameter Design:
Figure 3 presents the basic design of the air-permeameter developed in this paper. A lOOcc 
ground glass syringe was ground further with fine grit corundum to provide a fairly frictionleas 
contact while maintaining an adequate seal between the piston and the syringe casing. The flow 
rate is obtained by electronically timing displacement of a known volume. The timing is achieved 
with a stopwatch, a set of photoresistora, and lamps. The tip seal is the part of the apparatus that 
governs the flow geometry at the permeameter/outcrop interface. By using a tip seal similar to 
that of Goggin et al. (1988), we preserve the flow geometiy form which we have a theoretical 
solution.

Calibration:
Efforts to calibrate the air-permeameter have focused on comparing the intrinsic permeability 
derived from a constant head (water) device with air permeability calculated from equation (J ). 
Calibration results are Bhown in Figure 4.

In (ka)

Figure 4. Correlation plot between log air permeability 
and log hydraulic conductivity

Two difficulties have arisen in calibrating the air-permeameter in this fashion. Figure 4 shows the 
presence of several "outliers". These are believed to be the result of leaks in the constant head 
apparatus. Even though that problem has since been rectified, another difficulty with calibrating 
the air-permeameter in this fashion is the drastic difference in volumes being sampled. The 
air-permeameter has a radius of investigation on the order of one centimeter, thus sampling 
approximately a lcc. volume. On the other hand, permeability estimates from the constant head 
apparatus are averaged over approximately lOOcc. A one-to-one correlation of permeability 
measured from two such vastly different volumes should not necessarily be expected. While the 
calibration thus far has not resulted in a robust relationship between permeability derived from 
the constant head apparatus and air-permeability, the correlation is encouraging.

As the calibration process continues, other issues inherent with gas permeability will need to be



addressed. For instance, at low pressures, the Klinkenburg effect is commonly observed; at higher 
pressures non-Darcy flow effects result in the underestimation of permeability (Katz et al. 1959). 
These issues as well as soil moisture effects will be investigated as the study of geologic 
heterogeneity continues.

Due to the difficulty in calibration and to prevent confusion, air-permeameter data is reported in 
terms of air-flow rate. Since all other variables in Equation(l) are held constant between 
measurements, the air flow rate is directly proportional to the permeability.

Analysis of Measurement Error:
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on a set of logarithmic air-flow rates measured at 
25 different locations to determine if the observed variation of flow rateB is a result of 
permeameter measurement error or actual variation in the properties of the sampled geologic 
material. The data set is comprised of 25 groups of data, each of which contains 2 or 3 logarithmic 
air-flow-rate measurements observed at the same location. The variance of measurements within 
each group is compared to the variance of measurements between groups. A dominance of 
within-group variance with respect to between-group variance would suggest that the flow-rate 
variance was largely due to variance inherent to the permeameter, while dominance of 
between-group variance would imply that changes in the flow rates from location to location are 
related to changes in the permeability rather than to any instrument limitations.

Table 1.
Results of ANOVA for 25 groups of logarithmic air-flow-rate data

Source of Variation
Sum of Squares 

(SS)
Degrees of Freedom 

(df)
Mean Square 

(MS)

Between Groups 28.39 24 1.183

Within Groups 0.25 42 0.006

Total 28.65 66 0.434

Table 1 shows the results of the analysis of variance. The mean square within groups, or the 
‘average’ variation within groups (MSW), was estimated to be equal to 0.006, while the 'average’ 
variation between groups (MSB) was calculated to be 1.183. The F-value, determined as the ratio 
MSB/MSW, was equal to 171.45, indicating that between-group variance was more than 2 orders 
of magnitude greater than within-group variance. Since this value is much larger than the 
F-Btatistic of 1.79 estimated at a significance level of 5%, the null hypothesis that the means of the 
25 groups of logarithmic flow rates are equal was rejected. Thus, variance of the data cannot be 
related to random fluctuations in the response of the permeameter, but rather can be attributed to 
variation in the sampled geologic materials. The results of the ANOVA confirm that the air 
permeameter is a reliable means of characterizing the structure of permeability variations in the 
Sierra Ladrones Formation fluvial deposits.

The use of the air permeameter is restricted to the sand and pebbly sand facies. Due to the small 
averaging volume (approximately lcc.) and the non-linear effects in highly permeable materials, 
the permeameter cannot be used to estimate permeabilities in the gravelly deposits. Similarly 
since soil moisture must be negligible for accurate measurements and the deposits containing a 
significant amount of clay desiccate when dry, the air permeameter cannot be used to estimate



permeability in many of the finer-grained deposits.

It has been noted in the literature (Joumel and Alabert 1988) that ground water flow depends 
greatly on the spatial distribution and interconnection of the extreme-value permeability units. 
However, the sampling of these extreme values remains a mqjor stumbling block for experimental 
hydrologists. Quick and reasonably accurate measurements of day and gravel permeability has 
not been a focal point of hydrologie research. Several avenues of investigation are currently being 
researched on how to overcome this problem as it relates to field-scale investigation of 
permeability distributions.

For example, it may be possible to correlate the compaction variables of the low permeability clay 
to a permeability value (Harrop-Williams 1985). If this can be validated on the specific soils of 
interest, then permeability may be estimated in the field from a quick consolidation experiment. 
Another possibility is to perform actual clay permeability tests in the field. A device described by 
Olson (1966) allows rapid measurements of clay permeability by measuring the pressure response 
due to a given influx of fluid. The problem of obtaining saturated samples in the field is still the 
mqjor factor limiting the utility of such a device.

Similarly, for the gravel units it may be possible to draw an empirical correlation between type of 
deposit and permeability based on field permeameter tests. It is most likely that these field tests 
would require a large volume water permeameter to ensure that a sufficient volume of gravel be 
sampled.

The problem of sampling the extreme values of permeability is an issue that has not been resolved 
as of yet. It is regarded as a serious deficiency that must be investigated. It should also be borne 
in mind that it may not be necessary to obtain accurate values of permeability for these units of 
extreme values. It may be sufficient to map out their spatial extent and incorporate that "soft" 
information into the analysis, particularly if they are characterized by much larger or smaller 
permeabilities than adjacent deposits. The inability to sample clay and gravel permeability need 
not inhibit the entire aquifer characterization effort.

FIELD SITE

Sierra Ladrones Formation

The Pliocene/Pleistocene Sierra Ladrones Formation crops out along the Llano de Albuquerque 
geomorphic surface in a badlands topography. The Albuquerque Basin is one of a series of en 
echelon rift basins that formed along the Rio Grande Rift during latest Oligocene and early 
Miocene (Chapin and Seager, 1975). The tectonics of the southwest Albuquerque Basin are fairly 
well understood at the large scale and less precisely in detail. Lozinsky (1988) summarized the 
tectonic setting of the Albuquerque Basin as a half-graben bordered to the east by the Sandia* 
Manzano-Los Pinos uplift. The other structural boundaries of the basin are the San Felipe fault 
belt to the north, the Joyita uplift to the south, and the Lucero and Ladron uplifts to the west.
The Sierra Ladrones Formation is the uppermost formation of the Santa Fe Group and is reported 
by Machette (1978) to be early Pliocene to middle Pleistocene in age. I t consists of two main 
facies: 1) a piedmont slope facies consisting primarily of alluvial fan and coalescing fan deposits, 
and 2) a basin floor facies consisting mainly of river sands, gravels, and flood plain deposits.



Geologie Mapping

Facies- and element'Scale mapping:
The facies and element-acale mapping include both small-scale and intermediate-scale analysis of 
geology and permeability patterns and will serve as an initial basis for the large-scale study. Once 
the site for facies-scale mapping was selected, an initial reconnaissance of the outcrop was 
performed. The nature and locations of the gross geologic features were noted and surveyed. The 
goal of the facies and element-scale mapping was to establish "first cut" architectural element 
definitions and begin to analyze the depositional environment and geologic character of 
heterogeneity at the element and lithofades scale.

Miall’s (1978) classification scheme was used as a base for the classification of observed lithofacies. 
Table 2 summarizes the lithofacies observed during the OUTCROP1 study. Lithofacies Smb, Sfl, 
and Sm, were added to Miall’s (1978) classification. Fades Smb consists of crudely crossbedded 
sand, sand size clay clasts, and armored mud balls. The basal contact of the Smb fades is 
commonly erosional, The fades Sfl is a fining upward sand fades. The genesis of the Sfl fades is 
uncertain; however, their occurrence may represent proximal floodplain deposits. The third 
addition to Miall’s (1978) dassification is the fades Sm. The Sm fades is a massive sand in which 
most or all sedimentary structures have been destroyed. This fades is interpreted as an immature 
soil.

Table 2. Lithofacies observed in OUTCROP1 study.

Fades
.W ç „ . Lithofacies Sedimentary structure Interpretation

Gms
Gm
Gt
St

Sp
Sr

Sh

SI
Smb

Sfl

Sm

Sgm

FI
Fsc
Fm
Fr
P

massive, matrix 
supported grave) 
massive or crudely 
bedded gravel

gravel stratified 
sand, medium to v. 
coarse, may be pebbly
sand, medium to v. 
coarse may be pebbl;y

none

horizontal bedding, 
imbrication

trough crossbeds 
solitary (thcta) or grouped 
(pi) trough crossbeds
solitary (alpha) or grouped 
(omikron) planar crossbeds

sand, v. fine to coarce ripple marks of all types

sand, v. fine to v. 
coarse, may be pebbly

sand, fine

erosional scours with 
mud balls

sand, v. coarse to fine

sand, v. fine to v. 
coarse, may be pebbly

sand, fine lo v. coarse, 
pebbly

sand, silt, mud

silt, mud 

mud, silt 

silt, mud

sand and carbonate

horizontal lamination parting 
or streaming lincation
low angle (< 10 ) 
crossbeds

crude crossbedding

fining upward sand 
sequence
none

none

fTine lamination, very 
small ripples

laminated to massive 
massive, desiccation 
cracks

rootlets

pedogenic features

debris flow deposit

longitudinal bars, lag 
deposits, seive deposits

minor channel fills 

dunes (lower flow regime)
linguoid, transverse bars, 
sand waves (lower flow 
regime
ripples (tower flow 
regime)
planar bed flow 
(I. and u. flow regime

scour fill 

scour fill

proximal floodplain 

immature soil 

slumped bank ?

ovcrbank or waning flow 
deposits

ovcrbank deposits 

drape deposits

overbank

soil



The paleosol facies discussed previously occur commonly in the study area. They are generally 
developed in the non-gravelly type of fabric, and conform to the general diagnostic characteristic of 
having few if any preserved sedimentary structures, a red coloration, and some degree of calcium 
carbonate buildup.

The soils preserved in the Sierra Ladrones Formation may prove useful in the delineation of mqjor 
depositional cycles for two reasons. First, they indicate a long hiatus in fluvial deposition and 
thus may serve as an indicator of relative quiescence. Second, when studying the sedimentology of 
fluvial systems over distances on the order of kilometers, the paleosols provide a means to 
correlate different cycles of sedimentation (Allen 1974). These paleosols can also be indicators of 
both paleodimate and paleogeomorphic conditions. Aridisols in the southwest have been studied 
thoroughly by Gile et al. (1981), Walker (1967), Walker et al. (1978), and Machette (1985).

Preliminary observations have indicated that soil development results in a reduction of 
permeability. This is believed to be caused by the introduction of illuvial clays, precipitation of 
calcium carbonate, and the churning caused by roots and soil fauna. Correlating soil types and 
patterns of permeability within soils may prove insightful.

Interpretation of Mapping

The geologic interpretation is based on two classes of geologic categorization: lithologie facies and 
architectural elements. The lithologie facies comprise the architectural elements and provide 
within-element characteristics from which primary processes are inferred. The extent and 
relationships of the elements are then used to interpret the depositional environment.

The four elements defined based on the facies mapping (Figure 5) are summarized in Table 3. The 
channel elements can be broken into two types, but more elements may be necessary as the study 
progresses. Additionally, it is likely that the definitions of the four elements observed thus far will 
be revised as more information is collected.

Table 3. A rchitectural elem ents o f O U T C R O P 1.

Elem ent code Lilhofacies present Description/Comments

CH-I Gm, Gt, Sp, St, SI, Sgm

Channel element consists dominately 
of gravelly and coarse sand facies. Much 
of the element is covered by colluvium 
and will require further study elsewhere.

CH-II Gms, St, Sp, Sfl, Sh, SI, 
Smb, FI, Fm, Fsc

Sand and sand size clay clasts 
dominate with local Ing gravel 
deposits.

P P, Sm, Fsc Soils and stacked soils

OF Fr, Fm, Fsc, P Overbank fines

The two distinct types of channel elements preserved in the study area of OUTCROP1 include one 
that is dominated by clean fine-to-coarse grained sandy and gravelly facies, and a second element 
dominated by sand and sand-size clay clasts. The former can be interpreted as the result of a 
large, distal, braided or meandering stream environment The latter element is dominated by a 
much finer scale heterogeneity. In the latter (type CH-II) element, small scale (0.1-1 m) scour fill 
structures, which suggest a tributary scale channel, have also been observed . The common 
occurrence of sand-size clay clasts and armored mud balls indicates that hardened mud drapes 
were ripped up, broken into sand size clasts, redeposited, and buried in a relatively short distance
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within the tributary channel. The occurrence of clay clasts and mud balls suggest that the 
channel was ephemeral in nature, since conditions of high fluvial energy would have likely been 
required to erode the mud drapes.

The lowermost occurrence of the CH type-II is probably the most difficult to interpret genetically. 
Two distinct possibilities exist; 1) a preserved bar deposit of a msgor channel or 2) a deposit that 
resulted from a large scale flood event. This CH-II element is dominated by clean planar 
crossbedded sand with some climbing ripple structures in the lower part and trough cross 
lamination and ripple lamination in the upper 10-20 centimeters. The basal contact is erosional, 
cutting into and locally through an overbank fine deposit. The upper contact is sharp. The 
uppermost CH-II element is also dominated by planar crossbedded sand, and iB here grouped 
genetically with the lowermost CH-II element

The overbank fine elements (OF) are composed of several distinct overbank deposits. Some of the 
elements contain weakly to moderately developed, stage I soil of McGrath and Hawley (1978).
The paleosol elements (P) consist of soil horizons that are generally Stage I-II. Reconstruction of 
the depoaitional environment entails interpreting the relationships and extents of the elements 
mapped. The paleosol elements are used here as a basis for that interpretation.

Allen (1974) used pedogenic carbonate units to interpret the depositional environment of the 
Lower Red Sandstone. He constructed a set of conceptual models based on the observation that 
soil development requires a “substantial period when its site was denied significant fresh supplies 
of river-borne clastic sediment" (Allen 1974; p.190). As outlined by Allen (1974), the mechanisms 
of deprivation in a fluvial system include: 1) the migration of the channel away from a site as to 
deprive that site of channel-borne sediment, 2) entrenchment of the channels so as to deprive 
sediment to neighboring regions even during large floods, and 3) a combination of (1) and (2). The 
models of Allen (1974) adopted for this study are those that represent lateral-horizontal migration 
of the channel. Two such migration patterns are postulated. The first represents a pattern of 
channel migration in which the channel moves continuously, but not necessarily steadily, 
perpendicular to its course (Figure 6a). This type of migration is referred to by Allen (1974) as a 
combing type of migration. The second type of migration involves a more sporadic type of channel 
movement resulting from avulsion events. The hypothetical arrangement of elements is shown in 
Figure 6b. Differentiation between the two models relies heavily on adequate mapping of profiles 
normal to the mean paleocurrent direction. At this time the extent of mapping does not allow this 
differentiation. Therefore, both models are retained here as equally feasible.

The observed architectural elements and the models of Allen (1974) enable an interpretation of the 
depositional environment. It is hypothesized that the deposits of at least two types of channels are 
preserved in the study area. From the models discussed, the occurrence of overbank fines and 
paleosols between these channel deposits indicate migration of the channel away from its previous 
position. It is not clear whether the deposits represent an environment in which two distinct types 
of channels coexisted throughout the depoBitional history, or one in which the channel character 
changed in time.

It is clear that the sediments observed in the Sierra Ladrones Formation reflect depositional 
environments ranging from high-energy channel deposits to low-energy overbank deposits. Thus, 
the deposits can be considered representative of many heterogeneous alluvial aquifer systems, and 
the overall approach used to characterize the Sierra Ladrones Formation can be assumed widely 
applicable to such systems. Continued mapping and interpretation of the architectural elements 
will be necessary to further determine the depoeitional environment of this area. The geologic 
interpretation and reconstruction of a depositional environment is crucial to the description and
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prediction o f lithologie distributions and, ultimately, to the characterization of aquifer 
heterogeneity. I t  is but one piece of the puzzle in the characterization of large-scale heterogeneity; 
however, i t  is a first step in the characterization of fluvial-aquifer heterogeneity.

DATA ANALYSIS
As stated above, empirical studies of permeability patterns must be conducted in order to better 
understand and predict heterogeneity of natural geologic material. Two small-scale studies of 
permeability have been conducted at the field site. In addition, a numerical experiment has been 
performed in  an effort to evaluate the statistical structure of the aquifer heterogeneity using the 
facies map obtained a t OUTCROP1 (Davis, 1990).

There are two objectives of the statistical analysis. The first is to empirically estimate the first 
two moments of the permeability joint probability density function. The second objective is to 
relate the estimated statistical parameters to the observed geologic features. This is a necessary 
step in testing the hypothesis that statistical parameters can be estimated via "soft" geologic 
observations.

Small-Scale Permeability Studies 

Permeability study 1 (PS1)
The location referred to here as PS1 is located approximately 20 meters north of OUTCROP1 and 
was conducted within the lowermost CH-H element. The prepared outcrop is approximately 2 
meters wide and 0.5 meters high. Figure 7a illustrates the geologic features and sampling 
locations. The outcrop appears to be a channel bar deposit dominated by a horizontally laminated 
coarse sand deposit On top of what appears to be the mtgor bar form, a variety of lithofacies are 
present. Horizontally-laminated fine to medium sands including magnetite and/or illmenite are 
interbedded with clay drapes, trough cross-laminated sands and ripple-laminated sands. This 
upper third of the outcrop is interpreted as representing a period of decreased, periodic flow. Two 
bioturbated zones which destroy the lateral continuity of the primary deposits were also observed 
and mapped. Each of the disturbed zones terminate upward at different stratigraphie locations 
indicating a t least two periods of relative quiescence.

The outcrop studied represents a small percentage of the overall deposit. That is, the deposit has 
a larger vertical and a much larger lateral extent than thfe sample space dimensions.
Two-hundred and seventy-seven (277) measurements of air flow rate were obtained from this 
outcrop.

A histogram of the PS1 data indicates a skewed right distribution. After performing a natural 
logarithm transform of the original data, the logarithmic data appear to be normally distributed 
(Figure 7b). Comparison of the empirical cumulative distribution function of the logarithmic data 
with the theoretical norma] curve and applying the Kolomogorov-Smimov test further support the 
log-normality hypothesis.

Structural analysis via directional variogram estimation was also performed on the logarithmic 
data set. The horizontal variogram is presented in Figure 7c. A common "rule of thumb" in 
variogram estimation is to use separations lags up to approximately half of the sample space 
dimension (Journel and Huijbregta 1978). As such, the variogram estimate was truncated at a lag 
of 160 centimeters. Successful fitting of a variogram model to the experimental variogram was 
facilitated by a sufficient number of data pairs for most lag classes, as well as by the occurrence
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of a relatively smooth experimental variogram.

An exponential variogram model with a slight nugget is used here to fit the experimental 
variogvam shown in Figure 7c. The resulting fitted model is:

y(£) = 0.04 + 0.27[1

The nugget of 0.04 may be attributed to experimental error associated with the air permeameter. 
The range of approximately 40 centimeters may correspond to the approximate average separation 
of the bioturbation zones. However, it will be necessary to conduct many more studies of similar 
nature to better understand the geologic foundation behind the correlation statistics.

Unlike the horizontal variogram, it is not feasible to fit a model to the vertical variogram estimate 
for two principal reasons. The fin t is that there is not a sufficient vertical sample space 
dimension to ensure proper estimation. Since the sampled vertical dimension is approximately 60 
centimeters, the vertical variogram model should then be based on lags of up to approximately 30 
centimeten, yielding three points each of which contain an insufficient number of pairs. Although 
an increase in the lag for variogram estimation may enhance the number of pairs for each lag, 
increases in the lag tend to decrease the total number of points available for the variogram 
estimate, resulting in even fewer points for a model fit.

The second reason fitting a model iB not feasible is that cursory data analysis indicates a possible 
trend in the mean in the vertical direction which could result in erroneous variogram estimates. 
The PS1 deposit consists of horizontally laminated coarse sands near the base of the outcrop. The 
sands then tend to fine upward in the vertical direction into horizontally-laminated, 
trough-cross-laminated and ripple-laminated medium to fine sands. Future work with trend 
analysis, as well as increased sampling in the vertical direction, will need to be conducted in order 
to obtain better estimates of the vertical correlation structure

Permeability study 2 (PS2)
The second outcrop studied (PS2) is located in the lower channel element (type CH-I) of Figure 5. 
PS2 is approximately 1.5 meters wide and 0.5 meter high. The outcrop can be characterized as a 
high energy channel deposit with crudely stratified to cross-stratified pebbly gravel and pebbly 
sand interbedded with low angle cross-laminated and trough cross laminated fine to coarse sand 
(Figure 8a). A zone of ripple laminated sand, representing a decrease in flow energy, occurs at the 
top of the outcrop.

Eighty-six (86) measurements of air flow rate were obtained from PS2, the locations of which are 
shown on Figure 8a. Permeameter measurements were restricted to the pebbly sand; this most 
likely resulted in a reduction of the overall variance. Again, histogram analysis of the original 
data indicates a skewed right distribution. When a natural logarithm transform was applied, an 
apparently normal distribution resulted (Figure 8b). As with the PS1 study, results of the 
Kolmogorov-Smimov test imply that the data is normally distributed.

Horizontal variogram analysis was performed on the logarithmic PS2 data in order to estimate the 
correlation structure. As with the vertical variogram estimate of PS1, geologic observations 
indicate the possibility of a trend in mean in the vertical direction. The PS2 deposit consists of 
gravels, pebbly sands, and coarse sand near the base. These coarse-grained sediments then tend 
to fine upward into trough cross-laminated and ripple laminated medium and fine sands. Again, 
trend analysis is not considered feasible given the insufficient length of the vertical sample space
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dimension. The horizontal variogram estimate is shown in Figure 8c.

=  f  yi(S) for i  < 40 cm.
\  y2(l) for £ >. 40 cm.

Where y itt)“  1.5[l-op(-{/25)]
y2(l) = n  + 0.34[1 -exp(- (£ - 40)/9)]

The resulting variogram is a nested exponential. This is believed to result from the two distinct 
types of lithologies present. The mean of the logarithmic values in the gravelly facies is 4.8 and 
variance 0.73. The mean of the logarithmic values in the sandy facies is 2.9 with a variance of 
0.85. For separations less than 40 cm., pairs are for the most part with a lithologie facies (see 
figure 8a.) For separation distances larger than 40 cm., pairs generally cross the lithofacies 
boundaries resulting in a rapid increase in the variance. While PSI (varianœ=0.31) also consisted 
of multiple mappable lithologie facies, the differences between them were primarily differences in 
sedimentary structures and subtle changes in grain size. There is not the disparity in values as 
observed in PS2 (variance PS2).

Further comparison of the results of the two small scale studies reveals other interesting points. 
First is that the air-flow rate data is log-normally distributed. This to some degree aftirms the 
commonly used hypothesis in stochastic hydrology literature. Also, the dominant correlation 
structure appears to exponential. For populations with multiple regions of different means, the 
composite variogram appears to be nested with a break in structures approximately equal to the 
average dimension of the regions.

Intermediate-Scale Permeability Studies

In addition to the two small-scale permeability studies, a study was conducted to estimate the 
spatial statistics of permeability at a larger scale by maintaining the lithofacies distinction as a 
basis of analysis. Conceptually, the study entailed performance of a numerical experiment that 
helped to characterize the spatial distribution of mean lithofacies permeability. The utility in such 
an experiment lies in the ability to obtain large numbers of "measurements" so a structural 
analysis can be performed. This experiment is not intended to replace a study using actual 
measured values, but rather to help direct the investigation and give a preview of what one may 
expect to see at the larger scale.

The lithofacies observed at OUTCROP1 were broken into four classes based on lithology and 
approximate permeability. The permeability estimates of Freeze and Cherry (1979; p.29) were 
used to estimate log-permeability of the observed lithologies. The resulting categories are shown 
in Table 5.

The facies map used as a basis for defining the elements presented in Figure 5 was analyzed on a 
60 centimeter by 60 centimeter grid (map scale). For each of the 2159 digitized locations, the 
facies at the location was recorded and an approximate log permeability value assigned. The 
permeability values assigned to the various facies were presumed to be mean values and 
approximated according to grain size and texture. Variogram analysis of the location and 
approximate log permeability values was performed. Although the experimental variogram was 
not based on observed air-flow-rate measurements or permeability, it does reflect the overall



Table 5. Approximate mean log permeabilities used in intermediate scale study.

Lithofacies Description s= log (k) [darcy]

Gms, Gm, Sgm Gravelly sands 3
Sp, SI, St, Sh Coarse sands 1

Sr, Sr/Fm, Sm, P Fine sands and sandy soils -1

P(clay), Fl, Fsc, Fr, Fm Silts, clays, and clayey soils . -3

correlation structure of the permeability field at the intermediate scale. The résulta of the vertical 
directional and horizontal variograms are presented in Figures 9 and 10. It was found that both 
directional variograms exhibit a hole efTect, which represents a positive correlation at some finite 
distance.

The vertical variogram appears to be strongly periodic. As such, a trigonometric function was UBed 
to model the vertical variogram. The fitted function is:

a  I f  I for £ < 2.45 meters
2 .5 +  0.65cos(n +  £) for § >, 2.45 meters
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Figure 9. Vertical variogram of intermediate scale study.



The wavelength of the variogram model is 6.28 meters which appears to correspond to the average 
repeatability of the fades in the vertical dimension.

The shape of the horizontal variogram, while exhibiting a slight hole effect, also conforms to the 
properties of an exponential model. After Journel and Huijbreghts (1978), the variogram model for 
the horizontal variogram is based on the product of the exponential and cosine covariance 
functions. The horizontal variogram also exhibits a nested structure. This is modeled by 
appending an additional variogram model to the original one for all lags greater than the break at 
a lag of 17.5 meters. The resulting model is:

yi(!) for I < 17-5 meters
y2(£) for |  17.5 meters

7i(l) = 1.5[l-e-*'33cos(0.3£)] 
W(É) =  yi +  0 .7 y i (£ - 1 7 .5 )
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y/2 «
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Figure 10. Horizontal variogram of intermediate scale study.

The ranges associated with the horizontal variogram models are approximately 3.3 meters for the 
first (gammal) structure and 21 meters for the second (gamma2) structure. TTie first range is 
related to the average lateral dimension of the facies. While there iB no compelling geologic 
evidence for the second range, it is most likely the result of subtle changes in bed thickness over 
distances of 17.5 m or more.

DISCUSSION

Results of the variogram analysis of both the measured air-flow-rate data at the facies scale (PS2) 
and the estimated mean permeability of facies at the element scale indicate the presence of both 
exponential and nested-exponential correlation structures. The nested structure is believed to 
result from two types of heterogeneity. The first type is that of continuously varying permeability



within a lithologie facies as with the PS1 study. The second type is that of discrete changes in 
mean permeability due to observable changes in lithology (PS2 and Intermediate Scale Study).

This nested structure suggests a two part study of heterogeneity. The geology appears to be a 
spatially discrete process whereas the spatial permeability distribution within geologic units (i.e. 
lithofacies and elements) may be represented as a continuous process at the scale of the current 
sampling volume (approx. lcc). At this time, lithofacies have been the geologic entity of study. 
However it is important that the study is "up-scaled" since geologic interpretation and prediction 
of element distributions and associations is much more feasible than that of the lithofacies.

In either case, studies of heterogeneity may be performed in two parts. First, information 
regarding the spatial distribution and associations of the geologic units can be arrived at through 
sedimentary basin analysis techniques and methods such as indicator kriging (Joumel and 
Alabert, 1988; Johnson and Dreiss, 1989). The second step would be to employ information from 
outcrop studies regarding the correlation statistics within geologic units as well as core data where 
diagenesis may have altered mean values.

Successful solution of aquifer contamination problems requires that the heterogeneities of the 
contaminated aquifer be characterized at the scale of the contamination problem. The methods of 
sedimentary basin analysis and geostatistics are employed as a means to improve the 
characterization process.
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TRACING CONTAMINANT PATHWAYS IN SANDY HETEROGENEOUS 
GLACXOFLUVIAL SEDIMENTS USING A SEDIMENTARY DEPOSITT.ONAL MODEL
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ABSTRACT

Heterogeneous sedimentary deposits present complications for tracking contaminant 
movement by causing a complex advective flow field. Connected areas of high 
conductivity produce so called "fast paths" that control movement of solutes. 
Identifying potential "fast paths" and describing the variation in hydraulic 
properties was attempted through simulating the deposition of a glaciofluvial 
deposit (outwash).

Glaciofluvial deposits usually consist of several depositional facies, each of 
which has different physical characteristics, depositional structures and 
hydraulic properties. The- 'ore, it is unlikely that the property of 
stationarity (a constant mean hydraulic conductivity and a mono-modal probability 
distribution) holds for an entire glaciofluvial sequence. However, the process 
of dividing an outwash sequence into geologic facies presumably identifies units 
of material with similar physical characteristics.

It is proposed that patterns of geologic facies determined by field observation 
can be quantified by mathematical simulation of sediment deposition. 
Subsequently, the simulated sediment distributions can be used to define the 
distribution of hydrogeologic parameters, and locate possible "fast paths."

To test this hypothesis, a hypothetical glacial outwash deposit based on geologic 
facies descriptions contained in the literature was simulated using a sedimentary 
depositional model, SEDSIM (Tetzlaff and Harbaugh, 1989), to produce a three- 
dimensional description of sediment grain-size distributions. Grain-size 
distributions were then used to estimate the spatial distribution of hydraulic 
conductivity. Subsequently, a finite-difference flow model and linked particle 
tracking algorithm were used to trace conservative transport pathways. This 
represents a first step in describing the spatial heterogeneity of hydrogeologic 
characteristics for glaciofluvial and other braided stream environments.

BACKGROUND

There are several ways to approach the problem of determining the distribution 
of hydrogeologic properties in the subsurface. Until recently, these methods 
could be subdivided into three groups 1) detailed field mapping, 2) geophysical 
inferences and remote sensing, 3) mathematical approximations.

The purpose of field mapping is to develop a deterministic model of a given area 
(Molz et al., 1983). Lake (1990) reports making over 10,000 hydraulic 
conductivity measurements using a mini air-permeameter. These data were then 
used to construct detailed conductivity maps for an eolian outcrop. The method



used is described by Goggin et al. (1988). Field mapping usually involves 
destructive sampling procedures such as auger sampling, drill core collection, 
or excavation. The primary disadvantage of this approach is the large time and 
financial commitment necessary to collect such data sets. Currently, the ground
water consulting industry relies on this method to evaluate possible directions 
of contaminant movement.

Geophysical techniques are widely used by the oil industry to map subsurface 
hydraulic properties and to delineate spatial heterogeneity. The resolution of 
these methods depends on the contrast in the geo-electric, acoustic, elastic, 
or magnetic properties of the material. Suites of geophysical logs allow the 
definition of electro-facies (Serra, 1986), which can then be used to infer 
formation permeability and porosity (Moline et al., 1990). However, geophysical 
techniques are limited to areas where ground truth can be established. 
Therefore, "geophysical methods by themselves probably will not provide 
appropriate means of monitoring ground water in most cases; a drilling program 
will probably be necessary to supplement geophysical data" (Sendlein and 
Yazicigil, 1981). Thus, geophysical methods are best used to extrapolate between 
field observations. However, reducing the total field characterization effort, 
but the benefits may be offset by increased data processing requirements and lack 
of resolution. Furthermore, a conversion is often required to transfer the 
estimated value from the scale of measurement to the scale of interest.

Mathematical approximations may be used to describe expected properties for 
unsampled areas based on a knowledge of the geologic environment, or extrapolate 
between limited site data. This allows some freedom from the data collection 
process. Among this group of methods are: geostatistical analysis (Greenholtz 
et al., 1988); fractal models (Menduni, 1990; Wheatcraft and Tyler, 1988; Hewett,
1986); and stochastic models (Dagan, 1987, Vomvoris and Gelhar, 1987). 
Unfortunately, there are certain length scales and/or entire environments to 
which these models do not apply (Neumann, 1990).

Recently, Davis et al. (1990) along with Lewis and Lowden (1990) have attempted 
to correlate hydraulic properties with geologic facies descriptions. Anderson 
(1987, 1989) along with Fraser and Bleuer (1987) propose the use of geologic 
facies models to guide either sampling or modeling. Anderson (1989) suggested 
that the purpose of a facies model is to "characterize spatial trends in 
hydraulic conductivity, . .. predict geometry of hydrogeologic facies from limited 
field data, . . . describe horizontal trends in hydraulic conductivity and 
establish a method for calculating the anisotropy in hydraulic conductivity for 
each facies." However, facies models are usually defined base on sedimentological 
properties without regard to hydraulic attributes. Therefore, facies models may 
define trends in hydogeologic parameters, but they do not quantify these trends

Process simulation models may offer a method for quantifying the distribution 
of sediment properties described qualitatively in facies models. Process 
simulation codes can be used to reproduce narrowly defined geologic environments 
(Bonham-Carter and Sutherland, 1968; Price, 1973; Juergens, 1990). They may also 
be designed to simulate rather diverse geologic environments base on theoretical 
and empirical laws. SEDSIM (Tetzlaff and Harbaugh, 1989) has been used to model 
modern and ancient braided stream deposits (Scott, 1986); submarine deltaic 
sequences (Tetzlaff and Harbaugh, 1989); modern deltas (Koltermann and Gorelick, 
1990); and glacial outwash sequences (Webb and Anderson, 1990).



OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this study are to show that: 1) distributions of sediment 
parameters can be estimated by process simulation models; 2) the spatial 
arrangement of sedimentary deposits predicted by the process simulation model 
indicate connected areas of high conductivity; and 3) the velocity and travel 
times for solutes moving with the fluid, are controlled by the distribution of 
hydraulic conductivity heterogeneity.

To accomplish these objectives, SEDSIM (Tetzlaff and Harbaugh, 1989) was used 
to simulate a sequence of glacial outwash deposits. Calibration standards were 
derived from limited facies descriptions and grain-size data reported by Fraser 
and Cobb (1982) . The model's estimates of the areal grain-size distribution were 
transformed to estimates of hydraulic conductivity using the method of Hazen 
(Freeze and Cherry, 1979). A two-dimensional, areal ground-water flow model was 
constructed using MODFLOW (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988) and estimates of 
hydraulic conductivity from SEDSIM. PATH3D (Zheng, 1989) was then used to trace 
the movement of dissolved particles through the hypothetical fluid system.

OUTWASH SEDIMENTS

Proglacial, fluvial environments are characterized by an abundant source of 
detrital material and frequent high discharge rates. As melt water travels away 
from the ice margin, its transport energy dissipates and consequently its 
carrying capacity is decreased. Thus, large quantities of first coarser then 
progressively finer sediments are deposited. The longitudinal extent of outwash 
sequences is a function of discharge rate and the location of lateral boundaries. 
Characteristic depositional structures and sediment types can be recognized for 
over 50 km along the Wisconsin River, where drainage was confined to a relatively 
narrow valley. Where lateral containment is not present, flow spreads more 
quickly, and energy is lost. Coarse material is deposited in coalescing alluvial 
fans which form broad outwash plains sometimes referred to as sandur (Smith, 
1985). Suspended sediment transport is commonly much higher than in other 
fluvial environments and may reach several grams per liter. Bedload transport 
is less well understood, due to the difficulty in observation (Smith, 1985) . 
However, bedload may exceed 50% of the total transport (Church, 1972; Hammer and 
Smith, 1983; Smith, 1985) .

To describe outwash sequences, we have adopted the facies assemblages used by 
Fraser and Cobb (1982) based on sediment type and depositional structures. 
Specific facies types are listed for the four assemblages in Table 1. 
Characteristic outcrops for each assemblage are shown in Figures 1A-D. This 
classification system defines four assemblages of associated depositional facies 
into zones that are progressively farther from the ice margin. The marginal 
assemblage, nearest the ice margin, has relatively high relief, a lack of 
erosional features, and extensive compressive and load deformation (Figure 1A). 
This assemblage is dominated by mass movement and therefore, cannot be modeled 
by SEDSIM.

The proximal, medial, and distal assemblages are farther from the glacial margin 
and have progressively finer sediments. These zones are dominated by water lain 
deposits and can be simulated by SEDSIM. The boundary between washed and 
unwashed material defines the proximal-marginal boundary. The medial-proximal



transition is based on distinctions in texture and bedding styles, but the two 
are closely related genetically (Cobb and Fraser, 1981) . The proximal assemblage 
is dominated by open and closed framework gravels (Figure IB), while the medial 
assemblage has greater sand content and displays stronger cross-bedding (Figure 
1C) . The distal assemblage consists of parallel-laminated muds and fine-grained 
cross-bedded sands (Figure ID) which were probably deposited in a ponded 
environment. Deposits similar to those described by Fraser and Cobb (1982) have 
been identified in central Wisconsin (Clayton and Attig, 1989; Brownell, 1986).

Figure 1A-D. Representative outcrops £or each of the four facies assemblages
in a glaciofluvial outwash sequence.



A calibration standard was developed using the grain-size distribution data 
reported by Fraser and Cobb (1982) along with Cobb and Fraser (1981). SEDSIM 
produces spatially averaged estimates of grain-size distributions. Therefore, 
the bulk percent of gravel, sand, and fines for each assemblage were used as 
calibration targets irrespective of the small scale, depositional facies within 
each assemblage.

PRECESS SIMULATION MODELS

SEDSIM (Tetzlaff and Harbaugh, 1989) is a process simulation computer code that 
describes the flow of water over a sediment surface. Fluid motion is describe 
by the Navier-Stokes equation with an assumed constant vertical velocity profile. 
Modified versions of formulas by Kalinske (1947) and Laursen (1958) are used to 
describe the transport of a mixture of different sediment grain sizes. SEDSIM 
produces a unique set of output for each array of input parameters.

Input to SEDSIM includes: the number of grid nodes and their dimensions; starting 
topography; the density and mean grain size for four sediment types; the 
location, flow rate, total sediment load, and the percentage of each sediment 
type for each water source; the distribution of sediment types beneath the 
initial topography; total time of flow; and several factors that allow erosion 
and deposition to be estimated for a short time and then extrapolated over longer 
periods to reduce computer effort.

SEDSIM produces estimates of the three dimensional distribution of four specified 
grain types, changes in topography, and the status of water elements within the 
grid boùndary. Sophisticated graphical output to display sediment accretion is 
available for use with work stations operating on Silicon Graphics UNIX 
(Harbaugh, 1990).

LIMITATIONS OF SEDSIM

Several assumptions were used to simplify the flow equations and reduce 
computation time. However, these simplifications impose limitations on the used 
of SEDSIM. The vertical and horizontal resolution of the model are controlled 
by grid cell size and the length of the time step between successive model 
output. Due to the assumption of a constant vertical velocity profile, the model 
is unable to simulate small scale bedforms. Thus, the minimum cell size and 
minimum layer thicknesses (time step3) must be large enough to encompass several 
of these bedfoms. Consequently, model estimates of grain-size distributions 
represent large scale spatial averages.

SEDSIM is designed to represent the entire spectrum of sediment sizes by four 
sediment types, defined by mean grain diameter and density. Model output is 
reported in terms of the thickness of these four sediment divisions. Limiting 
the grain size continuum to only four types reduces the codes computational 
requirements, but restricts resolution of the cumulative grain-size curve.



Each cell in the SEOSIM grid containing a fluid element is considered submerged 
under an evenly distributed volume of water. Therefore, the maximum cell size 
must be smaller than the width of the flow channel being modeled. This can 
result in the need for a large number of grid cells, greatly increasing the 
computational time.

Finally, current versions of SEDSIM assume a constant flow rate. Few geologic 
phenomena occur under constant conditions. For instance, most sediment transport 
by glacial meltwater occurs during two to three months of summer.

To bypass these limitations, SEDSIM was used to simulated a regional outwash 
system with a 200 m x 200 m cells size. The model represented sediment transport 
during the summer melt stage when the outwash plains are commonly submerged by 
meltwater. Therefore, each fluid element represents the movement of water in 
many small, interconnected channels. We have also assumed that one year of model 
time represents five years worth of seasonal flood, or that 40 model years 
represent 200 actual years. We did not modify the code to allow more than four 
sediment types, although this could be done for future simulations.

SEDSIM INPUT

A model area of 4000 m x 4000 m was divided into 20 rows and 20 columns. The 
initial topography was specified to be a planar surface with 1% dip. Fluid 
sources were specified along the eastern edge of the model area with a total 
discharge rate of 540 mVsec. Initial velocities were set at 0.5 m/sec. Total 
sediment load was specified to be 2.8 kg/m3 divided between the four sediment 
types with the following distribution: 10%, 25%, 15%, 50%, from largest to
smallest grain size. The model was run for a time period representing 200 years. 
The four sediment types were defined as 8 mm (gravel), 1 mm (coarse sand), .25 
mm (fine sand), and 0.06 mm (silt-clay) with constant density of 2650 kg/m3.

SEDIMENT SIMULATION RESULTS

Input to SEDSIM, was formulated so that each east-west row of cells began with 
identical surface topography, fluid sources and sediment types. Estimates of 
sediment deposits in each row, where then considered separate realizations of 
the same flow system. This allows us to produce a statistical estimate of mean 
and 95% confidence interval of grain-size data for each column. Through several 
iterations of SEDSIM, we were able to match the distribution of percent of each 
sediment type estimated by SEDSIM with those observed by Fraser and Cobb (1982) . 
Figures 2A-C shows the model estimates compared with observed values for three 
grain types: gravel, sand, and fines (silt and clay). In each diagram the 
stippled area indicates the 95% confidence interval of grain sizes estimated by 
Fraser and Cobb (1982).

Since the sand fraction is a dominant constituent in all assemblages, it was 
treated as the most significant calibration target. Simulated values of percent 
sand (Figure 2B) show a nearly perfect match with observed values. Simulated 
gravel percent (Figure 2A) is much lower than the observed values in the proximal 
sequence, but general trends are similar. As a consequence of choosing 8 mm for 
the largest grain size, we can trace the transport of gravel to the medial 
assemblage, but gravel percent is underestimated in the marginal and proximal



zones. Fines (Figure 2C) match well in the proximal and medial zones, both 
gravel and fines do not match observed values for the distal assemblage. The 
transition between the medial and distal zones occurs where the primary 
transported sediment is less than sand size. This reduction in flow energy 
occured where outwash streams emptied into proglacial lakes or at great distances 
from the ice margin. To reduce the computational requirements, we choose to 
restrict the total number of grid nodes. Therefore the model does not simulate 
the distal zone. In future work we plan to increase the number of sediment types 
handled by SEDSIM and extend the length of the model grid to improve estimates 
of the coarser and finer sediment grain-size fractions.
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MODFLOW: GROUND-MATER FLOW MODEL

Estimates of relative hydraulic conductivity were derived from the grain-size 
distributions estimated by SEDSIM using a method after Hazen (Freeze and Cherry, 
1979). Conductivity estimates by this method should not be considered absolute, 
but the patterns conductivity are appropriate. Figure 3 shows the resulting 
areal distribution of conductivity. Two regions of higher hydraulic conductivity 
are evident along rows (5-8) and (12-15) . The overall geometric mean of 
hydraulic conductivity is 4.1 x 10'2 cm/sec with a range from 4.4 x 10’3 to 2.1 
x 10"1 cm/sec. Figure 4 shows the mean and range of conductivities for each 
column. A strong decrease was observed in both values with distance from the 
glacial margin.

Figure 3. The areal distribution of hydraulic conductivity estimated from 
SEDSIM's grain-size distribution. Shaded area indicates higher 
conductivity.
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MODFLOW (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988) was used to simulate a confined aquifer 
with a constant thickness of 10 m and an area of 4000 m x 4000 m divided into 
200 m x 200 m grids (Figur: 5). Constant head boundaries were set to 48 m along 
the right-hand boundary aid 10 m along the left-hand boundary establishing a 
fixed regional flow system from right to left. Local variations in hydraulic 
gradient are the result of heterogeneity in the conductivity distribution. A 
steady state simulation of the model area produced estimates of the areal 
distribution of potentiometric head (Figure 6). Areas of lower potentiometric 
head correspond to the regions of higher hydraulic conductivity displayed in 
Figure 3.

SPECIFIED HEAD 
BOUNDARY 

10 m

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the confined aquifer system modeled with 
MODFLOW. Shaded area indicates one grid cell.

20

POTENTIOMETRIC SURFACE

Figure 6. Estimates of potentiometric head from steady-state simulations with 
MODFLOW. Variation in head results from variability in the hydraulic 
conductivity distribution.



PATH3D: »ARTICLE TRACKING MODEL

PATH3D (Zheng, 1989) links directly with MODFLOW, and was used to trace water 
particles through the constructed flow system. In addition to input files from 
MODFLOW, PATH3D requires the number of particles, the time frame of particle 
movement, several iteration and output control parameters, estimates of porosity, 
along with the initial x, y, z locations for each particle. An effective 
porosity of 15% was assumed as a constant over the model area. We simulated the 
release of 100 equally spaced particles from the eastern boundary of the model. 
Figure 7 shows the paths taken for a select number of particles. An average 
particle velocity of 2.7 x 10'1 cm/sec would be expected, given a constant 
hydraulic gradient of 0.01, porosity of 0.15, and the average hydraulic 
conductivity estimated from grain sizes (4.1 x 10"J cm/sec). However, for the 
100 particles tracked, the average particle velocity was 30% higher or 3.5 x 10" 
3 cm/sec with a range of 1.7 x 10'* to 7.4 x 10*J cm/sec. More than 60% of the 
particles moved with a faster average velocity by following the path of high 
conductivity.
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Figure 7. Selected paths showing the direction of general particle movement.
Covergence of paths in the upper half of the diagram indicates 
channeling due to the presence of a higher conductivity zone.



CONCLUSIONS
SEDSIM, a process simulation code, has been used to simulate two of the four 
facie3 assemblages in a glacial outwash sequence. Model results were 
quantitatively compared to observed grain-size distributions and relative 
hydraulic conductivities were estimated from the grain-size data. The resulting 
pattern of conductivity was used to produce a ground-water flow model. Tracking 
the movement of particles through this hypothetical system indicates that areas 
of higher hydraulic conductivity channel the flow and decrease the average travel 
time similar, to work done by Desbarats (1990) and Anderson (1990).

This method produces estimates of the distribution of heterogeneity of hydraulic 
conductivity based on an understanding of depositional processes. Therefore, 
refinement of the sediment simulation model is essential.

We have identified limitations of one process simulation code (SEDSXM) as a step 
in its refinement. Three significant restrictions are: 1) the limited spatial 
resolution caused by assuming a constant vertical velocity profile, 2) a need 
for more than four sediment types to describe a wide ranges of grain-sizes, and 
3) the model is unable to handle variations in discharge rate.
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TRACER STUDY IN A COMPLEX THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW SYSTEM

Lucy W. Chambers and Jean M. Bahr, Department of 
Geology and Geophysics, University of Wisconsin - Madison

ABSTRACT

An ongoing series of natural gradient tracer tests are being conducted in 
Wisconsin's central sand plain, a region of thick sandy glacial outwash.
The initial motivation for the tracer tests was to determine the flow path 
around a drainage ditch in order to evaluate the role of ditches in 
limiting the spread of agricultural contamination. The tests were also 
designed to permit a detailed evaluation of the tracer movement within the 
aquifer. These tracer tes’ts involve the simultaneous introduction of 
bromide and iodide tracers, each at a different depth, up-gradient of the 
ditch. The path of the tracer is monitored by frequent synoptic sampling 
from a dense three-dimensional array of multilevel sampling wells.

The overall movement of the tracer plume suggests that the drainage ditch 
acts as a barrier to the shallow flow within the aquifer. A more detailed 
examination of the groundwater flow pattern reveals that it is quite 
complex. The direction and velocity of the flow varies spatially and 
includes a significant component of vertical flow across aquifer stratifi
cation. A variation in groundwater velocity, from an average rate of 0.4 
ft/day at a depth of 20 ft to more than 1 ft/day near the water table, 
clearly affected the movement of the tracer plume. The transient nature of 
the flow system and small scale aquifer heterogeneities also appear to have
affected the shape and path of the tracer plume.’ A detailed examination of
breakthrough curves along with plume and water table maps calculated for 
over 40 different days during the test, were used to assess the combined 
effects of aquifer heterogeneity, flow across stratification, and fluctu
ating gradients on macroscale dispersion. Additional tracer tests are
being conducted in order to refine our interpretations.

INTRODUCTION

The central sand plains of Wisconsin is a region of thick 3andy sediment of 
glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine origin. The glacial sands form the 
principal aquifer for both municipal use and for irrigation in this 
important agricultural region. High nitrate concentrations and pesticide 
contamination have resulted in the closing of a municipal well (Borne et 
al., 1988) and a number of domestic wells (Lulloff, 1987). A number of 
recent research and monitoring efforts have been designed to determine the 
extent of contamination and to characterize the processes that control 
contaminant migration in the unsaturated zone and groundwater of the 
central sand plain (Brasino, 1986; Chesters et al., 1982; Harkin et al. 
1986; Jones, 1987; Manser, 1983; Rung, 1990a,b; Rothschild et al., 1982; 
Stoertz, 1983) .



The results of these studies have highlighted the need for effective 
measures to control shallow contaminant migration. Interceptor ditches 
have been used with success to remove shallow contamination at waste 
management sites (Cantor and Knox, 1986; Gilbert and Gress, 1987) . In the 
sand plain an existing network of drainage ditches serves to .lower the 
water table and may act as passive controls on contamination. Zheng et al. 
(1988a, 1988b) developed an analytical and a numerical model to evaluate 
the effectiveness of existing ditches by identifying the "capture zone" of 
a ditch (Figure 1). The capture zone is the region above the dividing 
streamline from which all water flows into the ditch.

The objectives of the field experiment described in this paper were to 
verify the existence of a capture zone in the vicinity of a drainage ditch 
in central sand plain and to generate a data set that could be used to 
conduct a detailed evaluation tracer movement in a complex flow system. An 
ongoing series of natural gradient tracer tests are being used to evaluate 
the flow system and to assess the combined effects of aquifer hetero
geneity, flow across aquifer stratification, and fluctuating gradients on 
macroscale dispersion.
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Figure 1. The capture zone of ditch no. 4 in the central sand plain 
on August 22, 1984 (modified from Zheng et al., 1988a)



FIELD SITE DESCRIPTION

Geology and Hydrology of the Central Sand Plain

The field site for this study is located about 100 miles north of Madison, 
Wisconsin within the region known as the central sand plain (Figure 2).
The sand plain is a region of sandy glacial outwash just west of the 
maximum extent of Pleistocene glaciation delimited by a terminal moraine. 
The sandy glaciolacustrine and glaciofluvial sediments, primarily derived 
from the poorly-lithified Cambrian sandstone bedrock, were deposited in 
this area during several episodes of filling and draining of Glacial Lake 
Wisconsin. A relatively extensive silt and clay bed, known as the New Rome 
Member, was probably deposited during the last filling of Glacial Lake 
Wisconsin (Clayton and Attig, 1909). A meter or more of windblown sediment 
covers the outwash in some portions of the sand plain (Clayton, 198 6;
1987). The total thickness of sediments above the bedrock ranges from 0 to 
over 150 feet (Faustini, 1985; Weeks and Stangland, 1971).
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Figure 2. The location of the field site within the central sand plain 
of Wisconsin (modified from Anderson, 1986)



The regional groundwater flow within the eastern portion of the central 
sand plain is towards the Wisconsin River, The mean hydraulic conductivity 
in this region as computed by Stoertz (1989) from results of eleven pumping 
tests is 250 ft/day. The vertical hydraulic conductivity appears to be 
somewhat lower due to horizontal layering within the aquifer. Weeks and 
Stangland (1971) evaluated 5 pumping tests and concluded that that the 
probable anisotropy ratio for the central sand plain is between 1 to 7.

Site Characteristics

According to the maps of Clayton and Attig (1989) , the field site for this 
study is located near the edge of the maximum extent of Glacial Lake 
Wisconsin. Drilling at the site revealed the presence of a silt and clay 
layer, presumably the New Rome Member, at a depth of approximately 30 ft. 
The sediment above the silt and clay layer is predominantly well sorted 
fine sand, based on the Folk (1980) classification. A vibracore of the 
relatively shallow sediment at the site revealed distinct narrow zones of 
coarser and finer sediment. A number of slug tests and grain size analyses 
are currently being conducted in order to evaluate variations in hydraulic 
conductivity at the site.

A ditch approximately 9 feet wide runs north-south acrris the field site. 
Mini-piezometers installed in the ditch indicate that head in the aquifer 
exceeds ditch stage by 0.1 to 0.2 feet. Based on a water table map of 
Adams County, regional flow is to the west-southwest, roughly perpendicular 
to the ditch, and the gradient is about 0.0015. Water table measurements 
at the site indicate that the local water table gradient near the east side 
of the ditch ranges from greater than 0.007 to around 0.003. The local 
groundwater gradient on the west side of the ditch varies from about 0.004 
to being undetectable. Figure 3 shows the water table configuration in the 
vicinity of the ditch as water levels dropped from mid-July (when the 
tracer test was begun) until late September when the fall recharge caused 
water levels to rise.

TRACER TEST METHODOLOGY 

Conceptual Design

Figure 4 is a schematic of a tracer test designed to identify the capture 
zone of a ditch. Distinct tracers are introduced and different depths and 
tracer paths are monitored by sampling from multilevel sampling wells 
located on both sides of the ditch. Based on preliminary estimates using 
the analytic solution by Zheng et al. (1988a), the capture depth at the 
field site was predicted to be above the silt and clay layer. Bromide and 
iodide were selected as tracers because they were expected to behave 
conservatively in the sandy sediments at the site. Background concentra
tions of these anions were below the limit of detection for specific ion 
electrodes, permitting introduction of tracers at relatively low concentr
ations .
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Figure 3. Water table maps for the field site on a) July 16, 1989 and 
b) September 23, 1989. Squares represent water table wells, 
diamonds, represent multilevel wells and upside down triangles 
represent injection wells. The rectangle on Figure 3a delineates 
the area instrumented for the tracer test as shown in Figure 5a.
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Figure 4. A schematic of a tracer test designed to identify the capture 
zone.

Monitoring Network

A dense array of monitoring points has been installed at the field site.
Over 50 water table wells have been installed either by hand auguring or 
using a trailer mounted auger. Mini-piezometers of the type described by 
Lee and Cherry (1978) were installed in the ditch to depths of 2 to 7 feet 
below the sediment surface. Seven 2-inch diameter injection wells, 
installed using a truck mounted auger, were used for the test described in 
this paper: one well screened 0.6 to 2.0 feet below the water table, a set 
of three wells screened from 6.4 to 11.1 feet below the water table, and 
another set of three wells screened from 16.4 to 21.1 feet below the water 
table. Twelve bundle-type multilevel sampling wells of the type described 
by Jackson et al. '(1985) were installed in borings completed using hollow 
stem auger. Each multilevel consists of approximately twenty 0.25-inch 
polyethylene tubes attached to a PVC backbone. Nylon mesh at the end of 
each tube forms the sampling point. Sampling points were spaced at 
intervals of either 1.5 or 3 feet. Miniature multilevels, consisting of 
three 0.25-inch tubes with nylon mesh points, were installed using the 
method described by Stites and Chambers (in press). Most of these were 
added during the tracer test in order to obtain improved definition of 
tracer path9. A number of these were installed through the base of the 
ditch, permitting monitoring of the tracer within the capture zone prior to



discharge into the ditch. Figure 5 shows the location of multilevels, 
miniature multilevels and injection wells employed during the tracer test.

Tracer Injection

A number of preliminary tests were conducted at the site between August of 
1988 and June of 1989 (Chambers, 1990). Only the results of the multiple 
tracer test initiated in July of 1989 will be described in this paper. 
Another multiple tracer test begun in the summer of 1990 is currently still 
in progress. For the test begun in mid-July of 1989, two different tracer 
solutions were injected into three different levels within the aquifer: 
iodide solution at a concentration of 0.5 g/1 in the shallowest injection 
well, bromide solution at a concentration of 1 g/1 in the three interme
diate injection wells, and iodide at a concentration of 1 g/L in the three 
deep injection wells. Each tracer solution was mixed in carboys by 
combining a measured amount of crystalline potassium bromide or potassium 
iodide with approximately 20 liters of water from the aquifer. Injection 
was accomplished by draining solution through the carboy spigot into the 
well while carefully monitoring the flow rate. At the intermediate and 
deep levels, three injection wells were used to ensure that the resulting 
tracer plume would be sufficiently wide to be detected should the tracer 
travel beyond the ditch. Because the shallow iodide plume was expected to 
have a much shorter flow path, a single injection well was judged to be 
sufficient to generate a plume that could be traced to the ditch. Addi
tional injection characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

Sampling and Analysis

Samples were collected from multilevel and miniature multilevel points 
using a peristaltic pump. A volume of 150 to 500 mL, corresponding to two 
or three tube volumes, was removed from each multilevel point prior to 
sampling. Field measurements of electrical conductance provided a preli
minary estimate of tracer concentration. Samples for laboratory analysis 
were stored in 120 mL polypropylene cups. Sampling frequency for point3 at 
which tracer arrival was expected ranged from at least once a day during 
the first eleven days of the test, to at least once a week after the first 
two months of monitoring. Over 2500 samples were analyzed during the 
course of the test.

Laboratory analyses were performed using Orion specific ion electrodes and 
a Chemcadet electrode meter. Ionic strength adjuster (ISA, 5 M sodium 
nitrate) was added to samples prior to analysis, using 2 mL of ISA per 100 
mL of sample. Electrodes were standardized before and after each set of 
analyses, using solutions with concentrations in the range anticipated for 
the samples. When periods of analysis extended over several hours, 
electrodes were restandardized to check for drift at least every two hours.
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Figure 5. a) This diagram shows the location of all multilevels and 
miniature multilevels wells at the field site. The open 
triangles and squares represent miniature multilevel wells (mm). 
The squares represent the deeper miniature multilevels of the 
depth for monitoring the tracer injected into the deeper 
injection wells (squares). The triangles are for monitoring at 
an intermediate depth and the upside down triangles are very 
shallow miniature multilevels. The diamonds represent the 
multilevel wells, b) A cross-section of the wells along the 
axis of the plumes. Breakthrough curves for some of the circled 
points are shown in Figure 8.
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Table 1 - Injection Information 

Shallow

Elevation of Screen (ft) 

Tracer

Concentration (g/1) 

Injection Rate (1/hr)

1033.5-
1034.9

Iodide

0.5

45

Duration of Injection (hr) 2.3

Volume (1) 102

Inter
mediate

1024.4-
1029.1

Bromide

1.0

235

3.0

705

Deep

1014.4-
1019.1

Iodide

1.0

235

3.0

800

RESULTS 

Tracer Paths

Figure 6a illustrates the total horizontal movement of the deep iodide and 
intermediate bromide plumes between the time of injection on July 17, 1989 
and the last sampling round on December 5/ 1989. The shallow iodide plume
followed a horizontal path similar to that of the bromide and is not shown
on this figure. The total movement of the tracer plumes and the range of 
average velocities for each plume are shown in cross section on Figure 6b. 
The flow paths of the bromide and deep iodide plumes appear to bracket the 
dividing streamline of the capture zone for the summer and fall of 1989.
At a lateral distance of 25 feet from the ditch, the dividing streamline
lies between 11.3 and 15.7 feet below the average water table position for
the test. Given that the deep iodide plume showed an upward component of 
flow even at this distance, it is likely that the depth to the dividing 
streamline is even greater at larger distances from the ditch. The capture 
depth falls within the range predicted using the analytic model by Zheng et 
al. Preliminary evaluations of the tracer test begun in the summer of 1990 
indicate that there may be significant transient variations in the depth of 
the capture zone.
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Figure 6. a) The total horizontal movement of the intermediate bromide
plume and the deep iodide plume, b) Cross-section of the total 
movement of the tracer and the capture zone.



Plume Dispersion

The areal distributions of the deep and intermediate tracer plumes are 
illustrated by a series of plan views (Figure 7a) for days 15, 45 and 131 
following injection. Maximum concentrations measured within each multi
level were used to contour the plumes in order to define the edges of the 
plumes. Evaluation of frequent synoptic sampling suggests that there was 
very little horizontal transverse dispersion in the intermediate bromide 
plume; the plume width appeared relatively constant until the plume began 
discharging to the ditch. The width of the deep iodide plume appears to 
increase once the plume is beneath the ditch. This increase in plume width 
is probably due to the change in flow path of the plume as it curved off 
toward the south-west.

The cross sections in Figure 7b show the vertical distributions of the 
three plumes on days 15, 45, and 131, projected from the approximate 
longitudinal axis of each plume. There appears to be very little vertical 
transverse dispersion based on the examination of numerous synoptic 
sampling rounds. Examination of the plumes, for example the bromide plume 
on day 15, shows that there are clearly zones of higher and lower velocity 
within the aquifer, presumably due to variations in the hydraulic conduc
tivity of the sediment. On day 15, bromide was found at points 2 and 5 in 
miniature multilevel (mm) 22 (location on Figure 5) and not at the points 
in between. Near the center of the plume, concentrations of over 300 mg/1 
were found in points 3,4 and 7 in mml9, and concentrations of less than 100 
mg/1 were found at points 5 and 6 in between. A peak concentration of 
700mg/l was measured on day 11 in point 6 in mml9; point 5 reached its peak 
of a bit over 200 mg/1 on about day 20 of the test. The dramatic varia
tions in velocity seen in mml9 appeared to have decreased by the time the 
center of mass of the plume reached mm22. It appears that as the plume 
moved upward toward the ditch, the portion of the plume that had been 
flowing in a higher hydraulic conductivity zone reached a zone of slightly 
lower conductivity.

All 3 plumes clearly lengthened along the axis of flow as they migrated 
through the aquifer. The longitudinal dispersion of the plumes appears to 
be predominantly due to velocity variations caused by aquifer heterogeneity 
and intensified by flow across aquifer stratification. Fluctuating 
gradients within this shallow flow system also appear to have contributed 
to plume dispersion.

Apparent Dispersivities

In order to evaluate the apparent dispersivity, breakthrough curves from 
the bromide plume were modeled. The one-dimensional analytic solution 
used by Moltyaner and Killey (1988) to model two tracer tests at the Twin 
Lake site was used to evaluate a secies of breakthrough curves. The
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teat, b) A cross-sectional view of plume movement. Contours 
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model, Moltyaner and Killey'3 equation 6,
" * 1 * 1’
erf x + xo/2 - vt - erf x - xo/2 - vt
. 2 DL tV 2 DL t

assumes that the tracer is instantaneously added to the aquifer at time 
t = 0. At the moment the tracer is added to the system the plume has a 
width of xo and a concentration of Co. Dl is the coeffiecent of longi
tudinal dispersion, v is the plume velocity and x is the distance from the 
source. An one-dimensional model should be a good initial approximation 
with which to evaluate the longitudinal dispersion of the bromide plume 
because there appears to be little transverse dispersion.

Figure 8 shows the observed and calculated breakthrough curves for 3 
miniature multilevels along the apparent axis of the plume. See Figure 5b 
for the location of each sampling point. The breakthrough curves for 
points 5 and 6 in mn>19 show the extremes in velocity variation which were 
discussed earlier. Between the injection of the plume and breakthough at 
mml9 the flow of the tracer had been predominantly horizontal, so extremes 
of velocity variations due to layers of higher and lower hydraulic conduc
tivity may have developed. During transport between mml9 and mmdl2 the 
vertical component of flow becomes more important. Flow across aquifer 
stratifiction is likely to cause a dampening in the extremes of flow rates, 
as a portion of the tracer flowing in a low hydraulic conductivity zone 
reaches a higher hydraulic conductivity zone. A lessening of velocity 
variations in is visible in the breakthrough curves for mm22 and mmdl2 .

It is not possible to match the model to point 5 in mmdl2 because the 
dispersion is very large given the peak concentration. The large apparent 
dispersivity observed at point 5 was probably due to the fact that the 
point is only 1.5 feet below the base of the ditch. The long period of 
tracer breakthrough may reflect a combination of different portions of the 
bromide plume as the plume rose up into the ditch. The large apparent 
dispersivity is also likely to have been partially caused by transient 
variations in gradients directly beneath the ditch.

Table 2 shows the parameter values which were used in the model in order to 
match the model to the actual breakthrough curve data. At times it was 
necessary to adjust the value of the initial plume width or initial 
concentration value in order to obtain a good fit. The need to adjust the 
parameters may be partially due to the fact that the initial plume was not 
perfectly homogeneous. With the exception of the slow moving region of 
tracer at point5 in mml9, the apparent dispersivity values show a general 
trend of increasing as the upward component of flow increases. The 
increase in apparent dispersivity probably reflects the plume flowing 
across rather than parallel to aquifer stratification.
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Table 2 - Breakthrough Curve Information

Sampling Elevation V X o C o aL
point (ft) (ft/day) (ft) (%) (ft)

mml9 pt7 1030.65 0.73 1.6 0.7 0.027
mml9 pt6 1029.89 0.95 2.5 1.0 0.042
mml9 pt5 1028.14 0.57 2.5 0.45 0.11
mml9 pt4 1026.39 0.72 1.6 0.63 0.027

iran22 pt6 1031.50 0.76 1.8 0.38 0.039
mm22 pt5 1030.00 0.79 2.5 0.85 0.078
mm22 pt4 1028.50 0.675 1.9 0.40 0.047
mm22 pt3 1027.73 0.71 2.5 0.80 0.066
mm22 pt2 1026.23 0.805 2.5 0.36 0.037

mmdl2 pt6 1032.97 0.77 2.5 0.40 0.042
mmdl2 pt5 1031.47 0.76 2.5 1.0 0.092*
mmdl2 pt4 1029.97 0.73 2.5 0.57 0.034
mmdl2 pt3 1028.54 0.82 2.5 1.0 0.046

* Questionable value. A good match was not achieved.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The tracer test described in this paper verified the existence of a capture 
zone in the vicinity of a drainage ditch in the central sand plain of 
Wisconsin. For conditions during the summer and fall of 1989, the capture 
depth of the ditch was at least 12 below the water table. At distances 
greater than 25 feet from the ditch, the dividing streamline was probably 
deeper than that inferred from the tracer test. These results are encour
aging because they confirm the hypothesis that drainage ditches in the sand 
plain can provide an effective means to control shallow groundwater 
contamination.

Heterogeneities within the aquifer are reflected in the breakthrough curves 
and plume diagrams. There appear to be distinct zones of higher and lower 
hydraulic conductivity within the aquifer. This conclusion is supported by 
the bands of coarser and finer sediment which were visible in a vibracore 
from the site. Flow across aquifer stratification appears to cause an 
increase in the apparent dispersivity. The macroscale dispersion of the 
plume seems to be a result of velocity variations due to aquifer hetero
geneity, flow across stratification and fluctuating gradients.
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DISPERSION IN GEOLOGICAL MEDIA

G.L. Moltyaner and A. Vills 
AECL Research, Chalk River Laboratories, Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1J0

ABSTRACT

The idea of adding a ground-penetrating gamma-emitting tracer like 
radioiodine to groundwater to measure its velocity by in situ sensing of 
the tracer activity offers a conceptually new approach to contaminant 
transport studies. In fact, information needed to characterize the 
groundwater velocity is acquired by measuring, in situ, changes that the 
flowing water and sedimentary matrix jointly impose on the electromagnetic 
field generated by radioiodine, as opposed to laboratory measurements of 
radioiodine activity in extracted water samples. The information is 
encoded in the measured field intensity and it is transmitted at the speed 
of light continuously by electromagnetic energy photons (throughout both 
solid and water phases) from the source to a radiation detector.

At a scale less than one mean free path of an electromagnetic photon, 
changes in the measured field intensity are due to the energy transport by 
massless (gamma-energy photons) and material particles. At a scale of one 
mean free path, the energy photon is destroyed in essentially the same 
physical environment as it was created. This scale is referred to as the 
local scale. At the local scale changes in the measured Intensity are due 
only to energy transport by material particles.

The radiation detector "reads" intensity changes caused by the motion of
material particles only over a period of time larger than that required by
an individual particle to traverse the distance of one mean free path. 
Over this time scale, the redistribution of tracer particles in space by 
the pore scale velocity takes place and it can be assumed that emissions of 
electromagnetic radiations by radioiodine particles situated within the 
averaging volume of one mean free path radius affect the radiation detector 
equally, independent of the origin of radiation. The deliberate
measurement of the field intensity over the specified interval of time 
imposes a condition for isotropic mixing in the porous medium, and one mean 
free path is recognized as the local-scale mixing length. The mean free 
path thus provides a measure of dispersion at the local scale. The
measured average intensity is conceptualized as the volumetric
concentration which satisfies the local scale advection-dispersion
equation.

In situ sensed data acquired by scanning dry boreholes provide Information 
on joint variations of static (sedimentary matrix) and dynamic (flowing 
water) elements of the aquifer over its depth. The information is 
sufficient to characterize the local-scale structure of velocity variation 
on a point-to-point basis. The spatial structure of the aquifer
heterogeneities may be modelled, then, in terms of the space-correlation
coefficient between two velocities at two points a specified distance



chart. As conceived by the model, small lenses vould impose differences in 
velocity betveen two relatively close points, whereas large stratigraphie 
features vould give velocities that vould be similar at the tvo points. 
This gives a nev method for defining aquifer heterogeneities, by 
introducing kinematically significant length scales of velocity variation 
vithout invoking Darcy's lav and the concept of hydraulic conductivity.

The dimensions of aquifer heterogeneities are defined in a longitudinally 
along the mean flow direction, and transversely in the transverse to flov 
direction. Detailed analysis of the correlation structure of the Tvin Lake 
aquifer velocity field shoved that the scale for the transverse component 
is at least an order of magnitude less than that for the longitudinal 
component. In effect, this means that the local-scale structure of motion 
is essentially anisotropic.

At distances larger than the longitudinal correlation length, the local- 
scale velocity variation in the transverse-to-flov direction redistributes 
the tracer plume over the transverse-to-flov cross section and an isotropic 
cross-sectional concentration distribution may be expected. The idea of 
mixing due to aquifer heterogeneities is implicit in the model and the 
vertical velocity correlation length scale is recognized as the integral 
scale mixing length. The cross-sectionally averaged concentration
satisfies the one-dimensional advection-dispersion equation provided that 
the physical dimensions of the tracer plume are significantly larger than 
the integral-scale mixing length. In upscaling, the rate of dispersion in
creased in an irregular manner, by four orders of magnitude in passing from 
the molecular to local scale, and by tvo orders of magnitude in passing 
from the local scale to the integral scale.

Tvo hierarchical scales of motion, local and integral, are Introduced to 
characterize the mixing process caused by aquifer heterogeneity and 
depositional heterogeneity, respectively. At both scales, the mixing 
length is defined using probabilistic arguments similar to that used to 
define the microscopic mixing length for the process of molecular 
diffusion. At all three scales the diffusion (dispersion) equation derived 
on the basis of entirely kinematic considerations is used to describe the 
transport process. At the microscopic and local scales, transport 
processes are characterized by the three-dimensional diffusion equation 
vith, generally speaking, variable coefficients. At the integral scale, 
aquifer heterogeneities impose conditions on the transport such that for 
shallow aquifers the transport may be modelled by the dispersion equation 
vith constant coefficients in one longitudinal dimension.

INTRODUCTION

It is veil established that the characteristic of the dispersion process 
that makes its quantification in aquifers so difficult is the number of 
kinematically significant scales of motion. The scales are defined by 
aquifer heterogeneity, vhich may be classified as pore-to-pore, vell-to- 
vell and formational heterogeneity [Alpay, 1972]. Such a classification 
does not convey any quantitative information about the role of



heterogeneity in dispersion and, in general, it is not clear hov to make 
explicit and unambiguous connections betveen heterogeneity and dispersion 
at different scales of motion.

A necessity to better understand and to quantify the effect of aquifer 
heterogeneity on transport of contaminants in the subsurface environment 
prompted us to use a combined nuclear physics and groundvater tracing 
technique (in situ sensing technique). Key elements of this technique are 
a radiation detection Instrument and a dry observation veil used for 
continuous scanning of a gamma radiation field transported by the flovlng 
groundvater, and absorbed and scattered by aquifer materials [Killey and 
Moltyaner, 1988; Moltyaner, 1989; Moltyaner, 1990]. The gamma radiation 
field Is created by the artificial injection of a ground-penetrating gamma- 
emitting tracer radioiodine into an aquifer. The subsequent monitoring of 
its migration by scanning dry observation veils provides data containing 
"fingerprints" of those geological heterogeneities and aquifer materials 
vhich actually Interact vith the radiation field during the migration 
process.

The acquired data contain information connecting kinematic features of 
groundvater flov to three-dimensional spatial characteristics of confining 
geologic formation and they may be used to quantify the effect of aquifer 
heterogeneity on dispersion on the basis of solely kinematic
considerations. This aspect of in situ sensed data suggests a nev meaning 
to the term heterogeneity, as compared vith the conventionally used term 
heterogeneity of hydraulic conductivity. In fact, the concept of hydraulic 
conductivity itself, as veil as the concept of porosity, is not invoked in 
quantifying dispersion caused by such defined heterogeneity. The term 
heterogeneity refers to the joint spatial variability in groundvater flov 
velocity and structure of the geological formation as manifested In 
vertical scans of radioiodine activity observed during the natural-gradlent 
radiotracer test at various borehole locations.

Ve vould like to emphasize that a borehole scan is not a direct measure of 
variations in geologic formation properties or the groundvater flov 
velocity. Rather, a borehole scan is a measure of their joint variation 
vhich is exhibited as a variation in radiation field characteristics. 
Using borehole scans, the cause (geologic heterogeneity and spatial 
variations in flov velocity) vhich produces the variation in radiation 
field may be deduced using the dispersion model. In this model intensity 
of the radiation field (or more precisely detector's count rate), 
conceptualized at the scalci of measurement (vhich is referred to as local) 
as volumetric concentration, is the measurable model variable and the 
linear attenuation coefficient vhich accounts for attenuation of gamma 
radiation by aquifer materials is the related model (aquifer) parameter. 
The reciprocal of the attenuation coefficient, the mean free path of a 
gamma-ray photon, is a single local-scale characteristic of aquifer 
materials and of the averaging volume associated vith the measurement 
process.



The variation in local-scale velocity may be determined using the tracer 
test data. The velocity correlation function, in turn, may be used to 
characterize length scales of aquifer heterogeneity In terms of velocity 
integral scales [Lumley and Panofsky, 1964) or mean free paths of local- 
scale particles. This is a topic of discussion in the paper.

Ve shall also highlight in this paper field tracer tests performed vlth the 
aid of In situ sensing technique, set up a quantitative model for 
interpreting aquifer heterogeneity in terms of characteristic length scales 
of velocity variation and a model for quantifying dispersion at tvo 
hierarchical scales of motion: local and integral. Ve shall see that
nuclear physics techniques can provide data for describing the tracer 
motion at different spatial scales and can, therefore, provide a measure of 
the degree to vhich dispersion increases vith an increase in the scale of 
measurement.

The Local-scale Dispersion in Geologic Media

There are tvo equivalent approaches that vere used for analyzing a natural 
gradient dispersion test performed at the Tvin Lake research site, Chalk 
River, Ontario; the tests vere performed by injecting the ground- 
penetrating gamma-emitting tracer radioiodine into the groundvater system 
[Killey and Moltyaner, 1988]. The first approach is a conventional one; it 
is used if measurements of the tracer activity are made In vater samples 
extracted by "vet” multilevel samplers. The second approach is a nev one; 
it is used if measurements of the tracer activity are made in situ by a 
radiation detector placed in a dry veil. In this section ve shall describe 
briefly the second approach and some relevant aspects of the radiation 
field theory by reference to tritium and radiolodlne migration at the Tvin 
Lake site.

Measurement of the tracer concentration

Tvo different tracer techniques vere used at the Tvin Lake tracer test
site, each consisting of virtually the same injection phase, mixing of the 
tracer vlth the groundvater, but different sampling and measurement
procedures. The measurement procedures are tracer-dependent and are 
referred to as mixing-cup and through-the-vall measurement techniques 
[Moltyaner, 1987]. The former one vas employed in the Tvin Lake tests for 
measuring the tritium and radioicdine activity, the latter one vas used for
measuring the radioiodine activity only. The through-the-vall measurement
technique is also referred to as the in situ sensing technique.

In the case of tritium, measurements of the tracer activity are made using 
the mixing-cup «.<?■»sûrement technique (Figure 1). Tritium is a beta- 
emitting tracer a:^ its radioactive emissions of lov-energy beta particles 
cannot be measured adequately in situ. Here, the energy release is many 
times smaller than that associated vith gamma-ray photons emitted by 
radioiodine. Vater samples extracted vith the aid of the mixing-cup
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measurement technique are returned, therefore, to the laboratory for 
analysis and the tritium concentration is defined as radioactivity per unit 
volume of the sampled solution.

Ve are facing, here, the problem of indeterminacy, since it is not knovn a 
priori if the volume of aquifer sampled is the representative elementary 
volume used in the theory of solute transport in porous media [Bear, 1972].
Vhen measurements of radioiodine are made using the mixing-cup measurement 
technique, the same procedure is applied. The tracer solution is sampled 
using multilevel samplers (Figure 1) and analysis of collected samples is 
performed in the laboratory. The same definition of the tracer 
concentration may be used.
In the through-the-wall measurements of radioiodine, illustrated
schematically in Figure 1, the tracer radioactive emissions are detected
and measured in situ [Killey and Moltyaner, 1988]. The measured 
information is propagated by electromagnetic radiation at the speed of
light from the source through solid and vater phases to the detector, and
it contains "fingerprints" of the aquifer heterogeneity as expressed in 
energy-matter interactions.
Oving to the exponential attenuation lav, the volume of aquifer
contributing radiation counts to the detector is of infinite extent. The 
detector's count rate is conceptualized as the volumetric concentration, 
vhich is defined using the convolution procedure vith regard to a weighting 
function characterizing through-the-vall measurements [Moltyaner, 1989]. 
Every through-the-vail measurement of the tracer concentration is made at 
the scale of approximately one mean free path of the gamma-ray photon, 
vhich is compatible vith thé scale involved in the dispersion theory and is 
a property characterizing aquifer materials. In the folloving discussion 
ve shall illustrate in a rigorous vay that it is indeed the case, but let
us introduce first the concept of a particle.
The classical concept of a material particle is a concentrated structure 
vhich has inertia or resistance to any change in its velocity. The measure 
of this inertia is the mass of the particle.
In a kinematical investigation, the particle is idealized as a geometric 
(mathematical) point vith no dimensions. By this, one means a material
body vhose finite dimensions may be neglected in describing its motion.
Various transport phenomena may be explained by interpreting particles as 
bodies of finite size vhich suffer collisions vith other particles in the 
process of motion. The transport of matter, for instance, is visualized as 
mixing of particles of different kinds as a result of collisions. Heat 
transport is visualized as thermal energy exchange betveen particles in the 
process of collision. In describing these processes quantitatively it is 
critical to knov the average distance, the mean free path of a material 
particle, a particle goes vithout a collision vith any other particle.



In contrast to a material particle, a particle of electromagnetic radiation 
or energy photon is postulated to be a massless and chargeless particle, 
and its velocity is taken as a constant equal to the velocity of light. In 
describing quantitatively the transport of energy associated vith gamma 
radiation, ve deal vith a different type of transport process, as compared 
vith mass and heat transport processes. Here, ve deal vith the process of 
attenuation of a beam of particles by collisions vith aquifer materials 
lying in its path. Ve vant to knov the condition vhereby a high proportion 
of photons may travel in the aquifer unattenuated, or ve vant to knov the 
proportion of gamma photons reaching the detector, or equivalently the 
variation in distance travelled by gamma particles vithout interaction 
(free paths). The problem of variation in free paths is a problem of 
distribution and is treated in the next section.

Distribution function for free oaths

The distance that a particle travels, from a point vhere it is knovn to
exist to the point vhere it has its next interaction, is commonly called a
free path. The essential fact about free paths (particles) is that they
have an equal probability of ending (interaction) at any equal short
Interval of travel. Ve shall assume that for a sufficiently short interval 
dx the probability of interaction is /idx. The coefficient of
proportionality ß is a constant property of the material for a given 
interaction and it is called the linear attenuation coefficient [Chilton et 
al., 1984]. Since the probability of a particle's interaction over the
interval dx is ixdx, the probability of not having an interaction over the
interval is l-/idx.

Consider nov a particle traversing a homogeneous Isotropic medium of
infinite extent and let f(x)=P{X>x} denote the probability of it reaching a 
distance x from the origin vithout interaction, vhere X is the random 
variable giving the distance from the origin to the first interaction. The 
probability of a particle reaching the distance x+dx vithout interaction is 
f(x+dx). It is also the product of the probability of reaching x vithout 
interaction and the conditional probability that if the particle reaches 
distance x it vill travel the additional distance dx vithout interaction. 
Assuming that the probability of interaction over distance x is the same, 
independently of the point vhere ve choose a particle, ve have for all x, 
f(x+dx)=f(x)f(dx)= P{X>x}P{X>x+dx|X>dx}=f(x)(l-jidx). This is veil knovn in 
the analysis of functional equations [Clarke and Disney, 1970, p. 214] and 
entails the distribution function f(x)»exp(-/jx).

Definition of the tracer concentration

Let us consider first a monoenergetic beam of gamma photons emitted by a 
point source traversing a homogeneous isotropic medium of infinite extent. 
If the beam of photons travels in the x direction, then according to the 
previous section the number of particles reaching the point detector is 
exp(-m x ) (so-called attenuation factor or the probability of a particle's 
survival to distance x from the start of free path) times the number of



emitted particles. It is obvious on physical grounds that the number of 
emitted photons is directly related to the intensity of the source and the 
only radiation that contributes to the intensity at the detector is the 
uninteracted radiation, vhich decreases exponentially vith distance. The 
intensity of radiation is 50Z at 0.7 mean free paths from the source. At 
one mean free path distance the intensity is 37J5; Intensity of gamma 
radiation reaching the detector at 3-5 mean free paths is virtually zero 
(see Figure 2).

If the medium is not homogeneous, the linear attenuation coefficient is no 
longer a constant property of the material, but depends on x. The 
exponential attenuation equation derived for homogenous-medium case can be 
used for the heterogeneous-medium case if changes in ß are incorporated in 
the effective coefficient of attenuation. This approach is knovn as the 
effective ß approach [Chilton et al., 1984]; likevise, over the most of the 
beta range, the attenuation of beta radiation vith distance may be 
described by an exponential dependence vith the corresponding effective 
attenuation coefficient (see Figure 2, middle).

The effective attenuation coefficient for the Tvln Lake aquifer vas 
determined in a simple laboratory experiment using a point source of gamma 
radiation [Killey and Moltyaner, 1988; Moltyaner, 1989] and vas found to 
be equal to 0.433 cm’1. The reciprocal of the attenuation coefficient, the 
mean free path of a gamma-ray photon, is ß'l=2.3 cm. (The mean free path 
of a beta-particle may be taken approximately as 10*4 cm [Fitzgerald et 
al., 1987]. For comparison, the mean free path of a fluid molecule is 
approximately 10 * 7 cm.)

In a field test the detector is surrounded by a distributed source of 
complex geometry and the derivation of a rigorous equation describing the 
energy flux about the distributed source is a difficult problem. Moreover, 
in field experiments the tracer material is distributed non-uniformly in 
the complex geometry of the porous medium. In order to simplify the 
problem, the analytical method for calculating the uncollided flux at a 
radiation field position vhere the detector is placed makes use of the 
uniform source distribution and a simple source geometry assumption. Since 
a distributed source can be treated as a collection of point sources that 
have independent and sununable effect on the detector, the point-source 
formula may be used to derive analytical formulae for the detector response 
for different geometrically simple shapes of distributed sources.

A small volume dU(r) of distributed source of activity A(r,t)dU(r), vhere 
A(r,t) is the activity density of gamma-emitter (gamma activity per unit 
volume of solution)), may be approximated as a point source situated at its 
centre r. If no intervening medium is present, the intensity of the 
radiation field at observation point x (at the detector) is A(r,t)dU(r)/R2, 
vhere R=|x-l| is separation of points x and r. In the aquifer, the 
Intensity is modified by the attenuation factor exp(-/xR). Vith 
approximations of the isotropic emission and of no multiple scattering, the 
intensity I at the observation point x can be defined as the convolution 
integral over the entire space

1(2» t)«i*//A(r, t)exp(-0R)/(4*R2 )dU(r) ( 1 )
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In the field test, the volume of aquifer contributing counts to the 
detector is sufficiently large that the assumption of infini te-volume 
source can be invoked and the condition of spatial equilibrium is expected 
to be established in the interior of the source (the energy lost per unit 
volume equals the energy emitted per unit volume). For this case, equation 
(1 ) is significantly simplified and at any point in the interior of the 
distributed source the intensity of gamma radiation reaching the detector 
is proportional to jr1 [Fitzgerald et al., 1967, p. 332; Moltyaner, 1989, 
p. 1044].

The scale of resolution of the "point” detector is such that ve can not 
distinguish betveen energy fluxes associated vlth any tvo geometrical 
points in the field unless their separation is larger than one mean free 
path. (The term resolution is used here to mean distinguishable
contributions of counts to ihe detector as calculated on the mean-free- 
path-method basis.) The volume of aquifer contributing radiation counts to 
the detector (the averaging volume associated vith the measurement device) 
is taken, therefore, as a sphere of one mean free path radius (the 
spherical volume source is illustrated in Figure 2 by concentric circles).
Assuming that the reference counting geometry is the same for all samples, 
ve can Introduce a velghting function associated vlth a "point" detector. 
The veighting function is defined mathematically as the spherical averaging 
volume [Marsily 1986; Moltyaner, 1989]

g(x)«3/(47tr3) if |x|*r
( 2)

g(x)= 0 if |x|>r

vhere the position vector x is taken at the centroid of the detector and 
r*/*'1. With this approximation the "through-the-vall" measured
concentration is defined from the associated microscopic property A(r) by a 
convolution over the vhole space of A by g

c(x*t)= njA(x-r)g(r)dU(r) (3)

Ve are nov in a position to identify the mean free path of a gamma-ray 
energy photon as the scale of definition of radioiodine concentration (3) 
measured vith the aid of the through-the-vall measurement device. Ve shall 
refer to the definition as operational according to the terminology used by 
Baveye and Sposito [1984].

Our next task is to shov that the mean free path of an energy photon may be 
used as the characteristic dimension of a porous medium (a continuum), and 
to thereby establish compatibility betveen the scale at vhich the tracer 
concentration is defined and the scale at vhich the porous medium is 
defined.



Characteristic Scale of a Porous Medium

In the aquifer, vhich is conceptualized as a porous medium, the injected 
tracer material is distributed In the fluid floving through the complex 
netvork of interconnected pores comprising the void space of the porous 
medium. The field of ionizing radiation associated vith the floving tracer 
is distributed continuously throughout both the fluid and solid phases of 
the porous medium. Each point in the field is characterized by the energy 
flux density or intensity, but the level of aggregation or resolution of 
the measurement device is such that the variations in field intensity at 
the scale less than one mean free path of a gamma-ray photon are 
Integrated. The scale of resolution is referred to as the local scale and 
the measured concentration is referred to as the local-scale concentration. 
Let us elaborate a bit more on this topic.

Spatial resolution, as used here, embodies tvo notions. The first is the 
technical resolving pover of the radiation detector. The second is the 
resolution needed for characterizing aquifer heterogeneities that actually 
interfere vith the groundvater flov and transport. For the second notion, 
classes of continuum representation like microscopic and local scales are 
used (see Figure 2). In the folloving ve shall shov that the local-scale 
of a continuum representation is appropriate for a physically significant 
characterization of the groundvater flov and transport in porous media.

For this to be indeed the case, ve require that 1) the mean free path of an 
energy photon is tvo orders (.-f magnitude larger than the size of a mean 
pore (the mean grain size of Tvin Lake sands ranges from 0.20 to 0.32 mm); 
2 ) it Includes sufficient number of pores to make the spatial averaging of 
pore-scale variables required to introduce the local-scale variables 
meaningful; and 3) it is small enough compared vlth dimensions of the 
overall system (the smallest dimension of the saturated part of the aquifer 
is 9 m) to make the averaging physically interesting.

By assuming that an averaged quantity can be alvays characterized by a 
finite length of scale (for more details, see Cushman [1986] and Moltyaner 
[1990]), ve observe that the first and third conditions are satisfied, 
since the mean-free-path is 2.3 cm. The second condition is satisfied as 
veil, since the radioiodine-labelled fluid particles situated vithin the 
spherical volume of one mean-free-path radius and contributing radiation 
counts to the detector presumably have velocities in some narrov range, and 
concentration fluctuations caused by these velocities may be characterized 
by some mean local-scale value. This allovs the integration in space for 
defining the average local-scale concentration vith the aid of a veighting 
function, vhich characterizes the aquifer materials as in (3).

The scale of one mean free path can be referred to as the characteristic 
length scale of the porous medium continuum, or the scale of homogenization 
of phase heterogeneity; it is identical to the scale of definition of the 
dispersion process variable, concentration. Furthermore, ve have 
introduced the effective linear attenuation coefficient, vhich depends on 
the aquifer materials comprising the sedimentary matrix and the liquid 
phase. It is a joint property of sedimentary matrix and groundvater



related to the energy transport, as opposed to the conventionally used
concept of the kinematic porosity, vhich is related to flov of vater and is
a volumetric property of the porous medium. The concept of a porosity is 
not invoked in characterizing transport.

By making through-the-vall concentration measurements or by traversing the 
entire porous medium vith a moving spherical volume of one mean free path 
radius, ve replace the actual heterogeneous system by an equivalent 
continuum and obtain a field of the local-scale concentration. At the 
scale larger than one mean free path, the averaging effect associated vith 
the measurement process is assumed to be negligibly small and the aquifer 
exhibits anisotropic and heterogeneous properties, vhich are manifested in 
the variability of the through-the-vail measured concentration (Figure 1). 
The concept of a fluid continuum may be introduced in the same vay by
considering beta-particles (see Figure 2), if for the sake of argument ve
assume that tritium measurements are made using a through-the-vall 
measurement device vith physical dimensions less than the pore size. In 
this case the tritium concentration can be defined using a relationship 
similar to (1) and (3). The continuum approach is applicable at the scale 
larger than one mean free path of a beta-particle.

We can identify the mean free path of a gamma-ray photon as a 
characteristic size of a porous medium (fictitious) particle (local-scale 
par'cicle) and think of a particle as of the spherical volume. The particle 
may be interpreted as a packet of energy enclosed in the entire spherical 
volume or as tracer-labelled groundvater enclosed in the void space of the 
spherical volume. Since the mean free path does not change appreciably 
vith the change in aquifer properties, the size of a porous medium particle 
is fixed. Mass of the fluid enclosed in the spherical volume and the flov 
velocity are assigned to the centroid of the particle.

The concentration field generated by a nonradloactive tracer does not lend 
itself to the through-the-vall type of measurements and, in general, ve are 
unclear about the scale at vhich mixing-cup measurements should be done. 
But, having at our disposal the characteristic dimension of the local-scale 
continuum, ve may measure concentration of a nonradioactive tracer (or 
tritium) at the local scale [Moltyaner, 1989]. This has led us to 
recognition of the fact that studies of dispersion using mixing-cup or 
through-the-vall measurement devices produce similar quantitative results, 
provided the scales of sailing are equivalent.

The discussed upscaling to a fluid continuum and further to a porous medium 
Is based on the property of materials to transmit radiation energy rather 
than on porosity, and it seems to be more appropriate for the description 
of transport processes. The essential fact about this approach is that it 
is based on the lavs of probability and does not appear to be significantly 
controlled by physical arguments. The probabilistic nature of the approach 
is used in folloving sections to go to the third scale of the hierarchy: 
the integral scale.



The local-scale advectlon-dlsnerslon equation

In order to describe the transport of a high-energy radioactive tracer in 
the groundvater system in quantitative terns, ve shall assume that the 
radiation field generated by the injected tracer is in the local 
equilibrium conditions (the radiation energy lost per unit volume equals 
the energy emitted per unit volume). Strictly speaking, the assumption is 
valid for the case of an infinite volume source vith a uniform activity 
distribution. The assumption is also expected to be valid in the interior 
of points of a volume source vith a characteristic dimension of one mean 
free path of an energy photon.

For the radiation field transported by the floving groundvater, the spatial 
energy equilibrium in the vicinity of the observation point is achieved 
only if a photon is destroyed in essentially the same physical environment 
as it vas created, before the conditions are modified significantly by the 
bulk flov. Assuming that the time delay caused by the finite speed of 
radiation particles can be ignored in the groundvater tracing applications, 
ve can state that the time scale involved in characterizing the local-scale 
concentration given by (1 ) is defined as an interval of time required by a 
fluid particle moving vith the average flov velocity to traverse a 
spherical volume of one mean free path radius. In mathematical terms, the 
mean time betveen photon interactions, nmi/a vhere a is the speed of light, 
must be much smaller than time, M'Vu, required for a particle moving vith 
the average pore-scale velocity u to traverse the distance ß'1.

The condition is met at great depth in the groundvater systems, vhich may 
be termed as optically thick systems in analogy vith the radiation 
transport theory. When making through-the-vail measurements of the tracer 
concentration at any point x in an optically thick system under such a time 
constraint, ve virtually measure time variation in the energy flux at this 
point caused by mechanical transport mechanisms advectlon and dispersion. 
Advection and dispersion set the effective rate for changes in the measured 
concentration and changes, caused by the molecular diffusion may be 
neglected. This concentration satisfies the folloving energy balance 
equation

3c/at+divi=0 (4)

since c is continuously distributed throughout the fluid and solid phases 
of the porous medium. The vector quantity j. (the magnitude of this vector 
is equal to the energy flux density through a unit area oriented 
perpendicular to the direction of groundvater flov and may be thought of as 
the mass flux according to the energy-mass equivalence principle of the 
theory of relativity) can be defined as an algebraic sum of advective and 
dispersive fluxes

l(x»t)*uc-âVc (5)

vhere second rank tensor £ Is the dispersion tensor [Bear, 1972], vhich is 
a function of u, and u is the advective reference velocity defined in one 
of the folloving sections. The reasoning supporting the assumption of



gradient dependent dispersion used in (5) is based on the analogy vith 
diffusion phenomena. Here, the application of a Fickian type of lav is 
assured by nonobservable random interactions of labelled vater particles 
vith aquifer sediments (Fick’s lav is used at the local scale to calculate 
the energy flux emitted by the material property undergoing a mechanical 
process of mixing). The rate of time and space variations of labelled
vater particles at a point (vithin the spherical volume of one mean-free-
path radius) is described by the local-scale advection-dispersion equation, 
vhich is obtained by combining (4) and (5).

While elements of the dispersion tensor are assumed to be constant vithin 
the spherical volume, equation (5) still allovs for variations of these
elements vith space. If the x-axis is taken in the direction of flov, the
dispersion tensor has three nonzero diagonal components; one in the 
longitudinal direction (in the direction of groundvater flov) and tvo in 
the transverse directions. The longitudinal (transverse) dispersion 
coefficient is proportional to the velocity u and longitudinal ax 
(transverse at) dispersivity [Bear, 1972].

Since in (5) flux ± is defined vith respect to the coordinate system fixed 
at the injection point and it is measured vith respect to the detector, 
velocity determined only at the instant of time vhen the centre of mass of 
the plume coincides vith the detector satisfies equation (5). In general, 
it is hypothesized that a comoving frame associated vith a local-scale 
particle comprises a sequence of inertial frames, each of vhich has a 
velocity instantaneously coinciding vith that of a particle. It is then 
assumed that the Galileian transformation applies betveen each of these 
frames and the Eulerian reference frame.

Further, since the mean properties such as concentration and velocity used
in (4) and (5) are defined at the local scale only labelled fluid particles 
situated at the distance less the mean free path of an energy photon are of 
concern in quantifying the dispersion process. These particles are assumed 
to have velocities in some narrov range and the mean free path of a
particle is regarded as the mixing or dispersion length of the system.

The experimental results shoved that the relationship betveen longitudinal 
dispersivity and the mixing length is given by

ax-#i'l/3 (6)
The anisotropy of the dispersion process stems from the fact that the
scattering of energy particles is more in the direction of flov than that 
in the transverse direction, and on empirical grounds the transverse 
dispersivity may be taken as 1 / 1 0  of the longitudinal dispersivity 
[Moltyaner 1990]. This semiempirical result may be used for estimating 
iocal-scale longitudinal and transverse dispersivities vithout running a 
tracer test.



The local-scale velocity and advection eauatlcn

Monitoring o£ the evolution of the radiolodlne plume in space involves 
measurements of the radioiodine concentration at transverse-to-flow lines 
of dry boreholes over periods of time required by the tracer plume to pass 
any given line of boreholes. Any individual concentration measurement, 
c(x>t), represents an average taken over a volume centered at x vith a 
characteristic dimension of approximately one mean free path of a gamma-ray 
photon, vhich vas termed above as the local-scale average and referred to 
as the local-scale concentration. The idea of using local-scale averages 
to describe the motion of fluid in the aquifer Is based on the assumption 
that in the aquifer the point fluid continuum variables may be replaced by 
point porous-mediuj variables vith the aid of a suitable averaging 
procedure (see, for instance, Anderson and Jackson [1967]; Bear [1972]; 
[Marsily, 1986]; Baveye and Sposito [1984]; Cushman [1984]; Dagan [1986]; 
Nevman [1987]; Moltyaner [1989], [1990]). Since ve have already defined a 
variable of concern, concentration, in terms of local-scale averages (see 
(3)), let us introduce the local-scale averages for three components of 
velocity.

The flov velocity <l{qi,q2 ,q3} at mathematical point x represents an average 
taken over a spherical volume of one mean-free-path radius, vhich vas 
termed above as the local-scale particle. (In the case of mixing-cup 
measurements by a local-scale particle ve mean the tracer-labelled 
groundwater enclosed in the spherical volume.) It is defined as the 
convolution integral [Marsily, 1986]

4i(S)-JJJVi(|3S-£|>g(£)dU(x)f i«l,2,3 (7a)
vhere x Is the point of observation, r is the position of a tracer 
particle, U is the volume element at x and V{VlfV2 ,V3} is the pore-scale 
velocity. It is assumed that in (7a) the field of definition of 
groundvater velocity £ is extended over the entire space by putting V=0 at 
the solid phase and Interface betveen solid and liquid phases. The average 
pore-scale velocity Is defined as

S=fl/n (7b)

and is assigned to the centroid of the local-scale particle.

In the case of the through-the-vall measurements, ve think of a local-scale 
particle as a packet of energy which occupies the entire spherical volume 
of one mean-free-path radius, since the gamma-radiation energy occupies 
both liquid and solid phases. Note that such an interpretation is 
appropriate only at the local scale. At the scale less than one mean free 
path we can not define a particle, since according to Heisenger's 
uncertainty principle the uncertainties in simultaneous measurements of 
position and velocity of smaller packets of energy are large. As the 
volume of particle becomes equal to or larger than a spherical volume of 
one mean free path radius, the gamma-energy photons are created and 
destroyed virtually In the same environment and the uncertainties in the 
simultaneous measurements of position and velocity are negligibly small



from a practical point of viev. In fact, the groundvater tracing by 
radioiodine may be considered an example of such a type of measurement. In 
this limit, ve may give a kinematic interpretation to the local-scale 
velocity based on the Lagrangian point of viev.

In using the Lagrangian vievpoint, ve shall visualize the motion of the 
tracer plume as the motion of local-scale particles comprising it. The 
tracer concentration associated vith a particle is considered a constant; 
that is, the effect of molecular diffusion and local-scale dispersion on 
the rate of tracer spreading is assumed to be negligibly small. As a
result, any local-scale particle is considered moving as a "whole" (the 
particle retains its identity and nature in the process of motion, since 
the penetration depth of gamma-ray photons does not change appreciably in 
sandy environments) and the motion of such particles vith different local- 
scale velocities is considered as the only mechanism of the tracer plume 
spreading.

The position of any particle in space is given by spatial coordinates g 
s{x1 ,x2 ,x3) at some instant of tine. When a particle moves, these
coordinates are functions of time. It is convenient to take spatial
coordinates of particles X at the time of the tracer injection t0 as their 
Lagrangian coordinates [see, for instance, Nonin and Yaglom, 1973] and 
refer the motion of local-scale particles at any time t>t0 to the 
particles' initial coordinates. These initial coordinates are given by the 
expression

In the purely kinematic description of the motion of local-scale particles 
(independent of the forces associated vith the motion) the spatial 
coordinates of a particle, therefore, are not only functions of time but of 
their initial position as veil. In order to describe the motion 
mathematically, ve have to specify the form of the functions explicitly. 
Giving these functions the kinematic interpretation of a path generated by 
a moving particle, ve can describe then the particle motion by the follov- 
ing equation

vhere x(t;X,t0) denotes a position at time t of the particle of fluid vhich 
vas located at the point X at time t0. For each particle there may be a 
different x reflecting the spatial variability of tracer velocity. The 
motion of the tracer plume is described by a family of particle 
trajectories of the form (9).

Ve can nov define the Lagrangian velocity of a local-scale particle as the 
temporal rate of change of a particle displacement vector along its 
trajectory (the term Lagrangian being used to indicate that velocity is 
measured folloving the movement of a particle) and it is given by the 
relationship

X=x(t0) ( 8 )

x=x(t;X,t0) (9)



v(X,t)»3x(X,t)/3t ( 10)
vhere the time derivative is taken at the position of the particle.

The relationship betveen the Lagrangian velocity and Eulerian velocity 
given by (7a) is

vhere ü(x,t) is the Eulerian velocity at point x. Equation (11) gives a 
kinematic Interpretation of the local-scale velocity.

It is important to note that in (11) the differential displacement vector 
of a particle at the point is assumed to have projections equal to the 
increments of the space coordinates at the point and the velocity vector of 
the particle is equal to the velocity vector at the point. The time 
increment involved is equal to the interval of time required by the local 
scale particle to pass the point. Only under these conditions does 
equality (1 1 ) make physical sense.

Analogously, the relationship betveen Eulerian (measured) concentration c 
defined by (3) and Lagrangian concentration C (vhich serves as a 
conservative property of a particle) along the particle trajectory is given 
by the expression

since in the Eulerian description concentration values c(x,t) vary vith 
time t at fixed x. On the other hand, since for any individual particle
the tracer concentration for fixed X does not depend on time t, the 
Lagrangian concentration in (12) is expressed as C(X). Note that if the 
concentration of any particle is knovn from field measurements, values of 
C(X) may be used as the Lagrangian parameter.

The differential analog of expression (12) can be obtained from the
folloving simple consideration. Since the tracer concentration associated 
vith any particle is constant, the time derivative of the left-hand side of 
(1 2 ) is zero

dC/dt-0 (13)

The time derivative of the right-hand side of (12) taken along the local 
scale particle trajectory, due to (13), is also zero

3c/3t+u(Vc)=0 (14)

Ve have arrived at the familiar advection equation, vhich describes the 
evolution of the field of local-scale particles provided that a is knovn 
from calculations or measurements. This equation can be obtained from (4)
and (5) by neglecting the dispersion term in (5) and by using the
continuity equation [see, for instance, Marsily, 1986, p.44].

v(X,t)sdx(X,t)/at»a(x(X,t),t) ( 1 1 )

C(X)-c(x(X,t),t) ( 1 2 )



In order to solve this equation one has to specify Initial conditions
describing the radioiodine distribution at the time of injection; the 
initial-value formulation of a transport problem is appropriate for our 
case since the entire tracer plume is available for the subsequent
transport at the instant of Injection t0. The solution of the initial
value problem for equation (14) is obtained from the characteristic
equation

9x(X,t)/at=u(x,t) (15)

The solutions of equation (15) may be written in the form of (9) vhere X is 
the initial location for each trajectory. For the steady-state distribu
tion of Eulerian velocity u(x) and under certain mathematical restriction 
imposed on the functional form of velocity, the initial location X can be
solved in terms of some observation location x and time t (one can
visualize an observer moving vith a particle vho tries to find out vhere 
the particle originated if at time t it is at location x). Such a 
solution, knovn as a characteristic of (15), is denoted as

X*x(t0 ;x»t) (16)

vhere x(t0 ;x,t) denotes the position at time t0 of the particle, vhich is 
located at the point x at instant t. For a given initial concentration 
distribution c0(x,t0), the solution of equation (14) is then

c(x* t)=c(x(t0 ;x,t),t„)=c0(x(t0 ;x,t)) (17)

The property of equation (17) is that c(x,t) is constant along any 
characteristic curve given by (16) and represents propagation of the 
initial concentration distribution along characteristics. Equation (17) is 
central to the transport model of Simoons [1982] and its modified form (19) 
was used by Shapiro and Cvetkovic [1988].

If the tracer plume is concentrated only in one l c . scale particle X, the 
initial concentration may be vritten in terms of delta function

c0(x»t0)=c05(x-X) (18)

Since molecular diffusion and local-scale dispersion are negligible, the 
tracer plume at all times remains in the same particle as at the beginning 
and the solution of (14) in this case takes the form

c(x> t)=c06(x-x(X,t)) (19)

vhere x(X,t) is found from (15).

If the flov velocity (Eulerian) velocity (and, therefore, Lagrangian) is 
constant, equation (19) reduces to

c(x,t)=c06(x-v(t-t0)) ( 20 )



The argument Inside the delta function represents a linear path generated 
by the moving particle.

Equation (16) and (20) vere used by Moltyaner and Vills [1990] to 
empirically determine the spatial distribution of radioiodine concentration 
from concentration-versus-time data collected during the Tvin Lake test. 
The frozen dispersion hypothesis [Monin and Taglom, 1981], and the 
assumption that pathlines of local-scale particles do not deviate 
significantly from the mean flov vhich folloved approximately a straight 
line, vere used in reconstructing the experimental data. The 
reconstruction vas performed for the time of arrival of the centre of mass 
of the plume at any given line of boreholes.

The Integral-scale Dispersion in Geological Media

The transport of materials in porous media may be described at tvo spatial
scales of practical interest: local and integral. The derivation of
transport equations at the integral scale is the topic of the folloving 
discussion.

Spatial structure of the local-scale velocity field

Since field data on the Lagrangian velocity are unavailable from direct 
measurements, ve shall concentrate on the Eulerian velocity u(x). The 
problem of characterizing the Eulerian velocity is not a simple one,
because of the heterogeneous nature of geologic media. Hovever, vhere 
conventional groundvater flov studies are augmented by a large-scale
natural-gradient tracer test vith radioiodine, the problem is greatly 
simplified, since tracer concentrations are available at borehole locations
at 1 cm vertical intervals and local-scale velocities can be evaluated
using concentration data at 1 cm vertical intervals folloving the procedure 
described by Killey and Moltyaner [1988].

On the other hand, acquired concentration data contain information (as 
expressed in energy-matter interactions) on those aquifer heterogeneities 
that actually interfere vith the tracer flov and, therefore, so do the 
local-scale velocities. As a result, the spatial structure of aquifer 
heterogenity may be characterized indirectly by characterizing the spatial 
variation in local-scale velocities.

The spatial variation of local-scale velocities is regarded as a sum of tvo 
contributions: the pore-scale velocity variation caused by phase
heterogeneity and variations on a scale much larger comparable vith the 
local scale caused by stratification contrasts. By introducing the local- 
scale velocity ve smooth out the pore-scale velocity variation and 
geometry, and physical makeup of aquifer materials critical to the tracer 
flov behaviour are characterized collectively by the attenuation
coefficient, vhich is implicitly incorporated In the local-scale velocity 
by means of the velghting function (see (3)). The effect of sedlmentary- 
stratlgrafic conditions in the aquifer on the local-scale velocity 
variation is manifestly expressed in the configuration, extent and



continuity of individual velocity strata. Individual velocity strata nay
be identified from the observed vertical profiles of the radioiodine 
distribution by correlating the peak concentration arrival time at 
observation veils. In this vay, a somevhat mechanistic breakdovn of 
geologic heterogeneity into a number of layers vith contrasting velocities 
is produced.

The mechanistic manner of zoning the aquifer using virtually continuous 
vertical profiles of radioiodine distribution is described in detail by 
Killey and Moltyaner [1988]. Briefly, the tracer occupied zone of the 
aquifer can be divided into layers of similar velocity using vertical 
profiles of the tracer distribution. Bach velocity layer vas traced from 
veil to veil to establish its continuity or discontinuity. A 
discretization of the flov domain into individual velocity layers is 
illustrated in Figure 3.
If dimensions of strata together vith associated velocities vary 
irregularly from stratum to stratum, ve may statistically regularize the 
spatial structure of velocity variation by introducing a stratum vith mean 
dimensions and by introducing a mean velocity of identified strata. The 
mean velocity may be taken as the arithmetic mean of individual strata 
velocities. Dimensions of a mean stratum or a stratum vith mean dimensions 
may be defined in a longitudinal, along the direction of mean flov, and in 
a transverse, perpendicular to the mean flov, sense. As 1983 test data 
indicate [Moltyaner, 1986], the velocity layer of mean dimensions extends 
0.38 m in the transverse direction and 5 m in the longitudinal direction 
(estimated as spacing betveen boreholes oriented along the flov direction).

It is important to emphasize the disparity in longitudinal and transverse 
dimensions of the mean velocity layer and the bias in this interpretation 
of strata geometry caused by discrete nature of observations (Figure 2).

An alternative method of determining mean dimensions of a velocity layer is 
based on the assumption of continuous variations in flov velocity. Under 
this assumption, mean dimensions of a layer may be formulated in terms of 
the differences in velocities existing betveen one point and another in the 
aquifer. The statistical expression of this idea is provided by the space 
correlation coefficient betveen the velocities at tvo points a specified 
distance apart. If the points belong to the same velocity layer the 
correlation vill tend to be high and vice versa. So the spatial structure 
of velocity variations may be modelled in terms of the space-correlation 
coefficient betveen tvo velocities at tvo points a specified distance 
apart. As conceived by the model, small heterogeneities vould impose 
differences in velocity betveen tvo relatively close points, vhereas large 
stratigraphie features vould give velocities that vould be similar at the 
tvo points.

For characterizing the spatial structure of velocity statistically, ve 
shall consider components of u(x) (and v(X,t)) as second-order space- 
stationary random functions of three space coordinates (time). Under this 
assumption, any given value of a velocity component is a random variable 
vhich is characterized by its probability density function. From the
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definition of (weak) stationary (see, for instance, Marsily, [1986]) it 
follows that all one-dimensional probability density functions of velocity 
vector components are identical, mean-value vector Is a constant vector, 
and correlation functions depend only on the vector difference of 
arguments.

Normalized velocity correlation functions <vt(x)vj(x+£)> of velocity 
fluctuations v=u-<y>» vhere i,j=l,2,3, £ is a space lag and <u>is the mean- 
value vector, are used to classify the spatial velocity variation as random 
or stratified (in the case of correlated strata [Bennion and Hope, 1974]). 
Velocity integral scales Ik are used to specify the mean dimensions of a 
stratum and may be defined in the longitudinal (k-1 ), transverse-horizontal 
(k=th) and transverse-vertical (k»tv) directions for each velocity 
component. When the xx-axis is aligned vith the mean direction of flov, Ik 
are given by

Ik-J<Vi(Xk)vt(xk+£k)>/<[vl(xk)]2>dxk (21)
The integration in (21) is over the infinite domain [Dagan, 1989, p. 19]. 
Longitudinal, transverse-horizontal and transverse-vertical velocity 
Integral scales (correlograms) estimated from tracer test data can be
applied everywhere in the aquifer of interest due to the assumption of
statistical homogeneity.

Numerical experiments shoved that the exponentially decaying correlogram is 
a good approximation for analysing the correlation structure of the
velocity field [Moltyaner, 1986]. For this case velocity integral scales 
can be estimated by fitting sample autocorrelation functions to the
exponential function. The transverse-vertical velocity correlation length 
scale, calculated on the basis of the fitting procedure using the 1983 test 
data, was found to be 0.44 m. This result shows that the described method 
of estimating spatial dimensions of a mean velocity layer produces results 
similar to those calculated on the basis of mechanistic breakdown of the 
aquifer into velocity strata.

Mean free oaths of local-scale particles

For further analysis, we shall assume that local-scale particles are 
distributed continuously amongst individual layers and their velocities in 
each layer are taken to be the same. Any given velocity layer is fixed in 
space, but the local-scale particles continually go in and out of it. It 
is obvious now that velocity layers are introduced to determine 
kinematically significant length scales of. Lagrangian velocity variations 
caused by sedimentary deposits.

Ve can now introduce a simple model describing the motion of local-scale 
particles. According to this model a stream of local-scale particles 
(packets of gamma-radiation energy) originated at some location in space 
moves without changing its direction over a path approximately equal to the 
mean extent of a velocity layer. An interaction (change in the direction) 
may take place when a sedimentary layer with different material properties



is encountered. As a consequence of the encounter, some of particles Bay 
change their direction and nove vith a different velocity along the path
vhich bears no relation to the previous one, and sone may continue their
motion in the same direction. In this model the life of a stream of local- 
scale particles is like the life of a beam of gamma-ray photons before the 
interaction. We can therefore introduce a homogeneous continuum at a 
hierarchically larger scale, in the same vay as ve did at the local scale 
using the mean free path method, but this time for local-scale particles.

It is important to note that local-scale particles do not collide vith each 
other as molecules do in the diffusion process; they interact vith the 
sediments lying in their path. After a number of such interactions a
particle can be at any elevation vithln the saturated part of the aquifer.

On the basis of mathematical considerations similar to those given for 
local-scale particles, ve can state that the probability distribution 
function of free paths of local-scale particles Is exponential in nature. 
The mean free path of a local-scale particle, the mean path over vhich the 
tracer particle travels unattenuated by collision vith aquifer materials,
is equal to the integral velocity scale. Transverse-vertical mean free 
path equal to the corresponding Integral scale is recognized as the lovest 
mean path in defining unattenuated motion of local-scale particles. 
Therefore, vithin a block vith the characteristic dimension of one 
transverse-vertical integral length scale, Lagrangian velocities of the 
local-scale particle are fully correlated. Velocities of the particle at 
points a half integral length scale avay from the centroid of the block 
along the transverse-to-flov cross section are seized to be correlated 
vertically. At the time scale significantly larger than that required for 
a particle to travel a path equal to the longitudinal Integral scale, the 
particle vould vander randomly throughout the cross section of the plume 
(as a result of encountering aquifer material vith different properties).

The primary effect of heterogeneity of sedimentary deposits is, therefore, 
to cause the particle to move from faster velocity layers to slover ones 
and vice versa (to cause mixing of the tracer plume). The longitudinal 
dispersion of the tracer plume may be defined then by local-scale velocity 
variations in the plane orthogonal to the mean direction of groundvater 
motion and the transverse-vertical mean free path (Integral scale) is 
recognized as the Integral scale dispersivity. The implication of this 
observation is that, at distances larger than the mean longitudinal extent 
of a velocity layer, the transverse-to-flov averaging of concentration 
distribution leads to approximately Gaussian distribution of the mean 
concentration, and the one-dimensional plume-scale Fickian dispersion model 
may be applied to describe the motion of the tracer plume in the 
longitudinal direction [Moltyaner and Wills, 1990]. So, in order to deal 
vith geologic heterogeneity in the same manner as ve dealt vith the phase 
heterogeneity, ve introduce an integral-scale homogeneous continuum at the 
scale large than mean longitudinal extent of a velocity layer. The 
velocity Integral scales, the mean dimensions of a velocity layer or mean 
free paths of a local-scale particle are Identical quantities vhich define 
characteristic dimensions of the integral-scale homogeneous continuum 
(Figure 4).
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The Integral-scale transport equation

The concept of Integral-scale dispersion and dispersivity introduced in the 
previous section permits a phenomenological description of transport in 
geologic media on the basis of the Fickian type of lav. This can be done 
using concentrations averaged over the transverse-to-flov cross section 
(actually averaged over a volume element oriented in the flov direction, 
and having one mean free path of a gamma-ray photon in the flov direction 
and of infinite extent in the transverse-to-flov direction). Ve shall 
refer to these data as mean plume-scale concentrations.

Further, oving to the effect of mean flov, the spreading of local-scale 
particles Is predominantly in the longitudinal direction, along the flov, 
and negligibly small In the transverse direction. By neglecting changes in 
the transverse-to-flov dimensions of the migrating tracer plume, the mean 
concentration averaged over a volume of one mean-free-path length and of 
cross sectional area S is defined as [Moltyaner ana Vills, 1990]

£(*.t)=J\r£(x,y,z,t)dS/S (22)

vhere £ Is the plume-scale concentration. Cross sectional area S of the 
entire plume has a normal oriented in the longitudinal direction and has
the position of centre of mass of the plume as its centroid (for more 
details see [Moltyaner and Vills, 1990]).

By virtue of averaging of measured local-scale concentration in the
transverse-to-flov direction, ve perform mixing of the local-scale 
concentration as if it vas measured in an array of ideal fully-penetrating 
veils oriented transverse to the mean direction of flov. The complete 
description of mixing process requires separating contributions of 
integral-scale dispersion and advection. The usual vay of doing that is to 
assume that these tvo effects are additive. In more exact terms, ve define 
the energy flux J in the direction of flov as

J (x ,t )» £ U p -D a s/3 x  (23 )

Since flux J is defined vith respect to the coordinate system fixed at the 
injection point and it is measured vith respect to the line of boreholes 
oriented transverse to mean flov direction, the plume-scale velocity can be 
determined only at the instant of time vhen the centre of mass of the plume 
coincides vith the detector. In general, it is hypothesized that a 
comoving frame associated vith the centre of mass of the plume comprises a 
sequence of inertial frames, each of vhich has a velocity instantaneously 
coinciding vith that of the centre of mass. It is then assumed that the 
Galileian transformation based on the plume-scale velocity applies betveen 
each of these frames and the Eulerian reference frame. Equation (23) may 
be considered as the definition of the mean plume-scale flov velocity Up 
relative to a fixed coordinate system; D is the integral-scale dispersion 
coefficient.



Using the conservation principle for the elementary volume of Infinite 
extent in the transverse to flov dimension, the plume-scale dispersion 
process is described by the one-dimensional dispersion equation [Moltyaner 
and Vills, 1990]

3£/3t+3(cu)/3x-D62£/5x2=0 (24)

The kinematic explanation of lntegral-scale longitudinal dispersion process 
is as follovs. The plume as a vhole moves vith some average velocity in 
the direction of flov. Due to variations of longitudinal velocity vithin a 
cross section orthogonal to the mean direction of flov, some of thé local- 
scale particles move vith a velocity larger than the cross-sectionally 
average velocity, and some move vith a smaller velocity. If observations 
are made in the coordinate system moving vith the mean velocity in the 
direction of flov and associated vith the cross section, some of the local- 
scale particles move at random forvard and backyard vith regard to the 
cross section, and some execute random motion in the cross section. 
Actually, all particles move in the direction of flov, but because their 
motion is observed from the moving coordinate system, the motion of these 
particles relative to the moving frame is forvard and backvard.

Ve then assume that a test particle crossing the cross section made its 
last collision, prior to crossing, a distance Itv avay. Ve can calculate 
the rate of transport of local-scale particles through the cross section 
using the Fickian type of lav (the second term In the right-hand side of 
(23)) and define the longitudinal dispersion coefficient as

D=I (25)

Our experimental results shov that the local-scale velocity calculated at a 
distance larger than the longitudinal integral scale and the plume-scale 
(integral-scale) velocity have virtually the same value. From this it 
follovs that the local-scale dispersion rate is enhanced in the 
longitudinal direction by a factor approximately equal to Itv/aia

Ve can derive equation (25) by folloving the approach suggested by Taylor 
[1921] and extensively used in the recent past by [Dagan, 1986; 1989]. In 
order to do that, ve shall relate statistical properties of the Lagrangian 
velocity field to those of random functions x(t;X,t0) given by the 
relationship

x(t;X,t0)=X+Jv(X,t')dt’ (26)

In the simplest case of the average uniform flov the ensemble average 
velocity is given as

<Y(X,t)>*<ü(x(X.t)>=<u> (27)

The Lagrangian fluctuating velocity of a local-scale particle Is defined as



The statistical moments of x are easy to express in terms of those of v 
[Dagan [1982], so that vith respect to a coordinate system moving vith mean 
velocity in the direction of flov the fluctuations of a particle coordinate 
x* vith regard to mean position

<x(t)>-X+vt (29)

is given by the Lagrangian covariances

<xi,xj>-fdt'JdtH<vi(t»)vj(t")> (30)

For the one-dimensional case, ve can estimate the Lagrangian time scale 
[Taylor, 1921] as T ^ ^ / v  and the longitudinal dispersion coefficient for 
time larger than Tx as

D-v*Ttv-Itvu, (31)

vhere Tt»Itv/u is the time required by a local-scale particle to traverse
the transverse-vertical integral length scale vith the mean velocity.
Let us derive nov the same equation using the averaging procedure. Assuming 
that the local-scale velocity satisfies the continuity equation

divu=0 (32)

ve can revrite equation (14) as

3c/3t+3(ui0)79X4=0 (33)
Ve apply next the probability averaging operation

<B(x> t)>«JJ/B(x-xf)p(x'?X,t)dx' (34)

to all terms of equation (33) and use the fact that this operation commutes
vith the differentiation since g and c are continuous functions, and also
use the equation

<uic>«<(<ui>+ui)(<c>+c')*<ui><c>+<ul><c'> i«l,2,3 (35)

Ve note next that <c> is obtained by averaging over the ensemble of local- 
scale particles under the assumption that the distribution of a particle is 
Independent of the elevation at vhich the particle is released. The
injected plume (the vertical dimension of vhich Is often compatible vlth 
the saturated thickness), hovever, has finite dimensions, and in order to 
satisfy the assumption of space-stationarity and ergodiclty the plume 
dimensions must be much larger than transverse integral scales. This
requirement makes the Fickian type of lav, describing behaviour of
quantities averaged over many transverse integral scales, applicable in the 
longitudinal space dimension only. Ve shall arrive then vith the cne-
dlmensional equation of transport processes at the integral scale

a<c>/at+<u>a<c>/ax»-aF/ax, f = < u > < c ’ >  (36)



Assuming the validity of Ficks lav for flux F, ve obtain equation (24). 
This assumption is equivalent to the assumption that the probability 
distribution for the longitudinal displacement of a fluid particle for time 
larger than Ix/u is normal (Gaussian).

Conclusions

In principle, the dispersion process in geologic media may be studied at 
three hierarchical scales of motion: at the scale of a fluid continuum, and 
at the local and integral scales. At the first scale, the three- 
dimensional diffusion equation vith a drift vith generally-speaking 
variable coefficients may be used. At the second scale, the three- 
dimensional advection-disperslon equation vith variable coefficients may be 
used. At the third scale in the hierarchy, only the one-dimensional 
advection-dispersion equation vith constant coefficients may be used for 
shallov aquifers.

The Integral-scale advection-dispersion equation is applicable at the scale 
significantly larger than the longitudinal velocity integral scale. Belov 
this scale the application of the integral-scale equation is physically 
invalid as it is invalid to use the local-scale equation to describe the 
pore-scale motion when concentration measurements are performed at the 
local-scale.

In using equations describing dispersion of contaminants there is no need 
to use hydrogeological variables such as hydraulic conductivity and 
porosity: one can use transport variables such as velocity and
dispersivity.
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